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FEDERAL RESPONSE TO MIDWEST FLOODING

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1993

U.S. House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight,

Committee on Public Works and Transportation,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room
2167, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Robert A. Borski (chair-

man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. Borski. The subcommittee today will review the perform-

ance of the Federal Emergency Management Agency and other

Federal agencies in responding to the needs of hundreds of thou-

sands of people who faced the devastation from the enormous and
unprecedented flooding in the upper Mississippi basin.

The flooding resulted in part or all of nine States being declared

Federal disaster areas and was an early test of the new leadership

team at FEMA and the new spirit of interagency cooperation in the

Executive Branch.
This high-stakes test was not only for the Federal agencies, but

for those at the State, county, and local levels who were required

to coordinate with all the other agencies and deal with flood vic-

tims on the front line.

This subcommittee has held numerous hearings on the perform-

ance of FEMA in the past. We have made recommendations for im-

provement in the agency's performance, some of which have been

adopted.
This time, by all preliminary accounts, FEMA did an outstanding

job of providing the leadership, coordination, and timely response

victims of disaster expect of their Government. It is clear that

James Lee Witt, the new FEMA director, has used his long and
valuable experience in disaster relief programs to produce a re-

markable turnaround in the agency's performance.

Mr. Witt has years of experience on the State level working with

FEMA and he knew what had to be done to respond to the Mis-

sissippi flood. Above all, he knew that the response must be con-

ducted in coordination with State and local officials on a continuing

basis.

Mr. Witt has already taken the first administrative steps nec-

essary to move FEMA in the direction of becoming a more effective

disaster response agency. There is no question that more is needed,

and we stand prepared to assist Mr. Witt.

We intend to use this hearing to receive testimony on how FEMA
responded and how this disaster relief effort differed from events

of previous years, which resulted in the widespread criticism of

(1)



FEMA's performance. We will also hear about the important role

of the Department of Transportation, Corps of Engineers, and the
Coast Guard, as well as State emergency management agencies.
Over the longer term, we will be working with our colleagues on

the Subcommittee on Water Resources and Environment on legisla-

tion to improve the disaster relief program, not just for disaster re-

sponse but also for recovery, preparedness, and mitigation.
We have learned in recent years, disaster by disaster, just how

important our Federal relief effort is to the victims of disaster. It

appears that the Mississippi River flooding marks a major step for-

ward in the effort to provide disaster victims with assistance in

their time of greatest need.
I now yield to the distinguished ranking member, Mr. Inhofe.
Mr. Inhofe. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Today's hearing is an important one and I commend you for

scheduling it. You have already indicated that this is a continu-
ation of our subcommittee's ongoing oversight into performance of
the Federal agencies during natural disasters. It would appear
from the evidence to date that the Federal response to the flood of
1993 was successful and all those who participated in its effort are
to be commended.
Although my district is not directly affected by this flood, we

have in the past experienced severe flooding. Thus, I can fully

empathize with those individuals who were displaced due to the
flood waters.
The ability of the Federal Government to respond quickly and

adequately to a disaster is essential because, as the affected States
know, when a disaster of this size occurs, local and State resources
to respond can easily be overwhelmed. Thus, it is important that
we examine the shortcomings of the Federal response to the flood

of 1993 so that we can improve on it. Equally important is to exam-
ine its successes so that we can build on them for future disaster
response.
Mr. Chairman, given the large number of witnesses, I will con-

clude my remarks and look forward to our distinguished panel of
witnesses.
Mr. BORSKI. The Chair thanks the distinguished ranking mem-

ber.

I would now ask for all other members to hold any opening state-

ments for another time. We have a distinguished guest who is run-
ning on a tight schedule. Unfortunately, disasters don't happen
when we know they will, even when hearings are scheduled. I un-
derstand that Mr. Witt is about to catch a plane to California.
We appreciate your coming by. We welcome you to make any

opening remarks.
[Witness sworn.]

TESTIMONY OF JAMES LEE WITT, DIRECTOR, FEDERAL
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

Mr. Witt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee.

I really appreciate this. The President has asked me to go to

California immediately, and that is what I am about to do.



I would like to enter my statement for the record, if that is okay,

and make a few comments on our disaster response in the midwest.

Mr. BORSKI. Without objection, your prepared statement will ap-

pear in the record.

Mr. Witt. I thank you.

It is important for this committee to understand what we did in

the midwest and how we did that.

Early on, when I was sworn in as Director of FEMA, we estab-

lished a communications system with the White House and infor-

mation flow that would be quickly sent in to the situation room for

the President and the Vice President. From that point on, we
worked very hard with the States and local emergency managers

and our Federal counterpart here in Washington, D.C. to make
sure that we were all working together as partners and to make
sure that we established an emergency management system for

this country that would work.
Doing this early on soon after I was sworn in as director of

FEMA this let us develop a system with which we could respond

very quickly.

Also, I sent out a memo to our regional offices advising them that

I would like for them to identify an individual to go to that State

EOC, if it was evident that we were going to have a disaster, to

work with those States on advice and technical assistance.

We did this in the midwest flood. It worked very well. We also

pulled our Federal counterparts into our agency. We had a meeting

every day at 11:00 to discuss the issues and discuss what we were

doing and how we were doing it together so that we would not du-

plicate services and waste money.
Also, every morning at 9:30 I had a conference call with all of

the State Directors of the nine States that were affected with our

Federal counterparts in Washington, D.C. and also our Federal co-

ordinating officers so that if there were any issues that had come
up over the night we would be able to address those very quickly

and be able to respond to them very quickly.

One of the biggest factors that we have at this time in our recov-

ery phase is the fact that the buy-out/relocation program is very

critical so that we can get these people a decision and get them out

of harm's way for the future. This program that we are putting to-

gether is a program where we are pulling other Federal dollars to-

gether so that we can give them the very best package we can to

relocate these people out of harm's way.
I do want to make a comment about the State and local emer-

gency managers. They are so critical in order to have a good re-

sponse and recovery. They have worked so hard out there with us

and other Federal agencies in our mitigation teams in each State

identifying these people and communities that need to relocate. We
have over 207 communities that are interested in relocation. We
are presently working with 53 of those communities, hand-in-hand,

to help them relocate. We will be working with the rest of them as

we go through this recovery phase.

With those brief remarks, Mr. Chairman, I have Bill Tidball, my
chief of staff, who will be available to answer any questions anyone

may have on our response and recovery and what we have done

and where we are.



Also, if you have any questions of me, I will be happy to come
meet with any Member one-on-one to answer their questions or will

be able to provide them in writing, if that is okay.
Mr. BORSKI. Thank you very much.
Do you have a few minutes now?
Mr. Witt. Yes.

Mr. BORSKI. Let me first of all make a comment that I made yes-
terday.

The Clinton Administration, in my view, has made a number of

excellent appointments, but no Department has been better served
and has improved more dramatically than FEMA has under you,
and you are to be congratulated for that.

I would suggest to the members that since we have only 20 min-
utes for Mr. Witt, perhaps we could each ask one question and then
move on with the rest of the hearing.

You mentioned in your remarks about buy-out and relocation and
how important that is. Hazard mitigation spending—which is as I

understand it, part of buy-out and relocation—could potentially

save the Federal Government millions of dollars in future disaster

assistance payments. Therefore, why should we cap hazard mitiga-
tion spending to an arbitrary percentage of damages suffered in a
particular disaster?

Mr. Witt. We need a very strong hazard mitigation program. It

will not only save the Federal taxpayers dollars in disaster dollars,

it will save State and local tax dollars as well. The most critical

thing is that it will keep people from going through the suffering

they have gone through in losing everything and trying to rebuild
their homes £ind their livelihood.

So if we start now and work toward establishing a good, strong
hazard mitigation program and identifying these areas with the
State and local communities, then it will help us a great deal.

Mr. BORSKI. Could you speak to the cap, sir? There is a cap on
hazard mitigation. I believe you are on record as being in favor of
lifting that from 10 to 15 percent.

Mr. Witt. Yes.

Mr. BORSKI. Why should we have a cap at all if it is that impor-
tant?
Mr. Witt. At the present time, the mitigation fund is tied to the

public assistance fund on the disaster. Mr. Chairman, 10 percent
of the public assistance dollars are made available to each State for

mitigation funds. There is a 50/50 match at the present time.

When you have a State or local community going through a dis-

aster and trying to have to match 50 percent—and also matching
the 25 percent on disaster funds—it is very difficult. A lot of com-
munities will not utilize the mitigation fund because of that. They
just do not have the money.

So it is critical that we change that under Congressman Volk-
mer's bill to 75/25 and increase the cap from 10 to 15 percent of

money that is available for the communities on buy-out and reloca-

tion.

Mr. BoRSKi. The gentleman from Oklahoma, Mr. Inhofe?
Mr. Inhofe. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.



Let me echo your remarks about the Administration—I haven't

spent a lot of time on compHmenting the President on his appoint-

ments, but I sure did on this one.

Mr. Witt. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Inhofe. Since we are confined in our timing right now, I am
interested in learning from mistakes. I think we did a good job.

Your office certainly did a good job. I know that when you first took

this position you talked about learning from mistakes. It is my un-

derstanding that you have actually already filed or are preparing

to file a report with 0MB on improvements that can be made.

Would you elaborate a little bit on that?

Mr. Witt. Some of the things we are going to be looking at with

the States in partnership is to identify the risk that each State

faces. It is very critical that we try to reprogram our programs to

be flexible enough to work with the States in letting them help de-

velop the program to be trained, prepared, and exercised toward

the risk they face instead of what we have been doing in the past.

Mr. BORSKI. The Chair of the full committee, Mr. Mineta?

Mr. Chair. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, let me thank you for your leadership in calling

for these hearings and for your work through members of this Sub-

committee as well as the staff on both sides of the aisle as far as

the investigative work you have been doing.

Over the past 4 years this Committee has had a series of hear-

ings on FEMA's response to catastrophic disasters. I am sorry to

say that most of those hearings have been angry hearings where
those of us on the Committee complained about what seemed to be

the incapacity of FEMA to respond adequately to the needs of our

constituents across the country.

I remember particularly the 2 days of hearings we had in 1990

when we reviewed FEMA's performance in responding to Hurricane

Hugo and the Loma Prieta earthquake. The latter one, of course,

I know because the epicenter of the Loma Prieta earthquake was
in my district. It had a devastating effect in that area. I was aston-

ished at the ineffectiveness of FEMA's response.

You will recall that at the time I said, "If there is any agency

in the Federal Government that could screw up a two-car parade,

it is FEMA."
The one thing that is most satisfying to me in public life is when

I can observe within a relatively short period of time a real im-

provement in the service that the Federal Government delivers to

the people of the United States, especially when this Committee
has played some role in this improvement.

I believe that FEMA's performance this year is an example of

that kind of improvement. It is due in large measure to the leader-

ship and the knowledge that James Lee Witt brings to his position.

We will, to be sure, hear some suggestions today about how FEMA
could have done some things better, but the general thrust of the

testimony will be that FEMA has delivered finally on its promise

to stand with the American people when floods or hurricanes or

earthquakes devastate their communities.
I think there are two major factors behind that improvement.

First, I would hope that the hearings held by this Committee and
others make clear that we want FEMA to take the initiative, to be



proactive in responding to disasters. And the staff of FEMA—^who
I think always wanted to play that kind of active role—responded
with a much more aggressive approach to a disaster response. Sec-
ondly, as I have already mentioned, FEMA received new leadership
that is experienced in disaster response and is committed to meet-
ing the disaster response needs of the American people.
James Lee Witt has clearly brought a new style of management

to FEMA. His reorganization plan mobilizes all of FElV^'s re-

sources to meet the disaster response needs of the American peo-
ple. He made clear that his first priority at FEMA is meeting the
needs of the American people, not following FEMA's internal proce-
dures.
FEMA may still need some changes to its statutory authoriza-

tion. I have introduced a bill. Congressman Borski has also intro-
duced a bill. I gather FEMA has been working on its own bill. We
should focus on possible legislative changes at a subsequent hear-
ing. But I think FEMA has made a great start this year under its

new leadership.
I commend the director on his work so far and I look forward to

hearing how FEMA and the other Federail agencies responded to
this year's flood disaster.

Again, let me just commend you, Mr. Witt, for your capabilities,
as well as your initiative in being able to pull other Federal agen-
cies together under your fine leadership under the umbrella of
FEMA as an agency.
Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Borski. I thank the distinguished gentleman.
The Chair would now like to recognize the gentleman from

Michigan, Mr, Barcia.
Mr. Barcia. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I have a prepared statement for the record.
Mr. Borski. Without objection, your prepared statement will ap-

pear in the record at this point.

[Mr. Barcia's prepared statement follows:]
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MR. CHAIRMAN, all Americans were pained by the horrifying daily reports

on the flooding in the Midwest this Summer. The flooding on the Mississippi and

its tributaries has been one of the most significant national disasters of this

century. Yesterday we heard compelling stories from our colleagues about the

suffering of our fellow Americans in these states. But we also heard example
after example of how different human actions and reactions, some from decades
ago, made the results of this event all the more tragic. There will be a wealth of

data created and lessons learned that should not be lost due to inattentiveness to

the value of information. I am happy that our Committee is taking the lead in

seeking to gain something positive out of this tragedy by studying the natural,

personal and commercial effects of the floods, our response and relief efforts, and

what information might be taken from this event and disseminated to the

appropriate federal, state and local institutions.

I believe that the flooded areas along the rivers of the midwest are a

natural laboratory from which we, as a nation, can learn how to prepare for

similar disasters in this and other areas of the country. We should take particular

advantage of existing resources which can help us extrapolate from this and past

experiences information to improve our response to our most recent and future

tragedies. Our goal must be to learn from such experiences and more effectively

and expediently address natural disasters and their aftermath to make them less

damaging, less fatal and shorter in duration.

How and where are levies most effective and at what heights? How do
building codes and flow control practices upstream affect the flow of the river

downstream? How do we keep hazardous materials from entering the waters

that millions of people rely upon every day for their livelihood? And, as Mr. Witt,

the FEMA director, plans to leave us to fly out to the fires around Los Angeles,

what can be done to minimize the damage from this latest disaster, and how do
we use all of the information available to prevent such further disasters as mud
slides which could result from rains on defoliated Los Angeles hills in the Spring?

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, Chairmen Mineta and Applegate, and our

Ranking Members for offering us an opportunity during these two days to ease

such suffering in the future.
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Mr. Barcia. I, too, would like to echo the sentiments of the pre-

vious speakers in terms of complimenting you on the leadership
that you have brought to the agency, and especially for the testi-

mony before the subcommittee on this very important issue.

The Consortium for International Earth Science Information Net-
work, or CIESIN, is developing a consortium which encompasses
academic, governmental, public, and private organizations who
share a mutual understanding of our global environment. The con-

sortium intends to compile local and international environmental
data from sources all over the world to study trends and changes
in the global environment and the effects on human populations
and civilizations.

They will do this by focusing on socioeconomic data and data on
the interactions between human activities and physical and ecologi-

cal changes. This does turn into a question, Mr. Chairman—and re-

alizing that the witnesses will most probably not be able to answer
this question at this time—I would like for each of the Federal wit-

nesses today to comment, if you wish, and to have your organiza-
tion report to the committee on how such information may have
been and may be useful in predicting the effects of such a disaster,

responding to the flood and potential dangers to people and their

property, and the ensuing cleanup process.

For instance, I have been told by committee stsiff that there are

no measurements of toxic releases from any of the Superfund sites

along the damaged areas. Since I cannot believe that there will be
no contamination of waters flowing through such sites, wouldn't
the compilation of data from the coming months' study of such ef-

fects in the flow of the rivers when they broke through their levies,

et cetera, be useful in responding to future disasters?

If we have a measure of every response and result, may we not
eliminate—or at least substantially reduce—the prospects for re-

peating mistakes of the past and the present? And knowing that
EPA and the Department of Agriculture already do some work with
CIESIN, how may we be able to work with your agency to most ef-

fectively tap this and other existing resources?
Mr. BORSKI. I hope you don't need him to repeat the question.

Mr. Witt. No, Mr. Chairman.
We will be glad to get the answers back to you in writing, if that

is okay.
One thing I would like to say is the fact that we are working

with the International Decade for Disasters. I will be meeting and
speaking for the International Decade for Disasters in Japan next
May. I am a member of that advisory board now. The National Aer-
onautics and Space Administration (NASA) is the primary federal

agency providing support to the Consortium for International
Earth Science Information Network, which is involved in the com-
pilation of worldwide environmental data involving trends and
changes in the global environment and their effects on human pop-
ulations. In view of our mission to minimize the effects of disasters

of all types in the United States, the Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency has a keen interest in the collection and analysis of

such data. This is particularly true with regard to socioeconomic
data on the interactions between human activities and environ-
mental and ecological changes. We are very interested in the pre-



dictive capability that could result from such endeavors, particu-

larly as it relates to human impacts. FEMA intends to contact
NASA to further investigate the applicability of this information to

disaster management and reduction.

Mr. BORSKI. The Chair thanks the gentleman for a very good
question and for learning the ways of allowing the witnesses to re-

spond further in writing.

The gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Poshard?
Mr. Poshard. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I know we are short on time here in deference to the director

having to go to California. I do have a list of questions I would like

to submit to you on follow-up things along the Mississippi.

Previous to this year, the stretch of river on the Mississippi from
St. Louis to Cairo was in my district. Mr. Costello has it now due
to redistricting last year.

But nevertheless, I did travel up and down the river with the Air
National Guard at times during the flood to look at communities
which I had represented in the past, and some on the southern end
that I represent now. I was amazed by the tremendous cooperation
between the Federal, State, and local people and the fact that
FEMA was controlling the logistics of that whole situation.

Mr. Witt, I have to tell you that you did a tremendous job. We
are not here just to patronize you, but FEMA really came through
in this situation. One of the things I was most impressed with

—

I had seen in the disasters in Florida and the Carolinas with the
hurricanes, and the earthquake damage in California—seemingly,
there was no logistical control over the donations that came into

those areas, such as food and clothing and everything else. I

couldn't believe the efficiency with which these things were moved
in the Mississippi flood disaster.

You didn't see warehouses of things sitting around being wasted
and going nowhere. It seemed that your agency really spent a lot

of time on moving those items to places where they could be used
in getting into the hands of people.

I just wanted to congratulate you and thank you for that. I will

get some questions to you later for some follow-up. But thank you
very much for being here.

Mr. Witt. Thank you, sir.

Mr. BORSKI. The Chair would now like to recognize a valuable
member of the full committee, a gentlewoman with first-hand expe-
rience, Ms. Banner from Missouri.
Ms. Danner. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a prepared state-

ment for the record.

Mr. BORSKI. Without objection, your prepared statement will ap-
pear in the record at this point.

[Ms. Banner's prepared statement follows:]

Statement of Congresswoman Pat Banner

Mr. Chairman, thank you. As a member of the Public Works Committee I appre-
ciate the opportunity to participate in this most important hearing. My district in

Missouri was severely affected by the flood of this past summer and I believe that
we can use the experiences of my district to learn some of the problems in oxir disas-
ter relief programs and improve the Federal response in future disasters.

During, as well as, in the aftermath of the flooding, I travelled extensively
throughout my district and witnessed the devastation caused by the flood. My dis-

trict in Missouri is bordered on the west and the south by the Missouri River. In
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addition, the relentless rains and the many Missouri River tributaries run through
my district. The topography of my district resulted in not only in the loss of homes,
business, communities, and lives, but also in the loss of the land on which my con-

stituents Uve. All 27 counties in my district were declared national disaster areas.

Although there are many horror stories regarding the effects of the flood, there
are also many success stories. One of the success stories is the response of the Fed-
eral Emergency Management Agency. I would like to commend the efforts of the
FEMA staff. In many areas, my constituents received exceptional assistance from
FEMA. The response was immediate and well-placed—FEMA wasted no time in set-

ting up disaster field offices in affected areas and effectively simplified the applica-

tion process. In addition, the FEMA staff was, in almost every instance, accessible

and knowledgeable. I cannot tell you how FEMA responsiveness eased the burdens
of individuals affected by the flood.

I would also like to commend the efforts of the Corps of Engineers, especially the
Kansas City District Corps Office. The staff of this office is also knowledgeable and
accessible and has made sincere efforts to assist individuals who have levees de-

stroyed by flooding.

However, as in all response efforts, I believe that there is much room for improve-
ment. I think that we must carefully examine the experiences of individuals and
communities affected by the flood to ensure that, in future disasters, the needs of

affected individuals are met.
Specifically, I think that the policy of rehabilitating the land affected by flooding

must be reviewed. As my district has begun the long process of putting together the
pieces of their lives, they have found that one area which is difficult to put back
together, due to confusing and conflicting Federal regulations, is the land on which
they live. We must review our current river management policy and ensure that vic-

tims of the flood can resume their lives.

I look forward to hearing the testimony of the various panels and their expert
opinions on this important subject. Only through working together can we assist in-

dividuals affected by future disasters.

Ms. Danner. First of all, I would like to thank you for your cour-

tesy in permitting me to sit in on your subcommittee hearing this

morning. I am very, very appreciative.

I am going to call him James Lee because we became phone pals
during the course of the flood in mid-America.

I, too, will be brief because I know of your time limitations, but
I do want to say that I know first-hand of how fine a job your orga-
nization has done and it is directly because of you. I never at-

tempted to reach you one single time that you didn't get back to

me immediately. That sets a pretty high-level-mark for you to

achieve with everyone else, I know.
Did I detect perhaps some support for Congressman Volkmer's

legislation?

Mr. Witt. Yes, ma'am.
Ms. Danner. Very good. I will report that to Harold. He will be

pleased to hear that.

One question I would like to raise with regard to the unemploy-
ment assistance program—my understanding is that for the farm-
ers the amount arrived at for unemployment is based upon the
prior 12 months—what they earned the prior year and then divided
by 12 months. That presents a real problem if for some reason they
didn't have a crop the previous year or they had less than an aver-

age crop the previous year.

Is there some way that we might address that? And in addition
to that, any other suggestions you have I would be very interested

in. I would be interested in learning from you what you think we
should be doing to help make your job easier so that it benefits our
constituents.
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Mr. Witt. When I get back from California, let me look into that

for you. I will give you a call to let you know what we can do to

support changes for that.

Ms. Danner. Thank you very much.
As I said, I have questions, but I know your time is limited. And

I know you are very much needed in California.

Mr. Witt. Thank you.

Mr. BORSKI. The Chair thanks the gentlewoman.
The Chair now recognizes the gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr.

Barca.
Mr. Barca. I would also like to welcome you here today. In my

district, we also have sustained flood damage. I was equally im-

pressed as the other comments have stated. You opened an office

rather promptly in Monroe, and I know people in my area were
ver>' appreciative of that. I would also like to thank you for the co-

operation you gave our office in terms of helping disseminate infor-

mation and get to back to us on a timely basis.

I have one brief question and you can get back to us further, too.

If you have any thoughts—in many parts of the country—and my
district is certainly part of this same trend—we have so many dis-

located workers that are out of work and looking for opportunities.

I wonder, when there are situations like natural disasters of this

sort, is there a way that we could utilize those kind of resources

and the kind of people and the talent they have in order to provide

them with some work opportunities?

Mr. Witt. Yes, sir, there is, and we did hire 419 local people dur-

ing this disaster. Also, we worked with the States on the migrant
workers as well that were up there stranded to help get them back
to their homes.
Mr. Barca. Thank you.

Mr. BORSKI. The Chair would now like to recognize the distin-

guished gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Costello. I thank the gen-

tleman for his insistence in urging us to put this hearing together.

Mr. Costello. Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this impor-

tant hearing today. I would like to submit my prepared statement

for the record.

Mr. BORSKI. Without objection, your prepared statement will ap-

pear at this point.

[Mr. Costello's prepared statement follows:]

Statement of Hon. Jerry F. Costello

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for caUing today's hearing to discuss the fed-

eral government's response to the severe flooding this summer in the Midwest. It

is very important that the Committee look into this matter to ensure that FEMA,
the Corps of Engineers and other federal agencies involved with fighting the flood

carried out their assigned responsibilities properly.

In my Congressional District in Illinois, I witnessed the devastation of the flood-

ing firsthand. Seven of the nine counties I represent were federally declared disaster

areas. With the great help of FEMA, the Corps of Engineers, the Illinois Emergency
Management Agency, and the Illinois National Guard, a large number of commu-
nities did not have to experience the trauma of a levee break. Unfortunately, other

communities were faced with the tragedy of a levee breach as flood waters rushed
through their homes, farms and businesses.

In Randolph County, the Corps and local officials made the decision to purposely

breach the levee to save the historic town of Prairie du Rocher. Because pressure

against the town's levee was relieved, Prairie du Rocher was not flooded. In south-
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emmost Illinois in Alexander County, a breach in the Len Small levee created a
new channel for the Mississippi River to expand through valuable farmland.
Farther north in Monroe County, the town of Valmeyer lost its levee protection

and was completely underwater. Many of you may remember the national news at-

tention focused there after a television camera filmed the complete destruction of

a large farmhouse. Residents of Valmeyer have voted to relocate out of the floor

plain.

My constituents in the Metro-East, across the river from St. Louis, had extensive

Kroblems with sewer breaks. Through the public assistance program, local officials

ave applied for federal ftinds to repair these breaks. Although FEMA initially was
unwilling to allow these towns to use a less-expensive method of repair, eventually
common sense prevailed and FEMA has agreed to allow the preferred method on
a case by case basis.

Generally, I have found FEMA to be helpful in resolving constituent problems.
Though a final response may take a week or more, the staff working on the disaster

has shown great consideration for those affected liy the flood. However, people are
getting more and more frustrated with the process and fewer FEMA representatives

are available to discuss specific cases. I hope that just because the immediate crisis

of the flood is over, FEMA will not allow Midwestern residents to fall through the
cracks.
Again, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for your leadership on this issue. I

hope that this subcommittee will be able to schedule a future hearing on this topic

in St. Louis so that committee members will have the opportunity to see the devas-
tation firsthand and to talk to people affected by this disaster.

I would also like to welcome the witnesses who will testify. Your comments and
concerns are sincerely appreciated by the many victims of the Flood of '93.

There was some discussion yesterday at another subcommittee
hearing about the possibility of holding hearings back in the St.

Louis metropolitan area. I know that you tried to accommodate this

subcommittee in attempting to arrange to hold this hearing today
in St. Louis and it didn't work out because of our schedule here.

But I thank you.
We have been in contact on a regular basis. Like my colleagues,

I thank you for your immediate response to my phone calls. I ex-

press the appreciation of many elected officials in my district for

your personal attention to the disaster we had. You came in per-

sonally. Secretary Espy has been in my district three or four times.

As a matter of fact, he will be back in the next week or so.

Thank you.
Mr. Witt. Thank you, sir.

Mr. BORSKI. There being no further questions, Mr. Witt, again
we want to thank you for your determination in coming today for

a brief period of time. We greatly appreciate it and wish you well

on the rest of your journey.
Mr. Witt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BORSKI. Before we proceed, I would like to insert into the

Record at this point the statement of our colleague from Pennsylva-
nia, Mr. Blackwell.

[Mr. Blackwell's prepared statement follows:]

Statement of Congressman Lucien E. Blackwell

Mr. Chairman, I believe we, in the Congress, can point with pride to the passage
of H.R. 2667, which provided funds for the Midwest flood disaster relief That bill,

signed by the President in August of this year, at the peak of the flooding in the

Upper Mississippi River Basin, injected some $6.2 billion in Federal assistance to

those rain drenched areas.

H.R. 2667 was our response to the great flood of 1993. Today, we are focusing on
the response of the Federal Emergency Management Agency.

Since FEMA was first created in 1978 by President Jimmy Carter, that agency
has been charged with a wide range of responsibility. From natural disasters, such
as the great flood of 1993 and the San Francisco earthquake of 1989, to nuclear fa-
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cility emergencies, FEMA has become the lead agency, ready to assist the nation
in all potential emergencies.

But, as with anything, there are burdens to bear for leadership, and there have
been some serious questions raised as to the effectiveness of FEMA and its ability

to handle national emergencies and massive disasters. The chaotic conditions which
followed the devastation of Hurricane Andrew in Florida and Louisiana last sum-
mer, underscore the doubt and give us a sense of the nature of the question.

Mr. Chairman, when the committee held hearings on FEMA last March, I stated

then that casting blame and finger pointing was not our purpose. I further stated

that I did not believe FEMA should shoulder total responsibility for the perceived
sluggish response by the Federal government to the incredible devastation we wit-

nessed in the papers and on television. But when 50 people die, 14 milUon acres

of land is left under water and countless numbers of new Americans join the ranks
of the homeless as a result of the great flood of 1993, we must ask the tough ques-
tions. That's why we are here.

1 want to hasten to add, however, that I was encouraged by FEMA's response to

the Midwest flooding. Whether due to the gradualness of the flood destruction or

actual policies, FEMA seemed well prepared. Nonetheless, Mr. Chairman, there are

several issues that must be raised and explored during the course of this hearing.

We must know the long term environmental effects of the flooding. We must ex-

plore the manner in which FEMA and the Army Corps of Engineers pooled their

resources to determine if we are maximizing our efforts. And, most importantly, we
must ask how Congress, FEMA, the military and a host of other Federal agencies,

can best work together, in concert with State and loced governments, to ease the
pain of emergency situations. Mr. Chairman, it is inevitable that there will be more
floods and more earthquakes—but more chaos is avoidable. Thank you.

Mr. BORSKI. I would like to welcome our second witness today,

Mr. Rodney Slater, Administrator, Federal Highway Administra-
tion, United States Department of Transportation. Mr. Slater is ac-

companied by Ms. Rose A. McMurray, acting administrator, Re-
search and Special Programs Administration, United States De-
partment of Transportation; and Rear Admiral William J. Ecker,
Chief, Office of Navigation Safety and Waterway Services, United
States Coast Guard.

I would also ask Mr. William Tidball from FEMA to please take
the witness stand now.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. BORSKI. Another of President Clinton's outstanding choices

to head an administration, Mr. Slater.

TESTIMONY OF HON. RODNEY SLATER, ADMINISTRATOR, FED-
ERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION, ACCOMPANIED BY ROSE A. McMURRAY,
ACTING ADMINISTRATOR, RESEARCH AND SPECIAL PRO-
GRAMS ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPOR-
TATION; AND REAR ADMIRAL WILLIAM J. ECKER, CHIEF, OF-
FICE OF NAVIGATION SAFETY AND WATERWAY SERVICES,
U.S. COAST GUARD; AND BILL TIDBALL, CHIEF OF STAFF,
FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
Mr. Slater. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Inhofe, members of the

subcommittee, I am pleased to be here today to note the joy the De-
partment of Transportation has had in working with FEMA and
the other Federal agencies involved in this recovery effort. It is my
pleasure to introduce to you a couple of my partners in the Depart-
ment's flood recovery activities, Rear Admiral William J. Ecker of

the United States Coast Guard, and Ms. Rose McMurray, acting

administrator of the Research and Special Programs Administra-
tion and head of the Department's emergency preparedness pro-

gram.
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We request permission to submit for the record Admiral Ecker's

statement dealing with the heroic efforts of the United States

Coast Guard in responding to the flood as well as my own detailed

statement, which I would like to briefly summarize at this time.

Mr. BORSKI. Without objection, your prepared statement will ap-

pear in the record.

Mr. Slater. This Administration is committed to making every
effort to alleviate the effects of one of the worst natural disasters

in this country in generations. The President, Vice President, Sec-

retary Pena, other Federal transportation officials and I have made
numerous visits to the flood scene to underscore our deep concern
for the victims of this disaster.

In fact, the Administration's commitment to emergency prepared-

ness did not begin with the midwest flood. One of the first things

Secretary Pena did after being sworn in was to meet with those in

the Department responsible for emergency response efforts. To
quote Ms. McMurray, "We got an inkling of the Secretary's style

during the Blizzard of 1993. The Secretary has really moved to pos-

ture the Department to deal with disasters. Because of his interest

and commitment, we in emergency response have really altered the

way we have approached our roles, resulting in a positive redirec-

tion of our response efforts."

The Department would also like to commend this committee for

its role in the flood relief response. Thanks to the bipartisan con-

gressional action in passing the emergency supplemental appro-

priations act, signed by the President on August 12th, we have
been able to react quickly and effectively to the disaster with these
additional emergency program funds.

We also commend the Federal Emergency Management Agency
and the Corps of Engineers as well as the private transportation

industries that all cooperated to an extent never experienced dur-

ing a prior disaster. My written statement outlines the roles of the

several modes involved within the Department of Transportation.

I have submitted to the committee prior to the hearing several

items which analyze the Department's response to the flood and
also respond to the committee's questions. Among these documents
are: a task force report titled 'Transportation; Roads and Bridges:

Task Force Report on the 1993 Midwest Flood Recovery" dated Au-
gust 31st; an October 18th update to that report; and certain

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Offi-

cials' correspondence on these reports.

The flood waters are now receding, but that does not mean that

our work is over. So this hearing is most timely. It is predicted by
some that 1994 may well be another year of excessive rainfall. If

so, this could be a disaster for the areas in the midwest where lev-

ees have been breached, as well as other flood-prone areas in the

United States. You can be assured that the Department of Trans-
portation recognizes that its work is not done and that we will be

there and do whatever is necessary to ensure that our response is

appropriate and timely.

In addressing the specific areas on which the committee re-

quested information, I would like to speak briefly about the dam-
age to transportation infrastructure as a result of the flooding in
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the nine-State area and then summarize the Department's efforts

in responding to and repairing the damage.
As far as a description of the flood damage, the response to the

great flood of 1993 was the largest ever mounted by the United
States Coast Guard's second district headquartered in St. Louis.

The area of responsibility included the upper Mississippi River, the

Illinois and Missouri River, and their tributaries from St. Paul,

Minnesota to below Cairo, Illinois.

In St. Louis and Paducah, the commander of the Coast Guard
forces' operational organization was activated to provide command
and control of all Coast Guard floating and air assets as well as

Coast Guard regular, reserve, auxiliary, and civilian personnel. The
Coast Guard had approximately 500 personnel assigned to the field

at the height of the flood. The Coast Guard conducted more than
2,400 missions and assisted more than 2,900 people.

The multi-mission capability of the Coast Guard was evident

throughout the response period as Coast Guard personnel shifted

seamlessly between different roles—some traditional and some not.

As the flood waters subsided, the Coast Guard worked closely with
the Corps of Engineers to reopen waterways as quickly as possible

to facilitate the resumption of commercial activity.

While the Coast Guard response personnel were busy carrying
out these activities, their own facilities did not escape the effect of

the flood. Three Coast Guard facilities were totally inundated and
16 high level VHF/FM communication sites were destroyed by the
flooding. In addition, 5,000 buoys and 750 shore aids to navigation
were washed away.
The Coast Guard, the Corps of Engineers, and the tow boat in-

dustry established a 24-hour operations and information center to

safely reopen navigation as waters receded. Today, with the excep-

tion of reoccurring silting problems in sections of the upper Mis-

sissippi River, commerce has basically returned to normal.
The destruction wrought by the flooding to all forms of transpor-

tation infrastructure was unprecedented. At the peak of the flood-

ing, 36 airports were closed and almost all navigation aids on the

Missouri and Mississippi Rivers were destroyed. Nearly all railroad

lines through the area were shut down and a major railroad bridge

across the Missouri River, the Gateway Western Bridge at Glas-

gow, Missouri, had collapsed. Over 10,000 miles of track were af-

fected as breaks and washouts between major points effectively

stopped through traffic.

Except for the Kansas City area, all but one bridge across the

Missouri River, the 1-70 bridge in central Missouri, were closed be-

tween Omaha, Nebraska, and St. Louis, Missouri. Again, the dam-
age was significant. Where the Mississippi River flows past central

Illinois, only bridges in the St. Louis metropolitan area were open.

The primary damage to the maritime industry as a result of the
flooding was the loss of revenues while rivers were closed to navi-

gation for almost 90 days. Ironically, because of the heavy silt de-

posits in the navigation channels and the unrepaired levees, the

current problem caused by the flooding is not one of too much
water, it is one of not enough water. Current estimates show that

the barge industry lost almost $200 million in revenues and termi-

nal operators lost almost $100 million.
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Railroad infrastructure was also severely damaged. Total cost to

railroads for repairs are in the hundreds of millions of dollars, al-

most all of which will be financed with private funds.

In contrast with other transportation systems, damages to the

transit infrastructure were minimal. This is due in large part to

the efforts of transit agencies in flood stricken areas in moving
their vehicles to higher ground.

Quickly, I will deal with the Department's response.

During the flooding crisis, the primary concern of the Depart-

ment was providing for the health and well-being of its victims. Re-

storing essential transportation services is a key element in this

process. Therefore, at the first sign of the impending crisis, an ad-

vanced team of emergency response personnel was sent to the flood

area to set up a disaster field office as quickly as possible. This of-

fice served as the nerve center in the region.

At this office, all DOT organizations called upon to respond to

the disaster were formed into what is called an emergency support

function. It is through this group that the transportation-related

Federal agencies provided technical and human resources to assist

in reviving and reconstructing the midwest's transportation sys-

tems.
Because of the temporary loss of roads, bridges, and railroads,

several alternative methods of serving the public's transportation

needs had to be implemented. They included ferry services across

areas where roads and bridges were flooded out and bus shuttle

services between ferry landing and destination areas. Again, these

are just a few of the many examples of individuals committed to

responding to a catastrophe and using their creativity and ingenu-

ity in doing so.

Many trains were rerouted over the lines of other railroads.

Thus, we had competing rail carriers cooperating to maintain our
national system of rail service, thereby limiting significantly the

economic damage caused by transportation delays and disruptions.

Damage to maritime equipment was minimal and for the most
part required only the repair and cleaning of terminal areas and
barges, although three barges sank in the flood. Heavier losses

were sustained by the owners of cargoes such as shippers who were
unable to get their grains to export elevators or to receive their im-

ported fertilizers for the fall planting.

The Maritime Administration has worked closely with the Coast
Guard, the Army Corps of Engineers, and the maritime industry to

assure the swift; recovery from the effects of the flood. For example,
the Coast Guard and industry representatives worked with the

Corps to extend the navigation season until December 1 of this

year, or as late as the weather will permit. By releasing water from
the reservoirs it maintains throughout the midwest, the Corps can
increase the depth of midwestern rivers and compensate for the

falling water levels that occur during the fall.

Briefly, with regard to the Federal Highway Administration's

emergency relief program, it is administered by State highway
agencies in coordination with local jurisdictions where Federal-aid

highways were damaged by the floods. Thus, by its very nature,

our response effort ensures a high level of State and local input.
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Emergency relief funds are available to repair and reconstruct

Federal-aid highways and roads on the Federal lands. Under the

Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act we received $100 mil-

lion in emergency relief funds as well as a contingency of $75 mil-

lion. As of October 1 of this year, our emergency relief program au-

thorization provided another $100 million. To date, we have allo-

cated something in excess of $103 million to all of the nine States

combined.
The cost of repairing highways not designated as Federal-aid

routes and not on Federal lands may be eligible for funds through
FEMA. And we have worked very closely with FEMA to assist

them in their dsimage estimates and projects of that nature.

Let me close now because, while I do have other comments here,

but I know that the committee would like to ask questions of the

individuals before you. At this time, I would like to return to the

chairman for the purpose of receiving questions from members of

the committee.
Thank you.

Mr. BORSKI. Th£ink you very much, Mr. Administrator.

Mr. Slater, there has been some concern on the part of the States

that full damage to infrastructure from the flooding may not be ap-

parent for some time because of saturated road bases and underly-

ing ground. Does the 180-day limit on emergency relief assistance

allow you to fully assess the damages from the flood?

Mr. Slater. It does, and there are really two ways for us to look

at that.

First of all, regarding the 180 days in which States can receive

the higher Federal share—we want to look at it as liberally as we
can. That period has not passed for any of the States, yet they have
been able to make some damage estimates thus far. They will con-

tinue to make damage estimates as the waters recede. We will re-

spond in kind.

If we get to a point where we are far beyond the 180 days, that

may not be bad because it allows for consideration of the impacts
of continued rains. Because the grounds are saturated, we may
have additional flooding. If we can pinpoint a period in time where
the additional rains cause new flooding, then we may have the 180-

day period start again as it relates to the later rainfall.

We are going to look at it in a very open and objective way and
we are going to remain true to our commitment to respond to the

needs of the States as best we can.

Mr. BORSKI. Is there effective coordination with FEMA as well as

transit systems?
Mr. Slater. There is. As a matter of fact, what we did during

the course of the flooding was to work very closely with FEMA and
very closely with State and local officials in making damage esti-

mates. Even though resources to repair damages may come from
different pots—from FEMA when it comes to local roads or minor
rural collectors and then from the FHa^A when it comes to roads

on Federal-aid routes or on Federal lands—we worked with FEMA
to make some of the damage estimates so that the States did not

have to go through that process twice. We, then, after getting the

damage estimates, made the determinations as to what pot was the
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most appropriate pot for funding the repairs after those estimates
were submitted to us.

So again, it was our intent to cut through the red tape and be
as responsive as possible. The coordination has been excellent.

Mr. Tidball, would you care to comment on that?
Mr. Tidball. Just to echo what Mr. Slater has said, sir.

We had offices set up in each of the nine States that are de-

clared, our disaster field offices. The Department of Transportation
had individuals in each of those centers as well as our center here.

In fact, we use people from the Federal Highway Administration
when we make our damage survey reports for that damage that
might be eligible for FEMA assistance.

So the cooperation is excellent with the Federal Highway Admin-
istration and FEMA.
Mr. BORSKI. Mr. Slater, you mentioned in your testimony that

the Federal Transit Administration has no emergency fund to as-

sist transit agencies after natural disasters.

Mr. Slater. That is correct.

Mr. BORSKI. Rather than set up a separate emergency fund for

transit, do you think it would make more sense to broaden existing

authority to allow for an intermodal emergency transportation
fund?
Mr. Slater. I would say that that would be a very reasonable

response. There has not been a discussion within the Department
on that question, but I would think that as we have come closer

together as a Department, as we have carried forth the message of
intermodalism, this would be an example of taking that concept
and making it a reality.

Mr. BORSKI. I know how well you work with Mr. Linton and you
are to be commended on that.

Let me yield to the distinguished ranking member.
Mr. Inhofe. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Slater, I am one of your fans and have watched you work.
Mr. Slater. Thank you very much.
Mr. Inhofe. In case the panel here doesn't understand why I

know so much about Arkansas, three of my kids graduated from
there and one of my daughters teaches at the university, so I keep
up on you guys. [Laughter. 1

Mr. Inhofe. In your testimony, you talk about the fact that the
States can begin getting reimbursement for some of the work they
have done. But I hear all kinds of figures. Can you give us an idea
of what this is ultimately going to cost in terms of reimbursement
for work the States have done?
Mr. Slater. As I noted earlier, we have already responded to the

requests of States in the total amount of approximately $103 mil-

lion. We anticipate that there will probably be estimates that will

come in that will total in the neighborhood of an additional $30
million to $40 million.

We do have to be sensitive to the fact, though, that we continue
to have rains in the area. But because of the decision that was
made by you, the Members of Congress, to give us the resources
in the supplemental appropriations bill, we believe we will be able
to cover any damage estimates that come in.

Mr. Inhofe. That is good.
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Admiral Ecker, in addition to being on this committee, I am on

Merchant Marine Committee and the Coast Guard Subcommittee.

I always marvel at how you guys get your assets moved around

where these problems occur—I remember going through the Exxon
Valdez incident.

What types of assets were you able to get in to work in these

areas when the disaster occurred? Do you feel you vvo>-e adequately

able to get them in to do the job you did?

Admiral EcKER. Let me first start out by mentioning that we
have an infrastructure that is in place on the rivers already. That

infrastructure consists of vessels, support bases, and also commu-
nications. So in terms of being on the scene, we had a head start

because we were there already.

We were able to utilize those assets and pull them together orga-

nizationally in accordance with our operating plans, which we fol-

low in these emergency situations. We created at the two major

centers of activity in St. Louis at the marine safety office and again

in Paducah, Kentucky what we call our Commander Coast Guard
Forces, which is a single command which brings all of the aircraft,

all the boats, all the Coast Guard auxiliary, all the reserves, and

our civilian folks under one unit. That command and control struc-

ture was the main element that responded to activities on the

river.

So in that respect, we had a head start.

Mr. Inhofe. So your equipment was there and you didn't have

to bring a lot in from other areas?
Admiral EcKER. That is correct. We supplemented equipment

from outside, but the basic response activity consists of equipment

that is already pre-positioned in the district.

For example, you have probably seen on television the small red

flood punts carrying Coast Guard people in flooded areas. Those
are resources that are permanently located in river areas specifi-

cally to be able to respond to conditions such as we saw this sum-
mer.
Mr. Inhofe. You, of course, are aware of—with all the budget

constraints—the discussion that has been going on as to where the

assets should be and the availability. I think probably you did a

lot to show that you did this according to plans and right by the

book and apparently did a very good job in your response.

So you would say that you had adequate equipment to take care

of the problem as it came up?
Admiral ECKER. Being able to supplement the cadre of Coast

Guard people, the regulars that are stationed within the district

and on the rivers, with reserve personnel from outside the district

and from other units within the district—which again is in accord-

ance with our operating plans—we were able to cope and respond

in sufficient numbers for the emergencies that we faced.

Mr. Inhofe. How about your auxiliary? Was that activated?

Admiral ECKER. The auxiliary is a wonderful organization of vol-

unteers. They will do just about anything we ask them to, provided

we don't put them in harm's way. They responded with about 200

personnel, both on the water in responding to areas where our com-

munications were lost—they came in and fiUed-in with temporary
on-site facilities. They assisted us in numerous ways both on the
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water and in some of our command stations monitoring radios and
so forth. It is a wonderful organization.
Mr. Inhofe. Well, I think the plan was beautifully executed. My

compliments to both of you.
Mr. BORSKI. The gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Poshard?
Mr. Poshard. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just a quick question for Mr. Slater.

I was interested—because we do have several bridges that were
affected up and down the Mississippi and on some of the subsidiary
rivers—^you do have ongoing inspection for safety purposes of those
bridges now, right? And can we assure the public that the inspec-
tions have determined that those bridges are safe at this point in

time?
Mr. Slater. We can. As the waters receded we did an inspection

along the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers. We continue to go back
and inspect the bridges. We feel very good about their soundness
at this time.
Mr. Poshard. But have there been any major structural defects

at this point in time that anybody should be worried about?
Mr. Slater. In some instances, we did see some scouring, which

is some erosion under the bridge, but we were able to start the
process of repairing the bridges where that was the case. In some
instances, we did find some damage, but we are working with the
States to respond.
Mr. Poshard. Thank you, sir.

Mr. BORSKI. The gentlewoman from Missouri, Ms. Danner?
Ms. Banner. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions of these wit-

nesses. I will save my questions for later witnesses. Thsmk you.
Mr. BORSKI. The gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Costello?
Mr. Costello. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Slater, I, too, would compliment you on your response during

the disaster. I spoke with representatives from the Illinois Depart-
ment of Transportation and they had nothing but good things to

say about the cooperation with the Federal Highway Administra-
tion.

You mentioned that as of October of this year you have made dis-

bursements in the amount of $103 million to date. When would you
expect to make further disbursements? When can the State of Illi-

nois and other States affected that have submitted requests for

funds to your Department expect the next disbursement?
Mr. Slater. Let me say at the outset that one reason we were

able to make the payments that we have already made is because
the States responded by providing preliminary estimates rather
than waiting for all the waters to recede, which was good. We were
able to respond quickly.

As soon as we get the estimates, it has generally taken in the
past 2 to 3 weeks to release funds. We have cut the processing time
down to 1 week. So as soon as we get them in, as soon as our divi-

sion office makes an assessment of the request and forwards that
to us, we respond expeditiously. So I would say that it would de-

pend upon when we receive the damage estimates from the States.

We also work with the States in the preparation of those damage
estimates, so we have a good sense of how the process is moving
along.
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Mr. COSTELLO. Let me follow up on the chairman's point about

the 180-day limit in the assessment process.

Are there provisions to go beyond that limit?

Mr. Slater. The provision that governs our actions under that

kind of situation basically says that for the first 180 days we re-

spond to 100 percent of the damage and fund 100 percent of the

cost to repair the damage. After that point, depending upon the

character of the roadway—whether it is on the Interstate System

or on another Federal-aid route—we either respond with 90 percent

on the interstate system or 80 percent on Federal-aid routes not on

the interstate system.
Again, when you are looking at a situation involving flooding, it

is a little difficult to determine when the 180 days actually begin

and end because there is the continuous raining, as has been the

case in certain parts of the midwest.
We will have to make a judgment on a case-by-case basis after

we get beyond the 180 days as we would generally view it. Mean-

ing, we would have to determine whether there were rains of a suf-

ficient amount to be viewed as a continuation of the flooding, or

whether those rains were significant enough as to cause additional

flooding, thus causing a new period to begin.

We are going to view it as liberally, as reasonably and as objec-

tively as we can because we want to be responsive. We want to be

partners with the States throughout this process. We, too, have

been touched by the courage and the resilience evidenced by those

who have had to deal with this catastrophe. We want to be respon-

sive. That is our job as public servants and we are going to do that.

Mr. CoSTELLO. So the States can rest assured that there is flexi-

bility?

Mr. Slater. Yes.

Mr. CosTELLO. One final point is the concept of an intermodal

emergency fund to respond to disasters. I would hope, as the chair-

man pointed out, that you would go back and follow up with that.

I think it is an excellent idea and would be most helpful in the fu-

ture.

Mr. Slater. Okay.
Mr. Costello. I have one question for Admiral Ecker.

Admiral, I understand that your United States Coast Guard fa-

cility in St. Louis was extensively damaged in the flood. Is that cor-

rect?

Admiral EcKER. It disappeared for a while.

Mr. Costello. I have been in touch with the commander at that

facility and I understand that you are in the process of attempting

to determine how you are going to operate in the future, if in fact

the facility will be relocated or what options are available.

I wonder where we are in the process right now in respect to that

facility.

Admiral EcKER. We are looking at the very real possibilities of

relocating the facility. We really had several facilities—as Mr.

Slater mentioned in his opening remarks, we had the unit in Keo-

kuk as well as the one in Leavenworth damaged by floodwaters.

We have looked at combining the Keokuk operation at the group

with the base in St. Louis into one facility. That proposal is taking
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on a little more realism now because of what happened to both of

those facilities.

We also have a little bit of a contaminated ground, if you will,

in the St. Louis area. There are a lot of facilities there, so we have
some environmental concerns that preclude a great deal of addi-

tional construction at that site. We are very seriously looking at re-

locating the St. Louis base to another location within the greater
St. Louis area and possibly bringing down the command structure

for our unit in. Keokuk, while keeping the buoy operation on the
river in that location.

Mr. COSTELLO. Do you have a time schedule relative to a decision

concerning the relocation?

Admiral ECKER. I would think the decision would probably be
made within the next 6 months. We need to do it, and we need to

move on it because it is important to our daily operations.

Mr. CoSTELLO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BORSKI. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
Mr. Slater, to what extent have delays in levee repairs resulted

in delays to roadway repairs?

Mr. Slater. There has been no extensive delay. It is appropriate
that the levee repair considerations that are now underway be
given full and comprehensive study and debate. As Mr. James Lee
Witt said earlier, we have learned a lot from this flood and for us
to be about the business of doing as we have always done would
not be to take advantage of the lessons learned.

So while there are ongoing considerations regarding levee re-

pairs, to this point that has not affected our abilities to move forth

in opening up the roadways and doing the kinds of damage assess-

ments that are necessary. If some determination is made that they
might be altered, then that would definitely impact us. We are
ready to deal with that should that decision be made.
Mr. BORSKI. Ms. McMurray, what was RSPA's role in coordinat-

ing emergency response between the different transportation

modes?
Ms. McMuRRAY. RSPA is the Secretary's staff arm for imple-

menting any disaster response efforts. We work very closely with
FEMA and the other Federal agencies to present a concerted and
coordinated front to disaster victims. The Secretary and Mr. Witt
met very early on in the Administration to explore opportunities for

strengthening the ties between our two organizations. We have
nothing but praise and kudos to laud upon FEMA. FEMA executed
its putting-people-first initiative under President Clinton as a para-

mount goal. I think the proof was in the pudding.
One of the things the Department did do early on was brief the

Secretary about the role of emergency preparedness. As Mr. Slater

stated in his opening testimony, the Secretary took emergency re-

sponse very, very seriously. He directed that the Department do ev-

erything it could humanly do to assist victims of all types of emer-
gencies in addition to the flood.

Right now we are working with FEMA on the California brush
fire situation and monitoring that very closely. In fact, the Federal
Aviation Administration is transporting Mr. Witt to the scene. We
stand prepared to help in any way we can.
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Mr. BORSKI. Admiral Ecker, can you evaluate the coordination

among Federal agencies in the Federal response effort, the role

played by the Coast Guard, and how the overall effort differed from

previous disaster responses?

Admiral ECKER. We interact in a great many areas with other

agencies. We interact with the EPA with respect to pollution re-

sponse activities. We interact with the Corps of Engineers relative

to daily operations on the waterways. We had contact with the dis-

aster field offices and we were in the local communities with some
of the emergency operating centers.

So from the point of view of the units that we had in the field,

our disaster recovery units, we were interacting at a number of lev-

els.

While on this particular subject—and I know General Williams

with the Corps is going to be up next—I would like to point out

what I think is very much of a success story relative to Govern-

ment agency cooperation as well as Czovernment/private sector co-

operation. TTiat has to do with the reconstitution of the waterways
themselves.
The Corps, the Coast Guard, and the industry established, in our

headquarters in St. Louis, an operations center which was manned
24 hours a day. That center was there for the purpose of providing

information and assisting in the decision making process relative

to how we were going to open up the rivers.

That cooperation really was bom back in the low water days of

1988 and 1989 and it has continued through this day. I think that

is an excellent example of how to get together to discuss problems

and implement solutions for the good of all concerned. We were

very concerned with the state of the levees when towboats would

begin moving on the rivers, and we were concerned for the impact

on the local communities. The last thing everyone wanted was to

have another levee failure brought about by a towboat on the river.

The fact that it was done very successfully—it was done in a co-

ordinated manner—it was done in a manner to facilitate transpor-

tation and getting these companies back moving their cargoes, and
recovering from their losses. I think that speaks very well for the

total cooperation of the Government and the private sector in that

particular endeavor.
Mr. BORSKI. Admiral Ecker, did the Coast Guard have sufficient

resources to cope with the long-lasting flood of the magnitude of

this past summer? How did the size and duration of the flood affect

the Coast Guard's resources and infrastructure?

Admiral EcKER. There is no question that we were stretched to

the limit. We brought in resources from outside, as I described ear-

lier. What we did not have in the second district was air assets.

We brought Coast Guard air assets in from about six air stations

on the Great Lakes, the Gulf, and the East Coast.

I think the fact that we can rapidly bring aboard reserve ele-

ments—we have the Coast Guard auxiliary that I mentioned ear-

lier—I would say that these elements all brought together under a

single command and control structure, as per the plan, was what
kept us going and sustained us during this very extensive duration.
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We brought reserves on board and sent them home back to their

civilian jobs and then we brought additional reserves on. The abil-

ity to sustain that type of force was very effective.

Mr. BORSKI. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Florida,

Mr. Mica.
Mr. Mica. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me a moment

to ask a few questions.

I know the hearing deals primarily with the flood disasters in the

midwest, but coming from the State of Florida we have experienced
some natural disasters, and we had an experience with Hugo and
I had an opportunity to sit in on another hearing dealing with the

response of FEMA.
I wanted to ask a couple of questions. I am delighted to see Mr.

Slater here who is doing an excellent job as our Federal Highway
Administrator. I am real proud of what you have been able to ac-

complish in a short time.

My question deals with the Federal agency and FEMA's ability

to respond from a communications standpoint in a disaster.

With FEMA, as you know, it was primarily set up for military

situations or a potential military conflict or disaster. Now that the

world situation has changed, we have those tremendous resources.

Some of those are communications.
In Hugo, there were problems with delays in communications be-

tween local agencies and Federal agencies and then Federal agency
to Federal agency. I am wondering if you are seeing in the latest

example of the flooding—is there an improvement? Is there ability

now? Do you see a trend of FEMA working together with other

agencies and local authorities so that we can communicate to each
other with the former resources of FEMA that had a different mis-

sion?
If you could respond, I would appreciate it.

Mr. TiDBALL. Mr. Mica, I am Bill Tidball, chief of staff at FEMA.
First of all, I will respond and then perhaps Mr. Slater would

like to respond as well.

Mr. Witt in the last week, as a matter of fact, announced the re-

organization of FEMA, which has changed in view of many of the

things FEMA has done in the past and the responsibilities. He has
changed the organization of FEMA from a program oriented organi-

zation to a functional organization, which makes available all the

assets of FEMA across the board to any kind of emergency that we
might have. Mr. Witt's purpose is that of putting people first and
people serving people is what we are about.

I believe that the midwest flood showed an early signal of how
we were going to provide all those assets we have available to us
in dealing directly with those problems of the people. Of course,

that involves us working closely with State and local governments
and communicating directly with them, as we did on a daily basis

with conference calls which involved not only representatives from
the governor's offices, but also our field offices out there, as well

all the other Federal agencies. So we did this on a routine basis

at least daily and throughout the disaster our nine disaster field

offices that we had out there as well.

Mr. Mica. The Corps and maybe the Highway Administration

—

could you respond? What are you seeing? Not just organization-
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ally—^that is important—but also equipment and things of that

sort. Are you seeing those resources come to you? Do we have a

plan?
Mr. Slater. We do, Congressman.
Since Ms. McMurray was head of our Department response ef-

fort, I would like to ask her to respond to that particular question.

Ms. McMurray. I think some of the reforms that Mr. Tidball al-

ludes to were enacted and implemented during the flood effort. I

think during the Hurricane Hugo experience—and I was on the pe-

riphery of that response during that time—the devastation and the

quick, if you will, results of that natural disaster I think stretched

FEMA or would stretch any agency to respond and be able to set

up quick communications.
The flood, by contrast, was a sort of slow-moving natural disas-

ter. FEMA and the rest of the Federal agencies had a better oppor-

tunity to place communications equipment in strategic locations. As
Mr. Tidball mentioned, the process of having daily conference calls

with the Federal agencies went quite a way to allow coordination.

I think FEMA is on the right track with this reorganization.

With respect to telecommunications equipment, we in the De-
partment are struggling right now with an examination of how we
might strengthen our ability to respond to future disasters. We are

looking at ways of remotely accessing two of our operational pro-

grams—the FAA and the Coast Guard—so that the Secretary

might avail himself of a better use of that technology. Geographical

information systems, for example, would be very helpful to us in

pinpointing the disaster site as well as determining what transpor-

tation resources could be brought to bear on the problem.

So I think there are a number of fronts that we can move out

on both within each Federal agency as well as FEMA to try to

maximize the exchange of information, because that is very key in

responding to a disaster.

Mr. Mica. Hugo was a learning experience. The floods were an-

other learning experience. But I really think it is important—this

communications, the equipment, the ability to respond—because
you can have another disaster if you don't have that ability to re-

spond.
For FEMA, my charge is to come back to the Congress or keep

us posted on the ability to communicate not only between agencies

but also from the disaster point. I think we have learned that is

an essential factor and something we need to change gears and ad-

dress.

I appreciate your testimony today and your hard work and yield

back.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BORSKI. The Chair thanks the gentleman.
Mr. Tidball, how well prepared were the States for the flooding

disaster, and what can we do to make the States better prepared?

Mr. Tidball. I would say that the midwest States were pretty

well prepared to deal with the situation. One of the things to our

advantage in this particular case, of course, was just mentioned,

that the flood was a slow-rising effect so that we had the time to

do the kind of organizational planning and working closely with
them that is not possible in a tornado or hurricane type situation.
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I would also say that Mr. Witt comes from a State-level organiza-

tion, so he understands the type of planning assistance that is re-

quired from the State and Federal level. Those are the types of ap-

proaches that we are working on now to be better able to work
with them and support their efforts in being prepared.

Mr. Slater. Mr. Chairman, can I add just one thing here?

Mr. BORSKI. Sure.
Mr. Slater. I think that the Department of Transportation is

also assisted by the Federal Highway Administration having divi-

sion offices in each State. Because of the tradition of those person-

nel of the United States Department of Transportation working
hand-in-hand with those at the State level, that comes into play in

an emergency situation. So, clearly, we were able to benefit from
that infrastructure already being in place, those relationships al-

ready being in place.

Mr. BORSKI. Mr. Tidball, the eligibility criteria for your buy-out
program has been described as being in a state of change. Do you
think your guidance to the States is adequate to allow them to pre-

pare grant applications?

Mr. Tidball. Sir, as we testified yesterday before the committee,

it is in a state of change. But I believe the people who need to uti-

lize the resources that are available for the buy-out program are

getting the information that they need. We are working closely

with all the agencies that are involved with this—whether it is the

Department of Agriculture, Housing and Urban Development

—

whoever it might be—and we have teams in each of the States

working very closely with the State and local communities that

have expressed interest in this. I believe those guidelines right now
are clear to them.
Mr. BORSKI. Are there other questions from members of the sub-

committee?
Mr. COSTELLO. Mr. Tidball, I said that I would submit questions

to Mr. Witt, and I will, but I can't miss the opportunity to ask you
at least one question.

In the community of Prairie du Rocher, Illinois in Randolph
County, Director Witt and others were kind enough to come into

that community during the flood.

There was a levee just north of Prairie du Rocher, Illinois that

was purposely breached—intentionally breached—to save the com-
munity of Prairie du Rocher. As a result, when the breach took

place, of course, the water came through and flooded out many
structures and farms in the area.

Because of the extenuating circumstances that a decision was
made to purposely breach the levee, are there any provisions with-

in FEMA, or have you discussed with the Corps of Engineers be-

cause of the special circumstances, the damage that resulted be-

cause of an intentional breach? Can we provide funds to those

property owners that sustained damage as a result of that breach?

Mr. Tidball. I know that you know we have had numerous con-

versations with the Corps of Engineers and others on this type of

problem. Of course, there were several others that were like this.

Those people were damaged, and the assistance that is available

to people who are damaged by the flood waters out there basically

is the same. So we were able to provide those people with grants
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and temporary housing and those types of things just as if it was
normal kind of flooding that occurred.

Mr. COSTELLO. Many of the people, of course, did not have flood

insurance. Of course, their contention is that they would not have
sustained damage had the decision not been to intentionally make
the breach. It seems to me that there ought to be special consider-

ation given to those individuals who sustained damage.
Are you following up with that, or are you just going to treat

those individuals as other flood victims?

Mr. TiDBALL. Sir, the individuals themselves, as far as our disas-

ter assistance—they are being treated basically the same.

I think your question probably relates to the whole flood insur-

ance issue and whether or not they have flood insurance, the avail-

ability of flood insurance, and whether they felt they ought to have
flood insurance because they live behind the levee. That is some-
thing that we are in the process of working on with a couple of

other committees in terms of looking at the flood insurance pro-

grams and making the modifications to those for that consider-

ation.

Mr. CoSTELLO. We will consider to pursue that question with you
and with the Corps.
Thank you.
Mr. BORSKI. There being no further questions, we want to thank

our panelists very much, not just for your cooperation and testi-

mony today but for the outstanding job each of your agencies did

in this disaster.

We would like to welcome our third witness today, Lieutenant

General Arthur E. Williams, Commander, United States Army
Corps of Engineers. General Williams is accompanied by Major
General Stanley Genega, Director of Civil Works, United States

Army Corps of Engineers.
[Witnesses swom.l
Mr. BORSKI. General Williams.

TESTIMONY OF LT. GEN. ARTHUR E. WILLIAMS, COMMANDER,
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, ACCOMPANIED BY MAJ.
GEN. STANLEY GENEGA, DIRECTOR OF CIVIL WORKS, U.S.

ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
General Williams. Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee, I am here today to testify on the role of the Army Corps
of Engineers' Federal response to the flooding disaster which oc-

curred in the midwest this past summer.
Accompanying me is Major General Stanley Genega, my Director

of Civil Works.
Mr. Chairman, to save some time, I have condensed my oral

statement but would offer my prepared statement for the record.

Mr. BORSKI. Without objection, your prepared statement will ap-

pear in the record.

General Williams. As we have discussed during this hearing and
yesterday's hearing, the flood of 1993 was a very significant event.

Above normal precipitation occurred through most of the region for

a few month's prior to the actual flood event. When the persistent

storms came in June and July, the intense rain rapidly ran off the

saturated soils and into the already swollen streams and rivers,
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thereby causing them to rise above the channel banks and onto the

adjacent flood plains.

The flooding exceeded all previous record high levels at many lo-

cations. New record flood stages were established in many areas.

Extensive damage occurred to farmlands and urban areas as levees

either over-topped or breached. For weeks the entire upper and
middle reaches of the Mississippi River and the major portion of

the navigable reach of the Missouri River were either closed to

commercial navigation or restricted to limited navigation.

Corps flood control reservoirs were filled to record capacities,

many reaching levels several feet above the spillway crest. But all

the reservoirs continued to operate as designed throughout the

flood.

The Corps has constructed and operates a vast flood control in-

frastructure in the upper Mississippi River basin. This consists of

72 dam and reservoir projects and over 200 flood control structures,

including levees, flood walls, pumping plants, and diversion struc-

tures. Additional flood control structures have been built by other

Federal agencies and numerous non-Federal public and private in-

terests.

The Corps maintains reservoir control centers in each district

and division office. Each center is staffed with hydrologic and hy-

draulic engineers who manage the control of water at our projects.

Each reservoir in the system has a water control plan which speci-

fies how water will be stored and released under a variety of hydro-

logic conditions.

In early May, before the heavy rains began to fall on an almost

daily basis, the reservoirs were at low levels in accordance with

their operation plans. Then, under flood conditions, flood waters

were impounded in the reservoirs and later released in a controlled

manner to minimize the impact downstream. Once a flood crest

was reached, we released the flood waters as quickly as possible

without adding to the crest downstream.
The Federal navigation system in the upper Mississippi River

basin is vitally important to the economy of the Nation. Flood con-

ditions forced locks to close and essentially stopped navigation from

June through August. As an example of the impacts of navigation,

approximately 8 million tons of cargo normally passes through lock

27, which is near St. Louis, during the month of July. This year,

the total tons of cargo for July was zero.

I believe the Corps projects operated as they were designed dur-

ing the flood. However, many of the projects did suffer damage.
Recreation facilities were flooded, water control structures suffered

erosion, and navigation channels were silted in. The total damages
to Corps owned and operated projects due to the flood of 1993 is

estimated to be about $100 million.

There are other costs related to the flooding and associated with

the Corps programs. Based on preliminary estimates. Congress pro-

vided up to $180 million in the fiscal year 1993 emergency supple-

mental appropriation to rehabilitate damaged flood control works
under the Public Law 84-99 rehabilitation program.
We must recognize in many of the areas the flood waters are

only now receding to the point where we can determine the dam-
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ages. We are currently reviewing our estimates to determine how
best to allocate the remaining resources for the remaining needs.

The Army Corps of Engineers has two basic emergency authori-

ties which allow us to prepare for and respond to flood events.

These authorities are the Flood Control and Coastal Emergency
Act, or Public Law 84-99, as we know it, and the Robert Stafford

Disaster and Emergency Assistance Act.

Inherent in these Federal laws is the principle that emergency
response and assistance is primarily the responsibility of the local

and State governments. The Federal role is to assist these entities

when their resources are no longer adequate to respond to the cri-

sis.

Three of our Corps of Engineers divisions and six Corps districts,

as well as our Corps headquarters, have responded to the flood.

Each Corps district and division has an office of emergency man-
agement responsible for providing the resources and plans nec-

essary to respond to the emergencies. When this flood hit the mid-

west, the emergency operation centers at each affected office, as

well as our headquarters here in Washington, D.C., was activated

and the emergency management staff was supplemented by engi-

neers, real estate specialists, communication experts, personnel

specialists, and a host of other professionals.

As the magnitude of this event became clear, I directed establish-

ment of a coordinating office to oversee the levee rehabilitation ac-

tivities of the Corps divisions directly involved with the flood. That
office, which I called the Deputy Director of Civil Works Forward,
was located in St. Louis and was headed by Major General Al

Genetti, who is our Ohio River Division engineering commander.
On 17 September, afl;er having set our recovery policies and proce-

dures in place, that office was phased out.

Under the authority of our Public Law 84-99, the Corps assists

State and local agencies with planning and flood fighting. As early

as June we began to distribute what would eventually be over 31
million sandbags and over 400 pumps to aid local communities in

the flood fight.

In early July we began contracting with private construction

firms throughout the midwest to reinforce certain levees within the

Corps program. By working closely with the levee districts, local

and State officials, and other Federal agencies, the Corps was pre-

pared to respond to the midwest flooding.

Once the Federal Emergency Management Agency activated

their Federal Response Plan on July 11th, the Corps began to ful-

fill FEMA missions under the Stafford Act as well. The Corps per-

formed FEMA missions such as providing damage surveys, genera-

tors, pumps, portable toilets, installing culverts, and supplying po-

table water. A significant water supply mission was the hauling
and storage of potable water for the people of Des Moines when
their water treatment plant was flooded out. We also assisted in

the rehabilitation of their water treatment plant, which services

approximately 250,000.
We have completed or are currently working on 29 FEMA

projects in seven different States. These FEMA projects have a
total value of almost $17 million.

{
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Before and during this flood emergency, the Corps coordinated
and exchanged data with several Federal agencies involved in navi-
gation, weather, aind emergency management. Most notable were
the United States Coast Guard, the United States Geological Sur-
vey, the Bureau of Reclamation, the National Weather Service, and
the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
For the activation of the Federal Response Plan, we immediately

provided staff to the public works and engineering desk at the
FEMA national headquarters, at the regional operation centers,
and the State emergency operation centers. Corps representatives
were also assigned to FEMA's disaster field offices. We also worked
closely with a number of support agencies, namely the Environ-
mental Protection Agency, United States Public Health Service,
General Services Administration, and the Departments of Trans-
portation, Interior, and Agriculture.
We are especially pleased with the results of the efforts to reopen

the navigation system of the upper Mississippi River basin as
quickly as possible. There was concern that the wake of passing
tows would further damage the stability of the weakened levees
along the river.

On July 19th, the Corps met with the River Industry Executive
Task Force to develop a protocol for reopening the waterways. A
few minutes ago Admiral Ecker referred to this effort. This group
consists of representatives from the towing industry, the Corps,
and the Coast Guard.
The protocol called for test tows to descend the rivers to deter-

mine if wave action could cause additional damage to the levees.
Locsd levee district representatives were invited to ride the test
tows to observe the effects of the commercial traffic.

Test tows began on August 19th and were completed by August
23rd. The result of the test tows was that a coordinated, coopera-
tive decision was made early the following week to open the rivers
to navigation. The navigation industry is to be commended for its

cooperative effort with the levee districts and local officials to en-
sure that no additional flooding or erosion was caused by their tows
on the river.

Before closing, I would like to briefly summarize my reflection on
our flood response phase.
We have already begun the review of our actions both under our

own public authority. Public 84-99 and the work that we have
done with the Federal Emergency Management Agency under the
Federal Response Plan. This is happening even as 1,000 Corps peo-
ple remain involved in the recovery and rehabilitation. Our present
goal is to have all the levee repairs completed by December of 1994.
In addition, we are providing opportunities for local levee owners
to take adv£intage of available programs which provide for non-
structural alternatives to levee repairs.

We have already determined that the Director of Civil Works
Forward concept was a success. Not only was that office able to co-

ordinate implementation of policy, it was a one-stop information of-

fice that elected officials and Members of Congress could contact for

specific information.
Through our forward public affairs office, information affecting

the entire area was made available to citizens and the media in the
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midwest. We were thus able to increase the Corps' responsiveness

with those most affected by the flooding and its impact.

On the engineering and technology front, we also recognize the

need for a better computer model to simulate the flows of the Mis-
sissippi and Missouri rivers and their tributaries. We are already

embarking on the development of that model and plan to coordi-

nate it with the National Weather Service in its development. This
flood also evidenced the need to develop automated means for the
exchange of water data within the Corps and among the Federal
agencies on a real-time basis.

A number of things worked well during the flood. Corps flood

control projects consisting of reservoirs and levees worked as de-

signed and withstood the test of the flood. Water control plans for

the reservoirs were very beneficial in guiding our response to these

unprecedented conditions. Emergency operation centers functioned

very well during the crisis and provided timely response to a vari-

ety of needs in the affected area.

The River Industry Executive Task Force worked extremely well

and illustrated the benefits of government and industry coopera-

tion. Our Corps volunteer program was also a great success and
provided a pool of over 1,000 trained individuals from across the

Corps who were willing to go to the stricken area and join in the

flood fight.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to take this opportunity

to recognize the heroic efforts of the local communities and the citi-

zens, the State governments, the National Guard units were real

heroes, and all the Federal agencies which participated in the
flood-fighting activities this summer. The Corps of Engineers is

proud to have been a part of that effort and we stand ready to as-

sist in the future.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement. General Genega
and I will be happy to answer any questions that you and your
subcommittee members may have.
Mr. BORSKI. Thank you very much. General.
General Williams, can you tell me what effect the Corps' attempt

to balance the requirements for navigation, recreation, environ-

mental protection, and flood control had on its watershed manage-
ment decisions during the flooding?

General Williams. Mr. Chairman, let me try to attack that from
two different project perspectives.

As you know, we have many upstream reservoirs which are
multi-purpose in nature. All of them have flood control storage.

Many of them are multi-purpose in regards to also having water
supply storage conservation, also supply water for navigation, hy-

dropower, recreation, and so forth.

We tried to take into consideration all those purposes for those

reservoirs and the control plan that we have allows us to do that.

So we did take those into consideration in our daily deliberations.

On the navigation part of the system, likewise we held similar

discussions in regard to the navigation impacts. Shortly into the
flood, as you well remember, the navigation system became closed

and the water was freewheeling, so to speak, down the river. We
did take into consideration the navigation versus the flood control

once the flood had crested, and we worked with industry in regards
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to how we would open up navigation, but not at the expense of

damaging the saturated levees, the flood control levees.

Mr. BORSKI. General, you referenced yesterday's hearing. In yes-

terday's hearing, someone mentioned the leased cabin sites. Can
you tell us a little bit about that? How much damage was there to

leased cabin sites? How much might it cost to repair them? Should
that be a Federal responsibility?

General Williams. We have individuals who have leased cabins

along the river, in many cases inside the water side of the levees.

Many of those facilities have been damaged. We are now in the

process of looking at that to determine whether or not we will lease

property for people to build back in those areas.

I do not know the extent of the damage at this time. That issue

is one we are looking at right now.
Mr. BORSKI. If repairs are to be made, does the Federal Govern-

ment make them, or is it the individuals who are leasing the cab-

ins?

General Williams. No, sir, that is not a Federal Government ex-

pense.
Mr. BORSKl. General Williams, following FEMA's activation of

the Federal Response Plan on July 11th, how would you evaluate

the coordination and the response among Federal agencies and
within State and local agencies?
General Williams. I would categorize the response and the co-

ordination as being very good. I have been associated with various

Corps assignments now for 15 years and have been working closely

with FEMA now for 15 years. This past year with Hurricane An-
drew, Iniki, and the midwest floods, I would say that the coopera-

tion and coordination has been outstanding and better than I have
seen in past years.

Mr. BORSKI. Can you tell us. General, has the Corps' review of

the Federal response shown any areas in which things should have
been done differently or in which there is significant room for im-

provement?
General Williams. Under the Federal Response Plan, the emer-

gency response number three, which deals with public works and
engineering, is the one where the Corps of Engineers has the lead

in that plan. That part of the plan was put into effect for this par-

ticular disaster. I think it worked very well. It is a situation where
we continue to go back in after every event and reevaluate that.

We are in the process of doing that right now.
Nothing pops out at this point in time that needs immediate at-

tention.

Mr. BORSKI. General, does the Corps anticipate requesting addi-

tional funds for levee repair?

General Williams. At this moment, we have not requested any
additional funds beyond the 1993 supplemental. We received $180
million to date. We have obligated in the vicinity of about $100 mil-

lion. The remaining $80 million will be used to repair the levees.

In many cases, the water has not receded far enough for us to go

in and make the final estimates. That is one of the reasons we
have not obligated the remaining $80 million. It is still a little

early to determine whether or not the $180 million will be suffi-
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cient to do the repair under the PubHc Law 84-99. So that will be
an ongoing effort.

Mr. BORSKI. We have heard estimates that may be as much as
$250 million that would be needed.

Greneral Williams. Maybe Greneral Genega can address that.

Greneral Genega. Yes, sir, $250 million is a rough estimate at

the moment, but it is rough, as Genersd Williams mentioned, be-

cause there are so many additional repairs on this last portion that
just recently came out from under water.

Mr. BORSKI. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Inhofe.
Mr. Inhofe. Greneral Williams, I have a general question as to

how this type of a devastating flood affects the waterway down-
stream. I am specifically thinking of a problem that is there right

now with which you are very familiar—maybe some of the rest on
this panel are not—and that is Montgomery Point, which is at the
confluence of White River, Arkansas River, and the Mississippi
River.

Already, there is a problem that exists down there in terms of
their water. When it does finally go down, is there any siltage or
anything that reaches us that far south of the flood area that
might cause some additional problems to those which we already
have there?
General Williams. Yes, I am very familiar with that particular

project. I don't know whether or not there is a silting problem that
will be occurring at that point as a result of the flood. But regard-
less of whether we have had the problem or not, if there is a silting

problem down there, then we will take care of it through our main-
tenance dredging.
Mr. Inhofe. There is one big political problem that you folks

have that is always hard to deal with. When I was mayor of

Tulsa—we have a Corps of Engineers lake that is right above the
city. It is on the flood release procedures and the timing of it. You
have the people up there wanting it released and the people down-
stream yelling and screaming. I am sure that during the course of

this Ms. Banner was probably anxious to get some of this released
and Mr. Costello probably wasn't as anxious. So there is always a
political problem there.

Are you satisfied with the—even though you will always be criti-

cized, depending on where the geography is—flood release proce-
dures that were used in this particular flood?

General Williams. Yes, sir, I am. But as always, if there is a
problem or a perceived problem that has been identified, then we
need to go back and look at that. We have not had anjrthing

brought to our attention in this regard during this flood. There
have been some frustrations of people receiving too much water
and perhaps perceiving that it is a result of not holding back
enough, but we have not been able to verify that.

Mr. Inhofe. I think that is more of a political problem that
would exist whenever you have any type of flooding. I know that
it certainly exists in our area with the Keystone Dam.

I have no further questions.
Mr. BORSKI. The gentlewoman from Missouri, Ms. Banner, ques-

tions of this panel?
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Ms. Banner. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Yes, I do.

My district has suffered greatly in this flood. All 27 of my coun-

ties are declared disaster zones. But a particular problem I would
like to discuss with you today is quite obviously the levees that

need repairing.

First of all, I would like to go through the criteria that I under-

stand exists for rehabilitation assistance.

Number one, it must meet engineering guidelines—these would

be non-Federal levees that I have reference to—meet maintenance
requirements; have a public sponsor; and agree to an 80/20 cost

share. Meeting those four criteria, would a non-Federal levee qual-

ify for assistance?
General Williams. The Public Law 84-99, which the Corps has

the responsibility for administering, allows assistance after a flood

event such as this to provide funds—as you stated, an 80/20 cost

sharing. In order to be eligible for that tjrpe of assistance, those

non-Federal levees, or private levees, would have had to have been

in the Corps program, so to speak, and have complied with the cri-

teria that you just referred to.

Ms. Banner. My understanding is that in 1986 when the new
regulations were put in place that since there were so many private

levees in my district the Corps made a decision that rather than

inspect them—as I understand the law did require. Is that correct?

General Willl\MS. Yes, ma'am.
Ms. Banner. But the Corps decided that rather than inspect

they would send out a postcard asking that the postcard be re-

turned if a levee sponsor wanted to remain in the program. Is that

correct?

General Williams. My understanding of what we did back in

1986 across the country, to include your area, was that we went
out as a public information drive to announce to anyone that want-

ed to apply for the program—if they had a private levee that they

thought would be eligible for the program, they were to let us

know. There was certain paperwork to be filled out, obviously.

Then an inspection of the levee would take place to find out wheth-

er or not it would meet the criteria you outlined. If it did, then it

would be accepted into the program.
Ms. Banner. How did you notify these individuals or these spon-

sors?

General Williams. It was done several ways. There were public

flyers, and public meetings were held in numerous areas. I have

some copies of the public flyers that went out. There were a series

of letters that went out to levee owners that we knew about. Some
had already been in the program and some had not.

Ms. Banner. In sending out these mailings—^because you and I

know that public flyers are very, very generalized—did you ask for

a return receipt requested?
General Williams. I don't know, ma'am, but I can go back and

provide that kind of information.

Ms. Banner. You really don't know that when you sent out the

letters that they were actually received by the individuals.

General Williams. I can't state that for a fact, but I can get with

you later and go over some of that, if you would like.
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Ms. Banner. My understanding is that in retrospect in one of my
more seriously damaged counties they know now that in going back
to 1986 the notice would have in all likelihood gone to an individ-

ual who was deceased in 1986, but who was at that time the per-

son who would have probably received the information if anyone
had. I think it is logical to assume that when we send out what
you and I might refer to as a mass mailing—I think 2,000 is a
mass mailing—that they might not all be received. If they are not
received, then I think there is a very real problem.
The other question I would have is. If the law says "inspect" is

a letter adequate? Does that answer the law itself simply to send
a letter and say, "Let us know," if the law says that it must be in-

spected?
General Williams. Let me go back to what I was referring to.

There was an attempt to inform the public of the availability of

assistance under Public Law 84—99. So through newspapers, public

postings, and flyers in reference to establishing meetings to provide
information—that is what I was referring to. In addition to that
public information campaign, if you will, those people or levee dis-

tricts that we were aware of we also sent out information.

So the initial attempt was to make people aware of the program.
If they had a levee that they thought could be included in the pro-

gram, then there was follow-up information and follow-up paper-
work that you would have to apply for.

Ms. Banner. So obviously you and I are in disagreement about
the initial attempt.
Furthermore, anyone purchasing property after 1986 might not

have known—indeed, would not have known—whether the persons
had complied with that.

One of the points that I think is urgent the Corps of Engineers
understand—and let me say that the Kansas City Corps and the
Omaha Corps, the individuals there have been most helpful and we
appreciate that very much—there seems to be a mind set, I fear,

in this city that these levees are protecting farmland that should
go back to environmental enhancement. That is what Bill Emerson
has quoted this news article as saying.

I think it is very urgent that the Corps of Engineers understand
that, for example, the most heavily industrialized area I represent
sits behind what is called a private levee. It is not farmland. It is

my most heavily industrialized area. I have one community and
with up to 140 businesses that lie behind that levee and it is suf-

fering. I have one community that has a water and sewer system
protected by a private levee.

I think the mind set that may exist here about greenways and
environmental enhancement needs to take into account that not all

of these are farmlands.
In addition, I would suggest that we have to recognize that if we

don't have some levee repair in the sixth district of Missouri, we
are going to so heavily erode the tax base of my county—which
means my political subdivisions, which means my school system,
the entire tax structure of every single county I represent, because
I am bordered on the west side of Missouri and the south side of

Missouri, and all through my district by other tributary rivers, all
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of which flooded—^you are absolutely destroying my district if you
all don't offer some help.

Now, we thought in northwest Missouri that we had all this

worked out because the Corps of Engineers—the local Corps—was
cooperating with us beautifully. We thought we had it all worked
out. Then an infamous one-page fax from Washington, D.C. went
into the district and all of a sudden everything was changed. Lev-

ees that my people thought were going to be repaired and had been
told would be repaired—suddenly there was a complete reversal.

I believe in talking with other colleagues, not necessarily just

from the State of Missouri—^you are going to find that they experi-

enced the same thing. So they were served by other Corps mem-
bers, not the Kansas City Corps or the Omaha Division.

I think we have a very real problem. I believe that if we need
more money, then we must ask for more money because we are ab-

solutely going to destroy the State of Missouri—the northern part.

The southern part is not damaged as badly as we are. Even the

eastern side has many Federal levees. But for those of us in mid-
Missouri and western Missouri, we will be destroyed unless the

Corps changes its attitude.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BORSKI. The Chair now recognizes the gentlewoman from

New York.
Ms. MOLINARI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry that I am

late—but I had another hearing upstairs. Although I was able to

listen in to the Army Corps' presentation yesterday, I would just

like to take a geographical opportunity to present a compliment to

the Army Corps. Clearly, the damages that were sustained in my
district of Staten Island during last year's nor'easter storm were
absolutely infinitesimal compared to what took place in the mid-
west. I certainly do not intend at this point to compare those two
situations.

But, under those circumstances where homes were destroyed and
lives were ruined, the Army Corps continued to act in a very coop-

erative manner to help us repair our shoreline, and do all that was
needed to do to make sure that that such dangerous effects do not

occur again. So, relative to the Corps' response and suggestions for

future protection in the northeast, we are very grateful.

General Williams. Thank you very much.
Mr. BORSKI. The Chair thanks the gentlewoman.
The gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Costello?

Mr. Costello. Mr. Chairman, thank you.

General, I would like to first compliment Colonel Craig and your
entire staff in the St. Louis region. They did an outstanding job

during the disaster. Chuck Franco from your St. Louis office kept

us informed almost on a daily basis as to the activities of the Corps
of Engineers and other agencies responding to the flood.

I have a few questions regarding contracts that have been let by
the Corps of Engineers in order to repair the damage and to recon-

struct the levees on a temporary basis before next spring. I wonder,
number one, with the contracts that have been let thus far, is there

a date certain that contractors must stop work for the winter

months? In other words, is there a particular date when they have
to stop construction and then restart in the spring?
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General Williams. Mr. Costello, I don't think we have a certain

date that we must stop. I think our contracts were let with the un-
derstanding that, depending on exactly where the work was being
done, the cold weather would set in and that sooner or later when-
ever that occurred we would have to stop the construction.

So I am not aware that we have set specific dates. I would think
that the contracts refer to the construction season or the weather.

That is the problem that we are facing throughout the entire area.

In those upstream flooded areas, obviously the water went down
faster, and we were able to get in there, make the estimates, and
then put those under construction sooner. In many of the areas, the

water is still not low enough to go in and do the estimates and let

the contracts.

So our philosophy and our intent is to go in and do two things.

One, where it allows us, we go in and do what we call the perma-
nent reconstruction of the levees. In some cases, we are not going

to have time to do that. All we are going to have time to do is go
in and plug up the gap, if you will, or the hole. As soon as the con-

struction season next year will allow us and it is dry enough, we
will get back in and do the permanent reconstruction of those lev-

ees. So it is on a case-by-case basis and we are going to try to get

everything done that we can get done during this construction sea-

son.

I am not aware of the issue you have identified.

Mr. Costello. So to your knowledge, you do not have any con-

tracts where the contractor is told that on a date certain he must
cease repair of the levee and begin in the spring?

General WILLIAMS. I am not aware of it. That doesn't sound log-

ical as I am sitting here.

Mr. Costello. It didn't sound logical to me, either. That is why
I asked the question.
General WILLIAMS. I will look at that, though.
Mr. Costello. I would appreciate that. And if you would have

someone get back to my office, I would appreciate it.

General Williams. Certainly.

Mr. Costello. Will all the levees be repaired to the pre-flood lev-

els, the levees that the Corps of Engineers has jurisdiction over,

the Federal levees?

General Williams. All the Federal levees and the non-Federal
levees that were in the program, eligible for Public Law 84-99, will

be repaired to the state that they were in prior to the flood.

Mr. Costello. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions at this

time.
Mr. BORSKI. There being no further questions. General Williams

and Greneral Genega, thank you very much for your cooperation

and your testimony. We look forward to working with you again in

the near term.
General Williams. Mr. Chairman, I didn't get back to respond

to Ms. Banner's comments.
Mr. BORSKI. Certainly. Go ahead.
General Williams. The different types of levees that we have

throughout the area is a subject that is not well understood by
many. The comments that Ms. Banner made in regards to the im-
portance of those levees I would echo. So all of us, I think, do have
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an educational process to go through to make sure that people un-
derstand the different types of levees and the importance of the
levees.

The second comment I was going to make to Ms. Banner is that
we will continue to work with you and try to sort out the problems
and the issues that you have brought to our attention prior to this

committee hearing and we will do everything we have the author-
ity to do to help you in the situation that you and your constituents
find yourselves in.

Ms. Danner. General, I very much appreciate that because you
and I can see that it is very illogical that levees that should be put
back in place so that we have an overall pattern be left out of the
mix because of a lack of paperwork, because of any other number
of reasons that it might not have been completed. The question is.

Do we need the levees or not? The answer is obviously yes. We
don't want the failure to return a postcard to cause us to have a
piecemeal approach to repairing those levees.

Most particularly, I would think we would run into some very
real problems where one levee abuts smother and one is in compli-
ance and one is not in compliance. So we would have a very real

problem there, too. I would hope that we could continue to work
with you both here and in the regions. Certainly, we in the Con-
gress have a responsibility to try to make the wherewithal avail-

able to the Corps so that funds are available in order to repair
these.

I just cannot stress enough how devastated my district is. And
there is a misconception in this community about the fact that they
perceive people living on the edge of this riverbank. They don't un-
derstand that this flood in some instances was 20 miles wide. As
I flew over my district both in plane and helicopter, it was like fly-

ing over the ocean with treetops and rooftops protruding.
This is not a question of just bringing back some acres of green

land along the rivers. This is a far greater impact than that.

I appreciate that you understand it. I wish that more people in

Washington, D.C. did.

General Williams. We will do everything we can within our au-
thority to assist.

Ms. Banner. Thank you.
Mr. BORSKI. Once again, thank you very much, (Jeneral.

Mr. COSTELLO. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I might ask—I have
to leave to go to another meeting.

I would like to have unanimous consent to enter the statements
of the Mayor of Valmeyer, Illinois, and the chairman of the County
Board in Randolph County, Illinois in the record.

Mr. BORSKI. Without objection, those prepared statements will

appear in the record at this point.

[Mr. Costello's submission for the record follows:]
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Village of Valmeyer
Valmeyer, Illinois 62295

(618) 935-2131

Good Morning, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. I am honored

to be allowed to present to you the views of a small Midwestern town

that nas been drastically affected by this summer's record flooding.

Valmeyer is located in southwestern Illinois, about 3 miles east of the

Mississippi River. It is nestled close to the bluffs and is surrounded

by 55,000 acres of rich river bottom farm ground. Principal flooding

problems occurred in our area in 1943, 1944 and 1947. Damages in 1947

were extensive due to severe winds during the highest river stages.

Levees were constructed by the Army Corps of Engineers between that

time and 1950 and have successfully protected our area until August of

this year.

The local citizens fought valiantly with the assistance of countless

volunteers. Monitoring of sand boils and 24-hour levee patrols began

in early July and efforts were stepped up as the river level steadily

increased. On August 1, we watched in shock and disbelief as many of

you did as the levee gave way near Columbia and swept away complete

farmsteads in its path. Within 18 hours the water overtopped a flank

levee protecting our town and by 4:00 A.M. on Monday, August 2nd water

made its way through Valmeyer. The water rapidly inundated our town's

350 structures, eventually to leave only 8 dry. Water levels reached

16 feet, which when combined with current and mud, reduced 80% of our
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Village of Valmeyer
Valmeyer, Illinois 62295

(618) 935-2131

town's structures to worthless shells.

The Army Corps of Engineers was on hand throughout our floodfight.

Due to the scale of this event, they weren't always able to supply the

manpower necessary to fully assess our immediate needs. Efforts which

could possibly have saved Valmeyer were not pursued and those same

techniques were later used to save the town of Prairie du Rocher. We

are appreciative of the efforts of the Army Corps in erecting a tempo-

rary dike around our levee breech. For more than two months, water

flowed freely through our town until this work was completed the second

week in October. This temporary repair and the anticipated permanent

repairs are essential to restore our county's deflated agricultural

economy.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency has been extremely helpful

during this crisis. 900 Valmeyer residents were forced from their

homes in early August, and it is due to the efforts of FEMA, through

rental subsidies and mobile homes, that most of these people now have

a temporary roof over their heads. Not helpful, however, was the fact

that local officials as well as residents found it difficult to get

consistent answers.

As the water slowly started to recede, it was evident that a major

-2-
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Village of Valmeyer
Valmeyer, Illinois 62295

(618)935-2131

portion of our town had sustained substantial damage. The only option

for most people would be relocation, either at the individual's option

or as an organized, united effort. Discussions with FEMA yielded un-

satisfactory responses. A project this size had never been attempted

before. According to historical data, a relocation effort such as this

was predicted to take 5-10 years. By that time our residents would be

dispersed like dandelion seeds in the wind. This was not acceptable

to us, so we took matters into our own hands. We could not accept the

death of our coHBunity! With little or no technical assistance from

the Federal Agencies, we began our own relocation efforts. Committees

comprised of town residents were formed and with our Regional Planning

Commission serving in an Advisory and Resource capacity, weekly meet-

ings began in early October. A preliminary, but highly detailed town

plan and accompanying course of action will be presented to our entire

community on November 10th. We have been able to secure an option on

a 500 acre tract of land one mile east of our current town and 350 feet

higher in elevation atop a bluff. Our plan calls for the sale of res-

idential lots by December 15th, with construction starts as early as

next summer. The community will include our K-12 school district,

churches, businesses and industries, park and residential areas. As

I speak, construction has begun for one of our industries, a printing

company from our town that employs 90 people.

The planning efforts for the relocation of our town to a non-flood

-3-
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Village of Valmeyer
Valmeyer, Illinois 62295

(618) 935-2131

zone have been therapeutic for Valmeyer residents. Their focus has

changed from the summer's devastation to working to help shape their

futures. We are sympathetic to the hundreds of smaller communities

who are waiting for guidance from the government to begin such efforts,

because until they do, they will continue to flounder in their misfor-

tune.

We are by no means looking to take a "free ride" at the government's

expense. Governor Edgar's office and the affiliated State agencies

have been particularly helpful to us in our efforts. If Valmeyer,

however, is to begin its "new life" as an economically sound, environ-

mentally clean and enterprise healthy community, we will need some

assistance from the Federal government. Particularly important is a

timely response to the financial requirements of the FEMA buyout pro-

gram.

PLEASE HELP OS HELP ODKSELVES!

On behalf of the Valmeyer area, thank you for giving me the opportunity

to tell our story.

Dennis M. Knobloch

Mayor

-4-
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#1 Taylor Street Chester. IL 62233 (61 8) 826-5000 Ext. 226
FAX (618) 826-3750

October 28, 1993

Honorable Jerry F. Costello
U.S. Congressinan
119 Cannon Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Jerry,

The response of federal agencies during the flood was remarkable
considering the length of time, severity of the damage and the

large area of the country that was affected. The two agencies
that we were most directly involved with during the emergency
situation were FEKA and the Corps of Engineers.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency was responsive to our
needs. The gentlemen assigned for preliminary review were avail-

able to answer our questions. Illinois Emergency Management was
coordinating our requests. State Director John Plunk and
Regional Director Bob Pippens were available to assist us around
the clock. Their coordination with the National Guard and other
agencies were instrumental in cutting through the red tape. I was
impressed by the way FEMA personnel answered questions at public
meetings that at times were volatile.

The Corps of B:ngineers handled their job admirable. I am posi-
tive that they have never encountered a flood of this magnitude.
Their commitment was evident by the willingness to work with lo-

cal officials around the clock.

Unfortunately, I believe that the flood may well have been the
easy part of this disaster. Efforts must be made to rebuild the

levees and return the people affected to a normal way of life as

expediently as possible.

I would hope that every agency would assess their response during
the flood and formulate a coordinated plan for future use to al-
leviate problems or delays that may have occurred during this
catastrophe.
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Mr. Borski. I welcome our fourth witness, Mr. James L. Makris,
Director, Chemical Emergency Preparedness and Prevention, Office
of Solid Waste and Emergency Response, United States Environ-
mental Protection Agency; accompanied by Carol Kather, Flood Co-
ordinator, Region VII, United States Environmental Protection
Agency.

[Witness sworn.]
Mr. Borski. Mr. Makris, I would remind you that your prepared

statement will be made a part of the record and you may proceed
in any fashion with which you feel comfortable.

TESTIMONY OF JAMES L. MAKRIS, DIRECTOR, CHEMICAL
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND PREVENTION, OFFICE OF
SOLID WASTE AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE, U.S. ENVIRON-
MENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, ACCOMPANIED BY CAROL
KATHER, FLOOD COORDINATOR, REGION VII, U.S. ENVIRON-
MENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Mr. Makris. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
With that understanding, I think we can probably summarize

this fairly briefly.

Grood morning. We are pleased to be with you. My name is Jim
Makris and I direct EPA's chemical emergency preparedness and
prevention efforts. I am also the overall emergency manager for the
Environmental Protection Agency in crises such as natural disas-

ters. Just for your information, I am a former employee of the Fed-
eral Emergency Management Administration and before that with
the Federal Disaster Assistance Administration.
With me is Carol Kather from EPA's Region VII in Kansas City.

Carol and I were privileged to be with the President in the summit
meeting in St. Louis and to see first-hand the incredible interest

the President has conveyed regarding this initiative of putting peo-
ple first in emergencies.

I was also part of the effort that was led by Leon Panetta when
he was trying to decide that every agency needed to have a specific

place and focal point for dealing with crises of all kinds.
I think a combination of that interest together with the experi-

ence of our Administrator, Carol Browner, who had a great respon-
sibility in the Hurricane Andrew situation in Florida, caused Mrs.
Browner to have a very early briefing of emergency operations in

the agency. Indeed, she made it very clear to all of us that she ex-

pected us to not only put people first but to make sure that we in-

volved, to the greatest extent possible, States.
Part of what we did at the very beginning of this disaster was

to contact most Members of the Congress to say, "Please make sure
that you let us know what it is that you need from the EPA." We
also contacted the governors directly and through the National
Governors Association. So with that as a foundation, we were pre-
pared to deal directly with the issues as they were presented to us
by the States.

That facilitated our work in emergency management because we
have a basic emergency responsibility under the CERCLA pro-

grams and the Clean Water programs. We deal with oil spills and
we deal with releases from Superfund sites as a matter of our ordi-

nary business. We have a national response mechanism. The Na-
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tional Response Team is something that EPA chairs. The United

States Coast Guard is the vice-chair and it has 15 Federal agen-

cies, including FEMA and health agencies and worker protection

agencies.

In addition, we have 161 OSCs throughout the country who are

capable of quickly responding to a scene with a large contract ca-

pacity behind them to deal with things like spills and releases. We
had a good many of those from all over the country working on this

flood, I can assure you.

The National Response Team met three times during this event,

and the regional response teams, which reflect the Federal program
but include State representatives, also met together.

To carry out our responsibilities in natural disasters, particularly

of a catastrophic nature such as this, we basically operate under
the Federal Response Plan, and EPA is the Chair of the ESF-10,
which pertains to hazardous materials. We largely satisfy our

ESF-10 responsibilities for preparedness and response through the

existing programs the agency has for dealing with hazardous mate-

rials incidents. In other words, using the parallel mechanism that

we have under the Clean Water Act and Superfund to deal with

our responsibilities under the Federal Response Plan.

Particularly in the flood area, we assisted in characterizing spills

and releases. We provided staff and contractor support to pick up
drums. We assisted in dealing with water systems that were dam-
aged. We provided technical assistance to various sewer systems

and waste treatment plants that were harmed.
We had an aggressive household hazardous waste program

where we picked up household hazardous waste and kept it sepa-

rated so as to not contaminate non-hazardous waste with hazard-

ous waste, therefore making it all hazardous. As you know, it then

becomes much more costly to deal with.

We provided support to the Corps of Engineers under their ESF
and provided assistance to HHS in fulfillment of their health re-

sponsibilities as well.

In our role, we found the total number of drinking water and
waste water facilities impacted were 309 and 410 respectively. I

can assure you that all the waste water plants today are either

partially or fully functional. All but two have full secondary treat-

ment and all of them have chemical protection so there is no efflu-

ent going into the rivers—and all the water systems are on line.

That is not to say that they are all in great shape, but they are

all on line, the drinking water systems are providing acceptable

water, and the sewage treatment plants are not discharging con-

taminated effluent. There is still a good deal of work to do.

From an overall perspective, I think EPA probably had its great-

est response ever in a natural disaster partly because of the incred-

ible leadership of FEMA in this event and as I said earlier, because

of Mrs. Browner's personal interest in making sure that we were
responsive, having been on the receiving end of some less success-

ful disasters like Andrew.
We were able to monitor the many Superfund sites. We were un-

able to do it as fast as people wanted to because the waters did not

facilitate our efforts by receding quickly. But we were able to char-

acterize the kind of wastes that were there and try to get a grip
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on some monitoring as the water was flowing from there. We
picked up more than 15,000 drums from the river, some of them
coming from the north from States Uke lUinois and further up the

river. We stored 52,000 pounds of hazardous waste.

We participated in each of the disaster field offices as FEMA cre-

ated them and were an active part in their CDBG programs and
in their daily television shows that they put out over the media on
the flood response.

I think I would like to say that from my perspective we have
learned a lot. We look forward—as many of the other panelists

have said today—to working with FEMA as we review the lessons

learned in this event. We think that because of the experience of

our on-scene coordinators, because of the existing mechanisms of

national response teams and regional response teams, because of

the partnership we share on a regular basis with the Coast Guard
and with FEMA, who are members of the NRT, we were able to

pretty quickly effect fairly decent Federal coordination.

We look forward to participating with FEMA and the agencies of

the CDBG in the national response system in improving our abili-

ties to both respond and prepare as well as to prevent and mitigate

these kinds of events in the future.

Thank you.
Mr. BORSKI. Mr. Meikris, how would you rate the level of State

preparedness to deal with the environmental consequences of the

flooding?

Mr. Makris. I think it was very good. Carol Browner and I and
Carol Kather and the regional administrator from Region VII spent

quite a long time with the environmental directors or administra-

tors of the agencies and States. I think they were pretty well pre-

pared to deal with the issues.

An example is that in the State of Illinois, for example, there

were virtually no mission assignments issued to EPA at all because
of the capacity of the State to deal with the environmental issues.

We did a little bit of work on assessment, but largely the State car-

ried the ball with their own skills and their own abilities.

Mr. BORSKI. What posed the greatest environmental risk? Was it

the flooding of hazardous waste sites, waste water treatment facili-

ties, drinking water facilities and wells, or leaking oil and chemical

tanks?
Mr. Makris. My personal view is that it was the fear of the un-

known. People just didn't know what was going into the river. They
couldn't know that allegations of high levels of atrazine were or

weren't true. They couldn't be comfortable that there weren't major
sewage contaminations going into the river. They didn't know what
was going to happen when the waters receded. They couldn't tell

whether or not there was going to be particulate matter from
chemicals that was going to be residual in the ground. They
couldn't know whether or not fish were going to be harmed.

It was the great inability to really know things. And because
most of the Superfund sites or RCRA facilities or landfills—for

which the Federal Gk)vernment has no direct responsibility for fi-

nancing or managing because they are largely permitted at the

State level—because we had no real information on some of these
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things and because they were all under water, there was this great

fear and mystery.
So I thought that was the greatest challenge for a persistent

flood. If it happened quickly and receded like in Andrew, you could

quickly look and see what had gone on. In the case of this flood,

because the waters were there for so very long, and because it was
so hard to understand how an RCRA site might have been im-

pacted—or frankly how a chemical facility might have released

chemicals—that the unknown was a fearsome thing.

Mr. BORSKI. I understand that the EPA has been lenient in per-

mitting communities to exceed discharge limits under the Clean

Water Act. How long do you anticipate this to continue?

Mr. Makris. Mrs. Browner took a step to make sure that we
could extend that—I think she said 6 months. But we are not le-

nient. We are simply saying that if these facilities are moving very

quickly toward trying to restore themselves to the proper operation,

we will turn our back. I think if a facility was ignoring these re-

quirements, we would have quite a different view.

Mr. BORSKI. Mr. Makris, one final question, if I may.
According to your testimony, "no significant releases of hazard-

ous materials attributable to the flood have been reported." How-
ever, your staff advised the subcommittee stafl* last week that there

had been a confirmed release of oil from the national marine site

located in Hartford, Illinois.

Can you tell us about the severity of that incident and how EPA
responded?
Mr. Makris. There was some material released from the Nicor

site. It was largely light petroleum products—^benzene, toluene

—

which largely floated on top of the surface. Booms were put in, the

material was collected by the State—going back to Illinois doing a

lot on their own. Illinois collected the material and EPA monitored

outside the boom and found relatively insignificant kinds of con-

tamination. It could have been a problem. It could have persisted.

We were also worried, for example, about the dioxin sites that

exist in the State of Missouri. But we immediately monitored those

dioxin sites because we had great fear that dioxin might start also

getting released. But with very careful and persistent monitoring,

we found that that was not the case.

Mr. BORSKI. There being no further questions, Mr. Makris, let

me thank you very much for your testimony.

Let me advise the next panel that there will be a brief recess so

that members may respond to a call to the Floor of the House.

The subcommittee will stand in recess.

[Recess.]

Mr. BORSKI. The subcommittee will reconvene.

We would like to welcome our fifth panel, Mr. Jerry B. Uhlmann,
Director, Missouri State Emergency Management Agency; Ms.

Ellen Gordon, Administrator, Emergency Management Division,

Iowa Department of Public Defense; and Mr. John Plunk, acting di-

rector, Illinois State Emergency Management Agency.

[Witnesses sworn.]

Mr. BORSKI. Let me once again remind our panelists that your

full testimony will be made a part of the record and you may pro-

ceed in any fashion in which you feel comfortable.
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Mr. Uhlmann.

TESTIMO>fY OF JERRY B. UHLMANN, DIRECTOR, MISSOURI
STATE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY; MS. ELLEN
GORDON, ADMINISTRATOR, EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DI-

VISION, REPRESENTING THE STATE OF IOWA; AND MR.
JOHN PLUNK, ACTING DIRECTOR, ILLINOIS STATE EMER-
GENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
Mr. Uhlmann. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, on

behalf of Governor Mel Carnahan, I appreciate the opportunity to

testify at this hearing today on the Federal response to the great

flood of 1993 in Missouri.

The flood of 1993 in Missouri was the worst natural disaster on

record. It has set record in virtually every measure in terms of

overall damage, duration, lives lost, and total victims affected. This

disaster started back in April and the presidential declaration was
approved for eight counties along the Mississippi River in April and
May. That declaration was closed out on the 24th of May. The flood

had subsided by that time.

Then on June 10th rains returned causing flash flooding in

northwest and southwest Missouri in addition to the flooding along

the Missouri and Mississippi rivers. This flood was expanded by

three separate crests, each one establishing a new record. The most
severe results were loss of water in St. Joseph, over 300 roads

closed, a flooded cemetery lost 750 caskets, and a levee break near

St. Louis which flooded an airport and over 350 businesses.

After combatting flooding for nearly 5 months, on the 14th of

September, heavy rains in previously unaffected south central and
southwest Missouri caused flooding that prompted adding on an
additional 15 counties, and we are still adding on counties this

week. At this point, there are 101 counties and the city of St. Louis

declared for individual assistance and 79 counties and 3 cities for

public assistance.

Many lives in Missouri were interrupted. More than 33,000 Mis-

sourians have applied for assistance. There were over 30,000 citi-

zens who had to evacuate their homes and currently there are

1,600 homes still inaccessible. In Missouri alone, the flood has

claimed 31 lives and has caused over $3 billion in damage. It is es-

timated that the Federal share of the Stafford Act assistance will

exceed $250 million, $143 million of which has been approved to

date. Recovery operations are expected to last 3 to 5 years.

The Missouri State Emergency Management Agency, SEMA, is

responsible for developing the State disaster preparedness program

under the all-hazard concept. SEMA coordinates closely with local

authorities. If the magnitude of the disaster increases beyond their

capability and a state of emergency is declared by the Governor,

SEMA then coordinates the State agency response.

Missouri is accustomed to flooding with Federal declarations

being received for localized floods in 1986 and 1990. Missouri offi-

cials have at both local and State levels taken vantage of the

FEMA training courses and have conducted numerous State and

local exercises. The threat of an earthquake along the New Madrid

fault has provided added incentive for our emergency management
program.
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There is a good interface between the State and FEMA. This

paid major dividends when FEMA promptly activated the Federal

Response Plan and established a disaster field office near St. Louis.

The disaster field office activated nine Federal agencies and when
possible were joined with the State counterparts for a cohesive op-

eration. The State operated the State emergency operation center

on a 24-hour basis from July 2nd to September 7th, activated again

on September 24th, and still remains on extended operating hours.

While the flood of 1993 stretched SEMA and other State staffing

to the limit, the disaster relief programs nevertheless were well co-

ordinated with FEMA and other Federal personnel. As a result, a

wide range of disaster services were delivered effectively to benefit

thousands of flood victims. Throughout this period, FEMA assist-

ance to the State has been the vital force in effective response and
recovery operations that were timely and beyond the State and
local capabilities.

Missouri's experience with FEMA in previous disasters, while

positive, was generally limited to delivery of recovery programs.

This flood showcased FEMA's new commitment and successful ef-

forts in disaster response to catastrophic events. The flood of 1993

will provide a lot of information that will be valuable in for prepar-

ing for future disasters.

Some initial recommendations and suggestions that I can offer at

this time are:

First, recognizing the importance of local governments appoint-

ing full-time emergency Management directors on a paid basis

whenever possible. Missouri has some fine local emergency direc-

tors. However, due to funding restrictions, there are some local ju-

risdictions that have no or only part-time programs.

Second, allowing State and local officials access to Federal appli-

cant records. Because the Federal Privacy Act prohibits sharing

disaster applicant records, this hinders such things as checking for

duplication of benefits. In another case, county officials wanted to

lower the property tax assessments to the flood victims but could

not get the applicant information.

Third, improving the system for use of mobile homes as tem-

porary housing. Even though mobile homes would be a last resort

for housing, the procedures do not allow for a quick identification

of potenti^ applicants and the delivery means should be more ex-

pedient.

Fourth, centralizing as much as possible the location of FEMA
field operations. FEMA established a disaster field office near St.

Louis and their central processing office in Kansas City. This cre-

ated a staffing and management challenge for the State since these

requirements were in addition to operating a 24-hour a day emer-

gency operation center in Jefferson City.

Fifth, improving and expanding the hazardous mitigation grant

program. Missouri participated in this program in conjunction with

the 1990 flood. To this date, no projects have been funded but sev-

eral are pending. The present program is difficult to implement,

procedures are time-consuming, definitive guidance is lacking, and

the State and local communities have trouble meeting the 50 per-

cent match. Under FEMA reorganization plans, mitigation will be
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a separate division. I feel this added emphasis will alleviate some
of our concerns.

I also understand that the committee is considering legislation

authored by Congressman Volkmer of Missouri which includes ad-

ditional funding for the hazard mitigation projects. We applaud
these efforts. Missouri is dedicated in personnel and adding empha-
sis in hopes that the hazard mitigation grant program will become
a more viable program.

In conclusion, I feel that the response and recovery activities

within the local, State, and Federal emergency management arena

was a definite success and with the knowledge gained from this

disaster, should greatly enhance future planning.

That completes my testimony.

Mr. BORSKI. Thank you, sir.

Ms. Grordon.

Ms. Gordon. Thank you.

On behalf of Governor Branstad and the State of Iowa, I would
like to thank you for the opportunity also to testify today on the

Federal response to the flooding that hit the midwest.

As Administrator of the Emergency Management Division in

Iowa, I will just share with you briefly some of the things that we
experienced during the preparedness, getting ready for the flood

that occurred and the response and recovery phases of that flood.

I would begin by saying that overall, the Federal agency involve-

ment—specifically, FEMA's involvement and Public Health Serv-

ice's involvement—we were very happy with that. We continue to

work very closely with those Federal agencies that were there dur-

ing the response. As far as I am concerned, it is not over. We are

still working very diligently toward the recovery.

As in Missouri, this was the worst disaster that ever hit the

State of Iowa. All 99 counties were affected by this flooding event.

It was more than just the Mississippi River for Iowa. Iowa is bor-

dered by the Mississippi and Missouri rivers with several major
tributaries between the two borders. All the major tributaries were
above flood stage at one time and at the same time. So those were
the conditions with which we were faced.

In April, President Clinton did declare 15 counties as major dis-

aster areas as a result of early spring flooding. Unfortunately, the

weather conditions did not cease. They continued to worsen with

heavy rains in Iowa and in Minnesota, which caused us problems

and continued to cause the rivers to rise. As a result of that, we
had at one time over 15,000 people evacuated from their homes
over a 2-month period.

The floods in Iowa—the losses are estimated to be at approxi-

mately $3.5 billion. Infrastructure losses are about $500 million.

Those figures are still estimates given that a we are not sure if all

the damages have been found and may not be until later into the

fall and winter and seeing what the freeze does to a lot of the

sewer systems and so forth.

We have to date a little less than 30,000 people who have applied

for disaster assist£ince. We have a little over 1,000 entities that

have applied for public assistance under the FEMA public assist-

ance program. We are working very closely with them on those re-

covery programs.
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Flooding was not a new experience to most of the cominunities
in Iowa. Flooding is probably our number one hazard. We have ex-

perienced six—this is the seventh presidential disaster declaration

since May of 1990. All were flooding with the exception of one,

which was a severe ice storm. So with that, a lot of the commu-
nities and the State included have been working very hard to en-

sure that their emergency operations plans are what they should
be and continue to revise and refine those plans and exercise those
plans so that when the next event comes along we are able to re-

spond effectively.

We think the emphasis on the training and planning that we
have placed in the State over the last 3 years helped us to be able

to do that this last summer.
Like Missouri, this was our first opportunity to work in FEMA

in any other situation other than just the basic recovery programs.
The Federal Response Plan had never been implemented in Iowa
before, so that was a new experience for us. The response plan was
implemented on July 11th at the request of the State as things
worsened as a result of losing the water system in the four-county
area in central Iowa, specifically the city of Des Moines and the
surrounding counties. It affected approximately 250,000 people.

There was no water to drink, no water for sanitation purposes,
and no water for fire-fighting purposes. This posed a very large

operational problem and concern for public health and safety with-
in the middle of the State.

Through the efforts of coordinating that with FEMA helping and
bringing in the Federal agencies and coordinating those efforts, we
were able to survive that and move forward and learn a lot of les-

sons from that event that we hope in time—as that information is

collected, we can share that with our counterparts across the Na-
tion.

We not only benefitted from the Federal agency assistance, but
also from other States. Other States provided assistance through
some pre-planning of knowing what other States had for resources.

They also provided very valuable assistance to the State of Iowa.
The Federal agencies that were involved as a result of the Fed-

eral Response Plan being implemented in Iowa were the Depart-
ment of Transportation, Corps of Engineers, Environmental Protec-

tion Agency, Public Health Service, Department of Defense with
the defense coordinating ofBcer, and the United States Forest Serv-
ice. FEMA's current estimate on that is $20 million for the Federal
response cost to the State of Iowa. That typically is a 75/25 cost

share when the Federal Response Plan is implemented. For this

particular disaster, that was waived and the Federal Grovernment
absorbed 100 percent of that cost. We thank the Federal Govern-
ment for that.

Iowa feels that anjrtime the Federal Response Plan is imple-

mented that it should be 100 percent on the response activity.

When that happens, it is our philosophy that our State resources
have been expended to the point that we do need outside assistance
and that we should not be in a place to have to worry about how
we are going to pay for that outside assistance. So that is some-
thing that we would ask to be reviewed.
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We strongly feel that within the scope of their mission FEMA did
very well. They sent personnel to the State emergency operations
center as soon as we asked for it. The Corps of Engineers and the
National Weather Service at times, along with FEMA, were in our
State emergency operations center. We were operational for 24
hours a day from June 27th until August 5th. So it was a long
drawn-out operation for us as well as for Missouri.
The disaster field office location—when the disaster first was de-

clared, we thought it was a smaller disaster. The disaster field of-

fice was established in Davenport, which is on the eastern edge of

the State on the Mississippi River. As the disaster grew and the
magnitude became beyond the initial disaster, it was a logistical

problem for us of having the disaster field office 2.5 to 3 hours
away from the State emergency operations center.

We would ask that an area that perhaps needs to be looked at
is that the disaster field office be collocated in the same city as the
State government is operating from.
To help in the recovery process, the governor established a State

flood recovery coordination team made up of State agencies, volun-
teer agencies, local government representatives, and trade associa-

tion representatives. That team has been tasked to ensure that the
recovery process is coordinated and expedited in every way pos-

sible. We are also working very closely with the Federal coordina-
tion recovery team, Chaired by FEMA, who has a team right there
in Iowa, and they also meet on a weekly basis. We are coordinating
very closely with them and feel that that process is going very well
and would encourage that to occur in future disasters.

Mitigation—I can't quit talking without talking about mitigation,

like everyone else. It has been a challenge for us to try to get a
handle on it. We feel that there is some room for improvement. I

am hopeful that this will occur since there is now a mitigation
branch within FEMA as a result of the reorganization, and perhaps
some technical assistance and strong guidance can come from
FEMA now as a result of that.

We, too, would like to see the cost share provisions changed on
the hazard mitigation program. Rather than 50/50, perhaps 75/25
or something to that effect. I think it would go a lot further as far

as getting more mitigation projects underway and the local and
State governments could become more active.

The levees are an issue in Iowa. I just lay it on the table that
we would like this issue to be looked at and expedited for this cur-

rent fall and winter to ensure that the money is allocated back out
to the States to the appropriate Federal agencies to ensure that the
repairs continue with the Soil Conservation Service and the Corps
of Engineers.
For this disaster, the President adjusted the cost share for the

public assistance program, and we thank him for that. That was
very helpful to the State of Iowa—and local governments, for that
matter—in being able to determine how much liability we would
potentially have on the public assistance program.
One last thing is that I would ask that this committee under-

stand that the emergency management programs across this Na-
tion are under-funded and we need to keep that in mind. Many of
them operate on a shoe string and try to do something that is very
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important with very limited resources. We would ask that you en-

sure that FEMA and its routine day-to-day programs, including

those that flow through the States, are adequately funded. For ex-

ample, the emergency management assistance program, which is

one of the foundation funding programs for the local and State gov-
ernments, are funded adequately.

In Iowa, we receive only approximately 30 cents per capita for

this particular program. That is not nearly enough, unfortunately.
Last but not least, I think the overall response and recovery ef-

forts in Iowa went very well, as I said earlier. The reaction of pub-
lic officials at both State and local levels was based on their will-

ingness to make themselves familiar with the emergency response
considerations prior to the disaster. That is due to a lot of the
training and planning that FEMA has told us we should do and
that the State has tried to encourage the counties to do also.

The initiative of the State led by Governor Branstad and the en-
tire emergency Management community—local, State, and Fed-
eral—for recovery efforts is probably one of the most effective I

have witnessed in the 17 years in the emergency management
field.

I think with that I will yield back to you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BORSKI. Thank you very much, Ms. Gordon.
Mr. Plunk, unfortunately, we are interrupted again by a call to

the House Floor, so we will have to stand in a brief recess. When
we come back we will start right with you.

The subcommittee will be in a brief recess.

[Recess.]

Mr. BORSKI. The subcommittee will reconvene.
Mr. Plunk.
Mr. Plunk. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, on behalf of Crovemor Edgar I would like to thank

the committee for allowing us the opportunity to testify.

Flooding in Illinois actually began in mid-March on the Illinois

and Mississippi rivers. Seven counties were given State disaster
area declarations by Governor Edgar and we coordinated flood-

fighting efforts with the Illinois Department of Transportation and
Conservation. Costs to the State were considerable and the drain-
age and levee districts along the affected areas quickly exhausted
their resources. The problems began to show signs of improvement
in late April £ind in early May it was believed that the worst was
behind us.

In early June, a series of storms dumped torrential rain across
northern Illinois and Cook County causing localized flash flooding

in many cities including Chicago. From that point on, the storms
were relentless, rolling across the midwest in waves.
On July 4th, I was in the Jersey County town of Grafton, a small

community of 1,400 people which lies at the point where the Illi-

nois River joins the Mississippi. The river was projected to crest at

31 feet on July 6th. I assured Mayor Narin that I would return to

Grafton to be with him on the 6th when the crest passed. I then
departed for Quincy, Illinois 108 miles away. I didn't get back to

Grafton until late July, but I was there on August 6th when the
river finally crested at a record 39 feet, 6 feet above the previous
high water mark and one month later than the predicted crest.
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That typifies the problems we had during the months of July and
August. The disaster had no foreseeable end. Every day brought

more rain, higher crests, and higher costs. In Illinois alone, 884,000
acres of farmland were flooded, destro3dng some $425 million worth
of corn and soybeans.
The flood impacted 82 communities. Of these, 59 were actually

flooded or sustained serious damage. A number of Illinois residents

have lost their homes and many more have lost the use of their

homes. Over 15,000 applications have been made to FEMA for

housing assistance, and still others have been forced to accept un-

emplo3anent when their employer suspended work due to the flood

or the commute over lengthy detours became too cumbersome.
Over 22,000 households have applied for disaster assistance

through October 21st. Nearly 10,000 have sought assistance from
the crisis counselling program. And 9,200 applications have been
made for the individual and family grant programs.
The flood closed nearly 300 miles of roads, 12 bridges, and all

four ferries crossing the Illinois and Mississippi rivers. Approxi-

mately 64 miles of State highway are still closed and another 900
miles of local roads and streets were inundated with flood waters.

Many of them are still not passable.

Responding to the record-breaking flood has placed extraordinary

demands on government agencies at all levels, including the Illinois

Emergency Management Agency. The emergency operations center

was open for 45 consecutive days with three forward command
posts along the swollen river serving to provide coordination of

State and Federal assets.

The National Guard spent over 1.5 million man-hours on State

active duty sandbagging, assisting with evacuation, security, and
aeromedical evacuation missions. Guardsmen remain on duty today

in several areas of the State.

The Illinois Department of Public Health and the Illinois Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency distributed approximately 4.2 million

gallons of potable drinking water in a 4-week period to persons in

facilities in the Altman-Madison County area. The Illinois Depart-

ment of Correction supplied nearly 13,000 inmate days for sand-

bagging and another 4,000 for cleanup operations. In all, over 1,400

boot camp inmates were used in flood-fighting operations.

The Illinois Department of Transportation put an army of trucks

and earth-moving equipment along the entire western length of the

State building roads out of deer paths, building levees where none
had existed, and raising roadway levels in a race with the rising

water.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency responded quickly

and effectively to Illinois' immediate response needs. Their imple-

mentation of the Federal Response Plan worked well. And I might

add, better than we had expected. They coordinated the multitude

of Federal agencies to get Illinois what it needed and when it need-

ed it.

Unfortunately, there is no similar effort for long-term recovery.

The Stafford Act does not address the concerns we in Illinois have
for rebuilding communities and reestablishing normalcy for the

thousands of persons displaced and otherwise impacted. In that

sense, Illinois and other States have shown leadership by their co-
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ordination of State and Federal programs for recovery. Governor

Edgar established a recovery task force in August.

This task force continues to meet on a weekly basis ensuring that

no resource or problem is overlooked and that services can be pro-

vided to the people and communities affected by this disaster. The
FEMA hazard mitigation program is being utilized at this time by

the State of Illinois and other State agencies along with FEMA and

their respective counterparts to implement the long-range recovery

following the flood.

Because of the magnitude of the 1993 flood and the number of

individuals and communities heavily impacted in the 39 counties in

Illinois declared major disaster areas by the President, it has be-

come apparent that the overall desire of both individuals and en-

tire communities is to relocate off the flood plain. The State of Illi-

nois has always supported this desire and has taken advantage of

the mitigation measures provided by the national flood insurance

program relocation that has provided for the removal of 116 struc-

tures in 17 jurisdictions since 1981.

In addition, the State has its own acquisition program adminis-

tered under the Department of Transportation, Water Resources

Division, which has successfully removed 99 structures from the

flood plain in just six jurisdictions with another 50 to 80 structures

pending buy-out at this time. In more than a decade, we have only

been able to reduce the number of structures in the flood plain by

215. Now we are faced with more than 60 communities in flood

ravaged areas who have residents who are willing to move, and po-

tential for 20 times the number of acquisitions and relocations we
have provided thus far.

In the past, convincing individuals to relocate from the flood

plain has been an arduous hard-sell proposition. However, I believe

it is the most cost-effective means that we have to prevent the reoc-

currence of future damages and the continuing outlay of Federal,

State, and local dollars in areas that will assuredly be flooded

again and again.

At the present time, the recovery mitigation advisory group,

made up of Federal and State agency representatives, are meeting

in Springfield to provide a clearinghouse for mitigation applications

so that the various funding sources can be packaged in such a way
that a community's appUcation will use the appropriate funds for

assisting families in buy-outs and relocations as well as for various

aspects of other type mitigation, such as structural hazard control,

retrofitting, warning systems, et cetera.

This is a very complex endeavor that the State of Illinois and the

Federal Government are taking, but it is in the interest of mitiga-

tion that we have put together a mitigation team in order to go for-

ward in a financially efficient manner. While I realize that many
individuals are asking, "Where is the money?" I believe that a more

deliberate, methodical approach is far better than getting money
out quickly but without direction as to whether the correct funding

source was used. The need for coordination between project appli-

cants and State and Federal agencies that are sources of funding

has never been more evident.

In conclusion, I would like to acknowledge the leadership and as-

sistance given to the State of Illinois and to me personally by
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FEMA director James Witt. Although for the most part we have al-

ways enjoyed a good relationship with FEMA, cooperation during

this disaster was extraordinary. Director Witt's personal involve-

ment on several issues was very helpful to me and I would like to

commend him on a job well done.

Much criticism has been leveled at FEMA in recent years. In my
opinion, much of that criticism was undeserved. I would urge Con-

gress to allow Director Witt wide latitude to correct the problems

which do exist. Director Witt is the first FEMA director with erner-

gency management experience and we believe he is on the right

course.

I would like to thank the committee for allowing us the oppor-

tunity to speEik here today.

Mr. BORSKI. Mr. Plunk, thank you very much.
Let me assure you that we hold Mr. Witt in equally high esteem

and we look forward to working with him. He has done an excellent

job not just in this particular disaster but in the changes that he

has already brought about to FEMA.
Let me ask each of you how you would evaluate FEMA's efforts

to coordinate the disaster response efforts with State emergency
management agencies?

Mr. Uhlmann. I would say very good because they reacted quick-

ly. As I said in my testimony, they came in during the response

phase, they coordinated all the Federal agencies at the disaster

field office, which allowed us to put our counterpart State agencies

with them, and it streamlined the operation and operated very ef-

fectively.

Ms. Gordon. I would have to echo what Jerry said. I think it is

the first time that we have had an experience with FEMA in the

response phase, so I have nothing to compare it to. But I felt very

good about it. We got the mission assignments established imme-
diately, went right to work, and were able to cut through a lot of

the bureaucratic paperwork that typically is required to get the job

done and worried about that later. That is one of the things that

I think made it operationally work very well. They didn't get

bogged down in that type of thing.

I think the relationship is good and even today there is still a

FEMA presence in Iowa and probably will continue to be for the

next 3 or 4 years. I think that will continue.

Mr. Plunk. I think they have a tough job. One of the first con-

versations I had with Director Witt in the early stages of the disas-

ter, when the Federal Response Plan was to be implemented, was
my concern about that plan and the way they envisioned it happen-

ing. I saw it, quite frankly, as going to be a hindrance and an inter-

ference. They made modifications in the way they set the plan up

in Illinois and they allowed us a pretty wide latitude.

I think they need to be flexible. I think we all operate in different

FEMA regions and with different agendas of our own and different

resources and assets and capabilities of our own across the States.

I think FEMA needs to be ready to adapt with each State's disaster

to be flexible enough to provide the amount of assistance and co-

ordination that we want and need without appearing to come in

and take over or disrupt.
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To that extent, I would give them an A on this flood. They were

excellent to work with.

Mr. BORSKI. What specific efforts did you make to inform county

and local officials of the resources available for disaster response?

Ms. Gordon. In Iowa, by State statute we are required to have

an emergency management director in each county. We used that

mechanism, the State-wide telecommunications network, the law

enforcement network, of getting information out in a quick manner.

This was during the response phase. A lot of it was on demand.

Because the disaster was so widespread, we did not really have the

opportunity to say, "Well, this is what the Federal Government has

to offer. What is it that you need?" Most everything was on demand
by monitoring what was going on in the State and trying to then

do some worst case, 72-hour, 90-hour game plans as to what we
could expect to happen and estimate the resources that would be

needed in each part of the State.

That is how we approached it, from that perspective. We tried to

be very responsive so that when local government did have a need

we were able to find it, look ahead, and told the Corps that we
were going to need x number of pumps and ask them to find them
for us. That is kind of how we operated.

Mr. Plunk. We very firmly believe the local governments, the

county governments, and the cities that are impacted by disaster

are in charge. They are clearly the lead in any disaster, regardless

of how high it may eventually get. The measure of the response

and recovery can usually be judged by the quality of the program

in that given county or city.

We had 630 miles of river and not many people from the State

agency level to patrol it with. Where the response was the most ef-

fective was where the county or city had the best emergency man-
agement program. Where they through practice and experience and

exercises had learned to communicate with us their needs, we were

able to respond very quickly with the State resources they needed.

Where they didn't know that or where no such emergency manager
existed, we found that in some cases mayors left with no other

choice—we are calling Congressmen and Senators who were calling

James Lee Witt who was then in turn calling me for something

that we could very easily have provided from the next county over.

But they didn't know how to access the system.

Emergency management in Illinois—probably the same as in

every other State—ranges from excellent to non-existent. We are

doing everything we can, but to echo Director Gordon's comments
earlier about the importance of the emergency management assist-

ance funds, that is where it really pays off in implementing those

programs.
Mr. Uhlmann. The success of any disaster is directly propor-

tional to the amount of training and planning conducted prior to

the disaster. We found the same way the States before me stated.

The local jurisdictions that participated in the training and the ex-

ercises responded very well because they had to know, first of all,

what resources they needed and where to get them. So once your

team goes up and we coordinate with them, then it went very effec-

tively. But we experienced the same thing from some areas where
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they didn't really know what they needed. They had a problem but
they didn't really know how to request assistance.

The problem we had at the State level was that the magnitude
of the disaster was so widespread that we couldn't work real close

with all the counties. We just didn't have the personnel or staffing

to do that. So we operated pretty much on the demand system, too.

As the counties requested assistance, then we responded the best

we could.

Mr. BORSKI. Mr. Plunk, you said that the Stafford Act does not

address the concerns you have in Illinois for rebuilding commu-
nities. Can you tell us what the concerns are and where the Staf-

ford Act falls short?
Mr. Plunk. Well, we are talking about this Federal Response

Plan. I guess we have always regarded FEMA, to be honest actu-

ally all of the Federal Government, as that person or that entity

that we turn to after a disaster to bring the pocketbook in to make
us whole again. But up to that point, we always felt that we could

handle from the response phase whatever was needed. With the ex-

ception of probably the Corps of Engineers that has a pretty direct

response role and are involved in things like floods, we really rec-

ognized FEMA and the Federal Grovernment as a recovery entity.

Yet, they have been thrust into this response role. I believe under
Director Witt, they are going to be effective at it.

Now we would like to see a Federal recovery plan, if you will, de-

veloped along with the response plan that would go in.

I think one of the biggest concerns is—we believe that we coordi-

nate. Our agency, the Illinois Emergency Management Agency, co-

ordinates all State assets and all State programs for response and
recovery during a disaster. Frankly, I see a reluctance in the Fed-
eral family for allowing FEMA that same role.

We would like to see all the Federal programs—and it seems like

they are lining up, frankly, to throw money at us, but we would
rather have them all coordinate that with FEMA so that we could
get a better handle on what was available fund-wise, and we could
have more of a determination as to where the funds were going and
for what purpose they were used.
Mr. BORSKI. Ms. Gordon, all 99 counties in Iowa were declared

a disaster area?
Ms. Gordon. Yes.
Mr. BORSKI. In your testimony you state that only 56 out of the

99 counties participate in the Federal emergency management as-

sistance program, which is the funding foundation for the State
emergency management system.
How well prepared to respond to the flooding were the remaining

43 counties which do not participate in the emergency management
program? And what effect did this have on the State of Iowa's abil-

ity to respond to the flooding?

Ms. Gordon. I think we find in the counties that do not partici-

pate in the emergency management assistance program for the
most part are not nearly as well prepared. The reason I say that
is because with the emergency management assistance program,
EMA, there are strings attached. If you take this Federal money,
then you have to conduct exercises and do planning and attend
training and all the things that are required. So the counties that
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do not participate may or may not do those things. They are obvi-
ously not required to, so if it falls within their agenda or their pri-
orities, they may or may not do those things.
We do have emergency operations plans in all 99 counties be-

cause even though a county doesn't participate in the program, the
State has been required by FEMA to still make sure that there is

a plan in every county. So given that, that helps us. That earlier
FEMA requirement did pay off in this disaster.
How it affected us in Iowa? I think echoing what Illinois and

Missouri said," maybe they didn't know the system quite as well as
far as who to call. That mayor out there that had a lot of problems
wasn't real sure because the emergency management director may
not be real strong or knowledgeable as to what the system is. I

think that was probably the biggest problem, not understanding
the system.
Mr. BORSKI. Mr. Uhlmann, do you have any indication when you

will receive more definitive guidance from FEMA to enable your
State to submit eligible projects under the hazard mitigation pro-
gram?
Mr. Uhlmann. At this time, I do not. There has been a lot of

guidance put out. There has been a certain amount of guidance
that has changed. I think the program is going to have to be solidi-

fied in a manner so that everybody understands it. We know what
the guidelines are and we can explain it to the local communities
so that they understand it as well.

As far as when we receive that, I am not sure, but it is still a
cumbersome operation. Also, there is not sufficient money there to

support everything that should be supported under the mitigation
program.
Mr. BORSKI. The subcommittee has no further questions. If you

have nothing you would like to add or something you would like

to add, let me thank you very much for coming to Washington, D.C.
and helping us in our deliberations. We appreciate it.

Thank you very much.
We would like to welcome our sixth panel, Hon. Eugene C.

Schwendemann, County Executive, St. Charles County, Missouri;
accompanied by: Mr. Gary O. Schuchardt, Director, St. Charles
County Emergency Management Agency; Hon. Fred Mathison,
County Supervisor, Story County, Iowa; and Mr. H.L. (Bud)
Whitfield, Director, Scott County Disaster Services, Davenport,
Iowa.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. BORSKI. Let me first recognize the distinguished member

from Iowa, Mr. Lightfoot, a former member of the Public Works
and Transportation Committee and now a very valuable member of

the Appropriations Committee.
Mr. Lightfoot.

Mr. Lightfoot. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to thank the Public Works Committee for providing

me with an opportunity today to introduce Fred Mathison from
Iowa who is going to testify on the performance of the FEMA agen-
cy in the 1993 flood back in our State. It is good to be back in this

room as a former member of Public Works. There are a lot of fond
memories here of the good work this committee does.
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Mr. Mathison was born and raised in Nevada, Iowa. He served

honorably in the Armed Services, he successfully owned and oper-

ated a small business for 25 years in that same city. He was elect-

ed to the Board of Supervisors in Story County, Iowa in 1978 and

currently is in his fourth term.

To say that Fred is active in community activities I think is an

understatement because you will find he is on the Second Judicial

Board of Corrections, the Juvenile Detention Center Board, the

Iowa flood recovery coordinating team, the Chair of the Story

County Resource Enhancement Committee, the Nevada 2002 Plan-

ning Committee, coordinator of the Story County waste tire man-
agement program, and he is first vice president of the Iowa State

Association of Counties. In his spare time he eats and sleeps.

I have gotten to know Fred really well over the last 2 or 3 years,

particularly as we went through the flood which was a test of his

dedication and hard work in putting together and helping to coordi-

nate the whole rescue—well I guess it was a rescue in a way—of

the effort that took part in our State.

I would urge the committee to very thoughtfully consider the tes-

timony of Fred and to carefully examine his insights and sugges-

tions on how to make future disaster relief more efficient and effec-

tive because he has been on ground, been there with it, and lived

with it. He knows how it works. It is a real pleasure to have him
here in Washington, D.C.

Fred, it is good to see you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BORSKI. Thank you very much. Congressman Lightfoot.

Mr. Mathison, let's start with you.

TESTIMONY OF EUGENE C. SCHWENDEMANN, COUNTY EXECU-
TIVE, SAINT CHARLES COUNTY, MO, ACCOMPANIED BY GARY
O. SCHUCHARDT, DIRECTOR, SAINT CHARLES COUNTY
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY; FRED MATHISON,
COUNTY SUPERVISOR, STORY COUNTY, lA; AND H.L. (BUD)
WHITFIELD, DIRECTOR, SCOTT COUNTY DISASTER SERV-
ICES, DAVENPORT, lA

Mr. Mathison. I certainly want to thank the committee for this

opportunity to be here today.

I also want to thank President Clinton for the efforts he took in

waiving the match for the State. By waiving that match require-

ment, the State of Iowa was able to then pick up the local match
for our counties and cities that were involved in public assistance.

This certainly did make a dramatic effect on the counties and cities

in our State.

I might bring that thank you from all 99 counties in the State

as I am not only representing Story County but as the first vice

president of the Iowa State Association of Counties I am also rep-

resenting the other 98 counties.

I think you have my written testimony and I would like to make
a few comments in addition to that, if I may.

I have now contacted all 99 counties in the State. The general

feedback that I seem to receive is that FEMA in those counties has
been very responsive, has reacted in a very efficient manner, and
the inspectors that they have sent to the different communities
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have been very easy to work with and understanding. That is the

other 98 counties.

In Story County, as my testimony indicates, we have had a very

difficult situation with FEMA and with the FEMA inspector due to

his lack of knowledge in the field that he was working in. That has
created a very frustrating situation for us in Story County.

We have been working with FEMA representatives and hopefully

the situation we have in regards to a human services center build-

ing where we have six human services housed will be resolved. It

appears that it is taking a long time to get any action. The infor-

mation that we received seems to—^we have to be the one that goes

after that information. Hopefully—I had a meeting Wednesday
morning prior to leaving for Washington, D.C. and at that meeting
I met with two regional representatives from FEMA from Boston.

I will have to say that that is my first positive meeting with the

FEMA representatives and if it hadn't been for the Iowa Emer-
gency Management Division, I don't know that we would even be

this far in regards to mitigation for our human services center that

was caught in the flood, although the building itself was not in the

flood plain.

I would like to talk now for just a few minutes about the future.

Some of the things I have mentioned in my written statement, but

there are some other items I think we need to really keep in mind.

One of them is the trauma that the people have experienced. I have

been in neighborhood meetings in Ames particularly where they

talked about forming a human chain to save a neighbor and his

wife whose vehicle was being washed down into the flood.

Their children wake up at night still bothered. They themselves

can't sleep. Whenever it rains, it is difficult for their children if

they are at school because this creates a very traumatic situation

for them.
I know FEMA is providing a lot of money and they are doing it

in Story County now. I would encourage that in the future and to

look at this as a long-range situation because these children, in

particular—that trauma isn't going to end this fall. It isn't going

to end next fall, or the year after that. It is going to be an ongoing

situation. That is why I strongly encourage outreach programs to

go into neighborhoods.
There are a lot of people that due to pride or whatever reason

will not seek assistance from our mental health center. But if the

centers are encouraged to go into the neighborhoods and meet with

neighborhood groups, then I think that stigma or difficulty will be

eliminated and I think it will do a lot of benefit, particularly for

the children.

I can't emphasize—and it wasn't such a big factor in our county,

but in the State—the importance the National Guard played in the

disaster. With their equipment and their sandbagging efforts and

their helicopters they were a very important portion of the recovery

and the defense from this flood.

The assistance grants—we have assistance grants for public as-

sistance. We have them for private non-profits, for State. Soil Con-

servation Service is providing a lot of assistance to agriculture. But

there is one area that I think should be considered in the future,

77-033 0-94-3
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and that is business. Maybe I would even further qualify that by
saying possibly small business.
Small businesses are only eligible for SBA loans. By the time

they fill out the SBA loan information, it is so detailed that many
of them are taking out the forms but not returning them. The in-

terest rate is no great advantage at this time, so they are going to

local lending institutions for that assistance.

It would appear that at least in Iowa, particularly in some of our
smaller communities, that small businessperson is really the heart-

beat of that community. We cannot afford to lose those small
businesspeople in our communities. I would hope that there would
be some method looked at to provide some kind of a grant, or even
a no interest loan, for small businesses for their recovery efforts.

The mitigation—as I mentioned, in our situation appears that we
had some advance information that mitigation was available, relo-

cation costs were available. We have been told that that is not the
case and this is very frustrating to us.

One of the things I would also recommend—at least in our coun-
ty area, FEMA came in before the actual declaration, held a meet-
ing of cities and our county, and then communities and counties
around Story County. At that meeting, they provided a lot of infor-

mation and a lot of good information so that when the declaration

did occur, we were ready to proceed with the disaster service re-

ports. It did ease our ability to respond.
In closing, I would like to say that my situation with FEMA has

been—every time we meet, it has been an adversarial situation

until Wednesday. We should not be adversaries. We should be part-

ners. They should be working with us to provide the most service

to these communities because we are serving the people, and that
goes right to the heart of it: the service to the people.

Again, one county's experience doesn't necessarily mean that
FEMA isn't doing the job because, again, the reports I have had
back—most of them have been very positive. But the thing that oc-

curs when—it makes a big difference when it is your county.
Again, I want to thank you for the opportunity of appearing here

today and will certainly be happy to answer any questions you may
have.
Mr. BORSKI. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Whitfield, did you have any oral testimony?
Mr. Whitfield. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Much of what is covered in my report has already been covered

by other people here. I would like to summarize the written com-
ments and tell you just a little bit about Scott County and how it

is configured because it had some bearing on our flood this year.

Scott County, Iowa is located on Iowa's eastern edge and is bor-

dered on three sides by rivers. The Wapsipinicon River is the
northern border, which is a wild river. The Mississippi River takes
a turn in our area and constitutes both the east and southern bor-

der. We have almost 100 miles of river line to contend with as our
county border, which exacerbated the flood problems that we did
have over the year.
At any rate, the flood impacted some 130,000 people of the

160,000 residents of our county and encompassed also five cities.
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Our disaster preparation has been an effort by the Emergency
Management Agency and the municipal officials involved. Our
agency is governed by chief elected officials from each one of the
municipalities in our county so that we have that input. Our pri-

mary planning responsibility is to develop a multi-hazard plan,
which we have done over the past 2 to 3 years. As our State direc-

tor pointed out, that is one of our major emphases in our ability

to respond to this flood.

We utilized the experiences we had in the flash flood of 1990

—

which also resulted in a presidential declaration, by the way—that
was two 100-year floods within a week's period of time. So we have
had some experience with that.

We have developed a command system that essentially requires
that each one of the communities involved establish a command
center. We have an emergency operations center. That center is

where we try to coordinate most of the activity that occurs in the
response activities.

Prior to the flood, we activated our plan and began meeting with
the officials involved that would be impacted by the flood. We start-

ed meeting some 2 to 3 weeks prior to the flood because we had
some knowledge that we would have a flood. We established our in-

dividual command centers and our emergency operations center on
the day that we reached flood level, which is in fact 15 feet in our
area.

The events and the conditions that precipitated the flood have
been well-documented. One of the reasons that I gave you the de-

scription of our county is that we were further influenced by the
fact that the Wapsipinicon has been at flood stage since about Feb-
ruary of this year, which provides us an influx of water at our
northern most point of our county. So in addition to the Mis-
sissippi, we also had the Wapsipinicon flood sdong with associated
farmland and people affected by that river. So we had actually

been in flood operations since about March or April or so.

It does create some kind of a problem for us. Part of our county
is protected by a seawall or a dike. The city of Bettendorf, which
is one of our primary cities, does have a seawall. Davenport, as
most people are probably aware at this point, does not have. Also,

there were a couple three other small cities that were impacted
somewhat by the flood. They also do not have a flood wall.

One of the problems we encountered in our flood preparation

—

and it is inherent in any flood preparation that you begin sometime
prior to that flood arrival—one of the problems we had with this

flood was the flood forecasting where some 2 to 3 weeks prior to

the flood we were given flood forecasts on a 3-day basis. Those
flood forecasts kept increasing on a daily basis so that not until

about 3 days before the actual crest did we actually receive what
the final crest would be. That created tremendous problems in our

preparation because we did not know for sure exactly what that

level was going to be.

Damages? Approximately $4 million in public damages for our
five cities. We do not know the final figure at this point. Some 650
homes, apartment buildings, and public dwellings were affected as

well. Again, we do not know the final figures on that.
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The FEMA response during this flood—and our comparison is

with the presidential that we had in 1990—the FEMA response

during that flood was the disaster assistance appUcation center.

That was basically their response. Suffice it to say that there were

a number of problems with that operation in terms of communica-

tion coordination and with the then existing FEMA organization.

The communication coordination during the 1993 flood was

much, much more effective. We relied to a great extent on the

State of Iowa and the emergency management office for our coordi-

nation with the Federal officials. They did an outstanding job of es-

tablishing those links and maintaining those links of communica-

tion and coordination. We feel like the whole operation was much
more effective during this period of time.

One of the improvements we would like to specifically address-—

and it is a minor one but a most confusing one for our people in

terms of disaster relief. When the disaster assistance offices are

open, they are open within 3 days of the presidential declaration.

At that point in time, our entire operation was still on a 24-hour

emergency basis. Most of our houses were inundated with water

and continued to be throughout the time the disaster assistance

centers are open.

It is extremely difficult and confusing for our people to have to

have an application filed, or have to come back, or have to call a

phone number. We would suggest some type of flexibility in that

process so that once those disaster assistance centers are open

—

and they should be open very quickly because of some of the tem-

porary needs that we have—however, some of the flexibility should

be that these people are able to come back at some point in time

when the water has gone down and they can adequately assess

what their property has or has not done. I think that process

should be looked at very clearly.

The initial damage assessment that is required for a presidential

declaration of disaster is fairly straightforward. However, during

this disaster, the disaster was declared without requiring an initial

damage assessment. Later on we were asked to provide one, which

is kind of like going back to school again. But we found the guide-

lines in this a little bit confusing and they should be looked at.

Our mitigation comments relate to a mitigation project that we
have submitted from our 1990 flood. We have had that project in

place now for about 2.5 years. To summarize, we find the rules a

little confusing, the delays are unexplained, and our officials at this

point in time are not very encouraged about the mitigation pro-

gram. I have no solutions for that, but it certainly should be looked

at. For us, it is a very confusing process.

I have a couple of comments. I believe that FEMA did an excel-

lent job in this disaster and they should clearly remain the coordi-

nating point for those Federal agencies in direct cooperation with

the States. I believe one thing, that the local municipalities will al-

ways remain the first respondents to any disaster and that we
must maintain our capability and our ability to train, to exercise,

and to make sure that our people are prepared to respond. We
must have sufficient funding to do that. Most of us are short

staffed. That is an area that certainly needs some looking at.
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I believe that the State and Federal Government did an excellent

job in responding to this disaster. I hope we don't have to do it

again next year.

At this point, I will conclude my remarks, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BORSKI. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Schwendemann.
Mr. Schwendemann. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, committee members, and committee staff, my

name is Eugene Schwendemann. I am the County Executive for St.

Charles County, Missouri. It is an honor and a privilege to appear

before the subcommittee to testify. With me today is Gary
Schuchardt, director of the St. Charles County Emergency Manage-
ment Agency.

St. Charles County is located approximately 25 miles west of St.

Louis and has a population of 230,000 residents. We are the fastest

growing county in the State of Missouri and are in the top 10 fast-

est growing counties in the country.

As you can see from the photos, the Mississippi and Missouri riv-

ers meet in St. Charles County. Therefore, we had the dubious

honor of the worst flooding during the great flood of 1993. Our
flood started in late March and early April and it intensified

throughout the summer months. Even today parts of St. Charles

County still has water standing on it.

We were lucky in the sense that we did not have any deaths as

a direct cause of the flooding. However, it will take many, many
years for the lives of the St. Charles County residents to get back

to some form of normalcy.
I would like to say that with all things taken into consideration,

every agency did a remarkable job in doing what they were sup-

posed to do.

I would now like to take the opportunity to give the subcommit-

tee some of my recommendations to better help local jurisdictions

in aiding the victims of these types of disasters.

There are inconsistencies between the FEMA hazard mitigation

and disaster assistance program. Many of the disaster assistance

programs are not very user friendly to victims nor local govern-

ments. Most programs seem to have been designed at the Federal

level with no local experience or input. Local governments and

their emergency management agencies are not considered partici-

pating agencies. They do not share with us the vital disaster recov-

ery information.
Duplication of benefits lists were not shared with local govern-

ments. The listing of national flood insurance programs were dif-

ficult to obtain. Timely and accurate lists of claim information are

not available to local governments. The maiUng addresses of dis-

located disaster victims were denied to local governments.

Hazard mitigation and disaster assistance programs are incon-

sistent and they send mixed and confusing messages. We talked

about wanting to discourage people from moving back into the flood

prone areas, or after flooding occurs, turning the land back to its

natural habitat. However, the Federal Government is quick to re-

spond in handing out money to assist those affected in order that

they may be able to rebuild. Buy-out proposals leave more ques-
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tions and take too long in becoming a reality, if it becomes a reality

at all.
, . ...

The floods of 1993 have highlighted the need to mcrease funding

of long-term flood hazard mitigation programs, such as Section

1362. These programs would have a powerful impact on reducing

costs to local, State, and Federal agencies by decreasing the num-

ber of structures vulnerable to the flooding, fewer dollars required

for emergency disaster relief and flood insurance, and the insur-

ance and funding is needed not only to purchase and relocate, but

also for flood-proofing and education.

This will allow people the opportunity to move and have a better

quality of life. Using the funds in this way would enable commu-
nities to have a long-term permanent effect on reducing hazards in

the flood plain.

The most important lesson to be learned from the great flood of

1993 is that we need to spend more money toward preventing the

problem. We always seem to allocate money toward putting things

back the way they were. We need to invest more toward a com-

prehensive solution to the problem. We do not need to put billions

of dollars toward the problem and only $1 million toward the solu-

tion.

Mr. Chairman, let's not let a group of analysts look at this mat-

ter for the next 10 years. We all need to work together to come up
with a comprehensive flood plain management plan now.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, committee members, and committee

staff. Thank you very much for your time. Mr. Schuchardt and I

will answer any questions you may have.

Mr. BORSKI. Thank you very much, sir.

Let me start with you, Mr. Mathison, and I invite each member
of the panel to respond.
Based on your experience with this disaster, is FEMA doing

enough to provide hazard mitigation assistance to local commu-
nities?

Mr. Mathison. Well, I just made a note here and if we had time

for a few comments later—I notice one of the things that is reoccur-

ring—I call us the local panel members today—is that mitigation

seems to be coming up in all of our situations. I would have to say

no. I do not think FEMA is responding rapidly enough.

As an example, I met with the two representatives Wednesday
morning. Until that day, I had no idea. We had been waiting to

hear about our building. That morning, the gentleman told us,

"Well, you will know by November 15th." Somebody from FEMA
should have told us that before last Wednesday. If they had, we
probably would have been a little more patient. But not knowing
that, it stretches your patience to the utmost.

Mr. Whitfield. I think there are two areas that FEMA needs to

seriously look at. One is mitigation. I look at this from the local

perspective and the problems that we have had with mitigation.

I think we did an excellent job during the flood in our response

plan, and that is something that we have all worked on for several

years and basically followed some guidance from FEMA and that

sort of thing. However, one of the areas where we are lacking is

the mitigation because of the confusion factor. It is much easier for

us to put our efforts into preventing disasters, if you will, by pre-
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ventative measures. But we need a consistent policy in order to do

that from the national level.

Number two—and it is not directly related to mitigation—is re-

covery. A recovery plan does not now exist as far as I am concerned

and needs to be developed because we do not have consistent guide-

lines for the recovery process. It varies from disaster to disaster.

It certainly should have some clear guidelines.

If we are this good at response—and I think we are pretty good

at it by now—I think we can develop the same kind of expertise

in recovery that we do in response. I think that is something we
really need to work on.

But the mitigation for our people makes a lot more sense than

trying to go back in and clean up the mess.

Mr. SCHWENDEMANN. Basically, I think FEMA did a good job.

There were a few minor glitches here and there, but for the most
part FEMA was there in a timely manner. They got there and set

up their center within a short period.

Mr. BORSKI. Mr. Schuchardt, let me start with you in the next

round.
How can FEMA and other Federal agencies better coordinate dis-

aster efforts with local communities, in your view?

Mr. Schuchardt. I can't really blame the State Emergency Man-
agement Agency directly for this because I knew they were short-

handed with such a monstrous disaster that occurred in the State

of Missouri, but being able to have enough funding and the capabil-

ity to have a liaison in major emergency operation centers. It does

cut down on confusion, allows you to ask various questions not only

for emergency response, recovery efforts, to be able to address is-

sues that come up that the elected officials and victims need to

know. This would help greatly.

I compliment Mr. Witt for the improvements he has sought so

far. I think he is going to be a great asset to the Federal Emer-

gency Management Agency.
Looking back and comparing what happened during Hugo—and

I followed that completely through—the response there was totally

different if you look at the overall view of things.

If I can, I would like to again emphasize the need for the mitiga-

tion efforts and buy-out program support. Many of these commu-
nities don't have the money to come up with that 50 percent. I

think what Congressman Volkmer is doing right now is going to be

a great aid to that and urge support to get the buy-out program

moving, and as soon as possible. We have a lot of victims that are

hurting out there and they need that option. If we really are sin-

cere about flood plain management, we need to put something out

there that gives them an opportunity to reduce the risk of loss of

life and improve their lifestyle.

Mr. Whitfield. I would like to echo the comments. I think the

mitigation efforts, as I said before, are probably as important or

more important right now than our response efforts because that

is where we need to work. I am afraid that we still have people out

there as a result of this flood who have not, for whatever reason,

been able to get in simply because of the confusion factor that we
now have.
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Mr. BORSKI. I would again ask each of you to respond, if you care

to. ^ o J
Did you receive training and information from your State and

Federal agencies to know what assistance and equipment would be

available during an emergency?
Mr. Mathison. We did not receive a lot of training, but we have

received some training. I think most of our training was through

our local emergency management county director. That person has

received training from the State and through Federal programs. I

really feel that that was a very big advantage to have that training

available through that person. As Ellen Gordon mentioned, every

county in Iowa, by code, is required to have an emergency manage-
ment director. I really feel that this gives us a step ahead in re-

gards to taking action for these kind of programs.

We are able to act rather than react.

Mr. SCHWENDEMANN. I believe every chief elected officer in the

county should go through the training. I have been to 75 percent

of them so far, but I need to go to a couple more. If it wasn't for

the training I have received from SEMA, I don't think we would

have had as good an operation as we did during this flood. It

taught me a lot. I think it eases the tension. At least the people

know that you know something about what is going on rather than

just guessing.
Mr. SCHUCHARDT. I have been through all the FEMA training

courses in professional development series and many other spe-

cialty areas. I believe very much that emergency managers as well

as their CEOs—and I compliment mine because he did take the

time to learn about what emergency management is all about prior

to the disaster.

One of the key areas is training. The training is provided by the

Federal Emergency Management Agency and the State emergency
management agencies, but the funding programs that come from

the Federal down to the State and are passed on to the locals in

the form of training as well as the emergency management assist-

ance programs. That makes or breaks the program. It is very im-

portant to be prepared. Being prepared includes training and in-

cludes exercises. Our communities have been through many exer-

cises, at least one annually. It looks like we have had three live

ones this year with three floods from April on.

But training is very important not only for emergency manage-
ment but for the elected officials to understand what is available

there.

Cjoing back to resources from the State, when I would call for re-

sources there is one thing I might mention. In some cases, services

such as generators were offered. We accepted those to utilize them,

but we had to do some major fixing and major repairs when we
were in the emergency response to make them work. So maybe
when we look at our resources—and resources are the key to emer-

gency management—we need to make sure to identify what kind

of surprises might come in in terms of several days of repair when
you are trying to save lives.

Mr. BORSKI. Mr. Whitfield, what do you think led to the im-

proved communications and coordination this year compared to the

1990 floods? Was the improvement on the State or Federal level?
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Mr. Whitfield. I think it was both, Mr. Chairman, and also on

the local level. Hopefully, as we get older we get smarter in terms

of understanding mechanisms, the information sources. I think

what has happened over the last 2 years has simply been a desire

to enhance the process by coordination and communication with

the State level, and also in planning.

Going back to the last question, let me just say that the informa-

tion is very, very important that we get from FEMA, but also the

mechanism by which we receive that information, as a very prac-

tical matter during an emergency operation, is that it should have

some kind of a standardized mechanism to get it to us. By that I

mean that as a local director I run an emergency operation center

24 hours a day with two people. It is very difficult for me to com-

prehend all the information that I need to know at that point in

time. That mechanism must be coordinated through the State and

through some standardized process so that I don't miss the infor-

mation and we can get it all.

I think FEMA must work very closely with the States in order

to coordinate. They have the resources and the expertise to do that.

I have a very, very short staff and it is very difficult for us to pro-

vide people to coordinate directly with FEMA, with the Corps of

Engineers, with the Coast Guard, and with all those Federal agen-

cies. That must be done through a single source.

Mr. BORSKI. Mr. Schwendemann, in your testimony you state

that FEMA was not really visible during the response phase of the

disaster. Could you comment further on this?

Mr. Schwendemann. We do have the DAC center sitting over

there, but the problem was that the people would not go to it. It

just didn't seem like it was working the way it should have. Some
of our people probably have not been to a DAC center at all and

will not call the 1-800 number. We can't force them to do this, but

it does create a problem for us.

I think what needs to be done to kind of help out is the informa-

tion given that the other agencies have should be given to us so

that we can contact the people and at least see if they are coming

back to the county to live or if they moved out or what is going on

because we really don't know a lot of times.

Mr. BORSKI. I have no other questions or comments.

Does anyone have a further comment they would like to make?

Mr. Schwendemann. I might mention that there are four

phases. Every emergency manager learns this. It is kind of a con-

tinuous cycle of emergency management. You go from the pre-

paredness to the response, recovery, and mitigation. Basically, we

are covering one of those phases as being very important to the fu-

ture flood plain management and other disasters that may occur of

a similar nature.

When we say response, we think of emergency response. In other

words, at the very onset of a major catastrophic event that occurs.

The jurisdiction is really the primary responsibility for that re-

sponse. When it goes beyond its local resources, of course, then we

have to reach out and we have to find the resources from whatever

private or public sector. We need to know what those resources are

so that there can be a quick response, which is very important.
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Again, I want to go back and emphasize that it is important that

the emergency management programs in the various communities
be funded, and also the mitigation program as well.

Mr. Mathison. Earlier I had mentioned that there were two
things going through my mind as we were sitting here that seemed
to run very similar. You asked one of the questions, and that hap-
pened to be about mitigation.

The other thing I was thinking that seems to be a general con-

sensus is some of the frustration that is developing with the buy-
out program. I think it is fine that there is 50 percent Federal
money available for buy-outs, but that really puts a community on
the spot that does not have cash reserves available to come up with
that other 50 percent. It is difficult for the people who are sitting

there whose homes are inundated seeing that there is 50 percent
Federal money available but a community that does not have that
available.

In Iowa, virtually the only source of funds is property taxes. That
creates a real difficulty for those communities to come up with an
additional $1 million to match that buy-out. I really feel that
FEMA should look—and I know everything we sit here and say, we
are talking about more Federsd money, and that all comes from tax
dollars. But it also has to come back to the people who need it. I

would hope that that could be a possibility in the future.

Mr. BORSKI. If there are no further comments, there are no fur-

ther questions from the subcommittee.
I thank you very much for coming to Washington, D.C. today, for

your patience in waiting around for us, and you perform a great
service not just to your local communities but also to the Federal
Government.
With that, this subcommittee hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:12 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to

reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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GOOD MORNING, MR. CHAIRMAN. IT IS MY PLEASURE TO APPEAR

BEFORE THIS DISTINGUISHED SUBCOMMITTEE TODAY TO ADDRESS THE COAST

GUARD'S RESPONSE ROLE TO THE "GREAT FLOOD OF "93". THE SIZE AND

DURATION OF THE EVENT MADE IT THE LARGEST RESPONSE EVER MOUNTED

BY THE SECOND COAST GUARD DISTRICT, OUR INLAND DISTRICT

HEADQUARTERED IN ST. LOUIS, HAVING RESPONSIBILITY FOR ALL OF THE

WESTERN RIVERS SYSTEM. FIELD LEVEL RESPONSE TO THE FLOOD WAS

CENTERED IN TWO UNITS, MARINE SAFETY OFFICES ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

AND PADUCAH, KENTUCKY. THEIR COMBINED AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY

INCLUDE THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER, THE ILLINOIS RIVER, THE

MISSOURI RIVER AND THEIR TRIBUTARY RIVERS FROM ST. PAUL,

MINNESOTA TO BELOW CAIRO, ILLINOIS.

IN APRIL 1993, COAST GUARD UNITS HAD A PREVIEW OF THE

FLOODING TO COME WHEN THE MISSISSIPPI GAUGE CRESTED 6.5 FEET

ABOVE FLOOD STAGE AND DID NOT DROP BELOW FLOOD LEVELS FOR SIX

WEEKS. THE DELUGE RESUMED IN MID-JUNE AS DAILY STORMS ATTEMPTED
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TO TURN THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI BASIN INTO A SIXTH GREAT LAKE. BY

THE END OF JUNE, IT BECAME APPARENT THAT THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI

RIVER, WHICH HAD NOT RECEDED TO NORMAL LEVELS FROM PREVIOUS HIGH

WATER STAGES, WOULD SOON RISE ABOVE FLOOD STAGE FROM ST. PAUL TO

ST. LOUIS.

ON 25 JUNE 1993, MARINE SAFETY OFFICE ST. LOUIS ACTIVATED

COMMANDER COAST GUARD FORCES (CCGF) AND PADUCAH DID THE SAME ON 9

JULY 1993. CCGF IS THE OPERATIONAL COMMAND AND CONTROL

ORGANIZATION WHICH RESPONDS TO NATURAL OR MANMADE DISASTERS, AND

OTHER EMERGENCIES, WHEN THE DEMANDS OF THE SITUATION OVERWHELM

AVAILABLE RESOURCES ASSIGNED TO ANY ONE COAST GUARD FIELD

COMMANDER AND THE NUMBER OF COAST GUARD COMMANDS INVOLVED

NECESSITATES A COMMAND AND CONTROL LEVEL ABOVE NORMAL. CCGF

BROUGHT SURFACE ASSETS (BUOY TENDERS, BOATS AND FLOOD PUNTS), AIR

ASSETS (HH-60, HH-3, HH-65 HELICOPTERS, CG FIXED WING AIRCRAFT

AND CG AUXILIARY AIR ASSETS), REGULAR AND RESERVE PERSONNEL,

COAST GUARD AUXILIARY, AND COAST GUARD CIVILIAN PERSONNEL UNDER

ONE COMMAND. THE PRIMARY FIELD TACTICAL UNIT WAS THE DISASTER

RESPONSE UNIT (DRU) WHICH CONSISTED OF EIGHT PERSON TEAMS, EACH

EQUIPPED WITH THREE 16 FOOT FLOOD PUNTS. AT THE HEIGHT OF FLOOD

OPERATIONS, THE COAST GUARD HAD ABOUT 500 PERSONNEL IN THE FIELD

ASSIGNED TO FLOOD OPERATIONS, INCLUDING SEVERAL HUNDRED

RESERVISTS WHO PARTICIPATED IN EITHER A VOLUNTARY OR INVOLUNTARY

CALL-UP MODE. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE COAST GUARD RESERVES TO THE

SUCCESS OF COAST GUARD FLOOD RESPONSE ACTIONS CANNOT BE

MINIMIZED. THEY PROVED TO BE HIGHLY MOBILE, RESPONSIVE, SKILLED,

AND CAPABLE. AT THE CONCLUSION OF THE FORMAL RESPONSE, THE COAST
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GUARD HAD CONDUCTED MORE THAN 2,400 MISSIONS AND ASSISTED MORE

THAN 2,900 PEOPLE. ELEMENTS OF THE CCGF ORGANIZATION REMAINED

ACTIVATED AT BOTH LOCATIONS THROUGH 3 SEPTEMBER 1993.

THROUGHOUT THE FLOOD RESPONSE PERIOD, THE MULTI-MISSION

CAPABILITY OF THE COAST GUARD WAS MUCH IN EVIDENCE AS COAST GUARD

PERSONNEL SHIFTED SEAMLESSLY AMONG MARINE SAFETY, MARINE

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE ROLES.

WATERWAYS MANAGEMENT, SEARCH AND RESCUE, AIDS TO NAVIGATION, LAW

ENFORCEMENT, AND MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION WERE SOME OF THE

MANY COAST GUARD MISSIONS PERFORMED IN RESPONSE TO THE CHANGING

WATERWAY SITUATION. ASSISTANCE WAS RENDERED TO MANY FEDERAL,

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, AS WELL AS THE RED CROSS,

SALVATION ARMY AND COUNTY ANIMAL WELFARE AGENCIES. ALTHOUGH MANY

TASKINGS WERE NOT TRADITIONAL COAST GUARD ROLES, OUR PERSONNEL

WERE IN A POSITION TO RENDER ASSISTANCE WHEN OTHER AGENCIES WERE

NOT AND SIMPLY HELPED WHEN AND WHERE THEY COULD. COORDINATION

WITH FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES WAS ACCOMPLISHED THROUGH

REGIONAL RESPONSE TEAMS (UNDER THE NATIONAL RESPONSE PLAN),

DISASTER FIELD OFFICES/EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTIONS (DFO/ESF),

COUNTY AND CITY EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTERS (EOC), AS WELL AS

NORMAL WORKING RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE U.S. ARMY CORPS OF

ENGINEERS (COE), AND OTHERS.

COAST GUARD CONTINGENCY PLANNING INCLUDES PREPLANNING FOR

POLLUTION PREVENTION AND RESPONSE. OPERATORS OF MARINE

TRANSPORTATION OIL AND HAZARDOUS MATERIAL RELATED FACILITIES

SECURED ALL MARINE TRANSFER SYSTEMS. PIPING WHICH MIGHT HAVE

BEEN AFFECTED BY THE FLOOD, ESPECIALLY THAT FROM THE LOADING DOCK
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BACK TO THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM, WAS EMPTIED OF ALL PRODUCT. IN

SOME CASES THE PIPING WAS FILLED WITH WATER TO MINIMIZE BUOYANCY

IN THE EVENT OF SUBMERGENCE. THERE WERE NO FLOOD-RELATED

POLLUTION INCIDENTS AT MARINE TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES. MANY

OTHER SHORESIDE FACILITIES PREPARED FOR FLOODING BEFORE

EVACUATING -- UNDERGROUND TANKS WERE CAPPED, SOME TANKS WERE

EMPTIED, SOME EMPTY TANKS WERE BALLASTED WITH WATER, PORTABLE

TANKS MOVED, ETC.

WITH REGARD TO VESSELS, FLEETING, MOORING, AND HARBOR AREAS

WERE INSPECTED TO ENSURE ADEQUACY OF MOORING ARRANGEMENTS.

BARGES WHICH COULD NOT BE PUT INTO FLEETING AREAS WERE TENDED BY

FULLY CREWED TOWING VESSELS. SELF-PROPELLED VESSELS WERE FULLY

CREWED. TOWING COMPANIES HAD VESSELS IN ALL HARBOR AREAS READY

TO RESPOND IMMEDIATELY TO BREAKAWAYS AND OTHER EMERGENCIES.

THERE WERE NO CATASTROPHIC RELEASES OR MAJOR POLLUTION INCIDENTS

ASSOCIATED WITH THE FLOOD. THE MOST SPECTACULAR FLOOD-CAUSED

EVENT WAS AN EXPLOSION AT AN AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE STATION. THERE

WERE THOUSANDS OF MINOR DISCHARGES FROM INUNDATED VEHICLES,

MACHINERY, ROADWAYS AND PARKING/EQUIPMENT LOTS, HOME HEATING FUEL

TANKS, MANUFACTURING FACILITIES, ETC. GENERALLY, THE EXTENT AND

SEVERITY OF THE FLOODING PRECLUDED ANY EFFECTIVE RESPONSE TO

THESE MINOR DISCHARGES. ACCESS TO MOST AREAS WAS IMPOSSIBLE AND

THE FLOOD CONDITIONS FAR EXCEEDED THE OPERATING PARAMETERS AND

CAPABILITIES OF EXISTING EQUIPMENT. RIVER FLOW RATES WERE MORE

THAN 10 TIMES NORMAL, WITH CURRENT VELOCITIES OFTEN EXCEEDING 10

MPH. AT ITS CREST, THE FLOW RATE AT ST. LOUIS EXCEEDED 8 MILLION

GALLONS PER SECOND; THE RESULT WAS AN EXTREMELY FAST DISPERSAL OF

ANY SPILLED MATERIALS.

4
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RESPONSE TO OIL AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INCIDENTS DURING THE

FLOOD AND POST-FLOOD CLEANUP FALL UNDER THE PURVIEW OF THE STATES

AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA). COAST GUARD

ACTIVITY WAS GENERALLY FOCUSED ON HELPING LOCAL RESPONSE AGENCIES

SECURE DRIFTING TANKS IN PROBLEM AREAS AND IN PROVIDING

INFORMATION TO THE EPA THROUGH THE EMERGENCY SUPPORT FORCE (ESF)

#10 ORGANIZATION. THE COAST GUARD NATIONAL STRIKE FORCE ASSISTED

EPA ON SCENE COORDINATORS IN LOCATING TANKS AND DRUMS AND IN

COORDINATING REMOVAL. THE NUMBER OF TANKS, DRUMS, CYLINDERS, AND

OTHER CONTAINERS ADRIFT IN THE FLOOD AREA WAS ENORMOUS. TO GET

AN IDEA OF HOW MUCH MATERIAL WAS INVOLVED, EPA REGION VII (KANSAS

CITY) REPORTED THAT IN 21 COUNTIES WITHIN THE STATES OF MISSOURI,

IOWA, AND KANSAS, WITH CLEANUP FAR FROM COMPLETE, AS OF 19

OCTOBER, MORE THAN 15,000 CONTAINERS HAD BEEN RECOVERED. ABOUT

HALF OF THE CONTAINERS WERE EMPTY OR CONTAINED RIVER WATER; THE

OTHER HALF REQUIRED SAMPLING AND TESTING TO DETERMINE PROPER

DISPOSAL REQUIREMENTS. OTHER CLEANUP CONCERNS INCLUDED HOUSEHOLD

AND INDUSTRIAL HAZARDOUS WASTES CONTAINED IN FLOOD-DAMAGED

PROPERTIES, DISCHARGE OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS (PRIMARILY

FERTILIZERS AND PESTICIDES) FROM INUNDATED FARM LAND AND

STRUCTURES, AND IMPACTS ON WATER AND SEWAGE TREATMENT FACILITIES.

UNLIKE MOST NATURAL DISASTERS, THE FLOOD SUSTAINED RECORD OR

NEAR RECORD HIGH RIVER LEVELS FOR MANY WEEKS. CCGF ST. LOUIS

KEPT AS MANY AS 18 DISASTER RESPONSE UNITS (DRU'S) DEPLOYED TO

THREATENED COMMUNITIES FROM DAVENPORT, IOWA TO CHESTER, ILLINOIS

ON THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER, JEFFERSON CITY TO WEST ALTON ON THE

MISSOURI RIVER, AND HARDEN, ILLINOIS ON THE ILLINOIS RIVER. CCGF
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PADUCAH HAD EIGHT DRU'S DEPLOYED FROM TWO LOCATIONS, CAPE

GIRADEAU, MISSOURI AND OLIVE BRANCH, ILLINOIS. INITIAL TASKING

PERFORMED BY DRU'S WAS LAW ENFORCEMENT, AS SAFETY ZONES WERE

ESTABLISHED ON THE RIVERS TO LIMIT VESSEL AND BOAT WAKES ON

EXTENSIVE REACHES OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER THREATENED BY HIGH

FLOOD WATERS. UNITS ALSO ENFORCED SAFE BOATING, AS WELL AS ANTI-

LOOTING ACTIVITIES. OTHER MISSIONS INCLUDED RESCUING OR

ASSISTING FLOOD VICTIMS, PATROLLING FLOODED AREAS, ENVIRONMENTAL

RESPONSE, FERRYING HOMEOWNERS TO SURVEY PROPERTY, LEVEE

INSPECTIONS WITH COE AND LOCAL PERSONNEL, TRANSPORTING LOCAL,

COUNTY, AND STATE AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES MAKING ASSESSMENTS OF

FLOOD DAMAGE, ASSISTANCE TO THE AMERICAN RED CROSS, TRANSPORTING

POWER COMPANY EMPLOYEES TO DISCONNECT ELECTRICAL LINES,

TRANSPORTING WATER QUALITY PERSONNEL TO PUMPING STATIONS,

DELIVERING FOOD AND WATER SUPPLIES TO ISOLATED COMMUNITIES,

TRANSPORTING SAND BAGS AND ASSISTING WITH SANDBAGGING OPERATIONS,

ASSISTING WITH ANIMAL RESCUES.

AVIATION ROLES WERE TYPICAL OF OTHER DISASTER RESPONSES

SEARCH AND RESCUE, SAFETY ZONE ENFORCEMENT, SURVEILLANCE,

ASSESSMENT, POLLUTION PATROLS, VESSEL TRAFFIC CONTROL,

OVERFLIGHTS FOR MEDIA AND SENIOR GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS, AND

TRANSPORTATION OF PERSONNEL AND CRITICAL SUPPLIES. COAST GUARD

AVIATION ASSETS, AT VARIOUS TIMES, CAME FROM AIR STATIONS

CHICAGO. DETROIT, TRAVERSE CITY, NEW ORLEANS, MOBILE, AND

ELIZABETH CITY.

THE COAST GUARD AUXILIARY, A COMPLETELY VOLUNTEER CIVILIAN

FORCE THAT AUGMENTS THE COAST GUARD, PROVIDED PERSONNEL,
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AIRCRAFT, LAND MOBILE RADIO FACILITIES, AND VESSELS.

APPR0Xir4ATELY 180 AUXILIARISTS WERE INVOLVED AND THEIR

PARTICIPATION WAS VITAL IN AREAS SUCH AS WATERBORNE PATROLS,

INSPECTING VESSELS, OPERATING CITY OWNED BOATS FOR EMERGENCY

OPERATIONS CENTERS, AUGMENTING EMERGENCY OPERATION CENTERS,

PROVIDING EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS, AND PASSING OUT INFORMATION

NOTICES AT LAUNCHING RAMPS AND MARINAS. THEIR ENTHUSIASM TO

ASSIST IN WHATEVER MANNER POSSIBLE WAS TYPICAL OF THE EVERYDAY

SUPPORT THEY PROVIDE COAST GUARD OPERATIONAL UNITS DURING NON-

DISASTER PERIODS.

THE GREAT FLOOD OF 93 WAS NOT WITHOUT IMPACT ON COAST GUARD

FACILITIES- THREE FACILITIES WERE INUNDATED: COAST GUARD BASE ST.

LOUIS, MISSOURI; COAST GUARD GROUP UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER IN

KEOKUK, IOWA; AND COAST GUARD MOORINGS IN LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS. IN

ADDITION, 16 HIGH LEVEL VHF-FM COMMUNICATION SITES ON THE UPPER

MISSISSIPPI WERE DESTROYED BY FLOODING. THE ESTIMATED COST TO

RESTORE BASE ST. LOUIS TO PRE-FLOOD CONDITION IS $8.4 MILLION.

DUE TO PROBLEMS WITH GROUNDWATER AND SOIL CONTAMINATION AND

CURRENT VESSEL MOORING ARRANGEMENTS, AN EXISTING MAJOR RENOVATION

PROJECT HAS BEEN PUT ON HOLD AND RELOCATION OF THE FACILITY IS

BEING CONSIDERED. THE EXISTING FACILITY HAS BEEN RETURNED TO

PARTIAL SERVICE AS A BUOY LOADING STATION. INDUSTRIAL AND

ADMINISTRATION FACILITIES ARE OPERATING CURRENTLY FROM AN

INDUSTRIAL FACILITY IN NORTH ST. LOUIS.

THE ESTIMATED COST OF REPAIRS TO GROUP UPPER MISSISSIPPI

RIVER, KEOKUK, lA. IS $300K. A PLANNED MAJOR RENOVATION OF THE

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING HAS BEEN PUT ON HOLD. A PREVIOUS
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DECISION TO RETAIN THE GROUP OFFICE IN KEOKUK RATHER THAN

RELOCATE TO THE ST. LOUIS AREA IS BEING RECONSIDERED AS PART OF

THE MAJOR PLANNING EFFORT FOR BASE ST. LOUIS, WITH THE MOORINGS

RETAINED IN KEOKUK. THE EXISTING MOORING FACILITY AT KEOKUK HAS

BEEN RETURNED TO SERVICE WHILE THE GROUP OFFICE FUNCTIONS HAVE

BEEN TEMPORARILY LOCATED IN LEASED SPACE IN A LOCAL SHOPPING

CENTER.

THE ESTIMATED COST TO RESTORE THE LEAVENWORTH BUILDING AND

MOORING FACILITY IS $150K. THE FACILITY IS BEING RESTORED TO

CONTINUE TO SERVE AS AN AIDS TO NAVIGATION MATERIALS STORAGE AND

TRANSIENT RIVER BUOY TENDER MOORING AND LOADING FACILITY. THE CG

RESERVE UNIT WHICH WAS LOCATED AT THE FACILITY IS TEMPORARILY

HOUSED IN LEASED SPACE PRIOR TO ITS PLANNED PERMANENT RELOCATION

TO TOPEKA, KANSAS.

0\'ERALL COORDINATION, COOPERATION, AND SUPPORT WITH OTHER

AGENCIES THROUGH ALL PHASES OF THE FLOOD RESPONSE AND THE

RECOVERY OPERATIONS HAS BEEN -- AND CONTINUES TO BE —
OUTSTANDING. COORDINATION WITH COUNTY/CITY EOCS WAS MANAGED BY

THE CCGFS. COAST GUARD DRU'S, WHILE ENGAGED IN LAW ENFORCEMENT

SUPPORT, ENFORCING NO WAKE ZONES TO MINIMIZE DAMAGE TO LEVEES AND

PROPERTY, AND ASSISTING LOCAL POLICE IN FLOODED COMMUNITIES WERE

COORDINATED BY THE CCGFS. COORDINATION WITH THE COE WAS MANAGED

BY THE CCGFS AND THE SECOND COAST GUARD DISTRICT STAFF THROUGH

THE RESPECTIVE OPERATIONS STAFFS AND THE TRAFFIC

INFORMATION/MANAGEMENT CENTER ESTABLISHED AT SECOND DISTRICT

HEADQUARTERS. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (DOT) LIAISON

ACTIVITIES WERE COORDINATED THROUGH DOT-RESEARCH AND SPECIAL
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PROGRAMS ADMINISTRATION (RSPA) AND ESF #1. THE SECOND COAST

GUARD DISTRICT INITIATED A PRELIMINARY ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT,

INCLUDING AN OVERFLIGHT ON THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER ON 14

JULY, WITH EPA REGIONS V AND VII, AND MISSOURI AND ILLINOIS (IOWA

WAS UNABLE TO PARTICIPATE) TO DETERMINE THE TYPES OF POLLUTION

INCIDENTS THAT WERE OCCURRING AND WHAT COULD BE DONE ABOUT THEM.

THE SECOND DISTRICT ALSO INITIATED A JOINT REGION V - REGION VII

REGIONAL RESPONSE TEAM MEETING ON 20 JULY TO IDENTIFY THE TYPES

OF EVENTS THAT COULD BE FORESEEN, TO PLAN FOR POTENTIAL POLLUTION

RESPONSE OPERATIONS, TO ESTABLISH ADVANCE ARRANGEMENTS FOR

FUNDING OF RESPONSE AND CLEANUP ACTIVITIES UNDER THE OIL SPILL

LIABILITY TRUST FUND AND SUPERFUND, AND TO ENSURE THAT EVERYONE

UNDERSTOOD EACH AGENCY'S ROLE AND HOW ACTIVITIES WOULD BE

COORDINATED. PARTICIPANTS INCLUDED EPA REGIONS V, VII, AND VIII,

FEMA REGIONS V AND VII, MARAD. HHS, THE FLOOD-AFFECTED STATES,

THE NATIONAL POLLUTION FUNDS CENTER, AND THE NATIONAL STRIKE

FORCE. EPA, AS THE LEAD AGENCY FOR INLAND ZONE POLLUTION

RESPONSE, AS WELL AS BEING THE ESF #10 CHAIR, TOOK THE FEDERAL

LEAD. EPA COORDINATED FEDERAL ACTIVITY AND SUPPORT FOR THE

STATES THROUGH THE DFO'S. COAST GUARD PERSONNEL WERE ASSIGNED TO

DFO'S TO SUPPORT ESFS #1 AND #10 AS REQUESTED BY THE LEAD

AGENCIES.

FOLLOWING THE FINAL RIVER CREST AND SUFFICIENT RECESSION OF

WATERS, THE MAJOR EFFORT SHIFTED TO RECONSTITUTION OF THE

WATERWAYS THEMSELVES. THE COE HAD CLOSED AND REMOVED MACHINERY

COMPONENTS FROM MOST OF THE LOCKS ON THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI AND

THE ILLINOIS. THE COAST GUARD HAD CLOSED MORE THAN 1200 MILES OF
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RIVERS, AND OVER 5,000 BUOYS AND 750 SHORE AIDS TO NAVIGATION

WERE WASHED AWAY. OLD RAILROAD AND HIGHWAY BRIDGES OVER

NAVIGABLE WATERS, SECURED IN THE CLOSED POSITION, REQUIRED

INSPECTION AND REPAIR OF FLOODED MACHINERY COMPONENTS. SILTING

WAS ANTICIPATED TO BECOME A MAJOR PROBLEM FROM CHANNELS THAT HAD

BEEN REFORMED AND RIVER BOTTOMS THAT HAD BEEN WASHED AWAY AND

DEPOSITED DOWNSTREAM. SOME 3,000 BARGES AND SEVERAL HUNDRED

TOWBOATS WERE STRANDED IN THE RIVERS, AND RAIN SATURATED LEVEES

OFFERED THE POTENTIAL FOR FURTHER RUPTURES CAUSED BY WAKES FROM

TOWBOATS AS COMMERCE RESUMED.

BUILDING UPON THE RELATIONSHIPS THAT WERE ESTABLISHED AND

CONTINUED FOLLOWING THE LOW WATER CRISIS IN 1988 AND 1989, THE

COAST GUARD, THE COE, AND THE TOWBOAT INDUSTRY AGREED TO

ESTABLISH A JOINT OPERATIONS AND INFORMATION CENTER THAT WOULD

ASSIST COAST GUARD CAPTAINS OF THE PORT IN ST. LOUIS AND PADUCAH

DISTRIBUTE INFORMATION AND MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT REOPENING THE

WATERWAYS TO NAVIGATION. THE CENTER, OPERATING 24-HOURS DAILY,

WAS ESTABLISHED IN THE OFFICES OF THE SECOND COAST GUARD DISTRICT

AND STAFFED WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE TOWING AND BARGE

INDUSTRY, THE COE, AND THE COAST GUARD. THE CENTER QUICKLY

BECAME THE HUB FOR CRITICAL DECISION-MAKING, PROMPTING HUNDREDS

OF CALLS FROM INDUSTRY AND THE PRESS. PERSONNEL AT THE CENTER

DETERMINED THAT A SERIES OF TEST TOWS WOULD BE REQUIRED TO

ESTABLISH THE PARAMETERS FOR SAFE OPERATIONS. SEPARATE TRANSIT

PROTOCOLS WERE ESTABLISHED FOR MAJOR RIVER SYSTEMS BECAUSE OF THE

DIVERSE AND COMPLEX NATURE OF EACH RIVER SYSTEM. FOLLOWING

EVALUATION OF TEST TOWS, NAVIGATION WAS CONDITIONALLY RESTORED.

10
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AS THE RIVER RECEDED FURTHER, PROTOCOLS WERE ADJUSTED. TIMED

DEPARTURES FROM VARIOUS LOCATIONS WERE INSTITUTED TO MAINTAIN

SAFE SEPARATION OF TOWS AND ASSURANCE THAT TOWS WOULD NOT MEET AT

CRITICAL BENDS/LOCATIONS/BRIDGES DURING DARKNESS. DISCIPLINE WAS

MAINTAINED THROUGH MANDATORY CHECK-IN AT SPECIFIED CONTROL POINTS

AND THROUGH AERIAL SURVEILLANCE. THOUGH NOT UNPRECEDENTED, THE

COOPERATION BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT AND THE INDUSTRY TO MANAGE

VESSEL TRAFFIC AND TO ASSURE THE MOST RAPID AND SAFE RESTORATION

OF COMMERCE ON THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER SYSTEM WAS INTENSELY TESTED.

IT WILL BE THE MEASURE OF WHAT IS POSSIBLE IN THE FUTXmE.

TODAY, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF RECURRING SILTING PROBLEMS IN

VARIOUS SECTIONS OF THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI RIVER, COMMERCE ON THE

WESTERN RIVER SYSTEM HAS BASICALLY RETURNED TO NORMAL.

THIS CONCLUDES MY TESTIMONY. MR. CHAIRMAN, I WILL BE HAPPY

TO RESPOND TO ANY QUESTIONS YOU OR OTHER MEMBERS OF THE

SUBCOMMITTEE MAY HAVE.
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Prepared Statement of Ellen M. Gordon

Administrator, Iowa Emergency Managwnent Division

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

On behalf of Governor Terry Branstad, and the State of Iowa, I thank you for the

opportunity to testify on the Federal response to the flooding disaster which occurred in Iowa

this year.

As Administrator of the Emergency Management Division in Iowa, a state hard hit by the

Floods of 1993, I will share with you some of the events during the preparedness, response and

recovery efforts of a State that experienced a statewide devastating disaster.

The events this year continue to reinforce the need for a strong, intergovernmental system of

emergency management. The intergovernmental system includes local, state and federal

government agencies.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS

The 1993 flooding was the most devastating and widespread disaster in Iowa's history.

These floods were preceded by below normal temperatures throughout 1992. As a result of the

1992 temperatures, a wet fall, and a heavy winter snowpack, the soil began to saturate. The

March snow melt, a late winter snowfall across Northern Iowa, and heavy early spring rains

added to the wet soil conditions. Those conditions were the primary factor in the flooding that

began in March of 1993.

A Presidential Disaster Declaration for flooding from March 26, 1993 until April 12, 1993,

was made at the request of the Governor, for fifteen (15) counties on April 12, 1993.

Repetitive weather systems in early summer produced excessive rains over the months of

June and July. Iowa received 52.2" of rain from January 1, 1993 to September 30, 1993; the

normal rainfall is 24.83", which is 104% above normal rainfall for the year, in the first nine

months of 1993.

During this time, the streams and rivers reached flood stage and agricultural lands became

even more saturated from the continuing record rainfalls. Protective dikes and levees in urban

and rural areas became saturated, weakened or failed. All major rivers and streams in Iowa

were affected by the heavy rains. By July 10, 1993, runoff from the Mississippi River

watershed produced the highest crests on the Mississippi River since 1928. The Mississippi and

Missouri rivers and their associated systems overtopped their banks affecting homes, farm lands,

transportation routes, power facilities, businesses and governmental facilities.
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The total number of individuals that were evacuated during the peak of the flood fighting

equaled 10,415 individuals in need of emergency housing and 4,989 individuals in need of

permanent housing. The total dollar amount for housing needs to date equals $70,896,224,

according to local Council of Governments report dated August 4, 1993. The floods of 1993

was estimated at $3.5 billion in total losses in Iowa alone.

Of the 21 million total crop producing acres in Iowa, 6-7 million acres received flood

damage. The projections are that, compared to previous years crop production, 1993 will be

40% or $1.5 to 2 billion below average. Parallel to the crop land devastation, 21,129 homes

were impacted at a total estimated cost of $197,920,000, with an average damage per home of

$9,367. Businesses were similarly impacted with an estimated $43.2 million in loans approved

to date by the Small Business Administration alone. Many businesses also sought assistance by

acquiring loans from private lending institutions.

Infrastructure damage in Iowa was highlighted by the Des Moines Water Treatment Plant

failure on July 10, 1993, leaving approximately 250,000 residents and many businesses in a

four-county area without water for twelve days. This incident alone was paramount in historical

events.

PREPAREDNESS

Flooding was not a new experience to most of the effected jurisdictions. The degree of

preparedness was adequate, however, the magnitude and duration of the flooding found many

communities and government agencies unable to cope without outside assistance. It has been

the emphasis within Iowa that planning, training, and exercising for a major disaster or

catastrophic event is the most effective way to insure that crucial elements for response and

recovery are successful.

There have been a total of six presidential declarations for flooding since the spring of 1990

and hundreds of events that were not declared by the President, causing most communities to

refine their emergency operations plans time and time again. Building an effective emergency

response and recovery capability obviously requires a great deal of planning and training. An

emergency operations plan must be in place and must continually be revised and tested to

address all hazards. The experience, combined with the training and exercising emphasis that

Iowa placed on local communities and the State, led to a very effective response and recovery

for the 1993 flooding.

This committee needs to understand that the funding for the emergency management

programs in this nation is not what it should be. Local and State Governments operate on

limited funds. They are unable to continuously be proactive and keep pace with all of the

requirements placed upon them. The State of Iowa presently receives very limited (less than 30

cents per capita) Emergency Management Assistance funds from FEMA for state and local

programs. Iowa currently has 56 of 99 counties participating in the Federal Emergency
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Management Assistance program. This program is the funding foundation for the emergency

management system. States and Local Governments rely heavily on the funding that is provided

through the Federal Emergency Management Agency, to aid them in maintaining and improving

the emergency response and recovery capabilities.

RESPONSE

For the second time in 1993, Governor Terry E. Branstad, July 9, 1993, asked for, and

received, a Presidential Major Disaster Declaration for a period beginning April 13, 1993, and

ultimately ending October 1, 1993. All 99 Iowa counties were determined to be eligible for

public assistance and individual assistance.

In Iowa, we ran an abbreviated Emergency Operations Center operation for a number of days

before going to a twenty-four hour per day, fully staffed operation from June 27, 1993, until

August 6, 1993. The magnitude and duration of the this flooding emergency taxed many

communities and quickly exceeded their abilities to respond.

At the request of the state, the Federal Response Plan was implemented in Iowa on July 1 1

,

1993, and with federal and state personnel staffed at the Disaster Field Office in Davenport.

The following Emergency Support Functions, within the Federal Response Plsm, were

implemented:

^'l: Transportation (Department of Transportation)

#3: Public Works and Engineering (Corps of Engineers)

#7: Resource Support (General Service Administration)

ffS: Health and Medical Services (Public Health Service)

#10: Hazardous Materials (Environmental Protection Agency)

Department of Defense, Defense Coordinating Officer

U.S. Forest Service

FEMA's response was effective within the scope of their mission under the Federal

Response Plan. Their personnel were in the Emergency Operations Center as soon as the State

requested assistance and continue to provide assistance through the recovery.

Some federal agencies maintained a presence in the State Emergency Operations Center.

Agencies included FEMA, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and, at times, the National

Weather Service. Coordination between federal and state government took place at the highest

levels.

State and local government and citizens engaged in monumental efforts to protect and

provide for the communities, including sandbagging, pumping, rebuilding and repairing levees,

evacuations and sheltering. One of the largest problems the state faced was responding to issues

as the result of the loss of the entire water system in a four county area.
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The State organized special teams to address specific issues such as volunteers/donations,

public information, and health and sanitation issues. The State requested and received technical

assistance from other states' emergency management agencies, to include Florida, Indiana,

Mississippi and Utah. The state likewise received military assistance from the states of Texas,

Virginia, Ohio, Alabama and North Dakota. The military assistance was to aid in the response

to the loss of the water system in the Des Moines area. All of the support Iowa received from

the other states was outstanding.

The Governor not only issued disaster proclamations, he exercised his powers to waive

restrictive rules and timelines that would otherwise have impeded disaster response and recovery

efforts. Specifically, he:

1. Extended his disaster proclamation to enable local governments to continue to avail

themselves of State resources.

2. Waived state rules requiring the advertisement of bids for certain transportation projects.

3. Suspended limitations on funding requirements for arts organizations.

4. Extended timelines for completing Emissions Inventory Questionnaire (EIQs).

RECOVERY:

There are numerous disaster recovery steps that must be considered by local government

officials in the aftermath of a major disaster. Each public official has certain responsibilities in

the recovery process. These officials need to know the immediate actions that must be taken

following a disaster such as the initial situation report and the preliminary damage assessment.

Local officials need to understand the federal disaster relief regulations and what type of

assistance is available through the Stafford Act. The state and FEMA worked joinUy on training

initiatives to ensure that local officials were and are continually informed of the entire process.

To expedite Iowa's economic recovery from the 1993 flood damage on, July 23, 1993 the

Governor ordered the creation of a State Flood Recovery Coordination Team. The team is

chartered to assess the damages to the State with regard to personal and public property,

agriculture and business; identify resources available in satisfying needs; educate the public and

pnvate agencies and officials on available assistance; and to provide an overall network of

assistance and support service to speed recovery operations and funding.
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MITIGATION

Our experience with Hazard Mitigation has evolved through seven President Disaster

Declarations.

Iowa's intention during past disasters has been to maximize the potential of the program

through solicitation and selection of projects oriented toward elimination, or significant

reduction, of the threat to life as well as reduction of repetitive damages sustained to property.

To that end, we have received applications requesting funds to support a wide variety of projects

ranging from a simple emergency power transfer switch required to insure that a small

community will maintain its ability to provide water for fire protection and limited residential

usage to applications of a more complex nature, involving development of a device that is hoped

to prevent electrical power lines from "galloping" and subsequent failure during high winds.

The mitigation program is a very important part of emergency management prepjiredness

activities. In the State of Iowa, however, we have found it quite difficult to focus on mitigation

while we are continually involved in a "flood fight" as we have been throughout the summer of

1993. Our most challenging aspect of the Hazard Mitigation Program is associated with

acquiring FEMA approval for some of our Hazard Mitigation Grant Program applications. I feel

that FEMA would agree that the paperwork and review process have resulted in significant

confusion, delay, and aggravation as well as loss of interest by state and local officials. The
review process is too cumbersome and should be streamlined. Also, the cost-sharing provisions

should be modified. The program is currently a 50% federal/50% local match. The total

estimate of federal assistance available for hazard mitigation is based on ten percent (10%) of

the permanent work category, of the federal share of the FEMA estimate of all Damage Survey

Reports under public assistance.

Iowa's plan for future administration of the Hazard Mitigation Program does not differ

significantly from recent FEMA guidance. Iowa has prioritized the use of Hazard Mitigation

Grant Funds to maximize the effort to remove people and property from high flood hazard

areas. Given the number of applicants that we expect for these funds, we feel that, even when
combined with the HUD and HOME funds for CDBG use, there will still be a significant

shortfall in the amount of money available to address the total dollar amount required to

complete essential projects.

In working with FEMA in the process of administration of the disaster relief programs over

the course of several disasters, it has been noted that one of the problems has been FEMA's own
internal communication process. The main source of the difficulty arises in each FEMA
region's interpretation of the regulations regarding the disaster assistance programs.

Each FEMA regional office has a different philosophy in the interpretation of the laws and

regulations. This became more apparent with our most recent disaster. We have had two

different regions assigned to our state to administer these relief programs. With each region,

the regulations are rendered differently, thus leading to the need to readdress issues that the State
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felt were resolved.

In the early response activities of the flood, FEMA's Disaster Field Office (DFO) was

located on the eastern edge of the state. This provided problems in communication and

coordination of the Emergency Support Function (ESF) activities with FEMA. It is vitally

important that the DFO be co-located with state government regardless of the location of the

disaster. We feel it is important that the state be allowed to make the final determination of the

site for the DFO to ensure the Emergency Support Function activities are blended with the

existing state response and recovery structure.

FEMA has taken a proactive stance on the coordination of other federal agencies such as

Corps of Engineers and SCS agencies to coordinate federal relief efforts. In the past we have

seen very little effort made toward this coordination and find this to be of great benefit in the

administration of programs. The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) has been assigned

by President Clinton to head up the recovery for the midwestem flooding. I feel that the USDA
does not necessarily have the intra agency expertise to have full knowledge of disaster programs.

FEMA should always be the lead agency in the recovery coordination process.

A review of the policies regarding the pre-positioning of sandbags and pumps should occur.

To give you an example, there were instances where counties requested sandbags and/or pumps

but since a flood fight was not in progress, the request was denied by the Corps of Engineers.

The next day the county called again and said that the flood fight had begun. By the time the

resources arrived, hours later, preventable damage had already occurred.

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS:

* Obtaining the necessary and adequate federal assistance for the repairs of the

many levees that were either destroyed or damaged is proving to be very difficult

We know of at least a $23 million requirement. All of the funds have not been

released, we are losing time for repairs to be completed prior to winter weather

* The federal/state/local damage assessment process was cumbersome, it needs to

streamlined into a more joint cooperative and coordinated effort.

* The President adjusted the cost share requirement for the public assistance

program for the flood disaster in the midwest. All of the cost share requirements

should be consistent and clearly defined prior to the disaster event.

* Provide sufficient funding to federal agencies for program use and implementation

(i.e. SCS funds for levees, FmHA funding of farm programs, etc.) We spend

a lot of time trying to figure out how to "marry" programs together and

understanding the funding source rules.
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Ensure that FEMA and its routine day to day programs, including those that flow

through the states, are adequately funded, (i.e. the Emergency Management

Assistance program, Iowa's requirement is well over $1 million for this program,

we only receive approx. $800 thousand).

The entire disaster assistance applications process involves a great deal of

cumbersome paperwork for the applicants. Each federal agency should review

their requirements.

Ensure that Disaster Field Offices are co-located in the same city with State

Government operations and reflect the State's requirements when determining

location.

Whenever possible, provide consistency and continuity of operations and

interpretation of existing laws, rules and regulations.

I think the overall response and recovery efforts in Iowa went very well. The reaction of

public officials at both state and local level was based on their willingness to make themselves

familiar with emergency response considerations prior to the disaster. The initiatives of the

State led by Governor Branstad and the Emergency Management community continue to make

the recovery efforts the most effective I have witnessed during my seventeen-year career in

emergency management.

I have primarily shared with you today some of the issues that states face with regard to

disaster preparedness, response and recovery. Until Emergency Management becomes a priority

business of the federal government, the states and their local jurisdictions will not have the

capability for a completely effective recovery effort from major disasters. It is vital that FEMA
have adequate funding to expand staff and resources to function properly in its role in the

implementation of the federal response plan and to provide the necessary assistance to the states.

Thank You.
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STATEMENT OF
JIM MAKRIS. DIRECTOR

CHEMICAL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND PREVENTION OFFICE
OFFICE OF SOUD WASTEAND EMERGENCY RESPONSE

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT
OF THE

COMMfTTEE ON PUBUC WORKS AND TRANSPORTATION
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

October 28, 1993

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Public Works and

Transportation, I am Jim Makris, Director of the Chemical Emergency Preparedness

and Prevention Office in the Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response at the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). I am the emergency manager for the EPA

and the Chair of the National Response Team (NRT), the interagency coordinating

body comprised of fifteen Federal Departments and Agencies with primary

responsibility for emergency preparedness, prevention, and response to hazardous

materials. I am also National Chair of Emergency Support Functions (ESF) #10 of

the Federal Response Plan.

With me is Carol Kather from EPA Region VII in Kansas City. Carol works

with emergency planning and response and was the Flood Coordinator for EPA

Region VII during the midwest flooding.

I come before you today to talk about EPA's mission in the Federal response

to the flooding in the Midwest this past summer. I will also address coordination

among Federal agencies, state and local governments, and suggestions on how

disaster preparedness, response and relief efforts might continue to be improved.

I was privileged to participate in President Clinton's St. Louis "Flood

Summit," and to be with Administrator Browner for a meeting with the Region VII

state environmental directors in regard to the flood. I also represented EPA on a
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short-term task force. Putting People First in Emergencies, led by 0MB Director

Leon Panetta to improve the flow of information to the President about domestic

emergencies, including natural and man-made disasters. The Task Force

established a system for the White House where each department and agency

would have a 24 hour point-of-contact with authority to act in the event of an

emergency.

Role of EPA in Federal Response

EPA's role in the midwestern flood was multifaceted: responder, facilitator,

coordinator, and leader. We performed all those roles in the spirit of interagency

cooperation. We worked with other federal agencies, with states, industry,

environmental groups and individual citizens, in terms of other federal agencies we

worked primarily with FEMA, HHS, USCG and the Army Corps of Engineers within

the context and operational structure of the Federal Response Plan.

One main purpose of the National Contingency Plan (NCP), set up under the

Clean Water Act and the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation

and Liability Act, is to ensure that the resources and expertise of the federal

government would be immediately available for those relatively rare but very

serious incidents that require a national or regional response. The NCP established

the National Response Team, along with a Regional Response Team system that

includes offices of the same federal agencies, as well as state participation. During

a response, the purpose of the National Response Team and the Regional Response

Teams is to support, provide guidance to, and assist the federal On-Scene

Coordinator (OSC). OSC's and their local and state counterparts are the backbone

of the system, responsible for ensuring quick and efficient response to oil and

hazardous chemical spills and releases. During the assessment phase, the EPA

Regional offices provide OSC's to work with FEMA and the states as part of the

ground situation assessment teams.
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Under the Federal Response Plan authorized by the Stafford Act (PL 93-

228), EPA is the Primary Agency for Emergency Support Function (ESF) #10:

Hazardous Materials. EPA provides and coordinates Federal support to States and

local governments in response to an actual or potential discharge and/or release of

hazardous materials following a catastrophic disaster. ESF #10, hazardous

materials, was activated for the Midwest Floods on July 11, 1993. EPA

responded to mission assignments issued by FEMA.

EPA teams in the field worked with State and local officials to identify sites

in the affected States that handle hazardous materials. Sites with potential

problems were given assistance and were closely monitored. The types of sites

identified and monitored include facilities and sites subject to the requirements of

Superfund, RCRA, and SARA Title III. In all cases EPA worked closely with State

officials and provided much-needed laboratory assistance to the States for sample

analysis. Simultaneously, states did their own damage assessments based on their

individual state priorities.

Agency personnel conducted reconnaissance activities on the rivers to locate

oil or chemical spills, and floating tanks or drums that could lead to emergencies.

EPA On Scene Coordinators recovered tanks and drums, and worked with the y
States to develop pre-disposal staging strategies following their recovery. In

Missouri alone over 15,400 containers have been recovered. EPA participated in a

household hazardous waste collection program in conjunction with the States in an

effort to prevent improper disposal through either conducting or providing technical

assistance. Over 52,000 lbs. of material were collected and disposed of in Iowa.

In addition to EPA's primary role for hazardous materials under the Federal

Response Plan, we provide support to other Emergency Support Functions,

including Public Works and Engineering (ESF #3) which is coordinated by the U.S.

77-033 0-94-4
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Army Corps of Engineers. EPA's roles include determining the suitability of water

resources for human consumption; identifying potential hazardous materials

impacting drinking water supplies and waste water treatment sites; assisting in

locating disposal sites for debris clearance activities; providing locations and safety

guidance for areas affected by hazardous materials; and ensuring that the clean-up

of affected areas is accomplished.

Preparing for our role under Public Works and Engineering, the Agency

compiled data on the affected water and wastewater treatment facilities in the

declared States. The total number of drinking water and wastewater facilities

impacted were 309 and 410 respectively.

EPA also plays a support role in Emergency Support Function #8, health and

medical services. EPA's role is to provide assistance to States and local

governments in response to public health and medical care needs as they relate to

incidents caused by hazardous materials. The main areas of concern here were

water quality, air quality, vector control (pests), pesticide and fungicide use, and

other related issues.

Throughout the event, EPA ensured that technical information and support

was available to the field by using its National Incident Coordination Team (NICT),

comprised of senior level officials from each of the major EPA offices and Regional

offices.

The National Response Team held two special meetings to discuss response

operations to the midwest flooding and to coordinate activities among NRT

member agencies. Extensive coordination continued throughout the response. The

Regional Response Teams of the three flooded regions met jointly to ensure their

member agencies were fully coordinated.
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EPA regularly attended the FEMA daily briefings and the Catastrophic

Disaster Response Group (CDRG) meetings. The CDRG is the national-level policy

group representing all 27 Departments and Agencies having responsibilities for

response activities following a catastrophic natural event. EPA also provided staff

to FEMA Headquarters and participated in the FEMA satellite broadcast.

Environmental Impact and Monitoring

The Midwest floods resulted in a level of monitoring activities, involving a

variety of federal, state, and local agencies, that was unprecedented for a

domestic disaster. Recognizing that no system existed for coordinating these

efforts, the EPA convened an interagency meeting in Kansas City, KS on July 27-

28 to develop a coordination strategy. The participants recommended that media

specific workgroups be formed to address monitoring issues, and that existing

organizations be used to the fullest extent possible. Interagency workgroups were

formed for air, water and hazardous materials, and a coordination task force was

established to facilitate coordination within groups and with other organizations

such as Secretary Espy's Recovery committees. The media workgroups ensured

coordination among agencies in the development of workplans, consistent

application for and use of various sources of funding, and data management and

review. These efforts are ongoing in the recovery phase.

Surface water monitoring efforts undertaken by State agencies and the U.S.

Geological Survey have generally found that concentrations of pesticides,

nutrients, metals, and volatile organic compounds, while slightly elevated in some

areas, are consistent with past high flow events. Flood impacts on ground water

are less well understood. In some areas groundwater levels have risen so far that

wells that previously had to be pumped are now free flowing and low lying areas

have become flooded. Historical information on shallow groundwater was far less

extensive than for surface water, and is probably no longer valid due to the
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unprecedented high water levels. Monitoring of groundwater quality is being

performed by the U.S. Geological Survey, and State agencies will perform

additional monitoring of surface and groundwater used for public water systems

using funds from the Supplemental Dire Emergency Appropriations bill.

State health departments are reporting higher than normal incidence rates for

conform contamination of private wells, but the true extent of the problem is

unknown. EPA is working with the U.S. Public Health Service and other federal

agencies to develop a statistically valid sampling plan that will define the extent of

private well contamination in each state. FEMA has participated in the

development of the sampling plan and will investigate the potential for funding the

initial sampling efforts under the Stafford Act. The results of the initial sampling

efforts will form the basis for any recommendations for additional groundwater

monitoring, with emphasis on sources of private and public water supplies.

Superfund and hazardous waste sites have been addressed by the hazardous

materials workgroup. Oversight responsibility for these sites rests within a variety

of programs, with EPA On-Scene Coordinators and Remedial Project Managers

providing direct oversight of many superfund sites, responsible parties addressing

others under enforcement agreements, and States bearing responsibility for the

remainder. Since the conditions at these sites and the extent of flood damage are

highly variable, monitoring strategies have varied accordingly. As an example, in

the Times Beach, Missouri area where dioxin sites have been a source of

tremendous public and regulatory agency concern, the EPA and the Missouri

Department of Natural Resources collaborated on an aggressive monitoring

program in the early stages of the flood response to ensure that no contaminated

materials had migrated off the sites. That survey involved extensive sample

collection and laboratory analysis on the part of both agencies. Other sites had

low potentials for contaminant migration and only minor flood impacts, and
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received only visual inspections. To date, no significant releases of hazardous

materials attributable to the flood have been reported, but EPA will remain vigilant

in its tracking of ongoing site investigations.

EPA was invited to participate in an OMB/OEP task force on wetlands and

levees, in part because of our interest in exploring alternatives to levee repairs.

One alternative is the emergency wetlands reserve program which USOA

established to address wetland acquisition in the Midwest. This has provided an

alternative not only for those who have access to Federal funding for repairs, but

also for those who do not. The Agency has been providing consultation on

decisions for levee repairs. EPA continues to work with the Committee to support

a coordinated federal review of overall floodplain management policies. We believe

that there needs to be more flexibility on the use of these emergency funds,

including funding for non-structural alternatives.

Successes

The overall government coordination during the flooding in the Midwest

demonstrated many aspects of the Federal Response system that worked well. I

believe the best way to ensure success within the federal response system is to

utilize in crisis those relationships that we routinely maintain. These relationships,

such as the longstanding alliance between the EPA and the US Coast Guard,

particularly in the context of the NRT, proved invaluable in managing the retrieval

of drums, cylinders, and other hazardous materials containers from the flooded

rivers. Communications equipment, contract assistance, and technical advice were

easily obtained using this NRT/RRT mechanism. In addition to the field experience

of EPA OSC's, the working relationship they had established with the State

Emergency Response personnel through the normal Superfund activities greatly

contributed to the success of ESF #10.
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EPA and FEMA worked well together. Administratively, the mission

assignments were handled smoothly and funds were transferred quickly. Problems

in this area from Hurricane Andrew were not evident for the floods.

Upon establishment of each Disaster Field Office, EPA established contact

with the Local Emergency Planning Committees (LEPCs) in the flooded counties to

access the Community Right-to-Know and Resource Conservation and Recovery

Act data. They examined the chemical information, such as quantity and toxicity,

that was available on the facilities that were impacted by the flood. By examining

the data, EPA was able to narrow down the list to facilities that posed the greatest

amount of risk. EPA then contacted the facilities and worked with them to

minimize any damage. The structure that was established through these

environmental laws proved to be an effective means of accessing pertinent

information of risks to the community and maintaining mutual (fed/state/local)

communication. In addition, the relationships among all stakeholders that were

established as a result of the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know

Act immensely helped in the coordination among all levels of government.

With States, we used our well established relationships with our counterpart

agencies (natural resources/environmental quality) to help us determine the priority

areas of needed support. State Directors of Environmental Quality and Natural

Resources were essential in providing information. Our regions effectively assisted

states because of the existing relationships and mechanisms to develop action

plans.

There must be consistent interpretation of the application of the Stafford

Act/44 CFR - without this, interagency cooperation and state relationships will be

damaged.
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CONCLUSIONS

EPA is committed to assisting State and local communities in the long term

recovery from the flood. Administrator Browner created an EPA Flood Policy

Committee composed of key Headquarters and Regional senior policymakers to

ensure full coordination of restoration and long term recovery issues, examine

enhancements to EPA's response to this flood, and review our flood supplemental

budget implementation.

For the first time in a major disaster, EPA was allocated $33.9 million dollars

under the Supplemental Dire Emergency Appropriations Act. Ninety percent of

that money is being allocated to Regions and States for dealing with issues

associated with waste, air, water and pesticides through grants, contracts and

technical assistance. These monies will be used for a variety of environmental

recovery/restoration efforts at the State level.

I look forward to answering any of your questions. Thank you.
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REPORT TO THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHTS
Hearing on October 28, 1993

SUMMARY

The floods of 1993 were pre-empted by unusual amounts of moisture
in the fall of 1992 . The winter of 1992 brought considerable snow
and with a late spring, the thawing conditions compounded by
excessive rains increased streams and rivers to capacity levels.
The amount of rain received in Story County was con5)ounded by large
rainfall to the north. Damage estimates are difficult due to the
fact that not all reports have been con^ileted and final tabulations
made.

The following figures are from just Story County:
City of Ames - Public Assistance - $ 854,000

Buy-out grants requested:
South Riverside 1,650,000
Kings Mobile Homes 850,000

$3,354,000

Iowa State University $7,000,000

City of Nevada - Public Assistance $ 150,000

Story County
Humcin Services Center $ 368,000
Sheriff 5,576
Conservation 45,000
Secondary Roads 1. 000.000

$1,418,576

These figures are approximate and do not include private non-
profits, coirenercial and some residential.

Estimates of damages from sixty-five counties compiled by the Iowa
State Association of Counties for items ranging from culverts,
bridges, and roads to equipment, buildings, and levees totalled
$35,524,506.

- DESCRIPTION OF STORY COUNTY'S DISASTER PREPARATION PROGRAM AND
SPECIFIC MEASURES TAKEN DURING THE FLOOD

Planning with the City of Ames, Story County Emergency Mamagement,
the Story County Sheriff, and Board of Supervisors has taken place
to insure a coordinated effort when a disaster such as the floods
of 1993 occur. During the flood, members of the ahove named
entities met at the flood site and discussed and coordinated
strategies for flood updates, evacuation procedures and other flood
related concerns

.
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- EFFECTIVENESS OF FEMA

Following the flood ajid prior to Story County being declared a
disaster, FEMA met with representatives from Story County, cities
in Story County and nearby cities auid counties

.

The information provided at this meeting was excellent and prepared
counties ajid cities so they would be ready when and if the
declaration occurred. This pre-declaration meeting was well
attended and many questions were answered and concerns allayed.

I have contacted approximately thirty counties for their input and
the following are some of the comments I received:

o Very, very supportive and FEMA essentially concurred with our
DSRs and approved everything requested. They even sent six site
inspectors . City of Ames

o General impression is that FEMA has been very cooperative,
competent and helpful. We have nothing but good things to say
about them. Iowa State University

o Very impressed with the computer system and modem FEMA has
provided to all Public Health Departments in the state. We can
now conmunicate directly with other counties and share valuable
information. County Public Health Director

o Working with the FEMA representative was a very positive
ej^erience. City of Nevada

o There does not seem to be any criteria in how grant money is
being distributed. Some neighbors received $6,000, others less,
some, right next door, nothing. Some have no idea why they were
receiving anything. Greene County

o The two inspectors were congenial but tough. Always tougher when
returned on Monday from the weekend. Money seems to be slow in
being disbursed. Crawford County

The FEMA representative was very fair and it was a positive
experience . Winnebago County

1 WOULD NOW LIKE TO REPORT ON SCMffi OF STORY COUNTY'S EXPERIENCES
WITH FEMA

On July 30, 1993, the FEMA Inspector had an introductory meeting
with the Board of Supervisors, Coxinty Engineer, Sheriff,
Conservation Director, and Property Manager. The meeting was
cordial but an attitude developed when we mentioned that the County
Hum2Ln Services Building at 713 South Duff, Ames, Iowa was not
insured and that we were retaining a consulting firm to assist with
our DSRs and Hazard Mitigation.
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On August 4, 1993, the inspector met with our Property Manager at
the building and was leaving as he arrived. The inspector
indicated that there was no reason to go into the building because
it was in the flood plain and so would be subject to a $200,000
deductible on the building and a $200,000 deductible on the
contents. Also, there would not be funding available, for
relocation costs of the agencies which were located in the
building. After some encouragement, the inspector did enter the
building and viewed the damage that had occurred. Some of his
comments were, "you don't have to replace the electrical outlets,
just clean them up and use them. The water did not hurt the
conduit so blow the water out and reuse them. You can cut the
drywall off at the water line and just put new drywall up to there.
As to equipment, such as the elevator, boilers, electrical peuiels
and air conditioning system, these items would be replaced with
used equipment. The wood studs in the wall would dry out on their
own aind even though untreated material, this would not be a
problem.

"

The inspector reported damages of $117,000 and since, according to
him, the building is in the flood plain, would only be eligible for
$750 plus $750 on the contents for a total FEMA payment of $1,500.
In fact, as verified by the City of Ames Flood Insurance Rate Map
issued by the National Flood Insurance Program, the building is
above the flood plain.

We had a contractor examine the building and he estimated the cost
to repair the building would be $270,000 plus carpeting at $22,000.
With the additional cost for electrical, mechanical, elevator, and
boilers the total cost of repair was $369,000. There was an
additional $39,939.88 damage to the contents.

I am serving on the Iowa Flood Recovery Coordinating Team and
brought this to the Team's attention. The office of the Iowa
Emergency Management (lEM) immediately became involved and through
their efforts, our DSR was returned from the FEMA office in
Davenport to be processed in Des Moines. Through lEM's efforts, a
reinspection of the building occurred on September 15, 1993. The
second inspector was appalled that the initial inspector could
submit a DSR for the damages he perceived to have occurred.

The second inspector, after an extensive examination of the
building, suJDmitted a damage report on the building of $243,300.82.
The building has been appraised by the Ames City Assessor at a pre-
flood value of $275,000 to $304,000. The damage is well in excess
of 50% of the building value and in fact is approximately 80%. As
of October 26, 1993, no one other than lEM, contacted the county
about mitigation cuid relocation to another site.

The Secondary Roads, Sheriff, and Conservation DSRs were handled
efficiently and very few differences occurred.
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The flood dainage to our county building and the relocation of six
agencies was very traiimatic and difficult but was handled by our
staff in a very efficient and responsive manner.

Dealing with this type situation is difficult enough on its own and
we should not have been subjected to an inspector whose attitude,
responsiveness and knowledge is inadequate in the building trades
field.

Also, in meetings with FEMA representatives, we feel that FEMA
looked at the county as an adversary and that we were attempting to
receive funding for which we were not eligible. The relationship
should not be adversarial but should be one of a working partner
cooperating with governmental entities to provide a fair and
equitable solution to a very difficult situation.

- SUGGESTIONS

o Continue to provide information on the application process at aui

early date. In the Story County area, that was prior to the
actual disaster declaration and prepared us for q^iick response
aind completion of DSRs.

o Do not move field offices and personnel aroxond such as from
Davenport to Des Moines then to another Des Moines location. I
realize this is sometimes unavoidable, but make sure every entity
is informed of new addresses and phone numbers.

o Send inspectors that are experienced in the area to be inspected-
Structural engineers to examine buildings, civil engineers for
roads and bridges, individuals with drainage knowledge to look at
drainage districts, etc.

o Inspectors need to have more training on the manual and have
better knowledge of what is eligible and what is not

.

o Train inspectors and district personnel that we are partners, not
adversaries

.

- FEMA'S HAZARD MITIGATION GRANT PROGRAM

FEMA has been reluctant to discuss Hazard Mitigation for the Story
County Human Services building in Ames, Iowa.

On September 7, 1993, we forwarded to Albert L. Schultz, FEMA
Region 7 Director, Kansas City, the Story County Human Services
Center first floor elevation, base flood elevation map, letter of
request for map amendment, amd warranty deed. As of October 26,
1993, we have had no response. Hazard Mitigation is available, why
have we not been contacted to confirm our eligibility?
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The information I received from other counties in regards to FEMA.'s
response to the flood disaster has been very positive. Story
County's experience with the Human Services Center seems to be an
unusual occurrence but very frustrating for us

.

There is no question that FEMA's response con^ared to past
incidents in most counties has vastly in5)roved.

Respectfully submitted.

Fred L. Mathison
Story County Board of Supervisors
Story County Court House
900 6th Street
Nevada, lA 50201-2087
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STATEMENT OF JOHN PLUNK

Mr. Chairman, Members of this committee. Ladies and Gentleman. My name is

John Plunk, Acting Director of the Illinois Emergency Management Agency. I am here

today to provide testimony and insight on the midwest spring and summer flooding and

its effects on the citizens of the State of Illinois and the response by the Federal

Emergency Management Agency.

Flooding in Illinois actually began in mid-March on the Illinois and Mississippi

rivers. Seven counties were given State Disaster Area designation by Governor Edgeu'

and the Illinois Emergency Management Agency coordinated flood fighting efforts by the

Illinois Departments of Transportation and Conservation. Costs to the State were

considerable and the Drainage and Levee Districts along the affected areas quickly

exhausted their resources.

The problenis began to show signs of improvement in late April and early May

and it was beleived that the worst was behind us.

In early June, a series of storms dumped torrential rjiin across northern Illinois and

Cook County causing localized flash flooding in n\any cities including Chicago. From

that point on the storms were relentless, rolling through the midwest in waves.

On July 4th, I was in the Jersey County tov^ntx of Grafton, a commumty of 1400

people which lies at the point were the Illinois River joins the Mississippi. The river was

projected to crest at 31 feet on July the 6th. I assured Mayor Narin that I would return to

Graifton on the sixth when the crest passed. I then departed for Quincy, Illinois, 108 miles

away. I didn't get back to Grafton until late July, but I was there on August the 6th when

the river finally crested at a record 39 feet, six feet above the previous high water mark,

and one month later than the predicted crest.
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That typifies the problems we had during the months of July and August. The

disaster had no foreseable end. Every day brought more rain, higher crests and higher

costs.

In Illinois alone, 884,000 acres of farmland were flooded, destroying $425 nullion

worth of com, soybeans and other crops. The flood impacted some 82 communities. Of

these, 59 were actually flooded or sustained serious damage. A number of Illinois

residents have lost their homes and many more have lost the use of their homes. Over

15,000 appUcations have been made to FEMA for Housing Assistance. Still others have

been forced to accept unemployment when their employers suspended work due to the

flood or the commute over lengthy detours became too cumbersome and expensive.

Over 22,600 households have applied for disaster assistance through October 21st.

Nearly 10,000 have sought assistance from the Crisis Counseling programs. 9,200

applications have been made for the Individual and Family Grant program.

The flood closed nearly 300 miles of roads, 12 bridges on the state highway system

and all four ferries crossing the Illinois and Mississippi rivers. Approximately 64 miles of

state highways are still dosed. Another 900 miles of local roads and streets were

inundated with flood waters. Many of them are still not passable.

At one f)oint in July, the approach at the Joe Page Bridge which coimects Jersey

County with Calhoun County across the Illinois River was under 16 feet of water. That

road remains closed today isolating the town of Hardin. Fortiori of the Central Illinois

expressway in Pike and Adams county were under 12 feet of water. A break in the Len

Small levee near Miller City in Alexander County temporarily formed a new chaimel for

the Mississippi River eroding some of the land to a depth of 80 feet.
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Res|x>nding to the record breaking flood has placed extraordinary demands on

government agencies at all levels, including the Illinois Emergency Management Agency.

The Emergency Operations Center w^as open for 45 consecutive days with 3 Forward

Commcmd Posts along the swollen river serving to provide coordination of state and

feder£tl assets.

The Illinois Department of Conservation has identified 23 sites under their

jurisdiction that suffered over $4.1 million in damages and clean-up costs. The Illinois

Department of Historic Preservation reported losses of $369,000 at three state historic

sites.

The Illinois National Guard spent over 1 .5 million man-hours on State Active Duty

sandbagging, assisting with evacuation, security and aeromedical evacuation missions.

Guardsmen remain on duty today in several areas of the State.

The Illinois Department of Public Health and the Illinois Environmental Protection

Agency distributed approximately 4.2 million gallons of potable water in a four-week

period to persons and special facilities (hospitals amd nursing homes) in the

Alton/Madison coimty eu-ea.

The Illinois Department of Corrections supplied nearly 13,000 inmate-days for

Scmdbagging and another 4,000 for clean-up operations. In all, over 1400 boot ceimp

iiunates were utilized in flood fighting operations.

The Illinois Department of Transportation put an army of trucks and earth moving

equipment along the entire western length of the state, building roads out of deer paths,

building levees where none had existed and raising roadway levels in a race with the

rising waters.
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The State of Illinois' disaster preparedness is the svim of the preparation of its 102

county programs (each with its unique mixture of strengths and weciknesses) and the

coordination of State agencies and assets as outlined in the State Emergency Operatioris

plan. The lEOP outlines the responsibilities of those state agencies that have personnel

and other assets that can be used in disaster response or recovery operations. It was

developed in cooperation with substanticd input from these agencies. To reinforce this

cooperation, regvilar meetings of the representatives of these agencies aie held.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency responded quickly and effectively to

Illinois' immediate response needs; their implementation of the Federal Response Plan

worked rather well, cind I might add, better than we had expected. They coordinated the

multitude of federal agencies to get Illinois what it needed when it needed it.

Uixfortunately, there is no similar effort for long-term recovery; the Stafford Act

does not address the concerns we in Illinois have for rebuilding communities and

re-establishing normalcy for the thousands of persons displaced and otherwise impacted

by the Flood of '93.

In that sense, Illinois and other states have shown leadership for the federal family

by their coordination of state cuid federal programs for recovery. Governor Edgeir

established a Recovery Task Force in August, before the flood crests had even completely

receded. This Task Force continues to meet on a weekly bcisis; ensuring that no resource

or problem is overlooked and that services can be provided to the people and

commuiuties affected by this disaster.
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The FEMA Hazard Mitigation Program is being utilized at this time by the State of

Illinois as the lEMA and other State agencies along with FEMA and their respective

counterparts implement the long-range recovery foilowong the Flood.

Because of the magnitude of the 1993 flood disaster and the number of individuals

and commuruties heavily impacted in the 39 counties in Illinois declared major disaster

areas by the President, it has become apparent that the overall desire of both individuals

and entire connmuiuties is to relocate off the floodplain.

The State of Illinois has always supported this desire <ind has taken advantage of

the mitigation measures provided by the National Flood Insurance Program's (NFBP)

Section 1362 relocation/buyouts that have provided for the removal of 116 structures in

17 jurisdictions since 1981. In addition, the State has its own acquisition program

adnunistered under the Department of Transportation-Division of Water Resources

which has successfully removed 99 structures from the floodplain in six jurisdictions with

another 50 to 80 structures pending buyout at this time. In more than a decade, we have

only been able to reduce the number of structures in the floodplain by 215. Now we are

faced with more than sixty communities in flood-ravaged areas who have residents who

are v^rilling to move, and the potential for twenty times the number of acquisitions and

relocations provided thus far.

In the past, convincing individuals to relocate off the floodplain has been zm

arduous hard-sell prof>osition. However, I believe it is the most cost-effective means that

we have to prevent the reoccurrence of futiue damages emd the continuing outlay of

Federal, State and local doUeu^ in areas that wriU assuredly be flooded again;
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The sheer immensity of this past summer's devcistation to both individucds cind

entire conununities has provided a new willingness to "get off the floodplain". The

potential to buyout and relocate those individuals on the floodplain has never been

greater, but quite fircinkly, our largest concern is that we will not have enough money to

assist all those interested flood survivors whose lives have been devastated by this Great

Flood.

In addition to the FEMA Hazard Mitigation Grant Program notching funds

(Section 404 of the Stafford Act) based on 10 percent of the estimated aggregate amounts

of grants made for permanent restorative work under the Public Assistance (Section 406),

funds from other agencies such as the Economic Development Adn\inistration, Farmers'

Home Administration and H-U-D v^U be utilized to complement the Section 404 funds

which will be grossly inadequate in terms of the amounts needed to assist commuiuties

to implement mitigation measures.

At the present time, the Recovery/Mitigation Advisory Group made up of Federal

and State agency representatives are meeting in Springfield to provide a "clearinghouse"

for mitigation applications so that the various funding sources can be "packaged" in such

a way that a community's application will use the appropriate funds for assisting families

in buyouts and relocations as well as for other aspects of mitigation such as structural

hazard control, retrofitting, warning systems, and community relocation and econonuc

development.
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This is a very complex endeavor that the State of Illinois and the Federal

government are taking, but it is in the interest of mitigation that we have put together a

mitigation team in order to go forward in a financially-efficient manner. While I realize

that many individuals are asking "where is the money?", I believe that a more deliberate,

methodical approach is far better than getting money out quickly, but without direction

as to whether the correct funding source was used.

The need for coordination between project appliczmts jmd state and federeil

agencies that are sources of funding hcis never been more evident.

The Advisory Group will address five types of nutigation applications organized

into the following subgroups: Housing, Agriculture, Infrastructure, Flood Control, and

Business Recovery/Retention. This group will review projects, provide guidance and

techniccil assistance, make recommendations back to the applicant (community) through

the regional planning council and, hopefully, get the most "bang for the buck" regarding

mitigation funds, regardless of the source.

On the regional level, the State has tasked the multi-county Regional Planning

Councils {BFC) with the mitigation planning and application process. Funds have been

provided by the Economic Development Admirustration, H-U-D, and FEMA for the RFC

to hire additional staff for this most overwhelming mitigation effort.

While we intend to use the FEMA Hazard Mitigation Grant Program to the

greatest extent possible in filling some of the gaps left by other funding sources, I realize

that the 10 percent figure generated by the Public Assistance Program will be very

minute. Mitigation Cim be the emswer to alleviating future misery for those flood

survivors at the time of the nextflood, and it can be the answer to lessemng the amount of

monies extended by the Federal government the next time the nnidwest rivers go on the

rampage.
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In conclusion, I would like to acknowledge the leadership and assistance given to

the State of Illinois and to me by FEMA Director James L. Witt. Although for the most

part we have always enjoyed a good relationship with FEMA, the cooperation during this

disctster was extraordincuy.

Director Witfs personsJ involvement on several issues was very helpful to me and

I would like to commend him on a job well done.

Much criticism has been leveled at FEMA in recent years. In my opinion, much of

that criticism was undeserved and I would urge Congress to allow Director Witt wide

latitude to correct the problems which do exist. Director Witt is the first FEMA Director

with emergency management experience and we believe he is on the right course.

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to share my remarks with you.
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Before the

United States House of Representatives

Public Works and Transportation Committee
Sabcommittee on Investigations and Oversight

I. INTRODUCTIONS:

Mr. Chairman, Committee members, Committee etaff, my name is Eugene
Schwendemaan, County Executive of St. Charles County, Missouri. I

am here today representing the National Association of Counties and
St. Charles County Miosouri. I have been Chief Executive Officer
for 3 years, with many years, with many years experience in County
Government. I am a member of the National Association of Counties,
Missouri Association of Counties, Three Rivers Confluence
Commission, East West Gateway Coordinating Council and the Regional
Commerce Growth Association, in east central Missouri.

With me today, is Gary Schuchardt, Director of the St. Charles
County Emergency Management Agency, who coordinated all the
response cmd recovery efforts, during the 1993 Flood Diaaotcro.
He has been EMA Director over eight years, with fifteen years
emergency management experience and FEMA training. He is
chairperson for the 3t. Charles County Local Emergency Planning
Committee, a member of the Missouri Emergency Preparedness
Association, National Coordinating Council of Emergency Management,
American Radio Relay League and Amateur Radio Emergency Service.

***************

Mr. Chairman, it is an honor and privilege to appear before this
committee to testify regarding the performance of vtnious federal
and state agencies, during the 1993 Flood Disaster.

II. LOCAL JUHISDICTION DESCRIPTION:

St. Charles County, Missouri, is the fastest growing county in the
State of Missouri, and is in the top ten lasLest growing counties
in the country. Current population exceeds 230,000. By year 2000,
the population is expected to be 260,000. Growth includes a

1
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dramatic increase in commerce, business and industry. In 1992 new
housing construction reached 2600 starts, and it is expected to

reach 2850 in 1993. Certain areas of the County remains dedicated
to agriculture, with many farms current located within the flood
plains. St. Charles County is known for it's historical sites,
from the Daniel Boone Home and German wineries of Augusta to the
site of the first State Capitol and Lewis & Clark Expedition, in
Gt. Charles City. The County has a wealth of tourist, camping and
recreational areas. The Mississippi and Missouri Rivers provide an
ideal location for recreational opportunities, with marinas and
river boats.

Our County is bordered on two of three sides by major rivers,
namely the Missouri and Mississippi. The Illinois River empties
into the Mississippi River, at our northern border near Grafton,
Illinois. Further, the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers converge at

Lhe northeastern tip of St. Charles County. Over 43% of the CouiiLy

is located within the flood plains, about 161,000 acres. There are

various historical areas in flood plains, including: Portage Des
Sioux, West Alton, Orchard Farm, Defiance and lower areas of

Augusta and St. Charles.

In St. Charles county, public levees along the Missouri and
Mississippi River are managed by local levee districts. These
levees are approved by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. However,
the levees provide only limited protection to a 20 Year Flood
level. For many years, we have requested approvals from the Corps
of Engineers and FEMA to raise these levees to insure greater
protection. This mitigation opportunity we will discuss in our
recommendations

.

III. SUMMARY OF EVENTS:

During 1993, St. Charles County was impacted by three floods, as

well as severe storms, tornados and flash flooding. Events cause
major damages to private and public properties, and serious threats

to lives. On April 12, 1993, our County Emergency Operations
Center was activated on a 24-hour basis to fight the first flood,

which lasted well into May. This flood was compared to a 20 Year

Flood involving only the Mississippi River. The response lasted
many weeks. No lives were lost directly related to the rising
flood waters. Injuries were minimal. However, recovery was

stifled by an extremely slow falling river.

Our victims had not even been able to recover, when the Mississippi
and Missouri Rivers rose aoain. The County Emerqency Operations
Center again activated, on June 25, 1993. This time County EMA
geared up to fight one of the most devastating floods of history.
Warnings and Evacuation were issued well in advance to save lives.

It was like no other disaster that ever impacted the County. On

July 31, 1993, the County was also hit by a major thunderstorm,

which produced 70 mph wind and tornado damages to structures
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already surrounded or isolated by flood waters. By August 2, 1993,
the Missouri, Miseiseippi and Illinois Rivers reached historic 500
Year Flood levels. EMA coordinated over 14,000 volunteer
sandbaggers and laid 2.1 million sandbags. It was a dramatic
effort to aavc lives and properties. Fortunately, no lives were
lost directly related to rising flood waters.

On September 15, 1993, the Miseiseippi and Missouri Rivers arose
again, even before they had fully receded from the August 2, 1993
levels. Again, flooding caused mental agony to our homeless flood
survivors, who are anxious to get their lives back together. And,
the flooding will continue, until the primary public levees are
repaired! The historic August 2 river stages reduced our levee
protection factor from 36.0 feet pre flood to only 26.5 feet, along
the Missouri River in St. Charles.

The 1993 Flood Disaster caused many other emergency situations.
There were problems associated with transport of equipment and
relief supplies to isolated communities. Power outages impacted
populated aieaa Lhat were not flooded. There were numerous
floating propane tanks, downed power lines and other hazards. High
current situations between the Missouri and Mississippi River
severely damaged railroads that supplied coal to our local Power
Plant. The same currents suspended underground pipelines that
transport hazardous laaterials. There were numerous emergencies
involving telephone, water and sewage tteaUuejiL racilities. 9-1-1
emergency response into flooded areas was a nightmare, since all
access roads were flooded.

The 1993 Flood Disaster impacted over 15,000 people, 500 businesses
and 130,000 acres of farm land. Damages to private and public
properties were enormous. A preliminary count of overall
structures in^sacted is 3,800, which are valued at $55 million (pre-
flood appraised fair market value). 1,700 structures were either
destroyed or substantially damaged (over 50% damaged) . Of the
1,700 structures only approximately 300 were mobile homes.
Condemned or destroyed structures are valued at $20 million.
Overall disaster costs will be enormous to both the private and
public sectors. Losses to business and agricultural produces are
unrecoverable. St. Charles County suffered over $23 million in
agriculture losses. Major damages have occurred to homes,
businesses, farms, libraries, airports, water and sewer treatment
plants, fire houses, roads and public utilities.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency last week reported that
3,842 St. Charles County residents had filed applications for
assistance, the highest number of any county in Missouri seeking
disaster aid. Further, the County has 2,521 eligible residents
;jpplying for temporary housing assistance, which is more than any
of the other 101 Missouri counties. The long term housing proolems
will continue!
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In St. Charles County, the Disaster Recovery will take well over
two years, at great expense to the private and public sectors.

IV. LOCAL DISASTER PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM:

St. Charles County EMA must be coramended for all the advanced
disaster preparedness and planning efforts that have been
accon^liahed over the last eight years. This includes all the
training exercises that have promoted teamwork response of
governments, departments, agencies and organizations. We have a
very modern Emergency Operation Center, with well-planned
interagency communication and emergency information systems . Mr,
Schuchardt, his professional staff and volunteers were outstanding
In their ability to cooidiaaLe emeiqency response and recovery
efforts through an enduring and complex disaster.

All government UepeirLiueiiLs, emergency agencies and organizations
pulled together to save lives and property. Cities that were not
directly affected by the flood provided mutual aid response.
Businesses, industries and chariLable oigeuii^ia Lions offered
tremendous assistance to the emergency response and recovery
efforts. The American Red Cross, Salvation Army and other
organizations continue to provide relief assistance tv our llouU
victims. We commend all local governments, agencies and
organizations for outstanding support to disaster response and
recovery!

V. EFFECTIVENESS OF FEDERAL RESfONSt:

A. UNITED STATES COAST GUARD

From the time the rivers began to rise, the United States Coast
Guard began coordinating directly with St. Charles County EMA, in
support of emergency response. USCG liaison was established at the
County Emergency Operations Center to coordinated rescue teams.
USCG directly responded to a number of evacuations, rescues and
reconnaissance missions to confirm levee breaks, propane tank and
pipeline safety concerns- They coordinated in a teamwork manner
with other rescue agencies and organizations. USCG must be
commended for their outstanding response and performance, during
the 1993 Flood Disaster!

B. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
OFFICE OF PIPELINE SAFETY

The Department of Transportation, Office of Pipeline Safety, was
well represented, at the County Emergency Operations Center. They
coordinated with the various underground pipeline companies to
insure coordinated response to potential pipeline suspensions or
breaks. They provided important technical information concerning
location of lines, valves and markers. We highly commend the

i
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Office of Pipeline Safety for their outstanding coordination and
support

!

C. UNITED STATES ARMY CORP OF ENGINEERS:

The United States Army Corps of Engineers was very responsive to
the County Emergency Operation Center efforts. This included
supplying thouoanda of sandbags to protect lives and property.
They continued to update County EMA regarding river stages and
forecast deviations. The Corps provided technical information
regarding worse case flood inundation patterns. Corps liaisons
routinely visited the County Emergency Operations Center to offer
assistance.

During emergency response, we had major problems with errors
associated with the Telemark River Gauges, in particular the one
located in St. Chtiiles on the Missouri River. As the rivers rose
and currents increased, the Telemark River Gauge was as much as 2 .

1

feet lower than the historic staff or Corps of Engineers wire
weight gages. He have been advised that this is not an uncommon
situation involving Telemark Gauges along the Missouri and
Mississippi Rivers. The Regional National Weather Service, in
Kansas City, continued Lo forecast Missouri River crests based upon
the Telemark Gauge and rain fall. If St. Charles County EMA had
not recognized the error, a 2.1 foot difference would have caused
serious problems. Forecast accuiacy is vital to population
protection, early warning and evacuation efforts.

D. FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGi^MENT AGENCY:

The Federal Emergency Management Agency really did not enter the
emergency response phase. Their role in Emergency MaadyeiuenL secais

to be primarily involved with recovery and relief/ after the
response. There are inconsistencies between the FEMA
Hazard/Mitigation and Disaster Assistance Programs (DAP) . Many uf
the DAP programs are not very user friendly to victims nor local
governments. Most programs seem to have been designed at the
federal level, with no local experience or input.

1. Response Phase - FEMA is not really visible, during the
Response Phase of a major federally declared disaster that was
expected to impact numerous states and counties, in the midwest.

2. Recovery Phase - FEMA was very visibie, but a number of
problems developed related to the following:

a) Local Governments and their EMA agencies are not considered
"Participating Agencies" to share vital disaster recovery
information:

* Duplication of Benefits List (DOB) were not shared with local
fjovernments
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'^ Accui.ate Listings of National Flood Inourance Programs (NFIP)

were difficult to obtain

• Timely & Accurate Lists of Claim Information arc not available
to local governments

• Mailiuy Addresses of Dislocated Disaster Victims were denied
to local governments

3. Hazdid/Mitigation and Disaster Assistance Programs (DAP) are

inconsistent, in that they send mixed and confusing messages. We

talk about wanting to discourage people from moving into the flood
prone areas oi dfLer flooding occurs turning the land back to its

natural habitat. However, the Federal Government is quick to

respond in handing out monies to assist those affected in order
thar they may be able Lu rebuild in the flood plain. Buyout
proposals leave more questions and take too long in becoming a

reality If it becomes reality at all!

The Federal Government has asked the County Government to research
how many residents would be interested in a buyout, then asks the
residents to wait up to eiyhteen months before they can receive
monies and get their lives back to normal. What are they suppose
to do in the mean time? Their houses are condemned, they are in
temporary housing or living from one raiaily member to the next,

there is no normalcy to their lives nor their children's lives. Do

they buy another house waiting and hoping that the buyout monies
come through, can they afford to buy without the buyout muuies.

We have the interest in the county by those wanting to be bought
out, but the question still remains what are they suppose to do in
the interim. If the federal government is serious about a buyout
program then why can we not make the monies available immediately.
This would also allow families to have a sense of security in being
in a home they can call home.

VI. EFFECTIVENESS OF STATE RESPONSE:

A. MISSOURI STATE WATER PATROL

The Missouri State Water Patrol was extremely responsive to the
Flood Disaster of 1993. In particular, this agency provided law
enforcement and emergency response support by boat into tlood
impacted areas and along the rivers. Their presents minimized
looting potential in homes and marinas. They provided water
transport of emergency supplies into isolated communities. They
provided emergency rescue and evacuation support by boat into areas
that were extremely hard to reach. They coordinated their
activities, with County EMA, Sheriff's Department, United States
Coast Guard and volunteer water rescue organizations.
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B. MISSOURI NATIONAL GUARD

The Missouri National Guard was critical to our emergency response
efforts. They provided resources that were not normally available
to local jurisdiuLlons. This included specialized equipment and
trained personnel that were not otherwise conmercially available to

support emergency tactical operations.

1

.

Reconnaissance Support to Emergency Operations - Helicopter
2. Military police to supplement perimeter security needs
j. Military vehicles th<aL could drive through 5 foot water depths
4. Military rafting operations to/from isolated communities
5. Military cargo vehicles to transport personnel, equipment &

supplies into flooded ditas;
6. Military cargo vehicles to support sandbagging operations

The Missouri National Guard was outstanding, during Disaster
Response and we commend them for their support. However, many
counties needed additional assistance, during Disaster Recovery.
FEMA did not federalize the National Guard, dutiag the Flood
Disaster; this may have made a difference in availability of
Military Support, during the Disaster Recovery.

C. MISSOURI HIGHWAY AND TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

The Missouri Highway Department coordinated very closely wlLh the
County EMA and County Highway Departments, during disaster during
the disaster response and recovery. They kept us informed
regarding roads closed by flood waters, as well as responded to

request to road closing signs, traffic redirection and other
hazards. They worked closely with the County Highway Department to
provide alternate detours and emergency patching or damaged roads.
We complement their outstanding support!

D. STATE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

The Missouri State Emergency Management Agency seemed to be short
handed, in that a SEMA Liaison did not remain at the County
Emergency Operations Center, during the Response Phase. SEMA
representatives assigned to the jurisdiction, during a major
disaster are vital to coordination efforts between Local, State and
Federal agencies.

VII. SUGGESTIONS - LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL

A. FTMA HAZARD/MITIGATION PROGRAM:
FLOOD MITIGATION - LONG TERM

In response to the flooding, which occurred in the spring and
summer of 1993, St. Charles County has submitted a Section 1362
Grant application to FEMA. This grant is they buyout program for
those structures damaged in the flood. Currently 73 structures
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have been identified as wanting to be part of the 1362 program.

This number is growing rapidly since many more atructuree qualify

for this program. The current estimated cost of the project is

$3 3 million minus the amount payed by the insurance companies,

wit.h Che county coiiLiibuting 5150,000, for demolition and removal

of structures.

St Charles County firmly believes that the level of destruction

and the large number of damaged structures, in the County, make

it's Section 1362 application a strong one. However, one major

draw bacic exists. The limited iuuuuiiL of FEMA Flood Mitigation

Funding available - ONLY $4 MILLION FOR THE ENTIRE COUNTRY, FISCAL

YEAR 1993 -severely limits the number of communities FEMA is able

to fund. The bt. Charles County application alone would use nearly

two-thirds of the available funding. With our numbers expected to

grow, the amount of money allocated to this program defiantly needs
to increase.

The Floods of 1993 have highlighted the need to increase f\inding

for Long Term Flood Hazard Mitigation Prograiu», such as Section

1362. These programs would have a powerful impact on reducing

costs to local, state and federal agencies by decreasing the number

of structures vulnerable to Hooding. fcTiWER DOLLARS required for

EMERGENCY DISASTER RELIEF AND FLOOD INSURANCE! AN INCREASE IN

FUNDING IS NEEDED FOR NOT ONLY PURCHASE AND RELOCATION, BUT ALSO
FOR FLOOD PROOFING AND EDUCATION. This will allow people the

opportunity to move and have a better quality of life. Use of

funds in this way would enable communities to have a LONG-TERM
PERMANENT EFFECT ON REDUCING HAZARDS IN Ttth iLOOD PLAINS!

B. RIVER GAUGE MITIGATION:
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
U. S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

The serious river gauge problems must be mitigated to provide
improved stage reporting and forecasting, along the Missouri River.

Telemark River Gauges have been proven to provide inconsistent and

inaccurate river stage data. They fluctuate dramatically with
river currents. Accurate river stage data is vital to the accuracy
of river forecasting. Early detection of potential flooding is

vital to local EMA, who are involved with disaster response,
population protection, warning and evacuation. We urge the above
three agencies to jointly work toward improving the river stage

gauges, along the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers.

Further, we are requesting that additional River Stage Gauges be

installed at the following vital locations, along the Missouri
River It is very important to St. Charles and Franklin Counties,

as well as the communities of St. Charles, Augusta, Defiance and

Washington to have accurate river stage and forecast information
for these locat>f>n.<i on the Missouri River:

6
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1. Gasconade - current stage is routinely estimated

2. Washington - no stage or forecast infontiation

C. MIT IGAT ION-IMPROVED OVERALL LEVEE PROTECTION

The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers has been working very closely
with the lo(j<il levee districts and St. Charles County ema to
implement emergency repairs to existing public levees. This is
vital to allow St. Charles County to recover from the 1993 Flood
Disaster.

However , we need a combined effort on all parts to look at the
overall view of the levee system in the Upper Misaissippi Rivei.

Basin. This is needed for a better flood plain management system.
There should be Local, State and Federal input on the levee system.

D. MITIGATION-RAISING OF MAJOR STATE HIGHWAYS

In St. Charles County, there are a number of major state Highways
that become flooded and impassible, during a major flood. These
include: Highways 94, 67 and 79.
Highway 94 is vital to emergency response efforts, as well as
minimizing isolation of flood population areas. When Highway 94
becomes flooded, the entire northern p>ortion of our County,
including Portage Des Sioux and West Alton become isolated.
Emergency 9-1-1 response into these areas becomes extensively
delayed. Lives can be lost!

CLOSING THOUGHTS

The most important lesson to be learned from the Great Flood of
'93, is that we need to spend more money towards preventing the
flood. We always seem to allocate money towards fixing the problem
back to the way it was. We need to put more towards making the
problem go away. We should through less money at keeping the
status quo and invest more money towards a viable solution.

Mr. Chairman, Committee members. Committee staff, thank you very
much for your time and Gary Schuchardt and I will be happy to
answer any questions the Subcommittee may have.
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STATEMENT OF RODNEY E. SLATER
ADMINISTRATOR

FEDERAL fflGHWAY ADMINISTRATION
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

BEFORE THE
HOUSE PUBUC WORKS AND TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT

OCTOBER 28, 1993

HEARING ON FEDERAL RESPONSE TO MIDWEST FLOODING DISASTER

Mr. Chairman, Memben of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to be here today to

review with you the Department of Transpwrtation's response to the recent floods in the

Midwest and the role we played in helping to restore flood-damaged tranqxMtation systems,

including railroads, navigable waterways, and highways, the area I was ntost personally

involved with. It is my pleasure to introduce to you a couple of my partnen in the

Department's flood recovery activities. Rear Admiral William J. Ecker of the U.S. Coast

Guard and Ms. Rose McMurray, Acting Administrator of the Research and Special Programs

Administration (RSPA) and head of the Department's enoergency preparedness program. I

am submitting for the record Rear Admiral Ecker's statement detailing the extensive and

heroic efforts of the U. S. Coast Guard in responding to the flood.

The flood waten are receding now but that does not mean that the work of the

Federal tran^xNlation agencies is over, so this hearing is very timely. It is being predicted

by some that 1994 nuy well be another year with excessive rainfall. If so, this could be

disastrous for the areas in the Midwest where levees were breached, as well as other flood

prone areas in the United States. The American Association of State Highway and

Transportation Officials (AASHTO) wrote to me regarding the Federal Midwest Flood Task
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Force last month, stating that The Task Force should recognize that heavy rains might again

occur in 1994, and [should] immediately undertake long-range planning to handle such a

situation.* Mr. Chairman, you can be assured that the Department does not think its work is

done.

The Clinton Administration is committed to taking every possible action that will

alleviate the effects of one of the worst natural disasten in this country in generations. The

President, the Vice President, Secretary Pefla, other Federal transportation officials, and I

made numerous visits to the flood scene to underscore our deep concern for the victims of

this disaster. In fact, the Administration's commitment to emergency preparedness did not

begin with the Midwest flood. One of the first things Secretary Pena did after being sworn

in was to meet with those in the Department responsible for emergency response efforts -

everything from rail strikes to earthquakes. To quote Ms. McMurray,

We got an inkling of the Secretary's style during the Blizzard of '93. The Secretary

has really moved to posture the Department to deal with disasten. Because of his

interest and commitment, we in emergency response have really altered the way
we've approached our roles, resulting in a positive redirection of our response efforts.

The Department would also like to commend the Committee for its role in the Federal

flood relief response. Thanks to the bipartisan Congressional action in passing the

emergency supplemental appropriations act, signed by the President on August 12, we have

been able to react quickly and efiiectivdy to the disaster with these additional emergency

program funds.

The Research and Special Programs Admlnbtration was the focal point for the

Department's emergency response efforts, monitoring die effect of the flood on the country's

transportation resources and rq>orting to the Secretary and the other operating

administrations to insure informed decisionmaking. Ms. McMurray is here today to answer

77-033 0-94-5
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your questions with regard to this organization. The RSPA provided and coordinated the

Department's Transportation Emergency Support Function activities at DOT headquarters and

in the field. Transportation is the number one support function in the Federal Response Plan

hierarchy. The RSPA provided the Secretary's management direction to the Regional

Emergency Transportation Coordinators, DOT's field officials who worked in direct support

of the Federal Disaster Field Offices in the flood area.

In addition, RSPA's pipeline safety inqjectors were on-site to ensure the safe

operation of pipelines transporting natural gas, crude oil, and other petroleum products. The

inspectors also participated in the inspection and security of propane tanks that were

dislodged by the flood waters. This effort most certainly averted a possible catastrophic

event by preventing these tanks from leaking and igniting. The RSPA also issued limited

exemptions from some of the Department's hazardous materials regulations to allow for the

safe transportation of hazardous materials out of the flood area to prevent possible

contamination of the flood waten and surrounding areas.

All elements of the Department were in continuous contact with their public and

private constituents to monitor and report on the situation and assist where possible. Specific

examples of this cooperation can be found in throughout Department.

The Federal Highway Admlnistratioo responded quickly to applications for

Emergency Relief (ER) funds for restoration of Federal-aid highways. We also supplied

personnel; 76 of our fidd engineers conducted damage surveys as soon as they could access

the sites. These surveys, along with estimates of the costs of necessary repairs, are used by

the FHWA in its decisions on providing Emergency Relief funds to dte States. Even before

these expedited surveys are completed. States can begin emergency repairs to restore
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essential traffic service and then apply for reimbursement at a later date.

The Coast Guard deployed its three oil and hazardous materials National Strike

Teams and its powerful asaortment of pumps. Twenty-six Coast Guard Disaster Response

Units worked in the area, assisting State and local authorities in rescue and evacuation

efforts. During the flood, hundreds of missions have been performed. As the flood waters

were fidling, the Coast Guard was extensively involved with the Army Corps of Engineers in

rapidly restoring the waterways to river navigation. Now that the flood waters have receded,

the Coast Guard is working with the Environmental Protection Agency to assess the

environmental impact of the flood.

The Federal Transit Administratioa prepared a listing of transit vehicles and

assorted equipment available for loan to affected communities to help restore bus and other

systems. In some areas, transit fvilities were used to transport emergency water and food

supplies to victims.

The Federal Railroad AdministratioD, through close cooperation with private

railroads and Amtiak, reported track, bridge, and signal outages to rail carriers affected by

the flooding. The flood area intersects crucial traffic lanes where cargo is transferred from

one mode of transportation to another. On July 27, all rail traffic in the area was

temporarily halted, prompting northern or southern detoun of 1,000 miles in some cases.

However, the unprecedented cooperation by the railroads to overcome the disruptions cleariy

served to mitigate the effects on regional and national economies. Critical comnuxlities

continued to flow to customen despite the costs to the carrien of rerouting and traffic

diversion. Outside the flood plain, manufacturen who rely on rail for just-in-time delivery

did experience delays, but there were no reporu of plant closings or layoffs because of late
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deliveries.

The Nfaritiaie Admlnistntloii (MARAD), working with the River Industry

Executive Talk Force (made up of representatives from the Coast Guard, Army Corps of

Engineers, and the barge industry), closely monitored the flooding to assess its impacts on

the marine shipping industry. MARAD representatives maintained daily contact with barge

companies, port and terminal operators, trade associations, and other Federal and State

agencies and relayed daily reports on lock status, flood stages, and cargo delays to industry

members.

The Federal ATiation AdmlnistratioQ issued temporary flight restrictions for some

areas, and continues to expedite the repair of damaged aids to navigation and landing

systems. All damaged airports were contacted to expedite repairs, and there are currently

only two small airports which remain closed due to flood damage, one in Amana, Iowa, and

a second in Hermann, Missouri.

I have submitted to the Committee prior to the hearing a number of items which

analyze the Department's response to the flood and also respond to the Committee's

questions. Among these documents are a report requested by the Long Range Recovery Task

Force, "Transportation, Roads, and Bridges: Task Force Report on the 1993 Midwest Flood

Recovery," dated August 31, 1993, and an October 18 update to this report. I have also

submitted a letter I received from the American Association of State Highway and

Transportation Officials dated September 27, 1993, providing comments on the August 31

report and including comments from the affected States on the 1993 Midwest Flood

Response, and my reply to that letter, dated October 18, responding to the various affected

States' questions and concerns. The Department also testified on September 23 before the
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House Committee on Energy and Commerce, Subcommittee on Transportation and

Hazardous Malerials. For your information I will submit the statement of Sally Hill Cooper,

the Associate Administrator for Policy for the Federal Railroad Administration. Her

statement specifically details that agency's work and the cooperation of the Nation's railroads

in the flood effrnts.

According to AASHTO, the overall observation of top transportation officials in the

Midwest was one of praise for the way in which the FHWA and the Federal Emergency

Managentent Agency (FEMA) responded to their requests and needs. Most States rq»rted

that the process for requesting and receiving Federal emergency relief has been "very

routine.* Secretary PeAa and I are appreciative of the praise the Department has received.

But it is really praise for many people in many parts of the Department across the country.

On October 13, Secretary Pefla announced the recipients of the Secretary of Tranqxvtation's

Gold Medal during the Secretary's Annual Awards Cerenuxiy. The Award for Outstanding

Achievement is presented by the Secretary to employees for rare and distinguished

contributions of major significance to the Department, the Nation, or the World.

The Secretary's Award was presented to all DOT employees who assisted in the

Midwest floods relief efforts. Secretary Pefta stated that these employees did everything

from working to rescue individuals trapped by rising waten to inspecting washed out roads

and bridges. They organized the delivery of emergency supplies and equipment and provided

transportation coofdination around the clock. In all, over 1 10 Department employees from

our headquarters office worked extensively and directly on flood relief during various periods

of the disaster, over 1250 field personnel were also dedicated to our flood nsponx program.

The Department has been in constant contact with State and local government
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authorities and with all transportation industries serving the Midwest. And it's a testimony

to the resilience of America's transportation systems that this disaster hasn't been even

worse. Thanks to miracles of improvisation by railroads and truckers - who have put aside

their fierce competition to share lines, crews, and gear ~ most of the Midwest's truly critical

needs have been met. There are a lot of unsung heroes and heroines on the Midwest's

roads, rails, and rivers.

Description of the Damage to the Transportation Infrastructure and Summary of the

rvpartment's FfTorts to Renair the Damage

A. Description of Flood Damage

In addressing the specific areas on which the Committee requested information, I'll

start by describing the damage to the transportation infrastructure as a result of the flooding

in the nine-State disaster area, and summarizing the Dqartment's efforts to repair the

damage, including spending estimates and Federal repair schedules.

The destruction wrought by the flooding in the Midwest was unprecedented. At the

peak of the flooding, 36 airports were closed and almost all navigation aids on the Missouri

and Mississippi Rivers were destroyed. Ncariy all railroad lines through the area were shut

down, and a major railroad bridge across the Missouri River, the Gateway Western bridge at

Glasgow, Missouri, had cdlapsed. Over 10,000 miles of track were affected, as breaks and

washouts between m^ points effectively stopped through traffic.

Except for the Kansas City area, all but one bridge across the Missouri River (the

1-70 bridge in central Missouri) were closed between Omaha, Nebraska, and St Louis,

Missouri. Where the Mississippi River flows past central Illinois, only bridges in the St

Louis metropolitan area were open.

The primary damage to the nuritime industry as a result of the flooding was the loss
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of revenues while riven were closed to navigation for almost 90 days. Ironically, because of

the heavy silt deposits in the navigation channels and the unrepaired levees, the current

problem caused by the flooding is one of not enough water. Current estimates show that the

barge industry lost about $200 nullion in revenues and terminal opoators lost about $100

million. As previously noted, railroad infrastructure was severely damaged. Total costs to

the railroads for repairs are in the hundreds of millions of dollars, almost all of which will be

financed with private funds.

In contrast with other transportation systems, damages to the transit infrastructure

were minimal. This is due, in large part, to the efforts of the transit agencies in flood-

stricken areas. They moved their vehicles to higher ground and sandbagged around their

physical facilities. Two excq)tions were the Des Moines Metropolitan Transit Authority,

which suffered flood-related damages of over $4 million to its vehicles and funlities, and the

City of Excelsior Springs, Missouri, which lost its entire fleet of three buses in a flash flood.

The FTA n^otiated with transit agencies in Omaha, Nebraska, and Kansas City, Missouri,

and obtained vehicles for the Des Moines and Excelsior Springs systems. These two transit

providers must look to FEMA or their insurance companies for additional help because the

Federal Transit Administration has no emergency fund to assist transit agencies after natural

disasters.

B. The Department's Rc^xmae

During the Midwest flooding crisis, the primary concern was providing for the health

and well-being of its victims. Restoring essential transportation services is a key element in

this process. Therefore, at the first sign of the impending crisis, an advance team of

emergency response personnel was sent to the flood area to set up a Disaster Field Office as
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quickly as possible. This office served as the nerve center in the region for the crisis. At

this office, all DOT organizations called upon to respond to the disaster are formed into the

group I mentiooed earlier, die Emergency Support Function (ESF). It is through this group

that the transportation-relatBd Federal agencies provide the technical and human resources to

assist in reviving and reconstructing the Kfidwest's transportation systems.

Because of the temporary loss of roads, bridges, and railroads, several alternative

methods for serving the public's transportation needs were implemented, such as ferry

services across areas where roads and bridges were flooded out, and bus shuttle service

between ferry landing and destination areas. In addition, many trains were rerouted over the

lines of other railroads, as competing rail carrien cooperated to maintain our national system

of rail service, thereby limiting significantly the economic damage caused by tranqx>rtation

delays and disruptions.

Damages to maritime equipntent were minimal, and for the most part required only

the rqiair and cleaning of terminal areas and barges, although three barges sank in the flood.

Heavier losses were sustained by the ownen of cargoes, such as shippers who were unable to

get their grains to export elevators or to receive their imported fertilizers for the fall

plantings. The Maritime Administration has worked closely with the Coast Guard, Army

Corps of Engineers, and the maritime industry to assure a swift recovery from the effects of

the flood. For example, the Coast Guard and industry repiesentatives worked with the Corps

to extend the Havigation Seuon until December 1 or as late as weather permits. By

releasing water from the reservoirs it maintains throughout the Midwest, the Corps can

increase the depths of Midwestern rivers and compensate few the falling water levels that

occur each Fall.
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The FHWA's Emergency Relief program is administered by the State highway

agencies in coofdination with local jurisdictions where Federal-aid highways were damaged

by the flood. Thus, by its very nature, the Emergency Relief program assures a high level

of State and local input. Emergency Relief program funds are available for the repair or

reconstruction of Federal-aid highways and roads on Federal lands that have suffered serious

damage as a result of natural disasters or catastrophic failures. Under the emergency

supplemental appropriations act, $100 million in Emergency Relief program funds were made

available for emergency expenses, with another $7S million available if needed. In addition,

the FHWA's annual Emergency Relief program authorization provided another $100 million

on October 1.

The costs of repairing those highways not designated as Federal-aid routes and not on

Federal lands may be eligible for funding from the Federal Emergency Management Agency.

Under the Emergency Relief program, the Federal share of costs to restore essential traffic

service and to prevent further damage to highway facilities is 100 percent for the first 180

days these costs are incurred.

The FHWA sped up the processing of requests for emergency funds to ensure that

States received money to rebuild as quickly as possible, and the agency has now granted final

approval on the applications for Emergency Relief funds from all nine affected States,

allocating a total of $103 million in fimds to date. We expect to award additional Emergency

Relief funding as additional needs are identified by the States. In several of the nine affected

States, extensive work is underway to rq»ir the damaged roads and ntost bridges have been

reopened. All ntajor bridges on the Kfississippi River are open; the last nuyor bridge on the

Missouri River will open on November 1 , and the remaining bridge closed on the Illinois
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River will reopen by Thanksgiving. Much of the highway repair work to be completed this

construction leuon. In some cases involving more extensive repairs, such as bridge

replacement, the work will not be finished for a year or two.

The FHWA also eued certain driver qualification and hours-of-service rules for

motor carrien providing emergency relief in the flood areas to expedite the trucking of relief

supplies into the disaster region, but without threatening highway safety.

In addition, FHWA engineers, through the use of inspection boats, have exaniined all

bridges on the Mississippi River and found no serious damage on the major bridges,

including those that carry Interstate roads. We plan to make additional inspections in the

future to ensure that the structural int^ty of the bridges was not compromised by the

flooding.

The Dqjaitment has made substantial strides in ensuring that victims of the Midwest

flood receive the most accurate and current information on the effects of the disaster and the

E)epartment's flood relief activities. For example, the Maritime Administration has published

twice-weekly synopses of the status of the flood and its transportation impacts for several

months. These reports are available to the public on the MARAD Computer Bulletin Board,

24 hours a day. seven days a week, and the system allows callen to leave messages for

MARAD employees. The flood synopses are shared electronically within the Department

and with the White House. Information on the floods affect on all modes of transportation

was available by contacting the Dqnrtment's Transportation Radio Network, an 800 number

providing the most up-to-date details on the status of the Department's flood response efforts.

Coordination EfftYrts Between the DOT. FEMA. Other Federal Agencies. States, and Locil

Governments

Examples of effective interagency and intergovernmental coordination can be found in
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every mode of transportation. For instance, the inland barge industry established a joint

government and private iitdustry task force in 1988, the River Emergency Action Task Force

(REACT), to deal with the drought. When the flood occurred, REACT was ready and able

to ntobilize swiftly and implement its disaster recovery plan. Such joint reaction committees

for air, rail, and highway transportation could be equally valuable.

As the head of the 'Transportation, Roads, and Bridges Task Force,* one of twelve

task forces established by Agriculture Secretary Mike Espy to implement and coordinate the

Federal response to the flood, my central task is to restore the surface transportation systems

ravaged by the flood waten.

The interagency transportation task force, with participants from the Departments of

Transportation, Agriculture, Commerce, and Energy, and representatives of the Army Corps

of Engineers and the Small Business Administration, is now identifying cross-cutting issues

that could affect more areas than the transportation sector alone. For example, there are

many important transportation investments throughout the Midwest that were affected by the

floods. The Department will actively work to ensure that those investments are considered in

any new flood plain management policies. Since the full extent of the damage to

transportation facilities will not be known until the flood waten completely recede, there

could be additional impacts on transportation infrastructure that we are not fully aware of at

this time. The transportation task force will continue to work with the other Federal task

forces and the State transportation departments to determine if there are procedures we can

use in rebuilding to reduce or eliminate damage to transportation systems in the event of

future floods or other natural disasten. This will be an ongoing effort
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How the Departmenfi Response to this Disaster Differed from that of Previous Disasters

Secretary PeAa, with the full support of the President, set the tone of the

Department's response to the flood. He has been aggressive- anticipating needs rather than

merely responding to crises. Under Secretary PeAa's leadership, the modal administrations

have responded to the disaster with like speed. For example, to expedite funding to repair

and rebuild light density railroad lines, the FRA responded within 10 days to State requests

for funds from the $21 million in emergency funding appropriated by Congress for the Local

Rail Freight Assistance Program. States are still submitting i^yplications, but to date, a total

of $9,1 15,797 has been approved for 17 different railroads in five States.

In addition, the Federal Aviation Administration responded to this crisis with its new,

formalized crisis response structure at its headquarters and regional offices, and used a new

situation report format to provide consistent flood response reports throughout the agency.

In general, the Department of Transportation followed longstanding disaster response

procedures when responding to the flood. The difference between the Federal effort in

response to this disaster and the responses in the past lies in the thousands of Federal, State,

and local transportation agency employees and their partners in the affected transportation

industries whose efforts in mobilizing to aid flood victims ensured that mistakes of the past

were not repeated. The strength of the Department's response program comes from the

cohesive body of trained personnel in our headquarten and field offices who train and

conduct emergency preparedness exercises throughout the year to develop teamwork skills

and improve overall team performance. The President insisted that every agency and

Department of the Federal government mobilize to cope with whatever the storms might

bring, and DOT was ready.
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How Disaster Preparedness. Response, and Relief Effom Might Continue to be Impmveri

Like the Committee, the Department of Transportation recognizes that the experience

gained from our diaster relief efforts in the Midwest, if carefully reviewed and assessed, can

be a valuable levning tool.

Disaster training provided to Department employees in the past, such as our annual

disaster driUs, was essential enabling us to quickly and effectively respond to the flooding.

This disaster has therefore reaffinned our view that frequent emergency reqxmse training

and exercises are critically important.

In general, the Dqxutment recognizes the importance of an effective comnund and

control system for gathering and disseminating information in a disaster, in order to ensure

that we respond expediently in all disaster situations. The Secretary is committed to

President Clinton's initiative of 'Putting People First in Emergencies.' The well-developed

communications systems of the Coast Guard and Federal Aviation Administration are

essential in conveying instructions to relief worken at a disaster site. The FHWA and the

RSPA rely heavily on telephone systems for their disaster communications, but such systems

often ^ in a disaster. Therefore, these agencies have developed an emergency radio backup

system which conveys disaster information to stations in each State. This system is

coordinated with the rest of the Federal emergency response agencies through a shared

resources network, SHARES, sponsored by the National Communications System. The

Department will also work with d)e Department of Defense, as part of the defense conversion

effort, exploring defense communications equipment and technology with the potential to

greatly enhance our disaster communications capability. The Department is expanding

satellite commimications, enhancing automation capabilities for damage assessments, and
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exploring new damage mitigation and disaster response programs that would further enhance

our ability to timely address the needs of all disaster victims.

Conclusion

It is with great pride that I speak of the efforts of Department of Tran^wrtadon

employees nationwide in responding to the disaster wrought by the Midwest floods. Their

efforts extend beyond professional duties to a personal commitment to the communities and

people they serve. I can assure you that this commitment will continue until the task of

rebuilding has been completed.
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USDeoorfment C-ceo.-eAo~-.-a-;- i- -
Of Tronsoofration .-.,--;:-

Adminijtratteo October 18, 1993

Refer to: HPD-1

Mr. Francis B. Francois
Executive Director
American Association of State

Highway and Transportation Officials
Washington, D.C. 20001

Dear Mr. Francois:

Thank you again for participating 1n the recent Midwest Flood Recovery Task
Force meeting on Transportation/Roads and Bridges. The conments you and Wayne
Murl provided are most helpful as we prepare our assessment of transportation
Issues related to the flood recovery effort.

On September 27, you presented eight Issues raised by the States concerning
Federal disaster assistance. The enclosed comments respond to the first seven

Issues, which relate to our emergency relief (ER) program. We will provide a

copy of this letter to each of our field offices Involved in the flood relief
effort so they are aware of our latest position on these Issues.

The eighth Issue involves assistance to railroads. The Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) has informed me that the special appropriations recently

provided by Congress will be fully used in funding already identified rail

repair needs. Unless Congress appropriates additional funds, the FAA will not

have any resources available to help in possible damage repairs next spring.

You also asked about the repair of levees. A separate task force Is reviewing

levee Impacts and we will bring your concerns to Its members' attention.

I especially appreciate your forwarding the favorable comments you have heard

on how our field staff have been responding and assisting with the ER program

in their States. I have been very proud of the effort our field staff has

made—it goes beyond professional requirements, to a personnal commitment to

the communities and the people they serve. We are committed to ensuring the

States receive the full benefits available from the ER program, and will

continue to cooperate with Federal, State, and local officials and the private

sector to that end.

Sincerely yours.

^
Rodney E./Slater
Administrator

.Enclosure
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EMERGENCY RELIEF
Responses to State Comments

The following connents respond to emergency relief (ER) issues raised in

Mr. Francis B. Francois' September 27 letter to Federal Highway Administrator
Rodney E. Slater:

Issue 1

RECEDING WATERS AND DAMAGE TO PAVEMENT: For roads under water, it has been
FHWA's policy to allow ER funds to pay for physical damage to the road that is

evident «<hen the water recedes. States are concerned that while the roads may
look alright imnediately after the water recedes, the flooding may have satu-
rated bases and underlying ground which will result in subsequent damage when
traffic Is allowed back on the road. In addition, these saturated bases and
underlying ground may lead to quick road deterioration during the numerous
freeze/thaw cycles over the full winter/early spring season. It is

recommended the FHWA modify this policy for the Midwest floods.

Issue 1 Response

We have a longstanding policy of limiting ER eligibility to damage
caused directly by the disaster or catastrophic event. Damage
caused by traffic Is generally not eligible except for traffic
damage related to repair of a Federal-aid highway or other trans-
portation facility or for traffic damage related to detours (see

Issue 4). If, when flood waters recede, highway officials find that
roadbeds are saturated, we expect these officials to control sub-
sequent traffic use of these roads In such a manner that this
traffic will not damage the facility.

Freeze/thaw damage to roadways, again, Is not caused by the disaster
Itself and thus not eligible for ER funding. This type of damage
occurs annually to roadways in these States and we have no reason
yet to believe that this year's damage will differ significantly
from historical trends.

Issue 2

BROADER DEFINITION OF EVENT: The Midwest flooding as an event has not yet run

Its course, as witnessed by heavy flooding again In Iowa and Missouri and the

probability of still further flooding In the presence of fully saturated
soils, full creeks and rivers, and expected fall and spring rains. There Is

concern that th« FHUA sight soon declare this 'event' over, when in fact it

appears It could continue for the rest of 1993 and Into 1994. It Is

recoomended ER continue to be available until the 1993 Midwest flood event Is

over.

Issue 2 Response:

For this suRRer's flooding, ER funding Is available to repair

currently identified daaagt as well as daaage yet to be Identified

at Federal-aid highway sites still under water and Inaccessible. If
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rains this fall cause further damage to Federal-aid highways, we
will evaluate each case on Its own merits. If the damage occurs at

generally the same sites previously damaged this summer and can be
viewed as an extension of the ongoing flood damage at these sites,
it can be funded under the previously approved ER finding for the
suoaer flooding. However, if the flood damage Is of a significantly
greater magnitude at these previous sites or If the damage is in

counties or areas not part of the previous finding, we would gen-
erally view this as another event or disaster for the purposes of
the ER program. Although this would require that the extent of the

damage be such as to Justify a separate ER finding, certain advan-
tages would result regarding a new finding in that it would initiate
a separate 180-day time period for higher Federal share for certain
repair activities and also another SlOO million cap per State per
disaster.

Because of the time lapse, if spring 1994 rains cause damage, we
will likely view this damage as a new "event* under the ER program.

Issue 3

ROAOS PREVIOUSLY SCHEDULED FOR IMPROVEMENT: Under the ER program, roads
previously scheduled for improvement are not eligible for repair with ER

funds. If small or minor improvements have been scheduled, does this pre-
clude the use of ER funding of repair? For example, a road may be scheduled
for repaving and flooding causes extensive damage that requires complete
rebuilding of the road, or a bridge may be scheduled for repainting and It Is

then destroyed by the flood. To what extent, if any, can ER funds participate
in permanent repairs? Also, when is a project considered scheduled for

construction?

Issue 3 Response

Emergency relief funds are not intended to supplant other funds for

correction of preexisting, nondisaster-related deficiencies. As a

general rule, work already scheduled to repair or replace deficient
facilities that are damaged during a disaster will not be eligible

for ER funds but should be funded as originally intended.

The scheduling of small or minor improvements does not necessarily
preclude ER funding for permanent repair work. Although each case

must be evaluated Individually based on the nature of the scheduled

work and the extent of the damage, ER funds generally can be used to

restore those eleaents of a highway facility back to their pre-

disaster condition provided these elements were not scheduled for

major repair or replacement prior to the disaster. For the above

road example, assialng significant portions of the grade and roadbed

have been destroyed and assuming only an overlay had been scheduled,

ER funds could be used to replace the lost embankment, including

placement of a suitable paved surface. However, If the flood damage
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was United to a road's surface that had previously been scheduled

for Improvement, placing a new permanent surface would not be the

responsibility of the ER program. For the bridge example, because

painting Is considered to be a alnor Iten and Incidental to the

. structure Itself, ER funding could be used to replace the bridge If

It was destroyed.

A project Is considered scheduled for repair or replacement If the

constntctlofl phase Is Included In the currently approved Transpor-
tation Inprovenent Program and/or Statewide Transportation
laproveaent Program, or If contract plans are being prepared.

Issue 4

DAMAGE FROM DIVERSION: Flooding may cause diversion of traffic from major
highways to lower-order roads. In some Instances this diverted traffic nay

cause significant damage to these lower-order roads. Can ER funds be used to

repair this damage?

Issue 4 Response

Official detours for closed highways are generally established on

roads that are able to handle the detour traffic. If, however, It

can be clearly demonstrated that the detour traffic Is the cause of

damage, repair of the officially established detour road Is eligible

for ER funding.

Issue 5

SURFACING ALREADY STABILIZED CRUSHED ROCK: To. maintain essential traffic,

a road grade may have been temporarily raised above flood water level with

crushed rock using ER funds. The cost of removing this crushed rock to

restore the pre-dlsaster grade would also be eligible for ER funding. How-

ever, It could be more economical to place a paved surface on the raised grade

than pay for removing the crushed rock and this would preserve the benefit of

the higher grade in case of future flooding. Under these circumstances, would

the paving costs be eligible for ER funding?

Issue 5 Response

First, a decision has to be reached that the raised grade can be

left In place. Raising the grade may have significant hydrologlcal

Impacts on land surrounding the highway facility. For example, It

could change future flooding patterns or Impact wetland areas.

Because of this, we would expect that the Impacts of the raised

grade would be evaluated under the environmental process. If the

environmental process results In a decision that the raised grade Is

acceptable, this betterment. Including the needed surfacing, would

be viewed as eligible for ER funds.
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Issue 6

TIMEFRAME FOR REPAIR: After 180 days the Federal share for emergency repairs
to restore essential traffic service Is reduced from 100 percent to the normal
Federal share for Improvenents on the Federal -aid route damaged (Interstate -

90 percent; non-Interstate Federal-aid highways - 80 percent). Recent
additional flooding may aake this timeframe difficult to complete.

Issue 6 Response

The intent of this provision of law Is not to provide 100 percent
Federal funding for all repair work done under a disaster but rather

, to provide a higher Federal share for emergency repairs quickly com-
pleted to restore essential traffic service. Otherwise, permanent
repair costs are typically funded on a Federal/State cost sharing
basis as outlined above unless this permanent repair is in fact
accomplished as part of the work to restore essential traffic ser-
vice. Logically, this special period for a higher Federal share,
which is limited to 180 days, must have started at least by the time
the State has begun Incurring eligible ER costs. As discussed In

Issue 2 above, additional flooding may be of a nature that a deci-
sion can be reached to establish a second disaster or event under
the ER program that will provide some flexibility In the 180-day
timeframe for those damaged highways associated with the second
event.

Issue 7

EXPENSES ON ONGOING PROJECTS: The flood has created new unexpected costs on

some ongoing highway and bridge construction projects, such as where a con-

tractor's equipment has been flooded and destroyed, or the terrain has been

reshaped. Can ER pay for these unexpected ongoing project expenses?

Issue 7 Response

On active construction projects, If it can be established that
repair of the In-place highway facilities Is not the responsibility
of the contractor but Is in fact the State's responsibility, ER

funds My be used to replace the In-place highway facilities back to
their pre-dlsaster condition. For example. If the flood destroyed
part of a fill that was being constructed, ER funding could be used

to restore the fill back to the grade and cross-section that existed
prior to the flood.

Emergency relief funding Is limited to In-place highway facilities.

This does not Include Mterial stockpiled on- or off-site but is

limited to materials actually Incorporated into the road or bridge.

Further, ER funding cannot be used to replace the contractor's

equipment. If a State has a responsibility to pay for contractor

equlpaent, It will have to do so wUh its own funds.
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FROM: Rodney E. Slater
Federal Highway Administrator

TO: HRA-05, HRA-07, HRA-08
HDA-IL, HDA-IA, HOA-KS
HOA-HN, HOA-HO. HDA-NE
HOA-NO, HOA-SD. HOA-WI

Virtually fro* the day the nagnitude of the 1993 flooding disaster became clear,

I have heard nothing but praise for the FHWA field staff. You have not only

helped restore vital transportation arteries and relieved the suffering but

helped reinforce the FHWA's reputation for efficient, and in this case

compassionate, public service. In one of the worst disasters to hit our

country, I can think of no higher compliment than Mr. Francois' comment that the

States are reporting "very routine" handling of ER requests. Thanks for the

good work.

FHWA:HNG-12:J0verton/RWeingroff:rw:6-4653:10/08/93 Mr. Staron HNG-10

FHWA Control No. 93(Ci'5--C3^ HNG-1 Files HPO-WU

cc: I, HOA-1, HOA-2, HOA-3, HOAKG, HOASS HPD-VS HEP-1

HOAES, HCC-1, HCC-10, HNG-12 Mr. Torbik HEP-10 HEP-40
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American Association of

State Highway and

Transportation Officials

W«yne Muri, President
Chief Engineer

Missouri Highway
and Transportation

Department

Fiucb B. FnuKob
Executive Director

Septembar 27, 1993

Administrator Rodney Slater,
Federal Highway Adminiitration

From: Francit B. Francola, Execative Director ^0,%
Subject I State Coomentf on 1993 Midweet Flood Reaponte

Last week you provided us with a copy of the Federal Recovery Task Force

Report for Transportation. Roads and Bridges , dated August 31, 1993. You also

invited us to come to the next meeting of the Task Force on September 28, and

together with a representative from the National Governor's Association
provide a State perspective on the Federal flood recovery effort.

On behalf of AASHTO and especially our Midwest member departments, we
thank you for forwarding the report. It provides a wealth of information on

the nature and extent of the Federal response, and several related issues. We

will be forwarding a copy to all of our member departments for their

information and use, and we coonand the authors for their thoroughness.

We also appreciate the opportunity to provide a perspective on the

Federal flood recovery effort, from the perspective of our member departments

in affected Midwest states. In preparation for the September 2B meeting, the

AASBTO staff contacted the departments of highways and transportation in the

Midwest requesting observations on the recovery effort, and especially

soliciting any suggestions and recoaaendations they would like us to advance

to you. The following is a sussnary of what we received.

Orerall Observmtlooe

In talking with top officials In our Midwest member departments, we have

heard considerable praise for the way in which FBWA and the Federal Bnergency

Management Agency (FEMA) have responded to their requests and needs. Most

States reported that the process of requesting and receiving Federal emergency

relief has been 'very routine,' and either have received or are expecting

approval for their emergency relief funding requests in the near future. No

serious situations were reported.

The following are ao«e of the overall observations offered:

ith|T> T*

Executive Office: 444 N Capitol St., N W., Suite 249. Washington D C. 20001

Telephone (202) 624-5800 Telefax (202) 624-5806 Telex 4900009580 HTO
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lom - Ian MacGillivray , Chief Engineer. Iowa Department of Transportation

Pleased vith FHWA's response, which has been helpful, supportive and

tiacly.

Kansas - Jia Jones, Director of Operations. Kansas Department of

Transportation

Kansas stated that FHWA has been excellent to work with so far,

especially within their region.

Missouri - Joe Mickes, Assistant Chief Engineer. Missouri Highway and

Transportation Department

FHWA has done an excellent job so far.

Nebraska - Allan Abbott. Director, State Engineer, Nebraska Department of

Roads

Nebraska has no continuing problems on roads and bridges that need to be

brought to the attention of the Federal Flood Task Force.

North Dakota - Ray Zink. Chief Engineer. North Dakota Department of

Transportation

The process has been very routine so far, and North Dakota expects to

receive approval of its emergency relief funding request. They have no

concerns with the FHWA's handling of this process so far.

South Dakota - Dean Schofield, Deputy Director, South Dakota Department of

Transportation

South Dakota has had no problem with FHWA funding so far, and it has

already received approval for its emergency funding request. Their only

problem has been with getting timely inspections of bridges from FEMA.

Concerns and Suaaeationa

Several of the member departments have described concerns they have, and

offered suggestions. The following is a summary by general topic, and the

states raising the topic are identified.

1. Receding VMter$ mad Dmmage to Pavement

Some States advised that the FHWA has ruled that pavement has to be

damaged when the water recedes off the road in order to receive
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emergency funding for repair. They expressed concern that «rt»ile the
roads may look alright immediately after the water recedes, the flooding
may have caused extensive damage to the saturated bases and underlying
ground ^ich will result in subsequent damage when traffic is allowed
back on the roads. In addition, they believe that these saturated bases
and underlying ground may lead to quick road deterioration during the
numerous freeze/thaw cycles expected over the full winter/early spring
season.

It is recommended that for the Midwest floods the noted FHVA ruling be
modified, and that FHVA Emergency Relief funds be made available for
road repair needs that are discovered after inspections and after the
completion of this coming winter season. (Iowa, Illinois and Missouri)

2. Bromder Definition of Svent

Emergency aid is available for an event. The Midwest flood as an event
has not yet run its course, as witnessed by heavy flooding again within
the past few days in Iowa and Missouri, and the probability of still
further flooding in the presence of fully saturated soils, full creeks
and rivers, and expected fall and spring rains. There is concern that
the FHVA and FQIA might soon declare this 'event* over, when in fact it
appears it could continue for the rest of 1993 and into 1994. Federal
emergency aid should continue to be available until the 1993 Midwest
flood 'event* is truly over. (Iowa)

3. Roads Previously Scheduled for Improvement

Some states advise that the FHVA has also ruled roads previously
scheduled for improvement are not eligible for federal relief funds.
Concerns about this ruling have been raised by states that have
experienced significant damage on roads that were scheduled prior to the
flooding for small or minor improvement projects . According to the
noted FHVA ruling, these roads are now not eligible for flood relief
funding even though repairing them will cost significantly more than the
cost of the planned project. (Iowa and Missouri)

For example, Missouri had a road that was scheduled to be resurfaced.
However, the flooding caused extensive damage that necessitated complete
rebuilding of the road at a cost much higher than the original
resurfacing project. The entire cost of this repair was incurred by the
state, under this FHVA ruling. (Missouri)

Iowa pointed out that under this ruling, for example, if a bridge was
scheduled for painting or a similar low cost project in FFY 1993 and
then was destroyed in the flood, the state would be in the unfair
position of having to pay the full cost of bridge replacement just
because the structure was scheduled for painting.
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There la aleo a question of the application of thle ruling vlth relation

to when the project was scheduled for construction. Iowa can understand

the FHWA position if the project was scheduled for the current Federal

fiscal year, which is essentially funded. But if the project was only

scheduled for next fiscal year or later, then they submit this policy

shoald not b« followed because such long-range scheduling is not funded

sd ndght not actually occur.

4. DBMMge from Dlvaraioa

Because of the severity of the flooding, much traffic had to be diverted

from major highways to smaller roads. Many of these smaller roads have

incurred significant damage and are not eligible for federal flood

relief. An apparent exception to this is that these roads are eligible

for funding if the damage has resulted from hauling materials to flood

damage sites. Some states believe that because damage on these small

roads to which traffic had to be diverted was a direct result of the

flooding, the damaged roads should be eligible for federal relief funds.

(Iowa and Missouri)

9. Surfaciag Already Stabilized Cruahed Rock

Illinols'asked that FHWA consider allowing state DOTs to use EBtergency

Relief funds to place an asphalt concrete surface on the already

stabilized crushed rock that has been used to elevate these roads above

the floodwaters. This would be a more economical use of Emergency

Relief funds rather than removing the rock, and it will preserve the

benefit of the higher grade in case of future flooding.

6. Timeframe for Repair

Some states expressed concern about the timeframe on emergency repairs

to flood-damaged roads. Apparently, they are being advised that FHWA

funding will be reduced from 100 percent to 80 percent if the project is

not finished within 180 days of its beginning. Recent additional

flooding may make this tinaframe difficult to keep.

Kansas suggests that FHWA be aware of this situation and provide

exception approvals when appropriate.

7. Expenses on Ongoing Projects

The flood has created new unexpected costs on soma ongoing highway and

bridge projects, such as where a contractor's equipoient has been flooded

and destroyed, or the terrain has been re- shaped. There should be

consideration of emergency funds to meet these unexpected ongoing

project expenses.
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8. Railromds

Illinois DOT is in the process of subotitting an application £or federal
funds to reimburse eight railroads that incurred flood damage to rail
lines in the State. It believes that additional federal funds should be

OMde available next spring for rail line damage that may develop after
tbe full winter/early spring season freeze and thaw cycle.

Ve urge that these eight areas be addressed by the Federal Recovery Task

Force. If there is any way in which AASHTO can be of assistance, do not
hesitate to let me know.

Looking ahead, there is another important subject that the report

mentions but devotes little space to, the problem of repairing broken levees.

This problem also needs to be addressed, because until it is the areas now
unprotected by the levees will continue to be threatened. If. as is now being

predicted by some, 1984 should prove to be another year of excessive rain

fall, the outlook could be especially grim for the areas affected when the

levees were breached. Faced with broken levees, saturated soil and full

streams, rains in 1994 approaching or exceeding the record 1993 rainfall could

be truly catastrophic. The Task Force should recognize that heavy rains might

again occur in 1994, and immediately undertake long-range planning to handle

such a situation.

Overall, given the severity of the 1993 Midwest flooding, the fact that

for the most part the nation's highways and railroads were able to continue

meeting their transport responsibilities these past several months is a

tribute to those responsible for designing, constructing and maintaining them

over the past decades. It. is also a tribute to the response of the Federal

government to the crisis, and especially the efforts of the members of the

Federal Recovery Task Force, working with tha States and the private sector.

Again, we appreciate this opportunltf tO raipond to the work and report

of the Federal Recovery Task Force .^
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1993 MIDWEST FLOOD RECOVERY

TASK FORCE REPORT UPDATE

October 18, 1993

FroD reixirts furnished by: Federal Highway Mministraticn, Federal Railroad
Administxation, Maritime Aitainistraticn, U. S. Coast Guard, Federal Aviation

itetainistration. Federal Transit Administraticzi, Researtii And Special Prograns

Adgiinistraticn, Department of Etergy, Federal Qnergency Management Agency.

Ctapiled by Federal Hi^Aioy Attainistraticn
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Ttm objactivB of this nport ia to follov up %rith roopcrooB and updates to the
questicns that were farcug^ to the attention of tits Ttanefxirtatian/Bridgres and
Roads Taak Faroe at the Septenber 28, 1993 task fcroe needing. This task
foroe is one of 12 Federal task fcroes that %«re establidied ly Secretaxy of
;^p:icxLLture Nike Bapy to inplement and ocxsrdinate the Federal re^jonse to the
Midwest Flood. Ihe prinary ciiarge of the 'Dransportation task farce is to
facilitate Federal efforts to restore the transpcrtation systaos in the States
affected by the flood.

At the SeptcDber 28 meeting task force menbers %#ere requested to re^xxid to
the following three itage:

O Ihe Departaent of Agriculture request that issues be identified
that nay be caross cutting issues that oould inpact more than one
Task Force.

O Mr. Rodney E. Slater, Taak Force Qudxinan, called for an v^xlate of
the infomation contained in the August 31, 1993 Task. Force
report.

O Identification of 2my future or longer tern issues that diculd be
brought to the attention of Secretaxy 'Espy for the flood recovery
effort, niis is particularly inportant with regard to the
elimination of recurring problesB in the event of another flood.

The individual agency roBpareeB to the above itons are attached. A sumnary of
these responses follows:

O In rooponoo to cross cutting issues that oould inpact more
than one Taak Force, several zigencies are ooncemad about the
nature of levee repair and its inpact on transportation. For
instance, if the Enviranaantal Flood Recovery Interagency Wooicing

(Scaup's long-^tem recovery plan involves the restoration of
eoologiczd. values of the floo(%>lain as an alternative to
restoration of the levees there may be serious ispacts on roeduays
and railways including the establistment of alternative
tran^nrtation routes. Increased cost of relocating
tran^xartatlon etystenB should be part of the overall cost
equation.

O l]|xlated infocmation to the August 31, 1993 Itanspartation Roads
and Bridges Task Force Report:

Federal Hig^aMy Acteinistration - ^ergency Relief (Ql) fiaiding

has been approved for elg^ of the nine States and the Illinois
request is being reviewed. Ihe States have been provided
appoQKiaately $97 Billion in Elt funds to date. Because of the
hlg^ water which still restricts access to sens sites, a full
inventory of the daaage to Fedsral-aid hig^Hoys has not been
ocnpleted. In iKkliticn, recent heavy rains are causing further
daoaage in son States. - It is expected furttea: £R funding will be
provided to the States as additional needs are identified. An
i^xSate of tiie status of each State is included in the attactnent.
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Miflsiflsippl IHdalic Sevloa OoiBiMlcn, Pats Eiland (601) 961-5475

Pidolic Servla* OammiaBiai, Glym Blanton (615) 741-2844

OPS _UiilUMlMii Ragicn, Jia TbtMBm (713) 750-1746

Louisiana DBnaitaait of Natural Reaouroes, Joel Kohler (504) 342-5585

Office of IntaraodalioB Flood Ujpdata

In rmp-Tfi to your reguaot fcr infcraoticn en tranapcrtotion laeuae that aay

be iii|3actad by otter Task Faroes and future issues that rtiould be brcuc^ to

the attatticn of the flood recovery effcart, I offer the follcwlng:

1. Ihe l£vee Haocrstructicn and Wetlands Task Force (rensned the

BivinxiBBfTtal Flood Raoovery Interagency Marking Grot^?) is in the

process of preparing a long-term plan vAiidi contains a process fcr

recovering anl mnaging floodplains. Part of this plan involves the

restcraticn of ecological values of the flood^lain as an alternative to

restcration of the levee systen. Michael Huerta and I have been

attending Deetinga of this Taak Force.

Ittere nay be inpacts en the transpcrtaticn system in the flood area, if

levees, \^pan which roadways and real tracks are situated, are not

restored or replaced. Alternate transpcrtation routes may hawe to be

established in these cases. Ite E^rvironaental Task Force nay also have

to fVvl with soDie tranqpcrtation issues. Even if the roadMys and

railroad tracks are restored, there nay be delays Am to envircmental

assesaoents of edtemative courses of action.

2. If failed levees are restcred, the owners of privately^xiilt levees

ehcxild be encouraged, and be given financial assistance if needed, to
Hind th— to neet Federal standards, as aost of the failed levees ware

privately built. Ite repercussicns frca any flooding in the future

would not be as grave if ore of the levees met Federal standards.

Ferhzqps there diould be scata sort of edjcational and outreach canpaign

into the flood areas to get ttiia idea across to those respcnslble for

the levees.

iWgain, there is the issue nenticned atavs of the ciioioe of ncn-

oofstructlon altetratives to the levee systen, such as restoration of

flooc^plaiia wetlands and relocation of ocmnunities. If there is

rerouting of roads and railroads, there aay be increased costs (and

funding) tMisnrlnferl wi^ tha provision of alternate routes.

3. a^iiasis riuuld be placed on the coning together of representatives

frcn tha affected l pra«i areas %d.th Federal and State representatives in

Gcder to ackfarees tha issues and build coneencua around any Icng-teca

rebuilding effort.

Departaent of Ehargy Flood U^idate

A-
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thank you for inviting aa to tha Dating of tha Tkwiaixartatian/Roada and
Bridges Ttek Foroa. I think the Ttek Ftroa has dona a fine job of putting
togattaar a good r«|>ort vnder a tig^ deadline. You and your staff ahmild
be proud of a job %m11 dene.

Obe Office of Baargency Management staff hove been ndntaining a close
wtch on energy syBtaas in the flood area. Me have ongoing surveys of fuel
a^iplieB at electric power plants and offer thB following observations on
coal supplies.

Barrg Traffiff

Ocial traffic on the Mississippi, Illinois and Missouri Rivers has been
heavy as utilities are beginning to rebuild sifplies. The rivers, cloood
to barge traffic north of St. Louis for almost two months this stDmier, have
again been dianpted by heavy rains in the Midwest. lode and Dbb 27, a key
fZKidlity en the Missouri Rivar just north of St. Louis, was closed to barge
traffic frcD Septaggber 23 through 27. In addition, despite round-'the-clock

dredging efforts to remove silt deposited by flood %aterB, the Mississippi
renalns inpessable to barge trziffic in several places below St. Paul.
Restrictions en barge tow opoorta reaain in place because of %ieakfined

levees, and many navigational aids swept away by the flood have not been
replaced, requiring slow speeds and dayli^it-cnly traffic.

Railroad Traffic

Railroad traffic in the midwest was affected by the flooding less severely
than barge traffic. Repair crews have worked hard to get many flooded
tracks bedc in service. The reoent heavy rains have farced rail traffic to
be rerouted and delayed, but generally freight deliveries centime at near
nomal rates. Ihe rail spurs to a few coal-fired utility plants have agidn
been flooded and damaged. For exanple, the rail links to unien Electric
CD's Rush Island and Sioux power plants are again out of service and not
expected to be repaired for several weeks. Ihis will not affect Ikd^n
Electric eperatiens beoaMe the sumoer peak denand period has panfiorl and
enouc^ coal is on site.

FMfll f^n?11ffl

Midwest electric utilities have begun to build coal stocks at generating
station along the rivers. Utilities generally anticipate normal levels of
ooal to be in place for this winter. Most power plants located en the
rivers can raoaive coal by barge and rail. In the %dnter, when river
traffic stops, most power plants receive sifplies by rail. In general,

barge ^vLpaents are less expensive than ndl. Utilities that are making
«ir«^^»i efforts to resL^ply power plants are tending to pay preaiiuB prices
for the coal. Ihe consensus of the utilities surveyed is that the current
rains have only delayed restoddng efforts by about one we^. Ikwever,
iiiawtil liiis of normal winter ooal levels are detwulent vpan dryar weathsr .

Ihe unresolved Uhited Mine Workers strDce exaoertates the shortages,
because ooal fron miiiwonteni aoui-oes mx±i as Illinois, Ohio and Kentudqf
mines [areas most heavily affected by tha strike] are generally being

A-
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replaoed by WMtmii ocial Wilch is Boved long dlstanoas by rail.

Althou^ w* racsBivBd nmaroM la^mts of flooding prcialenB at MAieat
utilities power plants, no niwtfpr txtjunouts cr blackouts resulted frcn

power supply problans. Ihcse utilities with units out of operaticn have

been buyirrr electricity froB other utilities. The area power simply and

traranissicn systans are able to serve custcBer loads. We have no reason

to believe that the siaBoer flooding and reoent rains will cause buDc power

simply disrvpticra in the Miclwest. We do not anticipate coal simply

problcBB at power plants in the flood area this winter.

Federal Bmnjency Managenent Agency Flood Ulpdate

BaaicJiBsdB

Hii^MBy

Federal Dnergency Managment Agency (FBA) ProgranB

nUNOIS

In Illinois, road damages, en ncn federzLI-aid roads, are currently estiaated

at $5.7 million. Roads renzdn inundated in southern counties. Further damage

to roads is expected from traffic on roads with saturated sub-beses, and frcn

freeze-'thaw cycles.

IC»A

In Iowa, road damages, on non federal-aid rtsads, are currently projected to be

$16 million.

KANSAS

Current estimate of rbn^^rjoa to non federzd-aid rods is $7.5 million, %ri.th no

major iiqpacts.

MINNESaiA

Appca>cimataly $12.5 illicn in damage to ncn federal-aid roads and trldges is

expected. Ihece is no major iapact sinoe most roads have been refiairad and

bridge damage that has no^ been repaired is on minor roads.

MISSCURI

Ihere is $48 million in estimated ilmwgwi to non federal-aid roads. Hany

roads are still inundated and camot be inspected or nynlred at this tine.

BBtimted fijntwgna to non federal-aid roads is $12.2 millicn. Itany roads

A-8
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iiMiln closad dua to (Wrt-ii.niwl trliijuu .

NCRIH DN/OIK

ihe current estinate is $2.8 milllan in ftaiwiryw to ncn-fedferal aid toads.

SCX7IH DAROriA

$5.6 millian is the current estioate of '^'y* to non-federal aid roads.

WISOGNSIN

Ihe current estinate for non-federal aid roads is $5.7 sill ion.

Rail

Federal Haacgens^ Management Agency (FEIA) nngrans

Railroekd systens are operational in all states, and as expected there are few
railroad facilities eligible for FEIA assistance.

HUNOIS - No eligible applicants.

icrav - Ihere are two kncwn eligible applicants, Iowa DCT and Boone
RR Historical Society. Estinated damages are $475,000.

RttGAS - One siding nay be eligible.

MDWESCOA - No eligible applicants.

MISSOURI - No eligible applicants.

NQRASn^ - No eligible applicants.

NCRIH DAK7IA - No eligible applicants.

SCXTIH DAROriA - No eligible applicants.

WISOKSIN - No eligible applicants.

Public 'Dransit

Federal Bsergency Managenent Agency (FBA) FrograBS

TTJ.TMTtTS - No applicants.

VMH - loifM OCT say be an applicant, 5 transit systens report flood

damages. No estiflata is available, howewer, damages are expected

to be minor.

KMGAS - No applicants.

NDWE9Q1A - No applicants.

A-9
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MISSCUa - Mixicr daaagaa to aquipMnt. Scbb CBBrgrency oasts for svacuation.

KORASn^ - No aiplicsnts.

NCRIH DANDfDi - No applicants.

SOUIH DMQOOA - No applicants.

WISOCKSIN - No applicants.

Pipalines

FSA has had no sligibls facilities that %«Bre fiimnjad in the flood.

Air

Federal Eteaxjency Managenent ftgercy (FBA) Rrtsgrans

Eligible dnnwijff to airports has been minor, %ri.th little iipact.

nUNOIS - No eligible applicants.

ICN\ - Six nunicipia. airports with miner damage have been identified. Ihe
Bmetsburg Mjnicipal Airport (Palo Alto) has been identified with heervy

damage, the preliminary estimate is $100,000.

KANSAS - Cne airport %rith minor

MDMESOIA - One airport i^th minor damage. No iiqpact.

MISSCXRI - Fourteen airports were lapacted. Only three have significant
damage, one of these is covered by insurance.

NEBRASA - Hangar damage at two airports. No ii^iact.

NCRIH DAKQOA - No eligible afplicants.

SOUIH DATOflA - No eligible afplicants.

NISOCNSIN - No eligible applicants.

NMer

FedatBl Etargen^ Management Agency (FEMA) Rrograms

nUNOIS - No eligible acplicants.

lOHA - Nine eligible applicants tfith water ports with InHwi damage. All
ports are currwitly in operation.

KANSAS - No eligible i^plicants. •

KDWESOEA - No eligible applicants.

A- 10
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Faderal Railroad JWtelnistzatlcn - Based on naeftings tdth the
Interertate Ouauenje OcnaiaslGn, the Anerlcan ShGCtline Railroad
Aaaociatlon, tha Assoclaticn of Anerican Railroads and individual

Class cne carriers, it appears that all principal railroads have
inminnl full servioe cperaticns over the affected routes %idth

qpedfic exoepitiGns in the state of Missouri. Affected states

will apply for Local Rail Frei^rt Assistance (IRFA) funding. FBk
is taking a proactive roll to work with the affected states to

iron out any 1«w>ip« or prcblons in advance.

Maritinie Actaiinistraticn - Maritime's prognostications (see pages

46 and 50 of the Task Force Report) have been proven accurate thus

far. "Qie (toritinie Jteikainistration is also omuBmed with
ooEDpleting the levee repairs before an early winter and the
possibility of a repeat flood next paring. The 'govemnent needs

to educate and prepare the public for a re-\dsitation of flood

probleos in order to avoid a major public bacidash.

U. S. Ooast Guard - All aids to navigation have been restored and

all tridges have been returned to nomal operations.

Federal Aviation Actninistraticn - Eic^ general aviation airports

r«aain in various stages of reconstruction. Five airports (Creve

Coeur, VD. ; Hermann, MD. ; Lexington, MD. ; Arrowhead, MD. ; and

Anana, lA.) will remain closed indefinitely due to extensive

danage frcn the initijil flooding which was oonplicated by the

recent flooding. The Perryville, M3. airport is expected to
Toapan on a Hm^t-ari operationeLl basis on October 18, 1993. Full

restoration of the Spirit of St. Lcuis Airport ard the Jefferson

City Airport, to include navigation aids, will be ocnpleted after

levee reoor»tniction. Work continues on the reconstruction of the

St. Louis AutcBated Flight Servioe Station.

FIA Flood U|)date - All transit systems in urban areas are fully

operational. Ihe same holds true for specialized rurzd. and

elderly/disabled, transit systems whic±i operate, primarily, in

urban arezis. Ccnoeming claims, vehicle and ec^iipment losses are

being negotiated with insurance ocnpanies and with the Federal

Biergency Management Ac^ency (FEMA) since their funds, are intended

to cover "pre-flood" v^iicle/eguiiment conditions based on age and

aintenanoe reocrds, esoceeding insurance coverzK^. If the

iisuranoe adjusters claim vehicles/equipmejit as a total loss txit

the amount paid reflect "current value" but not "replacement

value", no ncnies would be expected frcn FEMA. Seme States, liloe

Missouri, does not provide a "local alMue" and, therefore, the

cost difference to replace vehicles and damaged equipment is left

to the transit system since the FIA has no emercyency funds.

Bstiioates of structund f>«™*9p«» are still being determined.

RSPA Office of Pipeline Safety - $10 million dollars rather than

$8-10 million dollars is projected for Panhandle Bastexn Pipe

Line Ccnpany to stabilize pipelines, repair dama*^ roads, and

replace damaged pipe and facilities near Booneville, Missouri.

$2.7 million dollars iiwtead of $1 millian is projected for Amoco

77-033 0-94-6
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msscCRI - thras p"fa^'C pcorta mittmcmi inimil Oaaegm. All arm in qparatlon.

HOnvSKA - No •llglbla applloantB.

HCRIH DARTm - No •liglWa applicants,

scum EMCOA - No eligible applicants.

HISOCKSIN - No eligible applicants.

sotMcr OF aaofoir Esraoas for fema iRxaoN

Hig^wByB
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Pipeline Ooqpary to provide akjppact to pipelines, rcplAoe a cxe^
crossing and provide for future oontractcr inspections for

pipelines in Chariton Ocwity, Missouri.

DOT Office of Intermodalifla - Transpartation issnyfl that may be

iifacted by other Taslc Forces and future issues that should be

trou^it to the attention of the flood recovery effort include

levee reoorstxuction and long-^tem planning %Aiich contains a

taxcess for recovering and lanaging flooc^lains. Part of this

plan involves the restoration of ecological values of the

floodplain as an alternative to restoration of the levee system.

Diere my be impacts on the traneportaition system in the flood

area, if levees, vqpcn \tAci\ roadways and rail tracics are situated,

are not restored or rvplacBd. Ncn-oorstruction etltematives to the

levee system, such as restoration of floodplidns wetlands and

relocation of ccnnunities may cause the rerouting of roads and

railroads, v^ch may cause increased ccssts (and funding)

associated with the provision of alternate routes.

Department of Energy - Indications are that the sunmer flooding
and recent rains will not cause buDc power supply disnptions or

coal supply problens at power plants in the Midwest flood area

this winter. 820.-96 and rail traffic are beginning to build ooal

stocks at generating stations along the rivers and utilities with

units out of operation have been buying electricity from other

utilities.

Federal Bnergency Managonent fijency - The current estimate for

the repair of nan federal-aid roads is $116 million dollars.

Further danoge is expected from traffic on roads with saturated

sub-bases, ard. freeze-'thaw cycles. Estimates for the Air mode is

less than $2 million dollars for the FEMA piugi-am and other

trarsportation modes is minimal. The estimate for Pipelines is 0.

O Identification of any future or longer term issues that shculd be

broix|ht to the attention of Secretary Efepy. Two main concerns

seen to be a umiuui 't thread acroes the transportaticn industry.

One is the consideration of the relocation of ccmnunities and the

effect that would have on the replacement of existing

trara^iortation facilities from a major cost and service

perspective. Secondly, the elimination of levees particu larly

those that carry roadways and rail roads could also have a major

disnption and cost ocnponent. In addition to these primaury

conaenv, consideration should be given to setting 2^:prapriate

standards for levee construction carrying transportation

facilities and the educating of the public in case of a repeat

flood next spring.

If you have ary questions regarding this report please contact Mr. Richard A.

TtrbiX at (202) 366-0233 or Mr. Harold VJood at (202) 366-4092.

Attachments:
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FHA Flood UlpdBte

An ER applioBtlon has been sulanittad and is being revdewed. Tcrtal EP funding

needs are estiaated to be in the $15 -20 millicxi range. Tlie Mississi^ipi River
bridge at Quincy and the Joe Page Brldgre on the Illinois River resain closed.

An tR applicaticn has been effproved. The State has been provided $16.7
million in St funds to oovcr the estinated Paderal diaxB of r«|>air oosts. Ho
significant routes are closed to traffic.

KANSAS

An ER applicaticn has been apfzxsved. Ihe State haa been Tprovided $18.4
millian in ES funds to cover the estimated Federal share of repair costs. T\#o

minor State route remain closed. Heavy rzdn in late September has caused
fiMtnittja to Federal-aid hi^ways in two or three counties in southeast Kansas.
These counties were not included in the sunmer flooding and for the purposes
of the ES pttx^tam this repair work will be treated as a new event. Estimated
repair oosts are $1 million.

MrNNESOIA

An ER application has been approved with an initial allocation of $4.5 millian
in ER funds. Totid ER funding needs are estimated at $7 million. All
Federzd-aid routes in the State are open.

MISSOURI

An ER applicaticn has been approved. The State has been provided $47.8
millian in ER funds with total ER funding needs estimated at about $50
million. Due to recent rains, z^sprcocimately 70 roads 2md bridges are still
closed including four bridges over the Missouri River and one over the
Mississippi River. During a recent fyeniwl session of the State legislators,

the hii^way ccnnission was given the authority to issue bonds to help pay for
flood damage to State hi^woys; however, tha initial decision of the
ccoBissicn is that the bonds are not needed yet.

NEBRASKA

An IR egplioBtlon has been approved. The State has been provided $3 million
in ER funds to cover the estimated Federal Bhsre of repair oosts. All State
routes are open eooxpt for Ndx^ska Rcute 8 at the Big Nesaha River east of
Dubois vAiere two bridges %«re washed out.

NCRIH DARCIA

An ER application has been apprcwad. The State has been provided $2.8 million
in ER funds to cover the est 1mated Federal share of repair costs. All State
routes are open .

A-1
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SOtTIH DMROOA

An HI application haa baan approwd. ine Stata has been pravldad $2.1 nillicn

in EP funte to aaver the estimated Federal share of repair costs. All

Federal-aid routes in the State are qpen.

WISOCNSIN

An ES eqpplicaticn has been approved and an initial allocation of $1.5 million

in EF funds vas made. TVstal EK funding needs are estimated to be $3 million.

All State routes are open with only one county Pederal^aid route closed.

FRPl Flood Ulpdate

STATE BY gnVTR PMIfr^D JfECCNBd SIATOS;

Based upon recent neetings with Interstate Ccmneroe Oomaission staff, the

American Short Line Railroad Association, the Association of American

RailroacJs and iraiividual r-\ ^fta cne carriers, it appears that all principal,

railroads have resumed full service operations over the eiffected routes, jo^
the following specific exceptions in the State of Mis.qr»ir1:

o Ihe Gateway Western Railroad, \Aiioh operates a main line frcn Kansas

City to St. Lcuis and to Springfield, IL, has severe breaks 2UTd vashcuts on

that line in several places that will require extensive reconstructicn of

estonkments and najor bridge structures. Service by the rrdlroad is being

aaintained by rerouting its traffic over the lines of other redJL carriers.

How long this expeisive zu^tion can be maintained by the Gateway Western is not

known.

o Ihe Santa F^ Railway, the Uiion Pacific Railroad and the SCX) Line report

noonnal, but very heavy train operations.

o Burlington Northern's operations in Missouri have been severly affected,

with traffic levels currently estimated to be around 50 percent of normal for

this time of year.

PROCa^M IMPLBg^TIRTIOH ISSUES AMD mffiT NHDS:

Based vfon the likelihood that several of the affected States will ^ply for

Local Rail Fk«ic^ Assistance (IOTA) funding froB FRA, program staff have

taken proactive steps to work with those States to ircn-out any isaies or

pnDblaiB in e^tvanx. No unusual issues are anticipated, and ERA staff will

%nrk vith the States and the Corps of E^igineers on the Gatewy Western

Railroad's specific proialans on its main line, as cited above, as they may be

affected by the line's proodmity to the Missouri River.

MARAD Flood Utxlate

1. All trareportation modes (barge, rail, trudc) will be affected ty the

Levee Task Ftroe. Althou^ the Corps of EJigineers is working as fast as

A-
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pT—1h1« in iiapacting, latting oontracts and iripalring Icvaes, acrtiniing

^prwrni^ir' raiiM cffd ttw adNWTit of early wintaor %dll laovcnt tiMB frca
ocqpleting l«n^M npaira prior to next Spring. Ite noraal Spcinj floods %rill

alBost suraly racraate sonta of the probloBS we have witnessed in 1993. Can
our ccnmittee get a status imxat frcan the Lavae oaanittee? The government
needs to educate and prepare the public fcr a re-visitaticn of flood problesos

in Spiring '94 in crder to avoid a najcr public barddash.

2. Uifcrtunately, our prognosticatians an pages 46 and 50 of the rqxiL-t have
been proven accurate thus far.

Gn page 47, itons: (1) the Occpe has now agreed to keep the Missouri
River open until DBnfinhBr 1 and to )ceep the x^ppec Mississippi open as long as
%«Bather permits (about rv>.-«»m>-im- i) ; (2) Ha understand that unenployment
benefits have been extended but %dthaut specific relaticnsh^ to the flood;

(3) Vie have not heard any I 'eputt. extending tax filing deadlines. Have you?

(4) can you ask the Levee Ocnnittee or Oczps to give us an i:fidate on this
point?

3. Per above, levee reoonstruction is the key to your question.

USOG Flood Ujpdate

All zdxls to navigation have been restored and all bridges have been returned
to nonnal operations.

FAA Flood QtJdate

Eic^ general aviation airports renain in various stages of reoonstx\x:tion.

Five airports (Cteve Ooeur, N3. ; Hemam, N3. ; Lexington, M3. ; Arrouhead, IC.;
and Anana, lA.) will reoain closed indefinitely due to extensive damage from
the initial flooding which was ocnplicated by the recent flooding. "Die

Perryville, lO. adrport is expected to reopen on a limiti?ri operational basis
on Octoiaer 18, 1993. Full restoration of the ^irit of St. Louis Airport and
the Jefferson CLty Airport, to include navigation aids, will be ocnpleted
after levee reoonstruction. Work oontimes on the reoonstructicn of the St.

Louis Autoaated Flic^ Service Station.

FIA Flood O^dBta

O All transit systena in urban areas are fully operationeQ. Ihe same
holds true for npanialized rural, or FIA Section 18, transit systens and for
nppr.inM7jet\ elderly/disabled, or PEA Section 16(b) (2), transit systoa which
operate, prlaarily, in urban areas.

O Oonoeming claims, vehicle and equipment losses are being nagotiated
with insuranoe oaqpanies and with the Federal Etergency Managonant Agency
(FB4A) since their funds, aooording to regulation, are intended to aavmr "pre-
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flood" VBhiclft/eguipBOTt oonditions baaed en acpe and naintenancae reoords,
eaoeeding insuranoe coverage. That is, if the inBuranoe adjvtsterB claim
vehicles/eguipBent as a total Ices but the amount paid reflect "current
value" but not "replaoaaBBnt value", no umlfls would be expected frcmi FEHU,
Some States, li)ce the State of Missouri, does not provide a "local share" and,

therefore, the cost difference to replace vehicles and danaged equipnent is
left to the transit systfin since the FTA has no emergency funds.

O E^itinates of structural damage costs to facilities are still being
determined.

RSPA Office of Pipeline Safety Flood Update

Ihe Research and ^seclal Programs Administration's Office of Pipeline Safety
(OPS) is the federzd. safety authority re^xzisihle for 1.7 million miles of
hazarxlous liquid and natural gas pipelines. GPS enacts its aputhority through
five (5) regicnal offices and fifty (50) state pipeline safety ccnplianoe
ptc)g^ ^uIls peurticipatlng thcu^ OPS-administered grants. The grant program
permits C*>S to reimburse a state for up to 50 pmoa it of the state's
nr«iy1 i anrip ptuyiam expenses, subject to the availability of apprcpriated funds
and the extent of the states jurisdiction over pipeline facilities.

Available Programs

GPS does not currently hatve authority to provdde anergency relief far the
repair or reocnstruction of pipelines uhich have suffered damage as the result
of naturzd disasters. OPS will oontinue facilitating ptui^jt and imnediate
response to safety issues, such as issuing safety advisory bulletins and
waiving the pipeline safety regulaticns where appropriate. OPS issued an
Advisory Bulletin JVily 29, 1993, advising pipeline ocopanies of potential
hazards and preventive actions to be considered regarding pipelines and
flooding. OPS apptuved a waiver August 16, 1993, ztllowing Utility
Consultants Inc. to expedite restoring naturzd gas service to the city of
Hermann, Missouri.

Repair Needs

Natural gas distribution conpanies providing service to connunities in the
flood area hav« generally anticipated the problens associated %d.th flooding,

shut off servioBB, and secured their equipment aa flood waters rose.

Pipeline nr*H[»nit>a sifiplylng petroleun products and transporting natural gas
have not been significantly affected by the flood. Early indications are that
only six (6) pipeline failures have occurred; two (2) product lines. Big Sioux
River between Iowa and South Dakota; two (2) natural gas lines, Missouri; one

(1) ai itiyltous aanonia line, Nedsraska; and one (1) abandmed line filled %ri.th

nitrogen, Missouri. The primary oonoein for pipelines Ixavexsing tte flood
region, is rmaval at soil frcm around the pipelines, leaving them eoqpoeed.
To alleviate stresses and possible damage to exposed pipe by external loading
and floating debris, protective soil or other suitable mterials must be
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rBstorad arcund pipalinaa.

Itany pipeliia facilities nnaln subnerged and refiair estinates %dll nc^ be
aivailable vntil flood waters have subsided and damage assessments ocBpleted.

SoBB exanples of projected cxset in the flood regicn are:

o $10 Billicn dollars tea: Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line OcB|3ary to stabilize
pipelines, repair t^MtK^go'^ roads, and replace dmgic|Rrt pipe and facilities
near Booneville, Missouri.

o $4 millicn dollars for restoring the Missouri natural gas distribution
systons affected by the flooding; estimates include repair of service
meters and regulator staticns, replaoeDent of river crossings, and
restcaring service to custcnters.

o $2.7 millicn dollars for Anooo Pipeline Ocnpany to provide support to
pipelines, repliKS a credc crossing, and provide for future ccntractcr
inspections for pipelines in Oiaritcn County, Missouri.

o $1.4 million dollars for Aoaooo Pipeline Ocsfany to replaoe a river
Grossing and install a new section of pipeline near Hawarden, Iowa.

o $0.5 million dollars for restoring Illinois natural gas distribution
systeoB affected by the flooding; estimates are for repairing and
servicing meter and regulator stations.

Plan to oorrlyt" Pprfiirir

GPS will oontime to si^port state programs, responsible for assuring the
oontjjued safe operation of pipeline systesis subjected to flood hazards.

Pipeline operators are coordinating with emergency reqpcnders and using
energency ocntractors to assure safety and iiiSn<iiiHy^ the possibility of dnrnwtjB

to a^ environaient. Pipeline ccnpanies are using divers, vAiere possible, to
determine if their pipelines have incurred damage. Roads are being
constructed to provide aooess for eguipnent needed to stabilize exposed

pipeline sections. Vtten flood waters subside to the necessary level, cxeus

will ccnplete repairs en failed pipeline sections.

contact Perscnfs) ;

CFS Central Ragicn, Ivan Bntoon (816) 426-2654

Illinois n—III I III OoBnission, Steve Staodc (217) 785-1165

loua DepoEtasnt of Cmmeroe, Donald J. Sturena (515) 281-5546

Missouri Puialic Service Oaaaission, Robert R. Lacnberger (314) 751-3456

Minnesota Department of Public Safety, Walter Kelly (612) 296-9636

Nebraska State Fire Martial, Leonard Steiner (402) 471-2027

Wisoofsin Public Service Ocnnission, Tod Stemrich (608) 266-8128

OPS SoutfaBcn Region, Fkwl Jaynr (404) 347-2632
Arlcansas Public Service Ocnnission, Myron E. llnqpscn (501) 682-5705

Kentudcy Public Sarvioe On—Issim, E. Scott Stoith (502) 564-3940
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Massive flooding in ihe up-

per Mississippi River and

lower Missouri River ba-

sins last summer caused wide-

spread human distress and pro-

voked sober public questioning of

the wisdom of the policies and

programs that had contributed to

that disaster. The slowly rising

muddy water floated a cluster of

tough issues into the national

arena.

As the waters recede and recov-

ery efforts pass their peak, it is ap-

propriate to ask how the United

States came to mount its long, gi-

ant struggle to master the flows of

the Mississippi. What were the di-

mensions of the 1993 floods in

terms of rainfall, streamflow, and

control works—both surviving and

damaged? Why did so many levees

fail? What were the consequences

for people, buildings, and the natu-

ral landscape? How effective has

the prevailing patchwork of fed-

eral, state, and local efforts been

in dealing with flood losses? Did

the Mississippi overflow waters

carry significant messages for citi-

zens and administrators who have

sought and still seek lasting har-

mony with extreme forces in na-

ture? Can these messages motivate

fundamental changes in policies

on disaster response, recovery,

and mitigation and on long-term

management of the nation's wa-

ters and associated lands?

Central Issues

Frequently in U.S. history, one

dramatic event that stirs public

concern and shakes up legislators

and administrators has led to basic

changes in the course of action on

natural resources. The record of

flood policy illustrates this reac-

tion handsomely. The immediate

window of opportunity for change

is likely to last a few months or as

much as a year or two. Then, the

opening may be expected to con-

tract.

It seems possible that, within

the current window of opportuni-

ty, the nation could resolve three

major issues. First and most press-

ing, decisions must be made about

whether to rebuild, strengthen,

raise, lower, or abandon the levees

along the upper Mississippi and

lower Missouri rivers. How those

decisions are to be made is now
the subject of searching and test-

ing by concerned citizens and pub-

lic ofncials. Will that review and

further study result in leaving the

rivers very much as they were last

June, or will the debate trigger

radical revisions?

Second, it remains to be seen

what effect these early decisions,

in focusing on the emergency, will

have on the long-term quality of

natural landscapes and human
communities in the region. They

could optimize the distinctive

floodplain values without degrad-
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ing basic resources, or they could ex-

acerbate problems in the long run. Of
course, both the problems and the so-

lutions are likely to differ greatly

from place to place within the basin.

Can the knowledge and skills of the

region be mobilized to achieve opti-

mal solutions?

Third, it is apparent that the ac-

tions taken to cope with the floods

may stimulate measures that could

have large significance for water

management in the entire nation.

Some of these possible measures are

improving methods for comparative

evaluation of levees with other ad-

justments to floods; reshaping policy

for dealing with substantially dam-

aged structures after flooding: revis-

ing the strategy for protecting vulner-

able public facilities, such as water

treatment plants; changing the policy

for extension of federal assistance to

property owners who have not elected

to purchase flood insurance; increas-

ing the degree to which the availabili-

ty of federal crop or flood insurance

is tied to mitigation of flood, erosion,

or drought vulnerability; and expand-

ing the federal government's capacity

to assist local communities in drawing

up and carrying out plans to address

jointly residential, commercial, recre-

ational, agricultural, and wildlife

aims in adjusting to the flood hazard.

Certain of these measures, such as

improvements in flood insurance

practice, might have been undertaken

in any case, but most are currently re-

ceiving attention because of the sum-

mer's floods.

How We Arrived Here

The federal government's involve-

ment in coping with flood hazards

has grown in sporadic jumps ever

since 1823, when a unit of the Army
Corps of Engineers was authorized to

make waterway improvements (see

the box on this page). Although navi-

gation initially was the principal aim,

the channel works had incidental ben-

efits for flood management. Roods
were then considered by all concerned

to be the province of local and slate

To ppaar in ENVIRONMENT. OscamlMr 1993

levee districts. By the major flood of

1850, however, it was recognized in

the lower Mississippi basin that some

broader kind of program was needed

to cope with recurrent flood losses,

even though the primary cost was to

be nonfederal.'

After discussions of various possi-

ble approaches, a report by two Army
engineers. Andrew A. Humphreys
and Henry L. Abbott, was received in

1861 as a basis for guiding invest-

ment, chiefly by local agencire, in

further protection works.* The ap-

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF U.S. FLOOD CONTROL POLICY

1825 Board of Engineers for Internal Improvements is authorized to

undertake waterway improvements; levees are incidental.

Early settlers already active in building local levees.

1850 Because of destructive flooding in the Mississippi basin. Congress

authorizes surveys of the Mississippi Delta's flood problems.

1853 C. S. Ellet, Jr.. an engineer, proposes comprehensive flood control

for the Mississippi, including levees below Cairo. Illinois, and

reservoirs in the Ohio River basin.

1861 Two army engineers, Albert A. Humphreys and Henry L. Abbott,

propose reliance on levees only, and their proposal is adopted.

— Flooding in the Mississippi River basin.

1862

1865

1869

1874_

1879

1913

1917

1927

The Mississippi River Commission is created.

The Ohio Valley floods.

The Board of Officers on River Flooding is created.

Federal Flood Control Act of 1917 is passed and establishes a policy

of federal funding in restricted areas.

The great flood of 1927 overwhelms the lower Mississippi basin.

Comprehensive "308" basin surveys are authorized by the Rivers and

Harbors Act.

1928 The Flood Control Act of 1928 is passed, ending the "levees only"

fKjlicy.

1935-36 Heavy flooding in New England.

1936 The Ohio Valley noods.

The Flood Control Act of 1936 establishes a national structural

program with local cost sharing, including soil conservation and

watershed protection.

1937 The Ohio Valley floods.

1938 The Flood Control Act of 1938 reduces local cost sharing for

reservoirs.

1951 The Missouri Valley floods.

1961 The Senate Select Committee on Water Resources recommends
expanding the scope of water planning and confums recreational

benefits as appropriate for federal funding.

1966 The Bureau of the Budget Task Force on Federal Rood Control

Policy recommends a Unified National Program for Managing Flood

Losses, including flood insurance, to reduce flood losses.

1968 The National Flood Insurance Act establishes the Federal Insurance

Administration.

1979 The Federal Emergency Management Agency is established.

1988 The Stafford Act guides flood recovery and mitigation practices in

damaged areas.

1992 The Federal Interagency Floodplain Management Task Force publishes

Floodplain Managemeni in the United Slates: An Assessment Report.

1993 The Mississippi-Missouri Valley floods.
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proach was limited to levees only.

Farmers and town dwellers who had

invaded the alluvial lands of the Mis-

sissippi called for control by levees.

They also wanted assurance that the

great barriers of earth being erected

along the stream courses would not

cause undue damage to areas across

the channel or downstream or to the

essential maintenance of a navigable

channel.

As the levee system was extended

and strengthened and as the channel

was improved, the river flow was

greatly conTmed. Flood stages (the

heights of water in the channels) for

given discharges (volumes of water)

were increased. Meander bells were

curbed as a levee system was complet-

ed from Cairo, Illinois, to the delta.

When the great floods of 1927 poured

into the valley below Cairo, they ex-

ceeded the designed channel capacity,

levees ruptured, and the river breached

its conTmed course. It spread over

about 20,(X)0 square miles, displaced

more than 7(X),000 people, damaged

at least 135,0(X) buildings, and took at

least 2(X) lives.' As the waters receded,

it was clear that the strategy of "lev-

ees only" was no longer sufficient.

Attention extended to other, supple-

mental structural measures, such as

reservoirs, fuse-plug levees, flood-

ways, and channel improvements.

Upstream forest land improvement

was discussed but did not figure in

plans adopted by Congress in the

Flood Control Act of 1928.

Support for the other types of

structures was fully incorporated into

the policies set in 1936 and 1938

through which the federal govern-

ment took on a larger burden of the

cost and full responsibility for reser-

voir projects. Parallel support was

authorized for soil conservation and

watershed protection. This policy did

not again change significantly until

after a 1966 repon from a Bureau of

the Budget Task Force on Federal

Flood Control Policy recommended
an expanded approach to floodplain

management, comprising a variety of

measures, including flood insurance.'

As a result, the Federal Insurance Ad-

To appear in ENVIRONMENT. Decsmber 1993

ministration and its National Flood

Insurance Program were instituted in

1968, providing a basis for communi-

ties to examine how a wider range of

activities, including land-use plan-

ning, flood-proofing of buildings,

and integration of warning systems,

might be encouraged. Progress along

these lines was slow, however.

In 1991 and 1992, the Federal In-

teragency Floodplain Management

Task Force reviewed the status of

fioodplain management throughout

the country and published an assess-

ment report that provided a compre-

hensive view of where the nation

stood as of 1990.' That report did not

lead to any immediate changes in pol-

icy or practice. The Reagan adminis-

tration had abolished the Water Re-

sources Council as a coordinating

agency; there was little subsequent in-

terest on the part of the Executive Of-

fice of the President in the assessment

report. Congressional attention at the

time was focused on correcting defi-

ciencies in the emergency response

program that were revealed by Hurri-

cane Andrew and on the failure of the

flood insurance program to deal ade-

quately with mitigation. Then, the

fiood of 1993 gave new impetus for

criticism and change.

The Flood of '93

The flooding in the upper Missis-

sippi and lower Missouri basins from

mid June through early August 1993

was caused by intense rainstorms in

late June and July that came on the

heels of six months of heavy and per-

sistent rainfall. Precipitation between

January and July in the affected area

was 1.5 to 2 times the normal for that

period.' In June, a stalled weather

pattern caused by a strong low pres-

sure system in the western U.S. and a

large high pressure system in the

southeast resulted in large amounts of

rain in the upper Midwest (see Figure

1 on page 25).' By late June, flood

storage reservoirs were at or near ca-

pacity and soils throughout the area

were saturated.

Flood peak discharges exceeding

the estimated 10-year recurrence in-

terval were recorded at 154 gaging

stations in the upper Mississippi River

basin, and the maximum known peak

discharge was exceeded at 56 gaging

stations.' Peak discharges occurred as

late as the first week in August and

flooding in some areas continued into

October.

Peak fiood stages were higher than

the previously recorded maximum
stages at 73 of these 154 sites (see Fig-

ure 2 on page 26).' The fact that pre-

vious maximum peak discharges were

not exceeded at 22 of these 73 sites is

often attributable to changes in land-

scape, such as those imposed by the

construction of levees and control

structures, that allow a smaller volume

of water to produce a higher flood

stage. This effect is illustrated by his-

torical discharge and stage data at se-

lected points (see Figure 3 on page 28).

Because of the short data record and

changing observation methods, how-

ever, it is difficult to assign precise re-

currence intervals and elevations to

past fiows.'"

The Hooding caused significant dam-

age in nine states: Illinois, Iowa, Kan-

sas, Minnesota, Missouri, North and

South Dakota, Nebraska, and Wiscon-

sin. More than 1,000 levees stretching

nearly 6,000 miles in length were

breached or overtopped (see Table 1 on

page 29). Many others were signifi-

cantly damaged. Taking into account

the excessive soil moisture as well as

surface overflow, a total of 487 coun-

ties (including all 99 in Iowa) were in-

cluded in a Presidential Disaster

Declaration."

The number of people affected by

this event is not certain. The Ameri-

can Red Cross has estimated that

56,295 family dwellings were affected

in some way. Alone, it spent more

than $30 million in fiood relief ef-

forts, sheltered "14,502 people in 145

shelters in the region, and served

more than 2.5 million meals."

Property damages from the flood

have been estimated at $12 billion."

Disaster relief from the Federal Emer-

gency Management Agency (FEMA)

will cover about $650 million, including
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$250 million for individual assistance

and J400 million for public assist-

ance." By 27 September, the Small

Business Administration (SBA) had

received more than 16,200 applica-

tions for low-interest disaster-assist-

ance loans from individuals and busi-

ness owners and had approved $277

million worth. SBA continues to

process the applications and will ac-

cept applications to provide working

capital to make up for economic

hardship caused by the flood for up
to nine months after the peak of the

disaster in July."

The Federal Insurance Administra-

tion estimates that there are 88,400

policies in force in the nine states, but

it is difficult to ascertain how many

of these are on structures damaged by

the flood. As of 30 September, the

administration had received more

than 10,500 claims and had processed

about one-third of them for more

than $72.4 million."

The Federal Crop Insurance Cor-

poration estimates that, of 122.9 mil-

lion insurable acres in the affected

stales (statewide, not just the flooded

areas), 69.7 million acres, or 56.7 per-

cent, were insured. As of September,

payments of claims for crop damages

resulting from flooding and excess

moisture in the upper Mississippi ba-

sin exceeded $51.7 million. More than

$600 million in additional claims are

expected." Some losses resulted from

heavy rainfall rather than flooding,

and many farmers could not purchase

crop insurance because they were un-

able to plant a crop.

Comprehensive data on the num-

ber of bridges, roads, water and

wastewater treatment facilities, and

other public infrastructure that were

destroyed or damaged by the flood

are not available. The suspension of

the Des Moines, Iowa, water treat-

ment plant received major media at-

tention, but many smaller operations

were also seriously affected.

The Impact on Individuals

In looking at these aggregate num-

bers, it is important to remember that

TABLE 1 I^HHHHHBH^i^^H^BHHBHiB
PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES OF DAMAGE TO LEVEES IN THE
MISSISSIPPI RIVER BASIN IN 1993

Designation

Eligible Total NumlKr Percentage
for federal number of levees of levees

assistance' of levees damaged^ damaged

Federally constructed and

maintained
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on a temporary basis until the city de-

cides whether it will buy out the proper-

ties in this neighborhood.

The city is puzzhng about how to

do this. City ofncials do not know if

the levee will be repaired. The city

does not have funds to match the fed-

eral grant that might be available for

a buy-out. Even if it found the mon-

ey, however, it likely would not be

enough to compensate the family ade-

quately to fmd a new home; properly

values in other parts of town are high-

er. Equally important, the city lacks

an employee with the expertise to

carry out a program to acquire and

relocate flood-damaged properties.

The full, traumatic effects of the

fight against the levee break, the

evacuation, and the tiring search for

recovery arc impossible to calculate in

the short run. Some consequences will

only be recognized as solutions of some

kind evolve over months of searching.

It is possible that, at some point in

the future, a review of alternative

flood protection strategies may make
adequate funds and expertise availa-

ble to the community to buy out this

family's house and move them to a

new area. That could be months or,

more likely, years from now. By that

time, the fartuly probably will be re-

established in its former location and

may have little desire to uproot and

move. It will be tempted to argue that

a flood like the one in 1993 probably

will not happen for another 100

years.

Alongside the experience of towns

that 'were flooded by levee breaks

must be placed the arguments of offi-

cials in Davenport, Iowa. They be-

lieve their city wisely refused to build

large levees, in contrast to Rock Is-

land, Illinois, across the river. Daven-

port had adjusted its land use with a

riverside park and waterfront gam-

bling boats and had designed build-

ings to minimize potential flood loss-

es. Thus, the flood's costs to the city

were lower than what the city would

have paid for levee construction and

for restricted riverfront access.
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A Rural Family

Now, consider the situation of a

farm family that, for decades, culti-

vated 250 to 300 acres of rich alluvial

soil in bottoms along the lower Mis-

souri and now operates a consolidat-

ed farm several times that size. The

waters overtopped a levee and flood-

ed the land for the first time since the

embankment was strengthened 50

years ago.

The increased high-velocity flow

washed soil out of some land, depos-

ited coarse material across one low

area, and left a further layer of fertile

silt in another stretch. The com crop

was ruined. Drainage ditches were

clogged. Debris was deposited in a

few low places and along fence and

tree rows. The family had worked

night and day to strengthen levees as

the waters had risen in the stream

channel and then to evacuate live-

stock, people, and especially valuable

equipment and goods when it seemed

likely that their defenses would fail.

The dwelling and major barns were

inundated to depths of 3 to 10 feet,

and it was 30 days before they again

were accessible by trucks on muddy
roads.

The family collected $70 per acre in

crop insurance for which it paid an

annual premium of $10 per acre. The
neighbor's claims varied according to

the duration of and damage done by
the flood. The initial costs of flood

fighting, evacuation, temporary shel-

ter elsewhere, restoring operations,

repairing damaged facilities, replac-

ing lost property, and applying for in-

demnification or assistance were

painfully apparent and difficult to es-

timate precisely.

Deciding what the family should do
beyond recovery raises troublesome

questions. Should they seek, with

other members of the levee district, to

have the levee rebuilt at the previous

height and accept the risk of its fail-

ing again after another unusual pre-

cipitation event? That judgment

would be affected by whether levees

across the channel or up- or down-

stream are being raised, lowered, or

abandoned. Whatever the levee pro-

tection, the family must decide

whether it would be desirable to ele-

vate or otherwise flood-proof any of

the farm structures to make them less

vulnerable to damage in the next

flood. Could some or all of the area

be left unprotected from floods and

dedicated to hunting and Tishing in

the natural habitat, thereby increas-

ing to some unspecified degree the

flow capacity of the channel?

There are no easy, general answers

to these questions. The Hoodplain

differs in soils, vegetation. Hood vul-

nerability, and drainage from one
reach to the next. It is affected by im-

provements to the navigation channel

and by the height and configuration

of the levees. Stream discharge is in-

fiuenced in a number of ways by up-

stream precipitation, land use, and

reservoir storage. Farm management

in the floodplain also varies greatly.

The Repair/Rebuild Dilemma

When response activities to any dis-

aster turn to long-term recovery oper-

ations, conventional wisdom suggests

that people should go about rebuild-

ing and reconstructing in a way that

reduces the likelihood of significant

damage from future similar events. In

this case, two major dilemmas have

arisen that serve as poignant exam-

ples of why conventional wisdom is

not always followed: how to deal with

the reconstruction of thousands of

damaged buildings and what to do
with all of the broken levees that have

left hundreds of square miles of

floodplain without structural Hood
control protection.

In regard to damaged buildings,

many local codes require structures

damaged beyond 50 percent of their

value to be rebuilt in compliance with

the minimum standards of the Na-
tional Flood Insurance Program,

which state that the lowest Hoor must

be at or above the level of the

1-percent chance fiood. This require-

ment often presents an overwhelming

economic burden on victims who
must struggle just to replace what
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they had prior to a nood, much less

to absorb the cost of elevation or re-

location.

As for the more than 1,000 dam-

aged levees, many of them were local-

ly owned and operated and arc not

eligible for federal reconstruction as-

sistance. Many were designed and

built to provide protection only from

frequent flood events. That they were

overtopped or failed last summer

should have surprised no one.

The Opportunities

There are opportunities, however,

to rebuild in a safer manner. For ex-

ample, reports from postdisaster mit-

igation teams indicate that as many as

200 communities may be interested in

acquiring and relocating or demolish-

ing their structures that were substan-

tially damaged." FEMA is focusing

the use of its Section 404 Hazard Mit-

igation Program grant funds—an es-

timated $45 million, which must be

matched by the recipients on a 50/50

cost-sharing basis—on acquisition

and relocation projects and also has

funds available to provide technical

expertise to communities wishing to

undertake such projects." Lessons

from past experience with acquisition

and relocation projects for substan-

tially damaged structures provide

much guidance on how to ensure the

success of such efforts. If these les-

sons are applied, the wheel does not

have to be reinvented." Several other

financial assistance programs exist

that can be used to help fund mitiga-

tion projects for substantially dam-

aged structures, including SBA disas-

ter assistance loans, various FEMA
disaster assistance programs. Hous-

ing and Urban Development grant

and loan programs, and state housing

and development finance authorities.

Opportunities for changing "busi-

ness as usual" for levee reconstruction

also exist. To facilitate the search for

appropriate alternatives, the Office of

Management and Budget (OMB) issued

guidance on 23 August for the estab-

lishment of an unprecedented review

procedure to assess strategies for lev-

ee reconstruction.'' The agencies in-
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volved in this review include FEMA,
the Army Corps of Engineers, the

Soil Conservation Service, the Fish

and Wildlife Service, and the Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency as well

as state and local government agen-

cies and other interested organiza-

tions. OMB's short-term policy gui-

dance calls for the agencies' repre-

sentatives to consider nonstructural

alternatives to levee repair that would

benefit both flood control and natu-

ral resource protection. The implica-

tion for FEMA's disaster field offices

is that the interagency team is review-

ing each application for levee repair

and trying to determine whether a

nonstructural alternative is appropri-

ate for that levee.

The White House has called for a

broader review of alternatives—one

that looks at the entire upper Missis-

sippi and lower Missouri watershed."

In late August, the White House and

the Office of Management and Budg-

et established a new task force to

evaluate and review the procedures

for repairing and restoring levees.

The same offices are taking steps to

prepare, by February 1994, recom-

mendations for further action.

The Association of State Flood-

plain managers and the Association

of State Wetland Managers have also

furthered the debate by sponsoring

two major conferences among inter-

ested citizens and government offi-

cials in August and September in St.

Louis, Missouri." On 30 and 31 Au-

gust, representatives of the nine states

affected by the fiood, federal agen-

cies, environmental organizations,

the White House, and Congress gath-

ered to share information on post-

fiood recovery activities as well as to

identify opportunities to help com-

munities and states recover in a way

that would prevent a future similar

event from causing such extensive

damage. The three key issues ad-

dressed at this meeting were substan-

tially damaged structures, levee re-

construction, and community recov-

ery planning. The second, follow-up

meeting was held on 27 through 29

September. Discussions at this meet-

ing focused primarily on agricultural

concerns related to the flood and on

opportunities for the restoration of

wetlands. Although much of the back-

ground information and issues dis-

cussed during the conferences had al-

ready been appraised by the leaders of

the associations in the year before the

floods," the body politic had adopted

no plan or policy as to what to do next.

Overcoming the Dilemma

Although interest in the acquisition

and relocation of flood-damaged struc-

tures is unprecedented and the consid-

eration of alternatives to levee recon-

struction—under the leadership of the

White House— is a pioneering effort,

problems do remain. For instance,

there is a continuing, critical need for

better public awareness, training, and

education about disaster relief pro-

grams and mitigation options. Local

officials who are caught up in day-to-

day immediate response and recovery

activities are often unfamiliar with

long-term mitigation assistance pro-

grams. These programs take consid-

erable planning effort, and most

communities have not learned a les-

son from other communities hit by

disaster—the lesson that pre-event

planning for recovery clearly pays off

afterwards.

Mitigation work is also hampered

by the conflicting goals of the short-

and long-term disaster assistance pro-

grams. Initial disaster assistance en-

ables people to get back on their feet

and thus makes them less likely to

support more comprehensive pro-

grams, such as acquisition or reloca-

tion, at a later date. If interest does

exist, slow processing of applications

for projects eligible for hazard miti-

gation funds from FEMA often causes

people to lose interest and become un-

willing to participate.

As for the levees, the interagency

teams considering their reconstruc-

tion or repair are having difficulty

striking a balance between the need to

restore flood protection quickly and

the need for long-term planning for

alternative flood protection that in-

corporates the concerns of sound eco-
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system management. This is particu-

larly problematic because the review

procedure outlined in the Office of

Management and Budget^ directive''

on levee repair does not match well

with existing statutes and regulations

under which the Army Corps of Engi-

neers and the Department of Agricul-

ture carry out such efforts. Because

the current flood control strategy in

the country is biased toward structur-

al solutions, programs for viable al-

ternatives and guidance on how to fi-

nance and implement them are not

well formulated. Policy options sug-

gested by federal agency headquarters

or other executive offices may not be

carried out in the field simply because

adequate information to do so does

not e,\ist. Nor is the appropriate level

of rigor for the cost-benefit analyses

of alternatives clear. How are down-

stream impacts considered; how is fu-

ture loss accounted for; how are other

government expenditures, such as

subsidies to farmers to forgo planting

crops, incorporated into the equa-

tion; and how arc environmental ben-

efits quantified?

Recognizing Floodplain Values

Over the past three decades, several

streams of thought have converged to

shift both popular and technical

views of fioodplains. The limitations

of engineering measures to restrict

and channel river fiow have been rec-

ognized more clearly. The uncertain-

lies inherent in water engineering

have been demonstrated along the Mis-

sissippi by the ways in which levees

have increased flood stages. Levee fail-

ures have begun to be viewed as the

river reclaiming its natural terrain.

During the same period, the signifi-

cance of wetlands and fioodplains in

providing distinctive habitat, soil con-

ditions, water storage, and ground- and

surface-water quality was established in

the scientific and political arenas.

This significance was appraised in

Restoration of Aquatic Systems: Sci-

ence, Technology, and Public Policy,

a 1992 report by a committee of the

National Research Council."' That
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document summed up the state of

knowledge of the interrelations of

physical, biological, and social fac-

tors in wetlands, including fiood-

plains. The overall opportunities for

wetland restoration had already been

brought to national attention by the

controversy over the federal policy of

po^ci* "no net loss" of wetlands

and the accompanying issue of how

to define what is a wetland." For the

first time, questions of habitat diver-

sity and function came to be widely

considered in association with ques-

tions of watershed hydrology and sedi-

mentation, multiobjective river man-

agement, and land-use plans along

stream channels.

These various aims now are refiect-

ed in an uncoordinated set of federal

and loosely related state and local ini-

tiatives. The National Park Service

assists in planning rivers and trails

projects. The Environmental Protec-

tion Agency supports a Watershed

Planning Program and seeks to link it

with provisions of the Clean Water

Act. Under the Soil Conservation

Service, there is a Wetlands Reserve

Program. Within the Department of

the Interior, there are several pro-

grams dealing, at least in part, with

waterfowl management, including

Partners for Wildlife, the Waterbank

Program, and the Land and Water

Conservation Fund. The Army Corps

of Engineers also has authority to

support environmental improvements

and is undertaking major studies in

that direction. ** Some of these agen-

cies work closely with nongovern-

mental organizations such as The Na-

ture Conservancy. The program's ef-

fectiveness would be greatly enhanced

by early prioritization, in terms of lo-

cation and timing of wetlands for res-

toration. Such prioritization would

facilitate attainment of the programs'

goals and eliminate much of the am-

biguity as to which wetlands—main-

stream fioodplains, tributary fiood-

plains, upland marsh areas, potholes,

and the like—would be targeted for

early treatment.

These deepened scientific under-

standings and broadened views of the

ecological linkages have fostered an

unprecedented growth of concerned

citizen organizations at the local,

state, interstate, and national levels.

Appeals for action have been strong

and pointed from a variety of tradi-

tional environmental organizations:

American Farmland Trust, American

Rivers, Environmental Defense Fund,

Environmental Law Institute, Izaak

Walton League, National Fish and

WDdlife Federation, Sierra Qub, and

World Wildlife Fund. Newer groups,

such as the Coalition for the Restora-

tion of Coastal Louisiana and the Co-

alition to Restore Urban Waters," are

addressing related problems of wet-

lands' values in less conventional

ways.

A call for action along broader

lines, incorporating agricultural and

conservation goals, was issued in Au-

gust by the Upper Mississippi River

Conservation Committee." Its call,

representing the states in the upper

basin, was for an unprecedented level

of environmental restoration. Many

other citizen groups are also becom-

ing involved. The major significance

of these multiple initiatives is that

they are moving in roughly converg-

ing directions and, for the first time,

show signs of harmonious action with

urban and rural groups involved in

addressing other values in fioodplain

management. Thus, the alternative of

wetland management has emerged as

practicable.

The Need for Mitigation

In a similar vein, the concept of

mitigating damages from disasters

has gained full currency over the past

few decades. There is now a well-es-

tablished consensus that the disaster

cycle of preparedness, response, and

recovery must :include the fourth

component of mitigation. This com-

ponent ensures that damaged facili-

ties are not automatically repaired

and replaced to their pre-event status;

rather, they are removed, so far as is

practicable, from harm's way or re-

constructed in such a way as to avoid

future damages. .
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Federal policy has done much to

promote the concept of mitigation,

especially immediately after a disas-

ter, when awareness of the problems

that hazards present is high and polit-

ical support to correct deficiencies in

existing programs is strong. For ex-

ample, since 1988 when the Stafford

Act" was passed, the federal disaster

relief assistance available to commu-
nities has included funds needed to

repair or replace damaged public

structures in a safer (and often more

expensive) manner. Since the early

1980s, there has been a concerted ef-

fort made by federal interagency haz-

ard mitigation teams to identify op-

portunities for mitigation in commu-
nities that have just experienced a ma-

jor disaster."

Unfortunately, no systematic as-

sessment has been made to track the

effectiveness of the teams or to deter-

mine the outcome of the recommen-

dations they make immediately after

disasters. Also unfortunately, the

push for mitigation seems to be at its

peak only when disasters occur. Al-

though some agencies such as FEMA
work consistently during both disas-

ter and nondisaster times to promote

mitigation (and James Lee Witt, the

new director of FEMA, has announced

that mitigation would be his central

concern)," other local, state, and fed-

eral agencies, many citizens, and

Congress appear content to let haz-

ards and the need for mitigation fade

into the background soon after an

event occurs.

Marshaling Government

In light of the decisions that have

been made regarding the human oc-

cupation and development of the

Mississippi watershed that led to the

summer's flood and the dilemmas it

has presented, the challenge that lies

ahead is clear. Disasters such as the

flood of '93 cannot be considered im-

possible or highly unlikely; rather,

they must be viewed as a reality.

Although the early studies by

Humphreys and Abbott looked to a

system of levees for which the local
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landowners would carry the financial

burden, the evolution of commit-

ments and activities has blurred pub-

lic concepts of what is an effective na-

tional strategy for dealing with floods

and where responsibilities should rest

among property owners, local gov-

ernments, states, and the federal

agencies. The "levees only" policy

has been demonstrated to have severe

limitations. Some floodways and res-

ervoirs have also proven inadequate

in coping with great floods. Although

the concept of unified fioodplain

management has received endorse-

ment in theory," it is far from being

realized in practice. One striking ex-

ample of this problem may be seen in

how FEMA's National Flood Insur-

ance Program, which was intended to

promote such management, has in-

stead encouraged uneconomic recon-

struction and new building in the

fioodplain with insurance coverage

and how disaster assistance has in

some instances abetted it. Another

example is how the federal govern-

ment has provided grants for building

public facilities, such as water treat-

ment plants, in flood-prone areas.

Natural values of fioodplain environ-

ments are given lip service but little

concrete support. For example, land-

owners receive little technical advice

about how they can use wetlands in-

stead of engineered protection.

A key consideration in the near fu-

ture is timing. Can the concern to re-

cover promptly be reconciled with the

need for further scientific and techni-

cal studies and with the need to forge

stronger private and government in-

struments to carry out the desired ac-

tions at the community level? One
possible strategy relies on the recogni-

tion that the next potentially damag-

ing fiood might come next year or

might not occur for decades. Its re-

currence is certain, but its timing is

uncertain. Under these circumstanc-

es, the federal government might in-

stitute new provisions of crop and

fiood insurance to indemnify proper-

ty owners behind unrepaired levees

against any damage they might suffer

from a fiood until such time as a deci-

sion is made whether to rebuild the

levees to previous levels. Thus, the

breathing space required for develop-

ing alternative programs could be

supplied at little or no cost to the tax-

payer and at little or no financial risk

to the fioodplain occupant.

The Months Ahead

If the work of the White House's

new task force is to lead to truly con-

structive action, its appraisal of op-

tions to use and preserve the natural

resources of the area must be supple-

mented with a set of hard-headed sug-

gestions as to how current procedures

and programs can be revised to reach

those aims. In developing these sug-

gestions, the task force must also ad-

dress the interrelationship between

hazards and the myriad decisions

made on a daily basis at the individual,

local, regional, and national levels.

The nation's strategy for mitigating

damages from disasters should not be

driven by its disaster relief policy.

In the next year or two, the nation-

al approach to coping with the fiood-

ing may not change at all; disaster as-

sistance, insurance offerings, and the

current practices of federal agencies

may have altered little. That is one ex-

treme. At the other, a vision of a new

harmony in the aspirations for the

Mississippi basin and for other basins

around the country might emerge. In

addition to sharing that vision, the

task force might find practical ways

to help put it into effect. Such a vi-

sion might regard hazards not as sin-

gle, rare events but, rather, as part of

a continuum wherein the resiliency of

natural and social resources is tested.

In between these two extremes,

there might well be a few major im-

provements that fall short of a full re-

orientation of policy and programs.

The current congressional review of

legislation affecting property insur-

ance is likely to lead to helpful

changes in procedures affecting re-

quirements for federal financial as-

sistance. For example, if lending in-

stitutions were penalized for not re-

quiring property buyers to purchase
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flood insurance for flood-prone prop-

erly as a condition for receiving a mort-

gage, more properties would be in-

sured. Also, more buyers would be

forewarned of the risk of flooding and

so could choose not to buy. In either

case, the need for federal disaster re-

lief assistance would likely decrease.

In addition, FEMA's commitment to

mitigation may be expressed in oper-

ating rules that will reduce vulnerabil-

ity before the next disaster strikes.

Other steps outlined in the Federal In-

teragency Floodplain Management
Task Force's assessment report and
its companion. Action Agenda for
Managing the Nation 's Floodplains,"

might be adopted (see the box on
page 02). Those several actions would

together mark a significant advance.

It is not unduly sanguine to expect

that scientific and public support may
be marshaled for a series of executive

orders or administrative agreements

that would promote comprehensive

state floodplain management plan-

ning; steer federal activities in har-

mony with that planning; establish

broad priorities for wetland restora-

tion-, strengthen coordination of fed-

eral agencies' efforts to assess the vul-

nerability of public facilities and pre-

paredness and flood-proofing meas-

ures; and step up education and train-

ing relating to the nature of flood

hazards and natural values of flood-

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT

In 1992, the Federal Interagency Flood-

plain Management Task Force pub-

lished an assessment report on the status

of the United Stales' floodplain manage-

ment. Before the report was published,

the task force invited a panel of inde-

pendent experts to review the report.

The following is a list of recommenda-

tions put forward by the task force and

the panel.

To integrate flood loss vulnerability and

protection of floodplain natural values

into broader slate and community devel-

opment and resource management proc-

esses.

• vigorously foster the preparation of

slate floodplain management plans, in-

volving both public and private interests

and. where appropriate, interstate agree-

ments;
• require preparation of state com-

prehensive floodplain management
plans as a condition for continued par-

ticipation in the National Flood Insur-

ance Program;
• prepare an executive order requir-

ing that new federal investments, regula-

tions, and grants-in-aid be consistent

with state and local floodplain manage-

ment plans that conform to federal stan-

dards; and
• adjust tax codes to discourage build-

ing in flood-prone areas.

To improve the database for floodplain

management,
• remap the nation's floodplains,

where appropriate, to take into account

potential changes in hydraulic condi-

tions associated with full development

of the drainage areas under existing

land-use plans;

• rstablish a cooperative, jointly fund-

ed program by the National Science

Foundation and interested federal agen-

cies to develop methods for mapping.

regulating, and identifying natural values

in areas with special flood hazards;

• develop an accurate, affordable,

national system for gathering flood loss

data; and
• fund research to examine, in a se-

lected sample of communities, the full

benefits and costs of floodplain manage-
ment measures.

To give weight to local conditions,

• without loosening the limits on per-

missible vulnerability, examine the prac-

ticability of using performance stan-

dards for the preservation, use, and de-

velopment of floodplains;

• further experiment with the Nation-

al Flood Insurance Program's communi-
ty-rating system to encourage communi-
ties to adopt a variety of flood hazard

mitigation measures, such as zoning,

particularly suited to their local circum-

stances; and
• redesign local zoning and subdivi-

sion regulations and building codes to

contribute to the management of flood-

plains' natural resources.

To minimize conflicts and gaps among
federal programs,

• establish an independent task force

to continue to review and recommend
changes in the current Unified National

Program for Floodplain Management.

To reduce vulnerabilities,

• prepare assessments of the vulner-

ability to flooding of a sample of facili-

ties built with federal aid;

• fund research on techniques for es-

timating benefits and costs to encourage

local agencies lo improve flood prepar-

edness and reironiling:

• assess existing aging flood control

structures and make recommendations

for sustainable improvements or replace-

ments;

• improve land-use regulations to re-

duce encroachment onto floodplains

downstream of dams;
• assess alternative designs to channel

modification that include less straighten-

ing of channels, employ more gradual

slopes, and use natural vegetation or rip-

rap rather than concrete-lined channels;

• assess pre-existing storm water net-

works and make suggestions for alterna-

tives such as on-site retention, natural

drainage systems, and zero-increment

runoff for new development;
• establish positive tax incentives for

the preservation and restoration of
floodplain resources; and

• provide incentives and technical

and financial assistance for land treat-

ment measures, such as maintaining

trees, shrubbery, and vegetative cover;

terracing; slope stabilization; grass wa-
terways; contour plowing; conservation

tillage; and strip farming.

To improve professional skills and pub-
lic education,

• develop training programs and con-
duct regional training, at an affordable

rate, for appropriate government per-

sonnel;

• expand and evaluate efforts to in-

form and educate the public about flood

hazards and Hood management; and
• improve documentation and quan-

tification of the values of natural fiood-

plains to improve public understanding
of possible needs for protecting those

values.

SOURCES: FcdcnJ Interagency Floodplajn Man-
aietneni Task Force. FJoodplam Managtmtnt in the

Unued Slates: An Aaessmenf Report (Washinglon,

D C : FENU. 1992); ind Niiuril Hazards Research

and Appljcaiions Infonnalion Cenlcr. Action Agen-
da for Managing Ihe \aiion 's Floodplatm. ipcciai

publicaiion no 23 IBoulder. Colo.: Nalural Haz-
ards Research and Applications Inlormation Cen-
ter. 1992) .

To app«ar in ENVIRONMENT December 1993
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plains. These goals could be achieved

without major new legislation, but

their achievement would be accelerat-

ed if federal agencies were allowed

more flexibility in how they allocate

available disaster relief funds. The

long-term benefits would extend far

, beyond the Mississippi basin.

In less than two centuries, the na-

tion has moved slowly, often by trial

and error, from a belief that levees

could surely protect humans and their

built environment to a recognition

that the built and managed environ-

ment must be more open to accom-

modating its natural components.

The need to integrate the nation's dis-

aster response and relief policies more

closely with broader environmental

and economic policies is now accept-

ed. Events like the flood of '93 offer

an opportunity to speed the forma-

tion of sounder policy. This opportu-

nity should not be squandered.
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PRKFASXD STATBmn OF JXRKT B. USUCMOr

Mr. Cbairman and members of the Ccoimittee, on behalf of

Governor Camahan. I appreciate the opportunity to testify at this

hearing today on the federal response to the "Great Flood of '93»

in Missouri.

This catastrophic flood event represents Missouri's worst
natural disaster, and has been commonly acknowledged as the single
worst flood event in our nation's history. The flooding in

Missouri set new records by virtually every maasure - in terms of

overall damage inflicted, duration of the disaster, scope of the

flooding, lives lost, total victims affected, number of emergency
personnel deployed ^tiH scores of other factors which clearly
distinguish this calamity as unprecedented in our state's history.
However, we can all take much comfort in the fact that the overall
intact of this catastrophic event *fould have been far greater, were
it not for the presence of effective emergency management programs

at the local, state and federal levels Together, they functioned
effectively in a coordinated manner during both emergency response
phases ?"ri recovery operations. Such cooperative and coordinated
efforts served to alleviate suffering and protect the lives cind

property of thousands of Miasourians urtio otherwise would have been
mora severely affected by this great disaster. The "Flood of 'gs"

has proven time and time again that the systems we have in place

for emergency management can worJc *rell against any catastrophe,
whether natural or technological, when federal state, and local

agencies join together to "get the job done." And as we all

witnessed during massive coverage by the news media, emergency
responders in all the flood affected states were bolstered by
thousands of volunteers, both local and from outside areajs, who
worked for weeks to help place millions of sandbags, and aeaist in

numerous other emergency response and recovery operations. These

helping hands* reaching across all of Mid-America undoubtedly
saved many lives aiul millions of dollars in property as well.

SOMKAKT OF BVSHT8 AMD CGBT&IBUTUIU CCNDITlCBirS

Any analysis of the "Flood of 93" would be remiss without
linking this disaster to earlier flooding imich Missouri
es^erienced in the early spring. "The gun was loaded," so to

peak, when heavy rains fell along much of Eastern Missouri,
beginning April lOth and continuing through much of »tey. As a

result, Missouri experienced serious flooding initially along the
Mississippi River in St. Charles and Lincoln counties, resulting in
evacuations for several hundred homes. Governor Camahan declared

a State of Bmergency on ;^ril 28th, and on April 30th asked
President Clinton to issue a federal disaster declaration for the

in?)actod area. The President responded with a federal declaration
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Cor Individual Aaalatance on l&y il, 1993, irtilch ultimately
included eight counties in Bastem Missouri.

Responding to this early spring flood, the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FBMA) mobilized quickly for this declaration,
providing staffing through both FBMH national and the agency's
Region VII office in KansaB City. A Disaster Field Office was
opened in Earth City, MO., which was operated jointly by personnel
froot FEMA and the Missouri State Emergency ttenagement Agency. In
this initial flood disaster, some 1,200 flood victims within the
eight counties applied for various forms of state- federal
assistance to help them recover from the onslaught of the storms.
On May 24th, as the Mississippi River receded below flood stage,
emergency conditions subsided and as a result, the federal
declaration was closed out on that date.

As FBMA and my agency continued to process disaster assistance
claims from the early spring flood, heavy rains began once again to
ijipact the Mississippi River, starting on June lOth. On July 1st,
Governor Camahan issued his second State of Emergency and at his
request. President Clinton declared Missouri eligible for federal
assistemce on July 9th. By the end of that day, 49 counties and
the City of St. Louie %rere inclxided under the President's
declaration for Individual Assistance.

The severity of this flood and its potential for destruction
was fully recognized by the Governor's Office, SEMA, FEMA, and
local officials in caanunities along the Mississippi River in the
path of the rising floodwater. The State Emergency Operations
Center began 24-haur staffing on July 2nd, maintaining ongoing
contact with flood affected cocmunities all sunnier throughout the
duration of the emergency response phase . On July l3th, heavy
rains returned to the region and at this point, some 30,000 people
were affected by the Mississippi River flooding throughout the
Midwest states.

By mid-JUly, monsoon- like rains in Kemsas, Nebraska, and other
upper Midwest states began to take their toll on the Missouri River
basin, compounding emergency conditions. The flood threat was thus
extended along this river and its tributaries, frcm northwest
Missouri through the center of the state and into eastern Missouri,
where the BCissouri joins the Mississippi at St. Charles. The
flooding thus impacted major metropolitan areas, such as Kansas
City, St. Joseph, Jefferson City, St. Louis, and scores of smaller
river cowmini ties.

By late July, the flooding «ras at or near its peak in many
CGomunlties, triggering other disasters which affected thousands of
Missouri residents . Floodwater froot the Missouri River forced the
shutdown of a major water plant in St. Joseph on J\ily 24th, leaving
SQOie 80.000 area residents without water. In one of the moat
emotional aspects of the flood in our state, the Missouri River
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flooded a cemetery at Hatrdin in Ray county, washing out some 750

caslcetB whicti %rare swept away by the floodwater.

By July 30th, our flood-wezury state was reeling from a aeries
of disaster events. Our State Capitol was cut off from the north
due to flooded sections of U.S. 54/63 leading across the Missouri
River Bridge. In St. Louie, flood- threatened propane tanks forced
the evacuation of some 11,000 residents. That same night, the
Monarch levee at Chesterfield was breached by the Missouri River,

flooding the Spirit of St. Louis Airport and some 350 businesses,

l^^'^ forcing the evacxiation of the St. Louis County prison facility
at Guoibo. Portions of U.S. Highway 40 were also flooded, cutting
off a major traffic artery in the St. Louis area and thereby
creating severe traffic problems for several weeJcs.

These serio\ie incidents represented some of the most severe
ywrt challenging emergency response issues for state, federal and
local responders throughout the flood event. I will refer to

FBMA' s crucial assistance in response to these eonergencies in more
detail in later portions of my testimony.

Because of high river stages and rain- soaked soil conditions
all summer, Missouri was destined to live through yet another round
of flooding early this fall. Drenching rains from slow-moving
thunderstorms inundated the state from September 14-18, 1993. The

fall storms brought severe flooding to previously unaffected
porions of our state, including Springfield. These raiiu3, which

raised river levels above flood stage and caused more flash

flooding, pron^ted the addition of 15 counties to Misso\iri's

federal disaster declaration for Individual Assistance, at Governor
Carnahan'B request. This Impacted area includes portions of

southeast, south central and southwest Missouri.

At this point, lOl Missouri counties and the city of St. Louis

are included in the federal declaration for individual Assistance.

Seventy nine counties and three cities are under the declaration
for Public Assistance. Ten counties are being considered as add-

ons for Public Assistance.

TtM "Flood of '93" has claimed at least 31 lives in Missouri

and caxiaed an estimated $3 billion in overall damage, including
nearly $2 billion in losses to Missouri's agricultural industry.

More *->'»^ 600 levees were breached or overrun by floodwater, and

some 3.1 million acres flooded. As of September 30th, FBMA had
projected a total of $250 million in federal assistance dollars for

Missouri. These funds Include:

• An estlaated 0103 alllloo for mdlTldoal Asslfltanoe

pzosraas.
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* Mn. mmtiMMfd $113 mllliaa foe Public ABBlmtmaam to r^air
ilaaajo to lnfrMitxttCtur«.

* Sow* (10.8 aUllion Cor thm basard id.tigatlon grant prograa.

* A projeetod $6.7 allllon for tba fadaral alsaiom asaignmaats

* An aatlaated $19.4 millioa In faderal admlnistrativa ooata.

In terms of disaster assistance to individuals, families and
businesses adversely affected by this catastrophe, more than $143
million in state -federal assistance programs has been approved to
date. These major assistance categories are:

* More than $100.4 alllion in low interest disaster loans to
2,387 boBBOwiers and renters, and 531 businesses by tbe U.S.
Saall Business Ad»lnlstration.

* More than $32.9 alllion for disaster bousing assistanoe froa
FBUk for 13,S97 eligible applicants.

* More than $9.8 aillieB approved for Individual and raaily
Grants for 7,500 applicants to cover disaster related needs
and expenses not covered by other programs.

As we all know, the impact of the 'Flood of '93" in Missouri
is far from over. Currently, boidb 1,600 homes statewide remain
inaccessible due to continuing flood conditions. Assistance to
these families is being provided through the temporary housing
program. Racovexy operations in our state are expected to last
three to five years and, in many cases, represent challenges
greater than the response to the flood threat itself.

MzssoDxz'S aoounRrr MMMMomtan pbogum mmd

etMOE axsvoHss KwwaaaB durivo thk flood

The Missouri State Bnergency Manageoient Agency (8BMA) is

responaible for maintaining the state's disaster preparedness
program under an all-haxard capability. SBNA coordinates the
state's response to any type of eswrgency, whether natural or man-
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made, anywhere In tha state. In largs- scale disasters trtiich

ovexvlielm the capabilities of local ccimninl ty respondera, SEMA
coordinates state iresponse efforts with the affected locjQ
coomunities. other state government agencies, and federal and
private sector organizations, such as the Red Cross.

For years, SBMA has maintained a State Emergency Operations
Plan (SHOP) which outlines the primary and secondary
responsibilities of this agency and other state government
responders to a disaster. The SSOP was utilized successfully in
previous Presidential declared flood disasters, inclxxding the
Flood of '86," and localized flooding in the spring of 1990. The
State Emergency Operations Plan was fully revised and updated in
Fiscal Year 1992 and is currently undergoing another revision to

coincide with SBMA's move to its new State Kmergency Operations
Center just east of Jefferson City. The $4.2 million state-of the
art facility is nearly conpleted and the agency plans to move to
the new headquarters early next year.

Prior to the "Great Flood of ' 93 , • both state and loc&l
government agencies in Missouri were well -versed in flood- fighting
»nA emergency response measures. This is a direct resxilt of hands -

on experience with periodic severe flood disasters along our major
rivers and tributaries. Also, FKMX has made available specialized
training through the State Bmergency Management Agency for local
emergency management '*^"'^ public officials. These invaluable
training programs are offered to local governments in the form of
courses through the SSMA Training Section, as well as seminars and
irorkshope, our nr'"*"' Statewide Conference on Bmergency Management,
and FEMA's Emergency Management Institute at Bmnitsburg, HD. They
are all designed to reinforce the role of local governments as the

first line of response to disasters in their canminity, and the
need for a coordinated response between local, state and federal
governments irtien local capabilities axe overwhelmed, as in the
•Flood of '93."

Through much of the 19808' and early '90s,' Missouri was

coomitted to developing enhanced state and federal response
capabilities to a catastrophic disaster - namely a severe
earthquake along the New Madrid Fault. In addition to the serious
repercussions from the earthquake potential, catastrophic events

such as the Looa Prieta earthquake eind Hurricane Hugo in 1989, the
Andover, Kan. tornadoes in 1991, and Hurricane Andrew and Iniki in

1992 dramatized the need for both national and state level

capabilities to respond to this "new breed" of catastrophic event.

Utilizing the earthquake threat scenario, Missouri State Government
joined with FKMA in a series of major disaster exercises designed
to enhance the coordination of emergency response. These exercises
included the •Operation Show-Me Response '90» earthquake exercise
in Decmber 1990, the federal 'Response 'gi-Alpha" earthquake
exercise in August 1991, and the Miseoiiri Air National Guard med-
evac state earthquake exercise (Steel Cure II) in October 1992,
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which was coordinated with FBIA and tha National Disaster Medical
System (NDNS) exercise - 'Operation Open Anns." At the same time,
SBMA has spearheaded participation by Missouri State Govemaaent
agencies in FEMA'a Regiozial Inter-Agency Steering Connittee (RISC) .

The RISC cnmmi ttee is designed to io^jrove the interface between
state government response agencies euid their federal counterparts
while they work together in carrying out Kmergency Support
Functions (RSFs) under the Federal Response Plan. This is
accomplisbed through a series of ongoing meetings between these
state and federal agencies to train personnel, delineate
responsibilities, and review preparations prior to a catastrophic
event.

AS a result of our prior flood disasters, an up-to-date State
Emergency Operations Plan, major state- federal exercises, and the
state- federal interface through RISC, Missouri was far-better
prepared to deal with response efforts in the "Flood of '93,"

Missouri's first e3q>erience with a catastrophic disaster within its
borders. Among all the records, this flood event also represents
the first time the Federal Response Plan was triggered by FEMA in
the State of Missouri.

With FEKA'e prosit activation of the Federal Response Plan on
July 15, Emergency Support Functions were set up at the State-
Federal Disaster Field Office in St. Louis County. The federal
BSPs included Transportation, Public Worlcs and Engineering,
information and Planning, Resource Support, Health and Medic«a
Services, Hazardous Materials, Pood, and Energy. Whenever possible
through the long duration of this disaster, these federal BSFs were
joined by their Missouri State Government counterparts at the
Disaster Field Office. in other cases, coordination was
accomplished by contact between the State EOC and the respective
state agency office in Jefferson City. In its initial response to
the flood, FSNA made a decision to locate the Disaster Field Office
in St. Louis Coimty (Earth City), to be in close proximity to the
initial flood threat from the Mississippi River. However, as
emergency conditions extended over several months and flooding
spread elsewhere across the state, the location of the DFO away
from the State Capitol presented scois logistical problems for the
state. This will be alleviated when FHMA relocates its field
office to Jefferson City later this year.

Activation of the Federal Response Plan and its BSFs proved
crucial to the emergency response efforts in numerous cases;

particularly those where flooding generated additional emergency
conditions. These Include the St. Joseph water outage, the Hardin
cemetery disaster, and scores of environmental and health hazards
irtilch represented a serious threat to piiblic safety.

In response to these and other special emergencies, Missouri
State Government agencies joined in the Mission Assignments for the
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BSPb. state resources were xiaed irtienever possible, rather CJian the

easier approach of simply turning over the onclr« operation to

federal response capahilities. For exaa^jle, the Missouri National
Guard dispatched aijc water* purification units to St. Joseph to help
alleviate the water outage there, while at the same tixae, FBMX
taaJced the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to transport some 900,000
gatllons of bulk water to the area. Other shared response missions

include the Hardin cemetery disaster where SBMA, the Missouri
Department of Health, and the Missouri Piineral Directors
Association volunteer Mortuary Response Team combined state- local
resources. The Department of Health and Department of Natural
Resources worJt on mission assignments to resolve heeQth-
environmental issues (floating oil drums, vector control, etc.)

SBMA operated its State BOC on a 24 -hour basis during the
entire emergency response phase from iTuly 2 to September 7th. The
State BOC was activated again on September 24th in response to the
new wave oC fall flooding and is still operating from 7 a.m. to 6

p.m. While activated, the State BOC staff maintained regular
contact with flood-affected communities across the state to
coordinate the disbursement of sandbags, generators, pun^s, tents,
»r>A other essential equipment and supplies requested by local
government officials.

Volunteers and Missouri National Guard units placed more than
28 million sandbags provided by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in

flood- threatened caatminities across the state. At the peak of the

flooding in late Jtjly, the Guard deployed a record 3,200 soldiers
for security, water needs, sandbagging, and other emergency
missions, ^"^ has spent some $7 million in response to the "Flood

of '93."

In response to the summer flood, SBMA also supplied key state
staff at the Disaster Field Office to coordinate the Mission
Assignments under the ESFs, and to support on-going efforts for

individual anri Public Assistance, Emergency Public Information,

Congressional Affairs, and other programs. At the same time,

additional SBMA staff were assigned to FBMA's Central Processing
Office (CPO) in Kansas City, where thotisjuids of disaster relief

applications are reviewed and checks approved. SBMA continues to
provide staff at both the CPO and DPO to support both Public

Assistance and Individual Assistance programs.

in the field, state -level staffing was provided by SKMA and

other Missouri State Government agencies at 36 Diszister Application
Centers (DACs) , operated jointed with PBMA. Two of these *fere

mobile DACs which traveled for several weeks through more rural
areas to better assist flood victims there.

To assist local governments with the recovery process.

Governor f^rr^pV^^n called a State Flood Sunmit meeting for local

officials on August 7 in Jefferson City. The meeting was designed

8
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to brlaf public officials about the various stats- federal
asslstazice programs, including public assistance to repair flood-
dasiaged public property. Break-out sessions were held at the end
of the general session for stace staff to meet infoxnally with
local officials and discuss special concerns and problems. The
Governor's Flood Suxsmit proved highly successful in helping local
officials better understand and utilize the various disaster relief
programs to effectively assist their communities.

While the "Flood of 93* stretched SEMTI and other state
staffing to the limit, the disaster relief programs nevertheless
were well coordinated with FSMIk and other federal personnel. As a
result, a wide range of disaster services were delivered
effectively to benefit thousands of flood victims in need.

SFPBCTZVXHBS8 OF FBA KXSPOVSS IV mUTUlU

MZflflOO&Z'S DZSASm BSLIKF BBEDS

The Midwest Bxmmsr flood has accurately been termed a
"disaster in slow motion* - with many of the affected states,
including Missouri, conducting recovery and disaster response
operations both alternately and even simultaneously. The storm
incident period assigned to Missouri's federal declarations covers
near! y five mont>'P - from June 10 - October 25; the latter being
the date which FBMA just recently decided upon to close out this
unprecedented disaster event. Prior to this event, the incident
period for Missouri's spring flood disaster was another five weeks,
from i^ril 10 - May 24. Thus the state was virtually iomfirsed in

a disaster condition from mid April through the end of October.

Throughout this period, FSMA assistance to the State of
Missouri has been the vital force in effective response and
recovery operations in a disaster truly beyond state and local
capabilities. At the same time, other federal agencies, such as
the Department of Transportation, Department of Defense,
Environmental Protection Agency, Health and Human Services, auid

others provided crucial services under mission sissignments to
alleviate countless life- threatening situations during the
prolonged disaster period.

FBMA (juicJcly responded to Missouri's plight and activated its
Disaster Field Office on July 9th, only hours after the state was
declared eligible for federal assistance by President Clinton. The
toll-free hotline for flood victiiM to call in seeking assistance
wffff broadcast on national television early that morning and
disseminated to all media throughout the duration of the disaster.
Since Missouri's ipitlal declaration for Individual Assistance
Included only five counties ^ere damage assessment surveys had
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been conducted by state- federal teams, a top priority for our state
was to add other flood-affected counties as soon as possible.
Based on excellent cooperation and coamunlcations between the
Governor's Office, SEMA, and FEMX offices in Washington and Region
VII in Kansas City, an additional 44 counties and the City of St.

Louis were officially added to the declaration on July lOth. With
this rapid turnaround by 7BMA. on the state's request, Missouri %#as

in a position to begin recovery operations in virtually all flood
affected areas across the state at that time.

Just three days later on July 13th, SIOSH. and PBMH jointly
opened the first five Disaster implication Centers, which operated
simultaneously in the greater St. Louis area for counties flooded
by the Mlsaissippi River.

FBIA's connnitnsnt to provide response and recovery aesistzuace

to Missouri as quicJdy and effectively as possible became a

trademark of the agency throughout the long duration of this
disaster. At the governor's request, FBMA approved the addition of

more t->i^n 50 other counties to the Individual Assistance
declaration over the next few months as the flooding raged on. The
Public Assistance declaration grew from an initial 13 counties and
two cities on 7-20-93, to 79 counties and three cities, with some
ten additional coiinties pending at this time.

These state requests for lA and PA ranged from a single county
to more than a dozen at a time, as damage assessment information
anri other support data became available. With the add-ons for
Individual Assistance, MiSBOuri was able to maXe relief programs
accessible to more *->>ar\ 33,000 flood victims in all areas of the

state. This delivery of services coiild not have been accoa?>lished

as r^)idly or effectively were it not for the cooperation and
diligent efforts of the FBMA Federal Coordinating Officer, the

federal Individual Assistance Officer and other key staff with FBMA
national »w< our Region VII office in Kansas City. On behalf of

Governor Camahan and all Missouri citizens, I command FBMA for
such an outstanding effort in this time of great need.

Missouri's ejqierience with FKMA in previous disasters has been

one of cooperation with good results. However, in the past, FBMA's

role in Missouri disasters was generally limited to delivery of

recovery programs. The "Great Flood of '93" has showcased FKMA's

new coaroitment to successful efforts in disaster response to

catastrophic events. It has also proven the success of the Federal

Response Plan, when integrated with state and local emergency
response plans, and the crucial services provided by anergency
Support Functions (BSPs) under federal mission assignments
requested by the state. without queation, FBMA's projected $6.7

million for mission assignments in Missouri helped save lives and

property and alleviated much of the suffering for disaster victims
across the state. Undoubtedly, this was money well spent.

10
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A case study of the "Great Flcxsd of '93" will no doubt yield
a volxuninous amount of information to help local, state and federal
governments in^rove disaster response and recovery operations for
both serious and catastrophic disaster events. Sometime in the
foreseeable future, we will be able to turn more attention to the
valuable lessons learned when our long-term recovery programs are
solidly in place. However, here are some initial recooimendatiozut
and suggestions that I can offer at this time.

* All local yuwemaents should appoint full-tiaa esiergency
Banageaent directors on a paid basis, wbererer possible.

The Slimmer flood certainly proved the worthiness of local
emergency management capabilities. Local officials carried out
public warnings on the flood threat, advisories to evacuate, search
*n<^ rescue operations and many other emergency and recovery tasks.
As demonstrated in tihe sinmner flood, Missouri has some of the
finest local emergency management progrcuns in the nation. However,
voids exist in seme coiinties and cities where, due to limited funds
or resources, there is either no program operating or no local
emergency management director appointed at this time. The flood
disaster has, of course, sparked new interest in local emergency
management anrJ some ccmnunities are in the process of forming
programs and naming directors. S9(A would like to do everything
possible to encourage this process to continue.

* There should be greater efforts between state and federal
offlolals to allow local cowitntil ties access to disaster
^ipllcaat records for the purpose of enhsnred delivery of
serrloes.

The federal Privacy Act prohibits PBMA from sharing discister

applicant records with local officials. This causes some
unnecessary delay in the delivery of services. For example, during
this disaster, there were several cases where local officials
offered to assist area flood victims in meeting special disaster
needs, such as providing mobile homes for temporary housing, but
the victims could not easily be identified by local officials. In
another case, county officials wanted to lower the tax assessments

of all flood-damaged homes, based on disaster application records
of residents in their area. This would have prevented the need for

long, protracted damage surveys which the county did not have the

11
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manponer to conduct, but becaiice of the federal privacy act, these
records could not be released. Finally, by not having access to
these records, it was more difficult for local and state agencies
to ensure against duplication of disaster services and/or payments.

FBIX should improve the systea for the use of nobile hcaes
as teaporary housing for flood ietiaa in need of this
•sslstanoe.

PBMA's offer to provide mobile hcoss as alternative temporary
housing to eligible flood victims requesting this program became
one of the greatest single controversies in Missouri during the
initial recovery phase for the "Flood of '93." FBMA. reserves use
of these mobile homes as a last alternative to flood victims when
other tenqjorary housing units are not available. However, the
initial placement of many mobile homes proved time consuming and
difficult. The process should be revamped bo that when alternative
housing is not available, mobile home needs cem be identified more
Quicldy to accooimodate the needs of victims urtiose own homes are
xinlnhabitable due to the flooding.

* FEMX should centralise as much as possible the location of
their field operations.

During the "Flood of '93," fema esteJalished both a Disaster
Field Office (DFO) in St. Louis County (Berth City) , and a sepctrate

Central Processing Office (CPO) in Kansas City, which was logically
designed to be in close proximity to the FBMA Region VII office in
Kansas City. The CPO was set up as a separate site for the review
and approval of all disaster relief applications, including those

for both Individual and Public Assistance programs. As a result,

SEMA was required to place key staff at both the Central Processing
Center and Disaster Field Office, while maintaining operations at

the State BOC as trell.

For Public Assistance, the state was divided into two
sections, with SBMA staff at the CPO supporting Public Assistance
in the western area of the state, and other SQOl staff at the DFO
supporting Public Assistance for the eastern half of the state.

This has caused some strain on limited scate staff, as well as
other minor coordination and logistical problems.

12
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H.L. WhUfleld
01 rector
Scott County Emergency Management
416 west 4th.
Davencsort , Iowa 5280 1

Mr Chairman and members of the committee.

Scott County. Iowa is located on Iowa's eastern edge and is

bordered on tnree sides by rivers. The Waosioinlcon River
Is the northern county line and the MississloDi River takes
q turn to trace both eastern and southern borders. The
county has a metro area comoosad of the contiguous cities of
Davenport and Bettendorf, which accounts for 130.000 of the
counties 160,000 residents. Uni ncoroorated areas of Scott
County, the cities of Bettendorf. Oavenoort, Princeton.
LeClalre and Buffalo, all of whom lay along the river front
were Imoacted to some degree by the flooding.

Disaster Preoaredness

:

Scott County and its mun ici oali ties , including the two
princioal cities of Bettendorf and Oavenoort Is served by a
single emergency management agency. The agency is governed
by a commission composed of the chief elected officials or
their reoesentives from each of the sixteen mi unici oali ties
in the county, plus the sheriff or his reoresenti ve

.

The emergency management agency has two primary planning
responsibilities. It manages the development of a single
county-wide comprehensive multi-hazard emergency response
plan and its works directly with public and private agencies
and organizations in developing individual response olans,
exercises and emergency management training. All local
olans are predicated on mitigation, warning, response ,

recovery and . with the exception of the nuclear oower plant
plan, are multi-hazard In scope.

The emergency response plan utilized during the flood of 93

has been developed since two 100 year floods occurred within
one week in 1990. The plan provides for each community in

the county to establish acommand center from which to manage
response and recovery operations for their municipalities.
A county Emergency Operations Center was established to

support all command centers and coordinate multi-
jursdictional and shared services used by individual
municipalities after local resources are exhausted.
Coordination between command centers and the emergency
operations center is accomplished by assigning a
representive from each operating municipality to be part of

a joint command for the emergency operations center.

(1)
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Soedflc actions taken orior to the onset of the Misslssiop^
flood waters in June was to establish a series of meetings
with Dublic works, emergency response and administrative
officials from each munlcioality to evaluate information,
establish a " olannlng standard" based on anticioated flood
levels, develoD action olans based on various flood levels
and make specific assignments for actions steps before and
during the actual flood occurrence.

The individual command centers and the emergency operations
center was established on a daily basis on the date the
MississiDpi reached flood stage, twenty four hour operations
was established at three feet above flood level and continue
for approx four weeks.

Events and Special conditions:

The unusual, and continuous weather systems with the large
amounts of rain In the upper Mississippi valley and
throughout the Midwest In April, May, June, July and August
created the conditions that caused the flooding on the
Mississippi river. The wapsipinicon r\v9r on the counties
northern boarder had been at flood stage for a number of
months prior to the Mississippi flood. The confluence of
the Mississippi and the waoslpinicon occurs at the north
east border of the county and the continuous flooding of the
Wapsipinicon contributed to the flooding on the Mississippi.

Parts of the city of Bettendorf in protected by a sea wall
which protects up to a level well above the recent flood
stage. The cities of Davenport. Princeton, Buffalo and
LeClaire have no developed dikes or levees and were most
impacted by the flooding.

Inherent in flood preparation is the need to begin
protection methods prior to the flood waters arrival and to

have accurate crest forecast Information on which to develop
those plans. This flood crest forecast was Increased on a

daily basis and It was only three days prior to the final
crest that the crest was accurately forecasted.

Total damages and expenses estimates for the county and its

municipalities for public loss will be aoprox four million
dollars. The largest amount of 2.7 million was In the city
of Davenport , the city of Bettendorf with .9 million and

the balance for Scott County, Buffalo, Princeton and
LeClai re.

(2)
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FEMA Response:

Scott County reauested , and received a presidential
disaster declaration In 1990 due to two 100 year flasn
floods on a creek that runs through Scott County. Davenport
and Bettendorf. The FEMA response during that situation
consisted of the establishment of a Disaster Assistance
Center and the Inspection process following the declaration.

Although the center was established within the prescribed
three days after the declaration, some communications
problems were experienced prior to the establishment of the
center and during the operation the center. Baslcly
coordination of the ooeratlon of the center throughout the
operation was a problem.

Communications and coordination during the 93 flood was much
more effective. We rely to a great extent on the Iowa state
office of Emergency Management for assistance In

coordination with FEMA and the state emergency management
offices did an outstanding job of assuring the
communications and coordinating links were In place and
continued to function between the local, state and federal
agencies. Initial contacts were made with FEMA officials
immediately following the disaster declaration and operation
efforts were coordinated through out the period of time that
the center was open.

A Disaster Field Office was established in Davenport and the
full range of agencies were present and avalable for
assistance. Continued efforts were made by FEMA personnel
to advise local officials of assistance that was avalable .

The staff of the Disaster Application Center was
knowledgeable and appeared to be concerned about the total
welfare of the people being served.

The level of service offered by FEMA during the flood of 93

would have to be superior to past experiences.

Improvements:

One specific area of the FEMA relief effort should be

reviewed . The Mississippi river crested at 22.6 feet on

July 3 which was 7.6 feet above flood levels and maintained
levels of 22 feet for four days. When the Disaster
Application Center was opened on July the Uth. the river
levels were still above 21 fee and every command center,
public works department and other departments and the

emergency operations center were still on a twenty-four hour
duty schedule.

(3)
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The opening of the OAC ' s are critical to the relief effort
and are especially important for displaced persons and
people who will need temporary housing and assistance,
however: we should consider some flexibility for those
situations such as river floods or other situations were
homes and facilities are not accessible for damage
assessment

.

The Initial damage assessment process was confused and
complicated. The presidential declaration was given and no
Initial damage assessment was required and then later there
were repeated reauests for that Information, a clear set of
guidelines should be developed for initial damage
assessment.

Mitigation:

Scott County has applied for a project to Install stream
monitoring devises on the creek which caused the 90 flash
flooding in our county. Although that project has been
submitted for two years we have yet to receive a response
from the application. We find the paperwork requirements
confusing and delays are unexplained.

Summary Comments:

Clearly FEMA must remain the central coordinating
point for assuring the federal response and relief
services are avaiable when a disaster of this nature
occurs

.

: FEMA should allow the states a larger role in the
review and approval of mitigation applications.

The local municipalities will remain the first
responders to any disaster, Including catastrophic
and therefore must maintain their level of skills
through training, exercising and planning.
Sufficient funding must be maintained to assist
the local areas to maintain their proficiency

The local emergency managers must be more Involved
In the development of process and procedures because
any change will most effect the locals.

I believe Scott County and all of Its municipalities,
agencies and organizations did an outstanding job of

responding to the flood In 93. The cooperation of the state

of Iowa before, during and after the flood was outstanding.

(4)
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am here today to
testify on the role of the Army Corps of Engineers in the Federal
response to the flooding disaster which occxirred in the Midwest
this summer. Accompanying me is Major General Stanley Genega, my
Director of Civil Works.

In my testimony, I will first provide a historical perspective on
the flooding in the Mississippi Basin and then recount the events
and conditions that led to the 1993 flood and a description of
the flood. I will address the role of the Corps in providing
navigation, recreation, and flood control; and I will describe
the major actions we took under the Corps emergency management
responsibilities. As you know, the Federal response required
extensive coordination among the many agencies involved. I will
address our relationships with local, state, and other Federal
agencies during the flood; and finally, I will discuss some
lessons learned from this experience.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

There have been significant floods in all or parts of the upper
Mississippi River valley eleven times since 1880. In 1879,
Congress authorized the Mississippi River Commission to undertake
flood control work along the Mississippi, but the Commission
focused on channel stabilization and navigation rather than
developing flood control works and had no construction authority
above the mouth of the Ohio River. Not until the Flood Control
Act of 1917, in which Congress specifically authorized flood
control along the Mississippi and the Sacramento Rivers, did the
Commission actively pursue flood control. Congress authorized
$45 million for flood control work on the Mississippi River
between the Head of Passes in Louisiana and Rock Island,
Illinois, and directed the Chief of Engineers to approve all
"plans, specifications, and recommendations" of the Mississippi
River Commission.
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The 1927 flood, one of the greatest in the history of the
Mississippi River basin, inundated over 16 million acres below
Cairo, Illinois. Property damage amounted to $4.4 billion at
today's values, hundreds of lives were lost, and over 600,000
people were displaced. In the aftermath. Congress passed the
Flood Control Act of 1928 and authorized the Mississippi River
and Tributaries Project. This was primarily on the lower
Mississippi River from Cape Gerardeau, Missouri to the Gulf of
Mexico, and was the Nation's first comprehensive flood control
system. The Corps did not become significantly involved in flood
control projects until passage of the Flood Control Act of 1936,
which made the Corps responsible for flood control throughout the
Nation. The Flood Control Act of 1938 initiated a policy of full
Federal responsibility for management of flood control
reservoirs. Subsequent flood control acts expanded the purposes
of many flood control projects to include such functions as
hydropower and recreation.

EVENTS AND CONDITIONS THAT LED TO THE FLOOD AND A DESCRIPTION

The flood of 1993 was a very significant event. The precursor
meteorological conditions were occurring long before the flooding
actually began in June 1993. Above normal precipitation occurred
through most of the upper Midwest, eastern Great Plains and
Mississippi River valley from the beginning of the growing season
(April 1) , and dated back ten months at some locations. When the
persistent storms came in June and July the intense rain rapidly
ran off the saturated soils and into the already swollen streams
and rivers thereby causing them to rise above the channel banks
and onto adjacent flood plains. Before the rains subsided in
September a total of nine states experienced either major or
record flooding along their rivers and streams. Four-hundred and
ten counties were declared disaster areas and millions of acres
were inundated.

The flooding exceeded all previous record high levels at many
locations. New record high water levels (stages) were
established on the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers and many
tributaries. Along the Mississippi River itself, record high
stages were recorded from Davenport, Iowa, to Chester, Illinois,
(above its confluence with the Ohio River) and on the Missouri
River from above St. Joseph, Missouri, to its mouth at St. Louis.

Extensive damage occurred to farmlands and urban areas, as levees
either overtopped or breached. For weeks, the entire upper and
middle reaches of the Mississippi River and the major portion of
the navigable reach of the Missouri River were either closed to
commercial navigation or restricted to limited navigation. Corps
flood control reservoirs were filled to record capacities, many
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reaching levels several feet above their spillway crests; but all
reservoirs continued to provide protection throughout the flood.

The flood was very large in magnitude and rare in nature.
The chance of occurrence of the peak flow that was experienced at
St. Louis is estimated to be between one in one-hundred and one
in one-hundred twenty-five (100-year to 125-year frequency); at
locations in the upper Mississippi River its probability is
estimated to have been one in five-hundred (500-year frequency)

.

Not only was this flood characterized by its record peak levels
but also by its sheer volume and duration. The volume of runoff
produced by the incessant and protracted rainfall dwarfed that
produced by the previous record flood in 1973. At St. Louis, the
Mississippi River remained above flood stage for more than three
months and, at Hannibal, Missouri, the duration was even longer.

ROLE OF THE CORPS IN OPERATING ITS FACILITIES

The Corps has constructed and operates a vast flood control
infrastructure on the tributary rivers in the upper Mississippi
River Basin. This consists of 72 dam and reservoir projects,
over 200 structures including levees, floodwalls, pumping plants,
and diversion structures. Additional flood control structures
have been built by other Federal agencies, and numerous non-
Federal public and private interests. Within the basin, the
Department of Interior's Bureau of Reclamation has eight dauns and
reservoirs which have flood control as part of their purpose.
Flood control releases from these dams are managed by the Corps,
since the Flood Control Act of 1944 assigned that responsibility
to the Secretary of the Army for all dams built in whole or in
part with Federal funds.

Each reservoir in the system has a water control plan which
specifies how water will be stored and released under a variety
of hydrologic conditions in its watershed. During the spring, in
anticipation of seasonally higher rainfall and snowmelt, the
reservoirs are maintained at levels to maximize the amount of
flood control storage space. However, all reservoir water cannot
be withdrawn, since other authorized project purposes, such as
water supply, hydropower, and recreation, must be accommodated by
maintaining water in a conservation pool. Under flood
conditions, flood waters are impounded in the reservoirs and
later released in a controlled manner to minimize the impact
downstream. Once a flood crest is reached, the operating plans
call for us to release the stored floodwaters as quickly as
possible without adding to the crest downstream. It is important
to rapidly return each reservoir to the conservation pool level,
so storage space will be available to capture the next flood.
Our operations in the spring of 1993 were no different in these
regards.
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To assure that the dams and reservoirs in our system will produce
the flood damage reduction benefits for which they were intended ,

the Corps maintains reservoir control centers in each district
and division office and staffs them with experts in hydrologic
and hydraulic engineering who manage the control of water at
these projects. These water control managers prepare plans for
the regulation of the reservoirs under all ranges of expected
hydrologic conditions from drought to floods. In cooperation
with the National Weather Service (NWS) and the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) , who supply the gages, the Corps experts have
established extensive networks of rainfall and streamflow
measuring stations, which they continuously monitor through the
use of satellite data transmission facilities and computer-run
data management and display systems. They also monitor the
weather and river forecast information produced by the NWS.

In early May, before the heavy rains began to fall on an almost
daily basis in the upper Mississippi River basin, the reservoirs
were at levels in accordance with their operation plans. By
August 1, when the reservoirs were at their peak storage, almost
20 million acre-feet of floodwater was being withheld from the
flood-swollen rivers. These waters are still being released from
the system in a controlled manner as the rivers recede.

Recreation facilities are constructed around the conservation
pools at most of our reservoirs. Many of these facilities are
constructed to be near the water at normal times to accommodate
the using public. However, when the lakes hold back flood
waters, many of these facilities are flooded. The Corps
temporarily closed over 100 recreation areas, either fully or
partially, at projects impacted by the flooding. Shower
buildings and comfort stations were severely damaged, roads were
eroded, areas around boat ramps and swimming beaches were eroded
and campsites were destroyed. We estimate that our recreation
facilities suffered damages amounting to about $11 million.

The Federal navigation system in the Upper Mississippi River
Basin is vitally important to the economy of the Nation.
Upstream from Cairo, Illinois, there are 34 locks at 29 sites
along the 854 navigable miles of the Mississippi River. There
are 753 miles of navigation on the Missouri River, but there are
no locks. The Illinois River has 9 locks along its 327 mile
system, and the Kaskaskia River has 1 lock along its 30 mile
length. Navigation was essentially stopped on these systems due
to flood conditions that extended from June through August. As

an example of the impacts on navigation, approximately 8 million
tons of cargo normally passes through Lock 27 near St. Louis
during the month of July. This year, the total for July was
zero. Similar impacts were reported at other locks within the
system above Cairo, Illinois.
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The Corps projects operated as they were designed for flood
control. However, many of the projects suffered damage, such as
the $11 million in deunages to recreation facilities mentioned
above. Many of the lakes had record volumes of water being
released either over the spillways or through the outlet gates.
Water flowing over natviral materials, such as soil, will cause
erosion. Deunages occurred at locks, dams, spillways, dikes and
levees. Erosion of the outlet channel at Milford LeOce, Kansas
due to high releases and erosion to bank stabilization and
navigation dikes on the Missouri River are exeunples of the type
of damages which occurred to Corps structures. This occurred at

a number of projects resulting in damages totalling about $75
million. Flood waters also moved large guantities of sediment
around in the rivers. We estimate we will do about $11 million
worth of dredging to restore the navigation channels. The total
damages to Corps operated and maintained projects due to the
flood of 1993 is approximately $100 million.

There are other costs related to the flooding and associated with
Corps programs. Based on preliminary estimates, the President
reguested and Congress provided up to $180 million in the Fiscal
Year 1993 Emergency Supplemental Appropriation to rehabilitate
damaged flood control works under the P.L. 84-99 rehabilitation
program. We must recognize that in many areas, the floodwaters
are only now receding to the point where we can determine the
damages. As we have begun the rehabilitation of those eligible
projects, the extent of damage has generally been greater than
was originally estimated. We are currently reviewing our
estimates to determine how best to allocate the remaining
resources over the remaining needs. We also spent about $25

million for emergency flood fighting under that authority.

Clearly, the Federal government, and specifically the Corps, has

a significant investment in flood control works in the Midwest.

Yet flood damages sustained during 1993 also were substantial, in

part, because of the unique set of meteorological conditions and

the fact that the flooding itself was greater than previous
floods for many areas and greater than the design level of many
of the structures. Nevertheless, the Corps flood control
infrastructure, including flood control reservoirs, levees, walls

and other structures, performed extremely well during the crisis,

preventing billions of dollars in damages. For example, of the
230 levees constructed by the Federal government, only 38 were
overtopped and 2 breached.

THE ROLE OF THE CORPS IN EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT ACTIONS

The Corps operates under two basic emergency authorities that
allow us to prepare for and respond to disasters. These
authorities are the Flood Control and Coastal Emergency Act, as

amended. Public Law (P.L.) 84-99, and the Robert T. Stafford
Disaster and Emergency Assistance Act, as amended, P.L. 93-288.
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Inherent in these Federal laws is the principle that eaergency
response and assistance is primarily the responsibility of the
local and state governments. The Federal role is to assist these
entities when their resources are no longer adequate to respond
to the crisis.

The Corps prepares for emergencies by developing contingency
plans for natural events, such as earthquakes, hurricanes,
floods, or droughts. We test our plans with training exercises.
The overall contingency plan for a holistic Federal response is

the Federal Response Plan developed by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) in conjunction with 26 Federal
Departments and agencies and the American Red Cross. It is the
primary guiding document for catastrophic disaster response.
Multi-agency exercises are initiated by the Department of
Defense, the Department of the Army, the Corps, FEMA, and other
Federal agencies to test and improve the Federal Response Plan
and the various agency contingency plans.

The flood fight (both response and recovery phase) has demanded a

massive commitment of Corps personnel. We have in the Corps an
outstanding volunteer program that has met this need. When the
call went out through the Corps for assistance, more than 1000
Corps team members came forward and volunteered for duty in the
affected area. At its peak, the need for personnel has involved
almost 1000 employees. In addition to our National Corps
Headquarters, three Corps divisions (North Central, Missouri
River, and Lower Mississippi Valley) and six Corps districts (St.

Paul, Minnesota; Rock Island, Illinois; Omaha, Nebraska; Kansas
City and St. Louis, Missouri; and Memphis, Tennessee) have been
involved in responding to the flood. Additionally, the Bxureau of

Reclamation has provided personnel to support the Corps.

Our Corps Headquarters and each Corps district and division has
an Office of Emergency Management responsible for providing the
preparations and plans necessary to respond to emergencies. When
this flood hit the Midwest, the Emergency Operations Center (EOC)

at each affected office, as well as at Corps Headquarters, was
activated, and the emergency management staff was supplemented by
engineers, real estate specialists, communications experts,
personnel specialists and other professionals. Throughout the
disaster, the EOC's operated 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
These centers coordinated information and tasks on a continuous
basis and were vital to achieving the quick responses required in

this emergency.

As the magnitude of this event became clearer, I directed the
establishment of a coordinating office to oversee the levee
rehabilitation activities of the Corps Divisions directly
involved in the flood. That office, known as the Deputy Director
of Civil Works (Forward), was opened on August 4, 1993, and
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located in St. Louis, Missouri. It was headed by MG Albert
Genetti, our Ohio River Division Engineer. His staff of 31, both
military and civilian, were on temporary duty from their
permanent work locations throughout the country. On September
17, having set recovery policies and procedures in place, the
Deputy Director of Civil Works (Forward) office was phased out.

Under the authority of P.L. 84-99, the Corps assists State and
local agencies with planning and flood fighting. The Corps
maintains supplies, such as sandbags and pumps, for use in flood
fights. We also maintain lists of sources where supplies and
equipment can be quickly procured. When necessary, military
aircraft are used to transport the supplies to the affected area.

The supplies and equipment are turned over to local and state
officials for their use in carrying out their emergency plans.

As early as June, we began to distribute what would eventually be

over 31,000,000 sand bags and 430 loaned pumps to aid local
communities in the flood fight. We also in some appropriate
instances contracted with private construction firms to assist in

reinforcing some levees. This emergency work along with some
advanced measures and flood fighting operations throughout the
affected area amounted to about $25 million. At the same time,

our professional engineers were assisting local entities with
technical advice. By working closely with the levee districts
and their local and state officials and other Federal agencies,
the Corps was ready to respond to the Midwest flooding.

The Corps operated solely under authority embodied in P«L. 84-99

at the beginning of the flood, and coordinated its activities
with FEMA and others. Once FEMA activated the Federal Response
Plan (FRP) on July 11, the Corps also began to respond to FEMA

missions under the Stafford Act. As the lead agency for the
Public Works and Engineering function (Emergency Support Function

#3) under the FRP, the Corps performed such functions as

providing damage surveys, generators, pumps, portable toilets,

installing culverts, and supplying potable water. A significant
water supply mission involved the hauling and storage of potable
water to Des Moines, Iowa, when their water treatment plant was
flooded. It also included the rehabilitation of the plant which
restored treated water to approximately 250,000 people. We have
completed or are currently working on 29 FEMA projects in 7

states. These projects have a total value of $16.8 million.

COORDINATION EFFORTS

Before and during this flood emergency, the Corps coordinated
with several Federal agencies involved in navigation, weather,

and emergency management. Most notable were the U.S. Coast Guard

(USCG) , the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) , the Bureau of

Reclamation (BOR) , the National Weather Service (NWS) , and the

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

.
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We continuously monitored the NWS weather and river forecast
information and used the information in making reservoir water
control management and flood-fight decisions. We also
coordinated with the NWS River Forecast Offices during the
development of their river forecasts to apprise them of planned
storage or release of water from our reservoirs and we
coordinated with the BOR relative to the flood control operation
of their reservoirs in the Missouri River basin.

We called upon the USGS to make flow measurements during the
flood at key river locations for use in developing flow vs. stage
rating curves needed for making water control decisions during
the height of the flood. Many pre-flood rating curves did not
cover the range of river heights attained during this flood
because the 1993 flood heights were unprecedented.

With the activation of the FRP, we immediately provided staff to
the Public Works and Engineering desk at FEMA headquarters and at
Regional Operations Centers and/or the State Emergency Operations
Centers. Corps representatives were also assigned to FEMA's
Disaster Field Offices as they were established. Their role was
to coordinate with other agencies to assure that assistance was
reaching the affected disaster area.

In addition to our work for and in cooperation with FEMA, we
worked closely with a number of the support agencies, namely, the
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Public Health Service,
Department of Transportation (in addition to the coordination
that had been ongoing with the Coast Guard) , the Departments of
Interior and Agriculture, and the General Services
Administration. Throughout the catastrophic disaster response
phase, each of these agencies aided us as we worked on FEMA
mission assignments. These assignments included providing
communities with potable water; bottled and bulk supply water,
and Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Units; port-a-potties;
emergency repair of water treatment and waste water treatment
plants; and distribution of sand bags, pumps, and generators.
The Corps was also tasked by FEMA with conducting damage
assessments. We utilized Corps personnel and asked for and
received significant numbers of engineers and technical staff
from the Bureau of Reclamation some of which continue to
contribute to our ongoing efforts.

BRINGING BACK NAVIGATION

We are especially pleased with the results of the efforts to
bring navigation back to the Upper Mississippi River Basin as
quickly as possible without creating additional damages or
threatening the stability of the weakened levees along the river.
There was concern among local officials that the wake of passing
tows would further damage their flood control structures.

8
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On July 19, the Corps met with the River Industry Executive Task
Force and the USCG to discuss the navigation situation, weather
and river conditions, and to develop a protocol for reopening the
waterways. This group consists of seven representatives from the
towing industry, two representatives from the Corps, and one from
the Coast Guard. It was formed in 1988 to coordinate navigation
activities during the drought and was used again in 1989 and
1990. This group conceived a plan of operation which included a
traffic control center for direction, monitoring and information
exchange, public information, coordination with other interest
and a series of tows to evaluate condition and alleviate the
concerns of adjacent land owners and levee districts. The test
tow protocol required that three test tows descend the Illinois
River and the upper and middle Mississippi River to determine if
wave action would cause additional damage or stress to the
levees. Local levee district representatives were invited to
ride the test tows down the river to see first hand the effects
of commercial traffic.

The test tows began on August 19 and were completed by August 23.
The result of the test tows was that a coordinated, cooperative
decision was made early the following week to open the rivers to
downbound traffic. Similar test tows were then run upstream
which allowed the rivers to be opened to upbound traffic as well.
The navigation industry is to be commended for its cooperative
effort with the levee districts and local officials to ensure
that no additional flooding or erosion was caused by their tows.
The River Industry Executive Task Force exemplifies what
Government and industry can accomplish in cooperative approaches
to problem solving.

REFLECTIONS ON OUR FLOOD RESPONSE

We have already begun the review of our actions, both under our
own authority (P.L. 84-99) and that for FEMA under the Federal
Response Plan. This is happening even as 1,000 people remain
involved in the recovery and rehabilitation. Our present goal is
to have all levee repairs completed by December 1994. In
addition, we are providing opportunities for local levee owners
to take advantage of available programs which provide for non-
structural alternatives to levee repairs.

We have already determined that the Deputy Director of Civil
Works (Forward) concept was an absolute success. Not only was
the office able to coordinate implementation of policy, but was a
"one stop" information office that elected officials and members
of the general public could contact for specific information.
Through the Public Affairs Office, information affecting the
entire area was made available to citizens and the media in the
Midwest. We were thus able to increase the Corps responsiveness
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and credibility with those most affected by the flooding and its
impact

.

Given all the work by Corps team members, the one thing that we
keep learning and relearning is that you can never communicate
enough. Communicating to all citizens, and other agency staff,
not just those in the affected area, once again was an absolute
requirement.

On the engineering front, we also recognize the need for a better
computer model to simulate the flows of the Mississippi and
Missouri Rivers and their tributaries for use in determining
impacts of facilities and water control plans. We are already
embarking on the development of that model and plan to coordinate
with the NWS in its development.

We have to take a hard look at how we can improve automation of
data dissemination among our districts, divisions, and
Headquarters. This flood also evidenced the need to develop the
means for the exchange of water data between Federal agencies on
a real-time basis.

A number of things worked very well during the flood. The Corps
flood control projects, consisting of reservoirs and levees,
worked as designed and withstood the test of this flood. The
water control plans for the reservoirs were very beneficial in
guiding our response to these unprecedented conditions. The
Emergency Operations Centers at Corps Headquarters, districts,
and divisions functioned very well during the crisis providing
timely responses to needs in the affected area. The River
Industry Executive Task Force worked extremely well and
illustrated the benefits of Government and industry cooperation.
Our volunteer program was also a great success, providing a pool
of over 1000 individuals from across the Corps who were willing
to go to the stricken area and join in the flood fight.

In closing, I would like to take the opportunity to recognize the
heroic efforts of local communities and citizens, the states.
National Guard units, and all of the Federal agencies that
participated in the flood fighting activities this summer. The
Army Corps of Engineers was an integral part of this effort and I

am proud to be associated with the dedicated people, both
military and civilian, of the Corps of Engineers.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement. MG Genega and I will
be happy to answer any questions you and the Subcommittee may
have.

10
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I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear before the

Subcommittee today to discuss the Federal Govermnent's response

during the early weeks of the recent Midwest flood disasters.

Emergency management is based on one fundamental principle -

-people helping people. When I first took office, I issued a challenge

to all FEMA employees to strengthen that principle by working

toward a national partnership in emergency management. There

were two key elements to that challenge. The first was that at those

times of highest stress, visibility, and tremendous human suffering, it

is both the expectation and the obligation of FEMA to respond

quickly when our State and local partners need us, and to effectively

meet their needs. The second was that our success in providing relief

and assistance following a disaster is measured by each individual,

family, community and State who turns to us in their time of need,

and by our ability to meet those needs in cooperation with our

partners. Little did I know that we would be tested so quickly by

Midwestern flooding of historic proportions, or that we would be

using many innovations so quickly.
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I am very proud of the way FEMA and the Federal

Government responded to the floods and the degree to which we

demonstrated not only what people helping people really means, but

that partnership and teamwork deUver results. I had the opportunity

to talk to many disaster victims during my numerous visits to the

affected areas, including those with the President and the Vice

President, and learned first-hand not just of the thanks they had for

the assistance they were receiving, but how it allowed them hope for

the future.

I would also like to underscore the extensive commitment made

by the President to alleviating the suffering of the victims of the

Midwest flooding and the tremendous support that was given to me

and to all of the agencies of the Federal Government during our

response operations. I worked very closely with the White House on

a regular basis throughout the entire operation and received

tremendous support. I would also like to express my deep

appreciation to the Congress for its support, in working to pass the
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disaster supplemental quickly, joining together with us in solving

problems, and the personal support that has been expressed by so

many of the Members.

There were many factors that contributed to making this one of

the most successful disaster response operations. Today, I would like

to emphasize three key points: (1) new approaches that FEMA used

for responding to disasters of this size; (2) aspects of an improved

Federal/State partnership that was pivotal in making this an effective

response operation; and (3) the enhanced teamwork between Federal

agencies under the Federal Response Plan which resulted in

expedited aid to all areas.

We were proactive. FEMA and the Federal Government did

not wait to be called upon ~ we initiated contact, placed personnel,

and worked hand-in-hand with our State counterparts in monitoring

the situation, identifying needs, and deUvering the required assistance.
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I had daily conference calls with the Emergency Management

Directors and other key officials of each of the nine affected States,

the Federal Coordinating Officers, FEMA Regional Directors, and

key management of other Federal agencies. This was the first time

this had been done. We used these conference calls as a means for

States to identify problems and issues early and to give us a chance

to resolve them before they became major issues. Everyone

participated in the process and heard the results. As a result, we

were able to forestall problems in resources or funding and, more

importantly, make sure that critical assistance was delivered where it

was needed most by States, locals and individuals. Decisions were

not just made by remote officials but by officials at all levels working

together.

Using our Regional Response Plans, we had FEMA personnel

stationed in State Emergency Operations Centers who worked round-

the-clock with State officials in identifying needs and determining

types of assistance required.
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We activated the headquarters' Emergency Support Team under

the Federal Response Plan to monitor requirements in States already

declared major disasters as well as those in which the crisis was still

growing but where declarations had not yet been made. FEMA

personnel worked hand-in-hand with the other Federal agency

representatives in our Emergency Operations Center to share

information, process requests for assistance, and resolve problems.

We used situation assessment resources, including aerial

reconnaissance products that could be used by headquarters and field

personnel and Geographic Information System technology to support

information dissemination efforts. We linked up the Emergency

Information System directly to State and local emergency operations

centers so that it was readily available as needed.

We initiated the FEMA Recovery Channel with daily television

satellite feeds that could be picked up by any stations throughout the

affected area. In addition to summaries of our daily activities, we
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provided interviews with key officials representing Federal or

volunteer agencies that were of primary interest to the affected areas.

We ran the FEMA Recovery Channel from July until

September 3, reaching more than one milhon cable subscribers as

well as countless other families not connected to cable. The channel

was picked up in the White House and in both houses of Congress

through live feeds directly from FEMA. In fact, we even used a two-

way hook-up to televise one of my daily meetings with senior staff

from FEMA and other Federal agencies directly to the Office of the

White House Chief of Staff, Mack McLarty. This allowed Mr.

McLarty and his staff not only to hear and see the presentations, but

to ask questions as well.

The daily meetings I conducted with FEMA staff were unique

in that we included, on a regular basis, the Federal agency

representatives who were working on a day-to-day basis as part of the

Federal Response Plan Emergency Support Team located at the

FEMA headquarters. Prior to my administration, Federal agency
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personnel watched such meetings via live television feeds but could

not participate. By including our Federal counterparts in these

meetings, we were able not only to exchange information but to

resolve problems quickly. It also served to solidify a team approach

to our response operations. In addition, senior staff from the

Department of Agriculture's long-range recovery staff attended my

daily meetings on a regular basis.

We made outstanding progress in helping the States deal with

donations. Donations of goods are a reflection of the generosity of

the American people. But tons of donated goods that may not meet

the needs of a stricken area can frequently cause logistical nightmares

for State and local emergency managers and still leave individuals

without critical supplies. We had been improving our procedures

under the Federal Response Plan to deal with these issues and were

able to test the improvements during the floods.

We dispatched donations experts to work directly with State

officials, private relief and volunteer agencies in establishing hotlines
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and procedures for donations. In lieu of goods, people interested in

donating to flood victims were requested to send money which could

be used to buy necessary staples from local markets, thereby

eliminating the huge requirements of storing, sorting, and stockpiling

materials.

Another function under the Federal Response Plan that we

tested for the first time was the establishment of a Mobilization

Center in Topeka, Kansas. This was a major storage and staging area

for vitally needed equipment such as pumps, water, portapotties,

cleaning supphes, and other Federally provided or privately donated

materials. We worked very closely with Kansas officials in setting up

the Center. As a result, when State officials were told of a local

need, they knew precisely what we already had available at the

Mobilization Center and that it could be moved to the affected

location quickly.

Another noteworthy element of the flood response was FEMA's

establishment of a new grant category under the Individual and
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Family Grant program to support expenses incurred by families

whose homes were inaccessible for weeks or months due to flooding.

This category, known as Emergency Living Expenses, permitted

disaster victims who qualified for the Individual and Family Grant

program to be ehgible to receive additional assistance up to a State-

determined level to cover these costs. The only limitation was that

the total grant amount did not exceed the $11,900 program limit per

household.

The summit that President Clinton held in St. Louis with

Cabinet officials, Governors, and other key State officials, was a

landmark approach to bringing Federal and State resources together

working toward a common goal. This unique approach emphasized

the President's clear commitment to aiding the affected areas while,

at the same time, demonstrating the effectiveness of an

intergovernmental partnership in meeting requirements and

determining future courses of action.
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The President's summit also served as a catalyst for a

significantly improved working relationship between Federal agencies

in identifying and delivering long-term recovery assistance to the

affected States. FEMA is currently working with other Federal

agencies on a Long-term Recovery Task Force, chaired by the

Secretary of Agriculture, to ensure an effectively coordinated process.

This marks one of the first times in recent memory that Federal

agencies have worked together so closely to ensure an integrated

response to long-term recovery needs following a large-scale disaster.

I would also like to mention how well the Federal Response

Plan, which describes how the Federal Government will respond in

large-scale or catastrophic disasters, worked during the floods. The

Federal Response Plan is a "Uving" document which is continually

updated and expanded based upon lessons learned from exercises and

disasters. It is not a detailed operations plan but, rather, a strategic

plan in which Federal departments and agencies have identified

critical areas of support that a State would likely require. The Plan
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provides mechanisms to identify anticipated or actual requirements

and then provide the resources that are needed. FEMA's role is to

facilitate this interagency coordination and, in particular, to assign

and validate missions which Federal departments and agencies are

given under the Stafford Act.

Numerous innovations were developed as the result of a 90-day

interagency Federal Response Planning Task Force that was initiated

after Hurricane Andrew. The purpose of the Task Force was not just

to determine problem areas in the response, but to improve

interagency procedures and coordination. We had just completed the

Task Force in early June. Also in early June, we conducted the

Response 93 exercise in Salt Lake City and were beginning our

evaluations to determine where we needed to make changes in the

Plan when the flooding struck.

Many of the same people who participated in the Task Force

and the exercise also worked in our Emergency Support Team

operation at the headquarters. They were making changes on a day-
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to-day basis based on lessons learned. This was particularly useful,

for example, in scoping the basic mission assignments to meet initial

response requirements, including vector control, hazardous materials

response, and flood fighting support.

I would like to cite another example of the new sense of

teamwork. On some occasions, more than one Federal agency was

able to deliver a particular type of assistance in response to a State

request. In previous disasters, the State may have received the same

type of assistance from more than one agency. Because of the

teamwork that had been built. Federal agency representatives worked

together in determining which Agency could deliver the assistance by

the quickest, most cost-effective means. In other cases, one agency

would have the necessary equipment, but found it could be provided

more quickly by another. As a result, we ehminated duphcation

while still being responsive.

The innovations that I have already mentioned, including

extensive work in donations, the estabUshment of the Mobilization
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Center in Kansas, the improved Federal agency teamwork at all

levels, the advanced placement of personnel in State Emergency

Operations Centers, and the action planning that moved operations

from response into recovery are all a result of improvements that

have been made in the Federal Response Plan.

In summary, I believe the high level of the Federal response to

the Midwest flooding represents a major step forward in our ability

to meet quickly and efficiently the needs of affected States. The

partnership at all levels of government, the active involvement of the

President and Cabinet officials, and the direct role of State officials

in identifying needs and working with Federal officials in coordinating

the delivery of assistance all contributed to making this an effective

operation.

But I do not want to make it appear that we have met all of our

goals. We must continue to improve our responsiveness to our

customers in disasters. We must look at improved methods of long-
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term recovery. We must reduce the costs of natural disasters through

mitigation.

We still have a long way to go. Criteria for assistance need to

be clarified. We need to improve programs of mitigation to lessen

the effects of disasters. We need to improve the levels of State and

local preparedness to lower the need for Federal involvement. We

need to improve our tests and exercises of plans and personnel at all

levels of government to ensure constant readiness to respond to

disasters.

Thank you for your time and attention. Mr. Chairman and

members of the Subcommittee, I would welcome any questions you

may have.
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